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I was wondering if we could start today, Frank, with me asking you to introduce
yourself?
Right, well, my name – full name, Frank Alan Raynor, born 20th of April 1922. Still
surviving in 2012 on the 14th of May [both laugh] having done numerous things in the
meantime. And having enjoyed over sixty-four years of happy married life, life has
obviously changed markedly for me in the last few months, but it’s one of the things
that’s inevitable if one survives.

Where were you actually born?

I was born in Grimsby, Lincolnshire, at 329 Wellington Street, a property, which my
mother acquired from her parents and lived there until she died. Oh sorry, she didn’t
live there continuously but she owned the property and retired there.
Hmm. What was your mother’s name?
Ethel May Raynor, maiden name Pratt, P-R-A-T-T. She … gave birth to me at a
fairly early age of eighteen in those days, and married my father in – I think it was
1921, I’m not sure exactly, I’d have to look. They – marriage survived until
approximately 1925, I don’t have any documentation on that. And they then
divorced, which was rather unusual in those days.

Hmm.

It raised a lot of column inches in the local press, which my father kept for many
years and handed to me when I was a teenager, but I didn’t keep it [laughs].

Why did it raise column inches?
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Well my mother – my father was granted the divorce on the ground of my mother’s
adultery you see. And in those days where hypocrisy was fairly rampant [laughs] it
was considered a disgrace. And of course the local press would – the Grimsby
Evening Telegraph I presume would have loved that sort of thing.

Hmm.

However it was all over my head, I was much too young to understand what was
going on. I don’t have any recollection of living with them in those first three years.
My recollections start when I was living with my grandparents. So I was obviously
over the age of three. My father remarried again in 1927, the end of 1927 I think. I
have the certificates for these things in the drawers, which I can show you if they’re of
any interest. And my mother subsequently remarried in 1936. Again, I have the
marriage and death certificates there available. And my mother married a man a
number of years younger than herself. ‘Cause in 1936 she would have been thirtythree years old and she married a man that was then … six or seven years younger
than herself I think. I’m not sure exactly but I do have the certificates, I can check
that for you.
What do you remember of – of the – the divorce, if anything?
Nothing. It was going on when I was three years old, I’ve no knowledge of it
whatsoever. All I remember is my earliest years were with my grandparents who
lived in Grimsby at that time. So I can’t fill you at nay more detail on that one I’m
afraid. I’ve no recollections of it.

Was anything said to you when you were growing up about it?
Oh yes, well I didn’t realise in the early years, it was only when I was about twelve or
thirteen, my father produced a biscuit tin with a whole load of papers, cuttings and
what have you, to try and persuade me what a dreadful person my mother was. He
always carried a – a chip on his shoulder about that I think for the rest of his life.
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Shame, but it’s the way it was. In today’s world nothing would have been thought of
it you see [laughs].

Hmm.

My mother in fact married a school teacher at that time, a lovely fellow. That
marriage endured for the rest of their lives.
I was wondering –
But I don’t know where to go from there on, do you want to pause a moment?

[05:45]

I was wondering if you could describe your mother to me?

Yes, my knowledge of her really was only as a youth. I had no contact with her for a
number of years, although there was a family incident apparently when I was three
years old, when I had diphtheria, and in those days you were taken into an isolation
hospital. Apparently when I was due to be released my mother, posing as my father’s
sister, collected me [laughs]. And when Father went to collect me they obviously
said, ‘Your sister’s collected him.’ He realised what was going on, and he
immediately dashed back to their home, 329 Wellington Street and I was there of
course. But Father recovered me rather roughly and as a result got himself into
trouble with the law with it [laughs]. But that’s another story from childhood days.
My meeting with my mother came about through another one of my friends. When I
was about fifteen or sixteen, I can’t remember the exact date, this friend of mine had
met a girl who turned out to be the daughter of my mother’s best friend [laughs]. And
I was asked to attend some mysterious meeting they were setting up at this particular
house. Someone wanted to see me, I wasn’t told who. And Joe, my friend, said
would I go to this address in Corporation Road? But they wouldn’t tell me the name.
So in my lunch break I nipped across to the local library, asked for the street
directory, checked up who was living at that particular address [laughs] and put in my
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appearance on the Saturday afternoon. And when the door opened I said, ‘Good
afternoon Mrs Kiff,' and she said, ‘How did you know my name?’ Etc. Anyway, I
was admitted and my mother was there. And she’d made the effort to contact me you
see. Well of course the first thing that came up, ‘Whatever you do, don’t let Father
know.’ [Laughs] So that’s how I came to be reassociated with her. Though I do recall
another incident with her earlier when I was about eight or nine, playing in the village
when this motorcar stopped and this lady got out of the car and asked me if I was
Frank Raynor, and chatted for a few minutes. That was clearly my mother but I didn’t
think much about it at the time. And I was too afraid to tell my parents. Anyway,
from the initial contact I then kept regularly in touch with her. I was in touch then
until she died in 1976 aged seventy-three. In the early years my father wasn’t aware
of this of course, but once I was away from home at age eighteen it didn’t matter
anyway. So – but my mother was – obviously had something about her because if
you think back in the days when young girls left school, most of them went into either
factories or domestic service, she went straight into a shipping office. And another
incident linked with that later during the war, her husband, who I haven’t mentioned
yet, went into the RAF in 1940 and did pilot training, was sent to Canada on further
training, he was retained there as a staff pilot. In the meantime she managed to go
from Grimsby to Canada in 1942. It must have been illegal. I asked her on one
occasion later in life how she did it, and she just said, ‘Ah, that will be a story for
another day.’ And I never did know how she got there, but she got to Canada and she
wrote to me from Canada. I also have pictures with her and Stanley, her husband, by
Niagara Falls because they were living at – living at Hamilton. He was on the air base
there, 33 Air Navigation School. I have details of that, which I can point out to you
later if you wish, photographs, that type of thing. When she got to Canada she
immediately got herself a job. So I said, ‘Well, how does one manage that?’ She
said, ‘Well it was straightforward compared with LSD,’ she said, ‘It was decimal
effectively, it was only dollars and cents.’ [Laughs] So how she got into the job I’ve
no idea, but she had the confidence and obviously the ability to hold the job down
when she got into it. What happened over the documentation I’ve no idea, I was
never told. But she stayed there then for two and a half years because Stanley was
kept there as a staff pilot flying Avro Ansons across Canada training air navigators,
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until he was returned to the UK in 1944, where he converted to bombers. But I’ll do
that as a separate story if you wish.

Hmm.

Okay.
Yeah. Other than a suggestion of resourcefulness could you give me a …
Oh certainly, yes. Yes, you wouldn’t have described her as particularly shy. She was
quite – quite bright really when you think of it, intellectually. She must have been in
her day, but of course – you know, with the elementary schooling, etc. But Stanley of
course, when she met him he was a teacher in Grimsby. His mother was a teacher
before him. He was an only son, I can give a bit of background there if it’s needed.
And he went into the RAF in 1940 because he would have been called up anyway as a
teacher, so he volunteered for the RAF before he was drafted into something he didn’t
fancy. His mother came out of retirement during the war, by curious coincidence she
was teaching at a school where one of my younger half-brothers, and he was her class
teacher. That was a curious coincidence. But again, she never knew of my existence,
so when my mother and Stanley married in 1936 she was obviously never told of my
existence. She died in 1945 anyway without knowing, so …

After those initial meetings with your mother, how much did you see of her?
Just – well I didn’t see anything of her for several years while she was in Canada
obviously.

[Laughs]

But initially when I was home on leave occasionally, I would write to her, although I
wasn’t – I wasn’t what we’d call – what one would call a frequent writer. But her
writings were always entertaining, quite humorous. And again it was something that
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I’d kept away from my parents, they didn’t know. I did tell them later on in life. I
told my stepmother before Father even knew.
I was going to ask – well, how you actually managed to keep it from him and for how
long?
Well I wasn’t – I wasn’t living at home. I’ll go into the – you’ll pick that up as I
account for my own movements from 1930s on – from leaving school in ‘36 onwards,
if that will be of help.

[14:19]

Hmm. I was wondering if we could talk a bit about your father. What was his name?
Yes. Ernest William Raynor, born May the 6th 1899 into a family, a large family.
Seven or eight of them – one – I have the names and the dates of birth listed actually.
I did this some years ago for the family because we had a mysterious aunt who was
older than the rest of the family you see, and I traced that down to the fact that she
was born when my grandmother was in domestic service, as happens occasionally in
those circumstances. But … to come back to my father, he was – his father was
initially a wood machinist. He worked latterly for a piano manufacturer in Grimsby,
called Rushton and Son. In fact we had one of their pianos in the early years. But
later in life grandfather set up a cycle business. He had a shop and at the back of the
shop he had a small garage built where – which he used as a workshop. Those
property – that property’s still there today. The house is – it is now a house, no shop
front, but the original garage still is at the back. I’ve had a look at it recently on the
Google street map actually and that’s virtually unchanged. So that was Grandfather
Raynor, Robert Epton Raynor was his name, and he along with my grandmother are
buried in the churchyard at a village called Marshchapel in Lincoln.

Hmm.
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His father was – was – I think he was born in a village called Stainton le Vale in
Lincolnshire, he was born in 1863, my grandfather. But his father before him I think
was around about 1836 or thereabouts, he was the village blacksmith, that’s all I know
of him, I’ve not perused it any further.
This is the grandfather you grew up with when you were three then, or …

That was Robert Epton Raynor, his father was the village blacksmith before him.
That’s right.

Oh yeah.

So Robert Epton Raynor was married to Sarah Ann Raynor. And they had this family
– I have the dates of the various brothers and sisters but I can’t recall them all at the
moment. Memory – I remember some of them more than others ‘cause I kept in touch
with uncles, as it were, through my father for – for most of the years while they
survived actually.

Could you describe what your father was like if I were to meet him?
Well he was – I wouldn’t describe him as an outgoing personality but he could be
quite friendly. He wasn’t a great conversationalist but he could be friendly towards
people if he decided he liked them. He was fairly unfriendly to people he didn’t like
[laughs]. He was clearly a competent engineer because after he closed his business,
seeing the approach of World War II, he got a post with the Air Ministry when they
were building RAF Binbrook in the pre-war airfield expansion programmes. And the
post originally was Mechanical and Electrical Supervisor, MNES I think the grade
was, but later was changed in the civil service system to the technical grade classes,
the technician classes, technical officer class. ‘Cause Father – since he didn’t discuss
any of this with me or with his family, we didn’t know any of this. I only discovered
it later when I got to know what the system was, through someone who was in the
same system but not through my father. He never – he never discussed his work. He
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didn’t discuss anything very much with us really. He wasn’t – to be fair I think from
my point of view nothing was open to discussion. You had a series of – of commands
and you were expected to accept that without question. There was no room for
discussion, let’s put it that way, in the family.

[20:00]

What did he actually do before RAF Binbrook?
He had an electrical contracting business, which I’ll come to in a moment, from the
early 1930s. Prior to that he worked on the docks, and one of my earliest memories
was going down with him on to the docks. He was involved with the lighters, these
are vessels that transported the coal from the jetties where they came in by rail, they
were loaded like – they were powered barges in fact, and they then went around the
trawler fleet supplying the trawlers with coal, which in those days of course, they
were steam driven. And I remember going with Father on one occasion. These things
were powered by a single solid bollinder – Bollinger I think it was – engine. And I
remember going down into the engine room with Father, all the highly polished rails
and everything, seeing the workings of this thing. I’ve no idea how old I was. I was
quite a small child. So Father worked in the – in the docks until – he obviously taught
himself the basic electrics because he had a series of books I found later in life
entitled The Electrical Educator, and they covered – they were very thick volumes,
three of these, and they covered everything from electrical wiring, domestic stuff,
motors, down to costings, regulations, a whole encyclopaedia of information if people
wanted to go into that business. So Father clearly was able to absorb that. And he
started part-time doing work, and the work built up sufficiently as the high voltage
was fed out into the villages in Lincolnshire down the Lincolnshire coast, and the
work virtually followed them. We did installation work in villages, quite a number of
villages, down the Lincolnshire coast and inland. And of course that included farms,
it also included work in some of the local churches. That was under the Church
Commissioners I think in those days. We did the initial electrical installations in a
number of churches. When I say we, I’ll come to the – to that side of it, ‘cause I
haven’t mentioned how I came to work there with him.
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I was going to ask how much you actually saw of his work.
Yes, well when I left school I’d been going on Saturday mornings with Father, or
more to the point with one of the electricians he then employed. Because his business
expanded – I omitted to mention this, his business expanded so that he did employ
two electricians and another youth, and then employed me when I left school. But
before that I was interested and I would go with them on Saturday mornings, bearing
in mind in those days it was a five and a half day week, it wasn’t a five day week.
And so I learnt to make pendants, switch blocks, learnt how the general domestic
things worked before I left school. So when it came to leaving school, initially they
said they thought I ought to continue at school because in the secondary school I was
in I didn’t have any particular problems. But I pointed out that I’d been offered
employment, my father thought it was a good idea to go and work with them, and they
immediately said, ‘My goodness me, yes, it’s a trade.’ Presumably a trade in those
days was the – was the okay thing to be in. And in fact I was the envy of a couple of
my pals, because one of them went to work in the offices at Hewitt’s Brewery and
remained there for the rest of his working life actually. The fact that I went into
something technical was rather daring I think in those days.
Interested in this – this work, sort of giving people electricity in their homes for the
first time.
Well yes, because it [doorbell rings] … can you pause?

Yeah.

[End of Track 1]
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I was interested in this business, I guess, of installing people’s electricity for the first
time.

Oh right, yes, yes. Well we got some interesting reactions for that because, you see,
the filament – the filament lamps of course, the incandescent lamps that we used
produce this yellow light. Now country people that had been used to ordinary wick
oil lamps, it was fine. If people had had the more expensive, the Aladdin lamp, which
– I don’t know whether you know this, it was a mantle, asbestos mantle similar to a
gas mantle, a large one. And produced a very nice, soft white light, and people didn’t
like the yellow light of the bulb, as they called it in those days. So we kept getting
this – but it was offset by the convenience of being able to operate a switch instead of
light. And of course the other interesting incentive in those days to have it installed,
to persuade people to take electricity in the villages, the local supplier offered five
lights and two Amp – sorry, five lights and a five Amp, two pin plug for free. If you
wanted extras on that you paid – I think the going rate in those days, my father was
charging, was fifteen shillings per point. Bearing in mind the five Amp plug came off
the lighting circuit in those days, there was no such thing as mains in the domestic set
up.
How –
So people by and large were quite pleased to – with the novelty of it all if you like.
But of course it was a hell – an improvement for some of the farmers – there was a
different approach there because a number of farmers had motor installations for
powering some of their equipment, their milling equipment etc. So there was a step in
technology for them there if you like. But it was different types of installation on the
farms of course, where you had rubber or lead sheath cables for domestic installation
in those days, when you got into the farms it had to be done in conduit, by and large.
Better class installations had galvanised conduit because of the corrosive atmosphere
around the – you know, the milking sheds and things like that. And waterproof
switches so people didn’t get shocks when they operated them.
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What was people’s understanding, like about electricity? Were the people you were
talking to installing these things?

About the same as people would understand atomic energy in its early stages [laughs]
I suppose, if that’s an analogy. They – some sort of magic I suppose. You press a
switch and you had instant light. A few people were more ventured, some, and even
had bought an electric iron from my father or in some cases a radio main – powered
by mains. I mean that in itself was a step forward. You didn’t need the HT battery,
the grid bias batter and the accumulator as it was called.

[03:35]
Just going to –

All right.

Were there any reactions you remember to electricity in particular, or customers that
stick in your mind?

No, we had to give the usual warnings, safety warnings of course, point out some of
the things they should and shouldn’t do with it. They were advised not to take their
hands out of the washing up water to operate the switches, because the type of switch
in use in those days weren’t impervious to water if you like. The switch mechanisms,
if you had wet hands it could run through inside.
How much work is actually involved in putting in an electric installation to someone’s
house for the first time?
You could do – in a bungalow you could do the five lights and a plug in a day, one
day’s work, an electrician and a boy helping him, a mate helping him. Because you
had access in the – if it was in a house sometimes it was more difficult because we
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had to take floorboards up and drill joists, etc, for the cable routings etc. But in a
bungalow it was quite easy to operate from the – the false roof.

Hmm.
And in those days you see, you didn’t have earth leakage strips, you just had a
standard main switch. There was no earthing in those days remember, we hadn’t got
round to the three pin plugs in the early 1930s, it was two pin. And people used to do
things like have their iron, which was probably a maximum of about 500 watts, and
they had them on a bayonet cap adaptor and plug in to the lights, you know [laughs],
which is okay as long as the – you didn’t have a leakage on the iron and get a nasty
shock. These things did happen, I mean hence the development when they introduced
the three pin plugs initially and the earthing systems you see.
Five lights on one socket doesn’t sound very much.
It’s a big advance on four oil lamps and no socket [both laugh]. And of course if you
had a house there was this high technology of two way switching between the switch
upstairs and the switch downstairs you see, so you could switch on and off from either
downstairs or upstairs, which all houses have now, no one thinks about it. You stop
to think how you wire that up [laughs].

How do you wire that up at this time?
I won’t go into the details, they’re special switches anyway, and it’s a different type of
wiring. But it’s down to the type of switches that it used and an extra couple of wires
that had placed between the switches called strappers. I don’t know what they’re
called these days. My – my knowledge – you’re talking now about seventy-five years
ago aren’t you? [Both laugh]
I’m curious as well, say you’re installing electricity in someone’s house, how much of
the stuff you’re actually putting there, the installation, is things that are ready made
and how much do you have to make yourself?
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Well what – you go and you buy your switches, you buy your switch blocks, ceiling
roses, lamp holders, flex by the drum, cable by the drum, cable clips by the box. So
what you actually do, you go in, decide where you’re going to run the cables,
depending where they wanted the lights, where they wanted the switches, you plan
your cable runs accordingly. And with your reels of cables just run it out to wherever
the fittings are going. So the only – the – you drill the switch blocks to match the
particular type of switch being mounted on it if you like. The technique was to mount
the switch block – wooden switch block on the surface first and then followed by the
porcelain switch. They were – by the time I started work they were porcelain
switches with a Bakelite cover. The early days were – of installations were very
much brass covered switches in the houses. I remember where my grandparents lived,
they had electricity and that would have been in the 1920s. But I always remember
my – my grandmother going into the washhouse as she called it, outside at the back of
the house, which had electricity, but she had to take a dry towel with her to switch the
light on. She always warned me never to touch it. Because of the constant humidity,
if you touched the switch and put the light on you got a shock [laughs]. So she had
the technique of using a dry towel to go and switch the lights on and off, so it all
sounds rather novel these days, but …

Which bits of the electrical installations were you doing?

I was initially working with the electrician, you pulled the cables, it needed two of
you to pull the cables at different times, and then I was allowed to connect – well, I
initially learnt to drill switch blocks and make up pendants while I was still at school
you see. But when I went out on the actual installation work you also had a system of
using joint boxes, where you brought cables to different central points and then you
had a box with a series of connectors in it, and you had to make the appropriate
connections with either connectors or terminals in the boxes themselves. And so I
learnt initially, after doing initial runs how to connect so-called switch wires, the
strappers, all the various terms they had for these wires, make sure you’d got the right
wire to the right connector if you like. It sounds incredibly simple now but at the time
I was quite pleased to be able to do it.
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Did you actually …
And of course there was more – if you were involved in the farm installations there
was more to it because where you were installing electric motors for example, there
were different types of motors, different types of starters from what were called the
old star delta type starters for motors that were star delta motors, that’s a particular
type of AC motor actually. I won’t go into that.

[10:30]
And you were working for your father then as an –
Yes, yes, I was working for Father then at – I didn’t actually work directly with him
very much because by the time he employed the couple of electricians he was, a)
getting materials for the job or canvassing for the work. He wasn’t actually doing the
installations work himself, he had two electricians and two lads doing it for him. In
my black case down there there’s a photograph of a trailer he had paid for by
Calendar Cables to advertise their cables, and we carried all our materials around in
that trailer. As I say, I’ll show you the picture shortly. And that was in 1937, ‘cause
he had a brand new Austin Ruby, 1937 model, in August ‘36, I remember that, fitted
with the tow bar to tow this trailer. And when I think it used to take four of us,
sometimes five of us in the Austin Seven, plus the trailer on the back, flat out about
thirty-five miles an hour. But it got around, materials went with the job you see, so
you went to the job, took the trailer. Father would leave the trailer there on occasions,
go off and do whatever he wanted to do you see.

Interested as well, were you selling people appliances to go with their new systems?

There was no hard sales technique. If people were interested then, you know, Father
could supply them but there was no – there was no push. There was no such thing as
sales techniques as far as we were concerned. Father had the work, if people asked
them about these things or – he would show them what was available. There were
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showcases for this you see. The county shows, you know county shows are still run
to this day, in nineteen – I can’t remember, I think about 1936 Father had a stand at
the Lincolnshire county show you see, and again I have photographs of that. So you
can see the electrical appliances of the day displayed on EW Raynor’s stand you see,
along with one of the electricians he employed, who’s in the picture. Electric clocks
were just becoming – domestic electric clocks were becoming available at that time.
There were a range of these, there’s radios, electric fires, it’s – it’s a illustration if you
like of vintage electrical equipment, domestic equipment.

Hmm. Did you enjoy the work?

Yes, I did at the time but it was difficult sometimes because of the relationship with
Father. Initially when I started work he wasn’t going to pay me a formal wage, so
mother had nothing out of this. He would give me a shilling a week pocket money,
which, that would have been okay except that it wasn’t – I didn’t get it on a regular
basis, I used to get a shilling occasionally. And Mother had nothing out of this. Now
during that working period when I was about sixteen, Father and I had words and
decided it wasn’t a good idea to continue working with him. And Mother actually did
step in at that time and – and support me and said, you know, ‘It’s not fair on the lad,’
etc. So I decided to go off and get another job [laughs].

[14:30]

Reporting into the labour exchange in Grimsby where there was absolutely nothing in
the line I was looking for. So I thought, hmm, well I wasn’t going to be out of work
so I got on my bicycle, cycled along the – Victoria Street, the waterfront street where
there were various saw mills. I went into Joseph Ogle and Sons who did purely
hardwood and empire timbers only. They didn’t deal with softwoods, building
carcassing materials, they dealt with all the exotic woods coming in from all over the
world, and the English hardwoods, ash, oak, beech, elm, chestnut, etc, they dealt with
those only. I went in this particular day, asked if there was any work available and the
foreman asked me a few questions, I suppose decided if I had the right attitude to the
work and he said, ‘Right lad, start on Monday.’ So the following Monday I got on my
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bicycle and started work there. Now I enjoyed that for – I only worked for them a few
months before Father and I were reconciled [laughs], but in the meantime I learnt a lot
about timbers. I made a collection of small blocks of every different type of timber
that they were dealing with. They had I think about fifty odd of these different
timbers, so I was then able to identify the difference between Siamese and Burmese
teak, the various mahoganies, even the wood that made bowls, lignum vitae. They
used to bring that in a tree trunk form, they had special saws to cut it. It was only a
trunk about that diameter, which would have been several hundred years old and they
had special saws to cut and trim this, and it just used to produce a brown powder
instead of sawdust, it was so hard. It’s effectively harder than iron if you look at
lignum vitae. Well I’m not sure that’s literally right, but that’s what was always said.
Don’t look at it scientifically [both laugh]. So I did learn a lot. I mean they used to
make dartboards in those days from soft English elm rather than hard English elm,
because hard English elm was only used for making coffin boards. It was all this sort
of things that you – and I did quite enjoy my time there. It was interesting and I learnt
a lot about timber in relatively a few months.
What did they actually do there? Was it …
They sold the – they imported the timbers made – for example, they sold elm planks
in the form of coffin boards to all the local undertakers. So we took in – the elm
itself, initially it was cut with cross-cut saws on a long bench, and then it was stacked
out to dry out, so it wasn’t used for several years, so there was a storage area. And
then when the timber was dry and seasoned as it was called, it would be brought back
into the mill, cut into the correct dimensions for a coffin board, put through the
planers and then the sanders so it would go out polished finish. And there was various
types of oak they could have. The cheaper coffin boards were elm, the more
expensive ones were – you had English oak, American oak and Japanese oak, all had
different colourings and figurines in them, depending what people were prepared to
pay for. So they supplied the undertakers, they supplied dartboard manufacturers with
material for dartboards. At the heavy end they supplied pitch pine soles. Now a sole
was part of trawling gear that was used by the trawler. These were pitch pine planks,
three by nine, about six or seven feet long, very heavy indeed. And we imported pitch
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pine – it was nine by nine or twelve by twelve timbers already sawn. And these were
left in the docks immersed, that’s how they kept them seasoned, and they were hauled
out of the docks, put on the saw benches and cut into what were called pitch pine
soles for the trawler industry. They virtually made timber for any industry that
wanted it, anybody that wanted any foreign timbers just came in.

[19:14]
The majority of the timber manufacturers – sorry, merchants, were importing timber
from Norway and Sweden for building jobs, joists, floorboards, picture – picture.
Door frames, doors, etc. And that was called softwoods in those days, I don’t know
whether they still regard it as softwoods the same. I think they call it pine these days,
but in my day there was a lot of difference between the red wood and white wood,
softwoods and pine, which was quite different. And then there was the various pines,
Oregon pine, pitch pine, as I say, I was – in those days as a sixteen, seventeen year old
I was able to identify all those you see [laughs]. Utterly useless to me later in life, but
at least I could look at timbers, even today, and tell you what they are.

What did you actually do at Ogle and Sons?
I was general sawyer’s mate I suppose you would call it. The sawyer who was
actually putting the timber through, I stood behind the saw benches and learn the
technique of drawing it out safely, depositing it. And if we were – the same, on the
planes, it was called trailing out. When the timber went through the planes I would be
on the output side collecting it, putting it to one side, and the sawyer would set up the
dimensions and feed it in. And there were the various saws you see. I worked behind
horizontal cross-cuts, which there was very little to do there because it was all –
effectively it’s large English tree trunks coming in on to this bench and slowly
moving through mechanically, they were powered by electric motors, and there was
horizontal saws which cut them into planks. So all I was doing if you were behind
that was driving wedges in to make sure that the – the saw was free, and just keeping
your eye on it, making sure nothing was going wrong, where you could press an
emergency button. Then behind circular saws I was again trailing out, as they called
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it, or the band saws. Well the band saws did the more intricate work. If people
wanted fancy shapes cut for oak or beech or ash furniture you see, there’s – or they
would get drawings and cut out whatever was required according to the drawings and
the finish you see. So it was an interesting experience.

You sound like you got interested in different sorts of wood as well.
Well I did at the time, I did put my back into learning something about it. I was – I
was interested enough to do that at the time. But the long term future didn’t seem to
hold a lot in those – that particular line of work. I mean the sawyers were very skilled
guys actually, but that was as far as they could go, unless you happened to get a
foreman’s job somewhere [laughs].

What were they like as people?

Well like any other sections of people I think, variable [both laugh]. The majority of
them were kind to me, fortunately. I was very much a lad and treated as a lad of
course, as was the practise in those days, subject to all the usual practical jokes when
you were first taken onboard, like go for the long stand or the long wait or thing like
that you see. But I didn’t really – think I was alert enough not to get caught out on
those. They tried it on me a couple of times when they sent me before to one of the
other sawyers for a long stand you see. Well instead of going for the long stand I beat
it to the restroom, lunchtime room, sat there and read the paper for ten minutes
[laughs] and went back. And when they checked up with each other realised I hadn’t
fallen for the long stand [both laugh].

Did you enjoy it, working there?

I did, for the period I worked there to be honest, yes.

What did you like about it?

Hmm?
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What did you like about it?

The variety. I was continually learning and I enjoyed learning something new I
suppose, whatever the technology would have been. I always did enjoy learning
something new. Perhaps that helped me later in life, I don’t know, but I was only
sixteen years old then you see. [Both talking at once] Between sixteen and seventeen.
So that was an interesting experience but I can’t remember how many months I was
there, it would have been less than a year.

[24:00]

Because I then returned to work with my father again, or work with his electricians.
And that was my introduction to radio, because one of the electricians he employed
was a keen radio man. Now this was in the 1930s, and in our lunch breaks Dick
Wilmore, I remember his name, would sit down and explain to me the principles of
radio, and that’s how I first got interested. My father had had a passing interest in it
earlier, but only in the days when you could buy a plan, you could buy the
components and the valves and you had to put a wire from here to there. You didn’t
have a theoretical diagram, because my father had a number of bits and pieces in his
shed at home that were the old two – two volt heater valves and various components.
But he never, he would never have – have been a radio technician, let’s put it that
way. But this particular electrician was and he explained the principles, so I gradually
got interested in it that way.

What are the principles of radio in the 1930s?
I don’ think they’ve changed have they? Electromagnetic propagation of waves, etc.
But in those days he just explained to me, in terms of waves, he explained how you
could make a resonant circuit of inductors and capacitors and how they would absorb
a radio wave. They would resonate to a particular frequency, and he explained the
principles of that to me, and how you took that frequency into effectively what was a
– the so called detector was effectively a rectifier, which sorted out the modulation
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from the modulated wave. And he did it bit by bit and he had radio – bits of radio sets
he’d built, so he used to explain to me how they worked, the principles of
amplification. So again, I was interested to learn and it was too early for – we were
too far away from London for television. I remember him telling me about television
because television, a lot of people don’t realise, first went on the air in April 1936, the
year I left school. But it was only transmitted from Alexandra Palace in London, and
only within a few miles radius. So sitting where we were in North Lincolnshire, it
was irrelevant. But Dick knew that it – it was coming, and the idea to me at that time
that you could transmit a picture by radiowave – but of course by then the public
service had started you see, but it’s just in the north of the country we didn’t know
anything about it. But there was a magazine that I took when I had a few pence
available, called Practical Wireless, in those days. So again, I was interested in – in
that. The big problem I had, along with a lot of my contemporaries, we didn’t have
any money in our pockets. Trying to explain that to the current generation’s a bit
difficult ‘cause my children said, ‘When did you start smoking?’ [Laughs] ‘Didn’t
you smoke at school Dad?’ ‘No of course I didn’t,’ ‘Why not?’ But I didn’t know
anyone at school I was with that had any money in their pockets to buy cigarettes
[laughs], simple.

Interested in Practical Wireless as well. Is it just something you read out of interest
or are you building things from plans in it?
Oh, Practical Wireless was essentially a constructor’s magazine. It explained the
principles but it also gave you circuits that worked. As I say, the principle – sorry, the
problem in those days was, we didn’t have any money, simple as that.

[28:10]

Because at the same tie my best friend and I were involved in model aircraft, balsa
wood, etc. And so again, it was if you had a few pennies – I mean out – out of the
shilling a week, if you like, you couldn’t afford to do much. If – when you think
about it, a seat at the cinema was – was sixpence or nine pence. So you could go to
the cinema, you could have a bar of chocolate and that was your lot for the week.
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You didn’t have any money for hobbies, so consequently the few pennies I had I spent
on my hobbies of model aircraft. Again, I have pictures in the case there. The last
one and the latter ones I built was about five foot wingspan. There’s a picture in there
of me holding it when I was about seventeen years old I think [laughs].
How – I’m interested, are you building these from scratch or to plans or …
You could do both. I didn’t do much from scratch. The only time I did one from
scratch was when I was in hospital, and again that’s a separate story because that
occurred when I was – just trying to think … about seventeen or eighteen years old.
Seventeen years old that would have been. Because diphtheria went through my
family, through my younger brothers and by then – no, I was sixteen I think, one after
the other it went through the family, all of us were in the isolation hospital in turn.
Now I was not very ill, I didn’t feel very ill at the time. I had a sore throat etc, but it
was explained to me, because I’d had it previously as a three year old child then I had
some immunity built up. One of my younger half brothers, they thought he’d lost his
life and my parents were invited into the hospital overnight when they thought he
wouldn’t survive but he did. But that’s a separate story, sorry. So that – to come back
to the model aircraft, that was something I didn’t pursue after I left home because
when you’re moving around the country and in lodgings you couldn’t take model
aircraft with you [both laugh].
How – could you describe one of these model aircraft to me?
It was – it was an assembly of balsa wood, strips, where you made a skeleton frame
by using a quick setting adhesive, and the frame was them covered with a tissue,
which was then doped to add strength, in much the same way when you think, as
conventional aircraft were built in – in the early years. So you made the wing
structures, the ribs, the main spars, the leading and trailing edge from the balsa wood
frame. You did this actually, you drew a plan, or if you’d bought a plan you had the
plan flat on the table and you pinned your piece of material, your timbers, and bent
them into the shapes required to follow the plan, applied the glue, after it had set you
could then remove it from the plan. Are you with me? And so you assembled it in
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sections and then finally it would be a complete thing. Most of the time we would
have built the things from commercial plans ‘cause at least they were – you were
reasonably assured that they would fly. I remember the one that I built myself, I
thought it was quite a good design until I tried to fly it and I realised the power to
weight ratio wasn’t right, so it never flew very well.

Power, what are you actually using to push these things along?
Rubber bands effectively. There was special elastic that was made – special rubber
made for it, sixteenth square, eighth square depending how strong a motor you want.
And so you wound this up, we made – you could do it manually but we made an
arrangement with a little hand drill and a hook in the end so that you – you wound the
thing up with the propeller, if you like, in reverse and this band stretched from the
nose to the tail of the aircraft internally, okay, it was anchored. And you wound this
up, and the special rubber that they made wouldn’t just twist, after it had done the first
layer of twists it then went up into a series of like knots. So you’d get hundreds of
revolutions out of this thing. So you didn’t get the duration, the high duration that
you got with, obviously the later engines. But the only engines that existed in those
days we read about, they were American and in fact way out of our price brackets,
and we couldn’t afford things like that.

How far do they go, the aeroplanes with runner bands?

Erm, 100 or two yards. If you caught a thermal of course, it depends. Where we
lived it was quite flat, so – but people who lived on the edge of the Wolds could get
on a hill somewhere and – and they used to build gliders of course, but a glider was no
use where we lived, it was just flat and you couldn’t find wind to give you a lift, and
what’s more there were not many thermals either because the – to get thermals you
need different types of ground with different absorptions and heat releases. Not that I
knew anything about the physics of that in those days [both laugh].
Who were you actually flying aeroplanes with? You’ve said we a few times.
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My – my friend, Fred Hildon, and when I left home in 1940 that friendship just
melted away if you like. People were not able to keep in touch with each other that
regularly. And then of course was the forces, most people went into the forces. I
didn’t initially because the work I was doing at that time was essential works as they
called it, so you were automatically deferred, but that’s another story we’ll come to
later.

[35:10]

Was this still the electrician work or something different?
No, it’s when – we’ve got up to – if we’ve gone up to 1938 when my father saw the
war coming, I worked with my father. We’ve gone from the hobbies now haven’t
we? I’m working with my father, he saw the war coming. RAF Binbrook was just
being built in those days and I don’t know how he got to know the Air Ministry
system because – it was the Air Ministry in those days, he got a post at RAF Binbrook
as mechanical and electrical supervisor. And this was based on his experience
because my father did an apprenticeship in Manchester as a boilermaker, at the
beginning of the First World War that would have been, because he would have been
fourteen, fifteen then. And subsequently his only electrical experience – he had a
combination, mechanical and electrical experiences. And he was quite good with his
hands. He used to his own car repairs and servicing you see in those days, which he
had the ability to do it. However he started this job with the Air Ministry, ran the
electrical business down, I was one of the last people to do a few jobs finishing off for
him in fact. And he then got me a job with the people who were doing the main
contracting on the air base. This was a London firm called Electrical Installations
Limited, EIL, Vincent Square. So I was seventeen, they took me on as an apprentice,
working then with the electricians on the installation work of airfields initially but
they also did any industrial factories, ammunition factories that were being built
during the war. So I started on RAF Binbrook in 1939 that would have been, yeah,
with that firm. And I stayed with them – I can – I’ll go through that again in more
detail later because there were a number of changes there. I stayed with them then
until I was called up for the forces, which was the end of the war, just about.
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[37:40]
Right. There are a few things that have come up in passing I’d like to go back now
and chase up if that’s okay [laughs].

Right, right.

So, I was going to ask you about your grandparents actually.

Yes, yes.

You mentioned you grew up with them from the age of three.

Yes, yes.

Could you describe each of them to me?
Well to me they were lovely people. I mean, as a child you’re not interested in the
psychology are you, as a child?

[Laughs]

How much character assessment did you do as a child? If people are kind to you
they’re nice people [both laugh]. There are a few things I remember. I mean they
were obviously getting quite – for the day, relatively old. Grandfather had the
business going then. He had a cycle shop at the front of the house and he employed a
girl in the cycle shop to run that. He worked in the garage, as it were, it was a garage
about the size of this room. As I say, it’s still there if you look on the Google map.
Had doors on to the street, and he specialised in bicycles because earlier in his life he
had worked, at one period, for Elswick and Hopper Cycles at Barton-upon-Humber. I
think it was – Hopper Cycles it finally become, but they did also do a make called
Elswick, any of the vintage cyclists would probably talk about those, Barton-upon-
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Humber. And he worked there for some years. I don’t know how that fitted in with
his named trade of wood machinist, because clearly you wouldn’t have been a wood
machinist. Because I was told, but I don’t remember it, that one of the early child
bicycles, two wheels bicycles that were produced by Hoppers, my grandfather
apparently purchased one of these as an employer of the company for me. But I’ve no
recollection of it. But they told me I had one of the first of the two wheel baby cycles
made by Hoppers. Now I can’t verify that, that’s just a family story. I’ve no reason
to doubt it. But when I remember them Grandfather was working effectively for
himself. But you could tell he’s been a woodworking machinist, he had the trademark
missing two fingers [laughs]. A lot of wood machinists and sawyers had missing
fingers, yes, in those days.
[Laughs] What do you think –
But Gran – Grandma, she was always sweet. Again, I have pictures of her in – in the
case if anyone’s interested. She was just a lovely lady to me. I started school while I
was with them. I remember I started school in Welholme Road School in Grimsby at
the age of five you see, I remember that. You didn’t have mum’s to take you to
school in those days, you walked through the streets to school along with other
children.

Did you enjoy living with your grandparents?
I don’t recall being unhappy. I was – I was happy with them, yes. They were lovely
people as far as I was concerned, but bearing in mind between the ages of three and
six, I mean, how do you assess people? If they’re nice to you they’re lovely people.
If they beat you or treat you badly then they’re not, and they certainly didn’t do that. I
remember various periods with them because one of their sons was still living at
home, but he’d been gassed in the First World War, Uncle Bob, and he – I don’t
remember – I think he died shortly after I left them. I don’t remember the year he
died. I could have found out but, you know, in my family search, but I can’t
remember at the moment. But I remember Uncle Bob, he was always difficulty
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breathing and they just said he had asthma. But it was, as I say, the effects of First
World War gas.
Hmm. Just so I’ve got the order of events in my mind. So you lived with your
grandparents until 1920 …?

Seven.

Seven.
Yeah, I think it was the end of ‘27 Father married. I’m not sure exactly, but I’ve got –
I’ve got the marriage certificate, it’s in the cupboard there, but we’re not worried
about a few months here or there. So yes, so Father married again, Lillian Reading,
and I went to live with them. I remember the various places we lived, I can still
remember the – most of the addresses. I don’t remember the number of the first
house, I remember we lived in Brereton Avenue in Cleethorpes, which is still there. I
don’t know how long we lived there but we moved then back into Algernon Street in
Grimsby, which was a couple of streets up from my grandparents, I remember that.
And from there we moved out into the country, to Holton le Clay, a village four miles
outside – four to five miles outside Grimsby. And my father bought – he must have
been buying at that time, a new bungalow. There were some bungalows being built
very cheaply, I think £300 was the price in those days, fairly basic bungalows.
Curiously enough they’re still there. And we moved out to Holton le Clay, to this
bungalow, one of a row built down an unadopted road. And that would have been in
about 1931, or thereabouts. Might – it could have even been 1932, well, it was
between ‘31 and ‘32 I think. And I then went to Holton le Clay village school from
there.

[44:20]

Why so many moves around?
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Frankly I don’t know. I really don’t know. I can understand the move to Horton le
Clay if Father had decided to buy a house, which in those days was fairly unusual, but
my grandparents owned their own property, so that probably might have been some
incentive, and his older brothers – my father’s older brothers were in property that
they owned, I think, at that time. Father was the younger of a number of brothers, and
he had brothers that were in business. One of his brothers had two shops in the High
Street at Scunthorpe, quite a successful business there, and various other business
ventures his brothers were in. So they may have persuaded him that buying a house,
even in the 1930s, was a good thing rather than paying rent. So that – it didn’t make
any difference to his work, he was only moving a few miles one way or the other you
see, so it wasn’t – it wasn’t influenced by his work, let’s put it that way.

[45:35]

What was your stepmother like?

Kindly. She treated me in the same way as she treated her own four children, so I was
extremely lucky there. She had a difficult life with Father, to be fair. But she made it
stick. She wasn’t – it’s rather difficult, she wasn’t physically badly treated, although
Father had quite a temper on him. We always had enough food, but not necessarily
enough clothes, ‘cause one of my childhood memories is having to go in and cut
pieces of cardboard to put inside my shoes because the stones were coming through
the holes in my shoes you see. Now a father that was interested in his family
wouldn’t have allowed that, even in those days. Mother did her best under the
circumstances, to be perfectly fair to her. She survived with him for the rest of their
lives. Father died in ‘69, she survived until 1994 and died at the age of ninety-one.
But a commentary indirectly over the marriage if you like, is that the last twentyseven years she lived with one of her sons at Lytham St Anne’s, he had a large house
there. And shortly before she died she said to me they’d been the happiest twentyseven years of her life [gets upset] … so that – that’s a commentary on marriage if
you like [laughs]. But she did her best for her own lads and me, but again, it has its
humorous side, because I think she was always fond of uniforms. She tried to talk all
of us to go into the forces, and my brothers were rather more cynical about it, they
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said, ‘Oh she wanted to get rid of us.’ [Laughs] But to be fair, at the time I’d had
words with my father when I was sixteen she persuaded me to write to the Royal
Navy and apply for a job as electrical artificer apprentice, which was a trade in the
Navy in those days. Well I did that and I did a test and I was accepted for that, and I
was then sent for the medical in Grimsby, and I failed for the medical because I was
slightly knock-kneed. The fact I was A1 one for the army later on is beside the point.
The navy in those days were presumably looking for perfect physical specimens [both
laugh]. I always remember the medical officer looking at me and putting his hand on
my shoulder, he was very apologetic. ‘Sorry lad,’ he said, ‘You would have been
acceptable except your knees – when you put your knees and you ankles together,’ he
said, ‘Your knees touch first.’ And I thought, well [laughs] – that’s how it was in the
1930s for, you know, they could pick and choose, they could do what they liked.
There were three million unemployed, and bearing in mind in those days the three
million were mostly male, they didn’t take women into the statistics in those days you
see.

Did you ever have much thought about what you wanted to do when you grew up to
an adult?
I thought about it but I didn’t have any confidence. And this again was partly due to
my father because whether it was his idea of trying to edge one on, I don’t know,
because my younger brother had the same treatment as I did. When we grew up the
only push you got from Father was to say, ‘You’re a bloody idiot, this lad will make
ten of you.’ Pointing to the younger brother. So that doesn’t exactly instil confidence
in you, you see [laughs]. But when I was away from home my younger brother as he
grew up got the same treatment, so that’s probably Father’s way of trying to drive you
to – to make more effort should we say? But it didn’t work with me I’m afraid, it was
the wrong approach. It was some years before I began to ask myself, ‘Am I that much
of an idiot?’ [both laugh]. This – these things came back later in life actually, because
as Father got towards retirement and he mellowed quite a bit, and by that time he’d
got to know some progress that I’d made in the system. But that’s a separate story.
Hmm. Do you think your father’s had any particular influence on you?
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Well yes, I suppose if I’m looking on the positive side, the one thing I learnt from
Father is not – is how not to behave to your family. End of story [laughs]. And I’m
fortunate that I had a delightful marriage and lovely partner, so it didn’t occur in my
family [both laugh].

[51:40]
We didn’t have arguments, fights and all these things that some people have [both
laugh].
What were your siblings – well, half siblings like? How many were there again, was
it four?

Four.

Four.

Four, yes. The eldest of the four was six and a half years younger than me and he was
born in ‘28. There was another one born five years later in ‘33, one born in ‘35 and
one born in 1940, who was the youngest. Again they were variable. The younger
brother next to myself, he was getting the treatment he didn’t like at home. I got him
a job as an electrical apprentice with the firm I was working for. Actually he was
only fifteen and a half, wanted to get away. And so he came away from home and
started as an electrical apprentice in the firm I was working for. But he – without
being unkind, he didn’t have the – the required interest if you like. His main ambition
was to be able to drive a truck, and he was sixteen when he came away from home
with me. I moved to another area, he still carried on working for the firm. In fact he
was at Stow on the Wold in lodgings. And immediately he was seventeen he got a
driving license, left the job, got a job with a local firm as a truck – driving a truck
driving German prisoners of war around, which he enjoyed doing, until he was
eighteen and he was due for military service then. Because bear in mind he was born
in ‘28, so that many years behind me see, he went into the army in 1946 as an
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eighteen year old and he had to do his military – two years military service I think it
was in those days. Because – I was still – was called up at the end of the war under
the old Conscription Act. After that they just introduced a two year fixed military
service. He joined the army, was able to continue driving in the army, which he
enjoyed doing, and at the end of his two years he signed on full-time in the army.
And he did then a total of twenty-two years in the army before coming out. So that –
that was his line. The next brother in line was the one who, again, joined the armed
forces, but he joined the RAF when he went in to do his military service. Now he was
eighteen, so that would have been 1953 if he was born in – no sorry, he was born in
‘33 that one, so when – he joined the RAF when the family came back from
Singapore, but that’s another story attached to my father. And he did twenty-three
and a half years in the RAF and worked, as I explained earlier, on the wireless in the
RAF. And also he was in coastal command boats for a time, and on teleprinters. He
was also on some security work I think for a while as well in the RAF. So he made a
career out of the RAF effectively. The next brother below that started off working as
a salesman for Smedley’s on the road for a short time, and then he went into hotel
management training with I think it was the Bass Charrington Group, but I’m not sure
on that. Let’s just say he went into hotel training. He started working at the wine
cellars in The Feathers at Ludlow, which is quite a famous well known hotel actually,
and he went through the training systems there. After he married in 1957 he and his
wife ran a boarding house, private hotel in Blackpool because his wife’s parents had
some properties up there. They did that for a while and then my brother went back
into hotel management for – I think that was the Bass Charrington Group, as a
manager. But what they were doing with him then, they put him into – initially into
difficult hotels. One of the first they put him into was the George Hotel at Walsall,
which was a big hotel but there was problems with it, stock going missing and all
sorts of things. They put him in there to sort it out, and he did. I won’t go into the
details of that, but we – we spent a lot of time with that particular brother, who’s up
there, with his wife and my wife in the oval picture there. And he then was given a
brand new hotel, The Liverpool Crest at – The Liverpool Crest Motel at Kirkby in
Liverpool, he was manager there for a number of years. And then he and his wife
were able, by selling some properties, to buy a hotel that became available in
Blackpool, a large one actually, The Carlton Hotel on North Shore. It’s about a fifty-
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four or sixty-four bedroom hotel, it’s quite a big one. And so they ran that hotel for a
number of years. So that was his occupation, hotel manager. He also had an ambition
to retire – he said he was going to retire at fifty, and I think he was about fifty or early
fifties when he did retire. But they did quite well out of that, he – he bought that hotel
in 1979 and I always remember at the time because his sense of humour, he phoned
me and said they were buying this hotel. He said, ‘I could do with £350,000 or
£330,000,’ he said, ‘How are you fixed?’ You know, joke. Anyway that’s the price
they paid for it. Ten years later when he sold it in 1989 they got £1.6 million for it.
So …

Not bad.
[Laughs] It’s not a bad profit for ten years. They’d improved it of course in the
meantime, but yes. So he made a career in that, but unfortunately he died at an early
age of sixty-six in 2001. He had liver – he had liver cancer, but he also had sclerosis,
and when he was first diagnosed they assumed being in hotel management he’d been
on the drink. He never touched alcohol in his life, he just didn’t like it. We all knew
that but the medics wouldn’t believe him initially. They had to ask around the family,
you know, for people to confirm, ‘No Keith didn’t drink. All he ever drank was, you
know, soft drinks.’ Which is unusual in – in the hotel management business, but
that’s how it was with him. But unfortunately he didn’t – he didn’t survive, so that
was brother number three who we were quite – he was the one we were really close
to. My wife loved him too, he was a lovely chap. And we spent many Christmases
when the children were growing up with them in the hotels. We used to go up from
the time he was in Walsall, Liverpool and finally in Blackpool, we used to go up and
spend Christmases with them year after year ‘cause the kids had a good time in the
hotel, yes. So that’s that side of the family. The youngest of the four half brothers, he
went into sales, electrical goods actually. He worked for one of the well known firms,
he was on the road for years with them, the Braun Bavaria Corporation, the German
organisation. So he was – he acted as – he was a salesman for their electrical goods,
drills, all the domestic stuff and what have you. But he’d tried life earlier in the army,
again, persuaded by Mother, and he went in as a junior. He joined the junior leaders
school at Aldershot when he was a youth. But he decided he wanted out of it as well.
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So he didn’t – and the brother that – the hotelier we’ve just been talking about, he did
time in the army. Course they had to go in for service, well he decided he would sign
on, and when he’d done it he realised he’d made a wrong move so he only did three
years before he came out. But he was – he was in the Grenadier Guards, so he – he
didn’t like guards’ discipline. A lot of us didn’t like guards’ discipline [both laugh].
It worked for some people.

[1:02:04]

What was it like growing up with four brothers?
Well … I didn’t have any difficulties as such. The one nearest to me was six and a
half years younger, and there was such an age discrepancy below that you see, it was
years and years. And bearing in mind the youngest one was only born when I left
home in 1940, so that wasn’t a problem. There’d been more difficulty earlier on when
I was still at school when I used to have to take my younger brothers out for a walk in
the pram on Sunday afternoon so Father could have a rest. So I was in – and my
brother, my younger brother had the same treatment with his younger ones, we were
compelled to take the pram for a ride round the village, don’t come back for an hour
and a half sort of thing [laughs]. So I didn’t have much in the way of connection with
them, only – more later on as adults you see. The one who became the hotelier, he
was the one who was frequently in trouble, he was a bit mischievous but he was a
lovely nature. And again he went into the army and he didn’t live at home after –
after that. He came out of the Army and he’d met his wife, and that incidentally was a
connection through my father because at that time my father was Station Engineer for
the Air Ministry at RAF Warton, which is on the file. I don’t know whether you
know that, outside Lytham St Anne’s. Between Preston and Blackpool, do you know
the area?
Wasn’t it home to one of the aircraft factory’s for a while?
That’s right. Well it later – initially it was RAF Warton, then it became the English
Electric.
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Yeah.
And in fact they – the last work they were doing there was on the Euro Fighter, it was
still working. But Father was there originally as – on the RAF base as a civilian
engineer, station engineer as the post was called.

Hmm.
They had three – three people running those bases, civilians. They had a station
engineer for the electrical, mechanical, they had a clerk of works who was responsible
for the civil side. That was the structure that the Air Ministry had. Sorry, we’ve
digressed a bit there.
I was just thinking actually, shall we take a short break ‘cause that’s a solid hour and
a half I’ve …
Yes please, I’d like to go to the toilet [laughs].

[End of Track 2]
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I was actually going to ask as well, what sort of political outlook did your parents
have, if any?
Ah, well its very difficult because as I’ve previously explained there was no
discussion allowed in our house. I mean [laughs] – there was a point of view rarely
expressed by Father. Mother didn’t have any views and the rest of us were not
allowed to express any, so [laughs] – my father’s tendency was left wing, being a man
of the docks and he didn’t seem to modify this when he became a businessman. So I
don’t know what his – I don’t know in his later life what his political affiliations were.
He – he was associated – he got a – he got a touch of religious inclinations later in life
again. He started off earlier in life. He got a lot of help with his divorce proceedings
from the local chapel, the local – I don’t know what the Minister would be called
because I think the chapel – I remember it, was called an Ebenezer. I don’t know
whether you’ve come across those terms, yeah. And I remember it was held – there
was obviously a billiard hall there because one of my earlier memories was going to
chapel with Father and hanging on to the edge of a billiard table with a sea of legs all
around me whilst the singing and the preaching was going on. But Father drifted
away from it, but then when he retired he started doing a bit of preaching again, lay
preaching in Shropshire where he retired. His last posting was RAF Shawbury, he
was Station Engineer at RAF Shawbury and he retired from there and lived in – and
lived in the area. But I didn’t want to go in too much to that. He would – he would
take people from the parish down to Llandudno or the Welsh coast for the day. He
wouldn’t take his wife but [both laugh] – so, if you get the drift.

Did religion feature much in your upbringing?

Pardon?

Did religion feature much in your upbringing?

[02:25]
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Ah, now strangely enough it did early on. At school, when we first moved out to
Horton le Clay, which we’ve previously mentioned, I attended the local church and I
was in the local church choir actually. And at some point there must have been a fall
out between the local vicar, the Reverend Bailey, I remember him well, and Father
because we were transferred to the local chapel. Father had always been in favour of
the non-conformist side of things anyway, so we moved – when I say we, that was my
brother, my younger brother and myself, we moved from the church – I’d have come
out of the church choir, which you know, made me unhappy a bit, and moved to the
chapel. Unfortunately at that time, the chapel was just going through a change of
what you would call administration because it was earlier run by one of the local
farmers who had a fixed – more or less, a fixed sermon, and he had a repertoire on the
harmonium of about five different hymns I think, which he used to attack with great
enthusiasm. Shortly after we transferred to this the chapel was taken over by two
people that came out from Grimsby, and they really transformed it, they made it a
pleasure to go to. They were young guys, Alan Chambers, and he was – I think he
was a solicitor and I think the other guy was an Estate Agent. They came – I mean, as
far as we were concerned as children about, I don’t know, I was about twelve,
thirteen, fourteen, I was there for several years actually, these people were of course
ten or fifteen years older and they must have been well off ‘cause they had a motorcar,
[both laugh], which was a rare thing in those days in the village. Anyway, they came
over, they changed the hymns, they changed the whole atmosphere of the place and
made it pleasurable to go to. And you may think it strange but we were persuaded to
read the testaments and I read the New Testaments bit by bit, worked my way through
them. And by the time I was fifteen I was helping the chapel with the five year olds
that were coming in, instructing in the basics [laughs]. That lasted until about sixteen
I think, ad then we moved from Horton le Clay so I no longer went there.

[05:30]
And I didn’t go to Tetney, the new village we moved to, I didn’t go to the church,
though my younger brother did. And it was only months, effectively, after that – it
was quite difficult in fact in the early stages, ‘cause from 1939 when I joined that
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firm, Electrical Installations, we were working seven days a week, and people don’t
realise this now. We were working – it was quite common to work 7.30 in a morning
to 7.30 at night for five days, and the weekend you had time off, you finished at four
o’clock on Saturday and four o’clock on Sunday [laughs], so that was your time off.
It didn’t allow much time for church. [Laughs] You know, seventy-odd hours a week
you were doing, and that was the norm, you know. So it sounds strange today but that
– that applied to a large number of people that weren’t in the forces, there really was a
lot of pressure to get these various projects done you see. So as regards the politics,
well that was another thing, an amusing anecdote. I was persuaded – I had to join the
electrical trade union of course, although it wasn’t officially a closed shop there was
pressure brought to bear. And I remember going into the branch in Grimsby while
your membership, proposed membership was being discussed, ‘cause you had to be
proposed of course. And I stood outside the door, and I’ll never forget it, I didn’t hear
the background of what was going on while they were discussing my applications, but
I heard one many say, ‘Well he’s all right, his old man’s an engineer on the Air
Ministry.’ [Laughs] A few minutes later the door was open and – what relevance that
had to the ETU, because my father certainly wasn’t a member of the ETU. [both
laugh] That was talking of politics. And they were – to be fair it didn’t enter into our
work very much. There were one or two keen Labour supporter members, but most of
the time there was no pressure, it wasn’t discussed. There was no course of strikes, it
would have been illegal anyway, you would have been in prison if you’d gone on
strike during the war, although the miners did. So it didn’t influence me greatly.

[08:00]
The man that influenced me more in politics was a man we haven’t discussed yet,
George Springle, who effectively, as I said, became my father. I met him as an
apprentice when I was nineteen years old and he – he was certainly above average
intelligence if you like, compared with most of the people that I’d worked amongst.
He’d worked for the London Metropolitan Supply, the METESCo, and during the war
some of these people were transferred you see to do essential works, and he was one.
George was one of these people that was interested in politics, and even in the early
1940s – I first met him in 1942, and he used to take Hansard even in those days. And
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he introduced – he used to sit and explain to me the way that Parliament worked, how
the political system worked and used to get me to look at odd reports in Hansard,
which you know is a verbatim record of Parliament. George had been involved in
some union work before the war, but he wasn’t militant in that sense, and certainly not
in my knowledge of him. He was – he was one of the world’s rounded, lovely guys.
So he didn’t form any hard political views for the extreme left or right. George
always felt you had to stand back and take a look at both points of view and decide
which you thought. Sometimes you felt the left were right, sometimes you find your
right. As a consequence of this, I must admit, I’ve been – I’ve been liberal. I don’t
like the extreme left, I don’t like the extreme right to be honest. So that – that was my
grounding in politics. Yes.

[10:00]
Hmm, what about your – your religious outlook from these experiences, how has it
shaped you?
It hasn’t – it didn’t do very much for me. I drifted away from it to be honest,
particularly during the war. I always remember we used to have these discussion
groups when I was in the army, and the padre of course was always the man that took
these, so they always had a religious aspect. And I remember him explaining one day
that – that God was on our side, the usual thing when you’re going in you see. And
on questions I put my hand up and they said, ‘What – what’s bothering you?’ And I
said, ‘Well what concerns me is that God’s on my side.’ But I said, ‘The guy that’s
trying to kill me thinks God’s on his side too.’ And that bought the house down you
see [laughs]. And I got a scowl from the padre and he said, ‘I’ll talk to you later
laddie.’ Yeah, he didn’t, he never – but that was what he said at the time. And I
began to question this because I realised earlier on in my life that a hell of a lot of the
conflicts are down to religious beliefs of various kinds and the intolerance between
the different religions. And it was also brought home to me whilst I was still an
apprentice, when I was first transferred from the north country down to – when
Aldermaston air field was being built in 1942, where I met the aforementioned
George, the guy there, Jimmy Collins initially took me into the office at Aldermaston
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instead of putting me out on the buildings. I don’t know why, he’d been talking to the
previous foreman I’d worked for in Yorkshire at Royal Ordnance factory up at Thorp
Arch. Anyway he took me in the office, introduced me to the plans and the works and
the costings side of it there, and I worked with him in the office. And he got posted to
Northern Ireland, and he wrote to me and said, ‘Would I go over there and continue
working with him? And by the way, was I Catholic or Protestant?’ Because that
would decide whether he would get lodgings for me. And that was in 1942 you see,
and I had to think – and what’s more, I’d had experience of the Irish because
particularly after then, the work that this firm did, EIs, although we – I started off
doing all the internal domestics. I did electrical installations in hangers, all standard
RAF buildings and houses. But they also had a contract to do the substations, the
high voltage wing mains and the underground feeds. I was – I transferred to that side
of it for the last couple of years of my apprenticeship. So having done the internals I
then went on to the power side of it, so again that was a change of experience, and it
was George Springle that was in charge of that side of it who, as I say, became
effectively my father figure. When I think about it I was nineteen and George would
have been about thirty at the time. There wasn’t, you know, all that much difference,
and he was a much older man to me but he was certainly a very much wiser man [both
laugh]. And his wife was very kind to me. He had a Welsh wife, our dear Kitty, and
we remained friends for the rest of our lives, the rest of their lives. So on the political
side, because I was encouraged to think independently, look at the left, look at the
right, decide what you like, I think that formed my views to taking a centre line
somewhere. I know the critics of right and left will say, ‘Ah, he’s indecisive.’
[Laughs] Does that help?
I think so. I was thinking as well, there are one or two things we’ve touched on in
terms of growing up, we haven’t really gone into in much detail. And we’ve talked a
little bit about making aeroplanes as a child.

Yes.

I was wondering if you had any other hobbies and interests?
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[14:22]
I don’t … now you see, living in the country we used to go out around the farms. I
spent a lot of time on the farms as a child playing, and when we were a bit more
mature, about thirteen, fourteen, in the summer when you had your summer holidays,
in the harvesting, I remember in those days it was mostly horses and carts. And what
the farmers used to do was to put the men in the farmyard who were unloading from
the wagons on to build the haystacks, another group of the workers, the regular
workers were in the fields reaping the corn, and they had stooks in those days, they
were then loading the wagons. Now the wagons had to go from the field back to the
farmyard, sometimes through several fields, it could have been a quarter, half a mile
away. And they used to use people like me to lead the horses from the field back to
the farmyard, back out to the fields again, which I used to enjoy doing. So we learnt a
lot about basic farming as a child. And consequently we used to play around the
farmyards, you know, making various slides and things. We didn’t have any money
so we didn’t have any particular interests, but courtesy of the farmer we did learn to
shoot when I was fairly young. ‘Cause the farmer had the cartridges and the guns, but
of course he had to be fairly careful. I mean there was no H & S then, but his – my
pal’s older sister used to keep her eye on us, and she taught me to drive because they
had an old bull nose Morris with the back cut off and the flat bed at the back. And
they used to load the cattle feed on to that and drive out through tracks into the fields.
And his daughter frequently did this and she – she’d have been about, oh I don’t
know, fifteen or sixteen at the time. I was about thirteen and she taught us to drive.
So I learnt to drive on a crash gearbox in the fields long before I had a license to go on
the road. And in the same way I learnt to ride a motorbike because they had an old
Triumph motorbike on there, about a 1918 version, again with a belt drive. It didn’t
have a clutch that worked, we weren’t in a position to repair it, so what we had was a
leather strap round the gear stick, which went straight down to the gear box, and a
stirrup from the horse’s riding gear, and you relied on the belt slipping to not stall the
engine. So I used to sit there, put a few revs on and then kick it into gear with this
stirrup you see, and off you went with the belt slipping initially to – and I learnt to
ride both a motorbike and a car on the farms when I was fairly young-ish. It sounds
corny doesn’t it? [Laughs]
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Did you have any toys?
No. The only toy that I can ever recall being given at Christmas – I mean my memory
may be at fault here, I don’t remember anything significant as a younger lad, but when
I was about fourteen, it was after I’d started working for Father, he bought me a
9.5mm Pathe projector for Christmas. I always remember that, I don’t know what
brought that on but my son still has it in his loft. I don’t know whether you know but
before the 8mm that Kodak pioneered, which was actually a split down version of
16mm, but Pathescope had a much better system whereby the sprockets were down
the middle and it had a larger area frame, if you like. And so he bought me this, and
of course you couldn’t afford to buy films but there was a film library in Grimsby
where you could hire the films for a weekend or a week or whatever. So yeah, that
was the one thing I do remember but I don’t remember like the standard things that
we had as toys. Because I didn’t have the train sets that some of the other kids had, I
did have a model aircraft kit bought for me a couple of times. Now … no, I don’t
recall that, but it could be my memory at fault. But we didn’t have much in the way
of those sort of things as children.
Interested in the fact you had a projector though, that’s …

Yes well, that was a complete, as I say, step away. These things were around in the
1930s, projectors. It was a hand cranked one, although it – there was a motor
available for it, but I never had the money to equip it with the motor. As I say, it was
in my loft for many, many years including some of the films and my – my son still
has it in his loft as a souvenir, but that was 1930s. But interestingly enough my friend
with whom I built model aircraft down the road, he was better off than I was ‘cause he
had a regular job that paid him a regular wage, and his father was a machinist on the
docks. And that family were extremely good to me, I was always well received and
treated kindly there, so I always like to spend my time more round there than at home.
At least I didn’t have to get out of the way when Father was coming home, if you like.
The Hildons were the family and they were a lovely family. And Fred Hildon – as I
say, he had more available cash than I did, but his older brother had actually brought a
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9.5 Pathe camera, and we did take some early cine film. But I never had it, Fred kept
the cine film you see, but I’d been able to show it on my projector of our early
aircraft. But of course it was relatively expensive in those days, but Wally, his older
brother, of course he was, you know, in his twenties and full time working. So at least
people did have some money in those days. But you tend to forget that even as
apprentices in those days, people had very little cash. They didn’t – they paid very
little for apprentices and in a lot of cases you had to pay to get an apprenticeship, I
don’t know whether you realise that, yes. I mean even up until the 1950s one of my
few remaining friends who served his time with Vincent’s of Reading, the Rolls
Royce agent’s and coach builders, he started his apprenticeship in 1950, did Bernie. I
think his father had to pay £52 or something like that, which was you know, three or
four weeks wages, for him to get an apprenticeship, and that was fairly common. I
don’t know whether my father had to pay for my apprenticeship or not, it was never
mentioned, but certainly I had no money and at least I did have a few shillings when I
started that job.

[22:15]

I was wondering, what did you actually watch on the projector?

Oh, films. Betty Boop, Walt Disney, Mickey Mouse, certain early films with an early
British film star called Margaret Lockwood, who was still around in the ‘50s I think.
They would have been pretty corny stuff, but oh, you could get the old classics, the
Charlie Chaplin and things like that. But there were more, if you like, in the ‘30s, up
to date films. The problem was, as I say, it was always the problem of cash. Because
reels came in various lengths, the films were in I think 300 foot reels about that size,
whereas the film – the reels that we were using were thirty foot or sixty foot I think,
something like that. So yes, you could – you could hire the film, but as I remember
it’s probably cheaper to go to the pictures ‘cause you could go to the pictures for nine
pence.
[Laughs] What’s a film library actually like as well? I can’t quite picture what one
would look like.
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Well just in – in the back of the chemist shop, racks upon racks of tins containing
films, in the same way as you see the film archives. Except film archives for
television and cinema etc, are 35mm, this was 9.5. Lock and Co Chemists of Chantry
Lane, Grimsby, I remember it clearly [both laugh]. Despite the fact that my
memory’s not very good for some other things at my age [both laugh].
I’m trying to actually picture as well, you know, what sort of …

Well there was a catalogue, films were catalogued so you had to go in, take pot luck
as to whether the one you wanted was actually in stock, pay your money and, as I say,
return the film the following period whenever you’d hired it for.
And how do you actually run it at home? I’m sort of, you know, familiar with, you
know –
Well you thread – thread – it’s a fairly straightforward procedure. You thread the film
through the projector, switch the power on and away you go, manually. If you had a
motor, which as I say, the better off people had a motor driving it. I did power it with
a motor later on but that was a long time later. You did need the mains on it because
it was – the projector lamp was a twenty volt lamp, and originally you had a series
resistor that came with the original projector, and that used to frequently burn out.
And so – and later on when I knew how to design and wind a transformer – I wasn’t
able to do that, remember, when I was fourteen or fifteen, I hadn’t done the theory.
Later on after my army service, when I came out the army I still had that projector,
and hence – that’s why my son has it. But I then wound – calculated and wound
myself a transformer to drive the twenty-four – twenty foot – twenty volt lamp, I’ll
get it right in a minute.
Trying to picture as well the sort of domestic set up around watching – watching film
at home.
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Well, it’s no different to what it would be watching television in the early stages.
You’d put your projector on a table, you had a silver screen, which is about twentyfour inches, about six or seven, eight feet away from the projector, the family sat in
their chairs and off you went.

[26:00]

There was no television available remember to us in the north in 1936, and even when
television was available later on, the first television sets – I was given a broken
television set by a farmer in Newbury area after the war when I first went to work in
the area. Working on this farm and I spotted this old television in the corner of the
barn with a broken screen. I said to the farmer, ‘What’s that?’ He said, ‘Ah, that was
one we had before the war.’ And I said, ‘Well how come the screen was broken?’
‘Cause it took a fair amount – ‘Oh,’ he said, ‘My lad wanted to know what made the
picture,’ he said, ‘So he broke the glass on the screen to have a look behind it.’
[Laughs] So he obviously wasn’t clued up on the technology. Anyway, he said I
could have it if it was any good and I took it home and in fact did make – the first
television set I built after, well, whilst I was still in the army. No, sorry, that would be
post-war ‘cause that’s when I’d acquired the thing. First television I built didn’t
contain it, but one later contained the RF stages, and that particular EMI set. I also
managed to get from one of my colleagues who’d worked in the television industry as
a repair man in Newbury, the service sheet for this set. And it was a 1938 HMV set,
priced at forty guineas. Now if you think of the money in 1949, £42 when the average
week’s wages – a good week’s wages was £3 to £4. So that was the relative cost of a
television in those days. So you see why the working man didn’t have television until
around the ‘50s or ‘60s. In fact when – in Yattendon, when I lived in the Nissen hut
and I had a television set there that I’d built using the radar kit, I think we were only –
there was only a couple of televisions in the village, and one of those was the local
coal merchant. And the other of course would be in the manor [both laugh].
I guess the –
Again, that’s a rambling story isn’t it?
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[28:25]
Not at all, it’s – it’s an interesting slice of social history. But there was one sort of
big area we haven’t really talked about yet, which we’d better cover today, which is
school. And you mentioned one or two places in passing, but I was just wondering if
you could give me an overview of your school career as it were?

Right, well I started school when I was with my grandparents, Welholme Road School
in Grimsby. I had a break from that when my father and his second wife lived in
Cleethorpes, and I moved to a school there. They couldn’t have lived there that long
because they then moved back to Grimsby and I was then returned to Welholme Road
School where I’d started. But I left there, again, when Father moved out to Holton le
Clay and I was transferred then to the village school. I would have then been about
ten years – nine or ten years old, I’m not sure exactly on that bit. But I was at the
village school and I sat for the so-called scholarship, that would have been when I was
eleven in 1933. And we had to do the written test in the school in those days for the
initial scholarship. And as a result I passed that first written scholarship, but there
were not enough places available in the local grammar schools. I believe I told you
this on the telephone. So I then went to sit a second written paper, which was tougher
than the first, but I had to go to Louth Grammar School to sit that exam. So I had to
travel the ten miles to Louth, sit this exam and another written exam, I passed the
second one but there were still too many – or not enough places in the grammar
schools for the scholarship pupils. So it was then thinned out even further, I was told
we had to have – I always remember, an oral examination. What they meant was an
interview, and there were three people that came to the school, sat behind this desk
asking you questions. And I was the only one in the school that passed the second
written scholarship, so I was on my own on that one. So I had the interviews and
didn’t get a place in the grammar schools [laughs]. After all that. That was that
particular year. The following year when my friend sat – again, a life long friend,
when he sat, he sat the first written test and got into the grammar school, there were
more places available that year, that’s the way it worked. So as a consequence I then
had to go to the secondary school, which was some distance away in a village called
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New Waltham. So I continued there until fourteen, which was the school leaving age
there, unless you were at grammar school of course, which was sixteen. And I told
you that story when they thought it would be a good idea – to be honest I didn’t have
any problems with the school work.

[32:00]

In the secondary school there were two of us boys and one girl, and we were always
second or – or top in the class in the different subjects. It varied from period to
period. So I was always top of the class, if you like, or Arthur Bardell was top in
some subjects. And I still remember the girl who came third because it was a mixed
school, was Betty Freeston. So it was always – the three of us were always juggling
for the top place in the class. So that – the school work in the level we were doing it
in those days wasn’t a problem to me. Because it wasn’t pushing it all that high was
it? But at least we – we learnt [laughs] – we did the three Rs, got the basics right
[laughs].

Could you describe what being at the school was actually like?
I wasn’t – I didn’t have any strong feelings about it, it was just something that you
had to do, because when you think back there was no school playing fields, for
example, there wasn’t the sports facilities that people later enjoyed. The form
teachers we had were variable. The form teacher that did take games, as we called it,
in the playground, we liked him, he was quite friendly. Our own particular form
teacher, you – I didn’t have any feelings one way or the other. He was okay but he
wasn’t an inspirational teacher. He wasn’t particularly encouraging, but on the other
hand you didn’t get knocked down either. It was very much neutral if you wish. I
don’t recall him being particularly helpful but on the other hand he didn’t particularly
discourage you either. So I didn’t have any strong feelings about it at that time.
When it came to the point where I’d already been working with Father and he said,
‘Right, come and work with me,’ I didn’t regret leaving school but I didn’t say I was
glad to leave school either. It was one thing or the other. Because had I stayed there,
what was I going to do? I mean I wasn’t in the grammar school so I was only going
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to do a certain amount of extra tuition. I didn’t have much confidence in what tuition
they were going to give us anyway, and I didn’t get any parental guidance on the
matter. Father just said, ‘You should leave and come and work for me,’ full stop. It
wasn’t up for discussion. Does that answer the question?

[34:39]

I think so. I was wondering if you had any favourite subjects when you were there
though?

No. The subject I was least competent at was what in those days was called
composition, because I got reasonable marks, I never got the highest marks, whereas I
always got pretty high marks around the ninety per cents for maths and various other
things. Composition to me was writing a story. Now to me, I think my wife summed
it up later in life. She said my love letters were always technical reports [both laugh].
She said, ‘You stated the facts and that was that.’ And I said, ‘Well that would have
been my problem at school.’ I could record the events, they would say, ‘Write about
something.’ I would state the facts and I wouldn’t garnish it, let’s put it that way.
Whereas my wife, one of her favourite subjects was English and she was superb at it.
She could – she could express something in a number of different ways [laughs]. I
lacked that ability I think at school, so although later in life I could still write a report
if you like, I wasn’t very good at writing love letters apparently [both laugh]. I could
state the facts.

Were you taught science at school?
Not as a subject, no. In secondary school we didn’t have subjects called science you
see. We had arithmetic as it was called, composition, English, I mean that was
separated out, composition and English. So we didn’t take science as a subject.

Hmm.
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I mean my – my – I realised afterwards that I had a lot of learning to do. Had I gone
to grammar school you’d have taken science.

What subjects did you do all together?
Just the basic three Rs, arithmetic, English – I mean separate subjects like poetry, I
mean to me it was just a memory exercise. I could remember the poetry and recite it
all of, so I got high marks for it you see. No one bothered to explain the beauty of
certain poetry as against the horror of other poetry. Those aspects were not debated in
class. I thought about that afterwards when I did a lot of private reading. My wife
was extremely fond of poetry, and it’s only after I was married that she introduced me
to a lot of the various aspects of poetry because fortunately at school she was, again, a
secondary school girl but she was all – she was top of the class and she loved English
and she loved poetry and composition you see. That’s the way schooling was in those
days for basic schooling.

Were there any hands on subjects, woodwork, that sort of thing?
Yes, yeah, gardening [laughs], which I never – which I disliked. I think that put me
off gardening for the rest of my life. We did have a garden attached to the school, so
Wednesday afternoon was gardening. Well my memories of that was digging double
trenches. The difference between single trenching and double trenching and putting
manure in the trenches. I don’t recall having enjoyment out of collecting flowers or
picking the vegetables, I always seemed to be doing the basics, the basic growing. So
yes, that was another subject. Bearing in mind you see, that was a rural school when
you think about it, a rural secondary school. Perhaps this was why they thought it was
quite daring wanting to be an electrician [both laugh]. Does that help?

I think so.

It made you realise how really basic the schooling was. And yet on the other hand,
what you did was fairly thorough. I mean I don’t remember, amongst my friends
anyway, nobody was considered illiterate, as some of them are now, or innumerate.
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Okay, you hadn’t done advanced maths but at least the basics of what you had done,
you did have a grip of. You know, basic geometry and things like that.
I think we should probably …
Fractions, decimals – I mean it makes me smile these days when you hear people
saying, ‘Oh, he’s doing decimals or he’s doing fractions.’ I think, yeah I was doing
that when I was about seven or eight, you know [both laugh].

[39:25]
I was wondering if you could – perhaps as a closing question for today really, if you
could paint me a portrait of yourself as you were about the time you left school?
I don’t think I’m very good at self assessment [laughs]. I was certainly not confident.
I always felt that other people were far more competent than I was. I was always
pleased to listen, to take advice, but I’ve no idea what kind of – as a personality I was
also extremely shy. Other than that I don’t know how to describe myself. I mean
you’re not in a very good position to assess your own abilities are you? And if you
think you’re that good, your probably ego needs attention [laughs]. Someone needs to
cut you down to size [laughs]. That’s one of the things that I learnt later on in life,
particularly in science. No matter what you knew, you were careful because there
was always someone who knew far more [laughs].

I think that seems a very nice point to stop.

Yes.

[End of Track 3]
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Electrical Installations Limited, it doesn’t seem to exist now, I had a look – I typed in
on the Google and I couldn’t find it.

When did you start working for them and how?
1939. My father by that time, I believe I’ve mentioned, was a mechanical electrical
supervisor at RAF Binbrook whilst it was under construction. He ran his business
down having got that particular post and there was an electrician and myself, and
finally myself just did the last few jobs that he was contracted to do in the domestic
installations. And he obviously persuaded the firm doing the main electrical
contracting there to take me on as an apprentice. And then EIL were doing various
airfields and military establishments. There was a scheme during the war where they
use these large contractors and they got priority and materials and protection against
loss of man power, etc. This came about I think initially – you probably know this
story, at the start of World War II everyone was called up of a particular age group.
They then realised that – when they were trying to get things done, certain groups of
people who were now in khaki or blue were not available to do them. So people like
myself, this in fact was why I was deferred from going into the forces until the end of
the war. There were a number of people like myself – that would have been the only
way these firms could complete the work. But to come back to your original question,
I started – I can’t remember the starting date, it was during the summer, I think, of
1939. The airfield was under construction, largely completed I think by the time I got
there, there was some modifications being done. But I can’t remember when it went
operational. It probably didn’t go operational until ‘39 or ‘40. But however, to come
back to the job, I was introduced into this group of people, the foreman or supervisor
in charge of the electrical installations. And he just checked on what I’d done up to
then. The work was different in that it was on a very much larger scale, and from
going to wiring a farm or domestic installations I was familiar with the technique of
using tube and VIR as material, as against rubber insulated cables and lead insulated
cables. VIR is – it’s a particular type of insulated electrical conductor, which is used
in tubes, galvanised or plain black. It’s used in most large installations. So I knew of
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that technique from working on the farm for my father, so that was a help. But one of
the early jobs I was given, we were wiring some extra lights in the roofs of the hanger.
These hangers, the pre-war type sea sheds as the RAF called them, the girders, I think
the lowest end were thirty feet and about fifty feet to the top of the structure, they
were that type of structure. There was no H&SC in those days. The way one got
across to the centre of the hanger on the girders, they had telescopic wooden towers,
which step – with steps up them. And they were almost – they were square, but they
were sections within sections, which when you pulled the ropes you carried the
sections up one above the other. Now these went up the side of the hanger, so you
climbed up these to the side of the hanger and then you walked across the girders.
There was no safety harnesses or anything like that. Nobody had bothered to ask me
if I was afraid of heights, fortunately I wasn’t, so I didn’t – I didn’t have a problem.
But it was a bit of a shock to start with, you were suddenly up in the air. These
girders were about a foot wide. Most of the time you could hold some of the
supporting network, but there was always a gap between them, a few feet, where you
had nothing to hold on to, you just walked across it. And in fact there were accidents,
people had fallen off, not in the group I was working with, but it did happen to a
group of painters who were working on the higher end of the hanger. I’ve no idea
what happened but accidents did happen in those days. So I was working on this
installation work for – I’m not quite sure, possibly getting on towards a year, when the
work was coming to an end on the RAF base.

[05:41]
So then they said, ‘Right well we’re now moving to another spot, and that was okay
with me. To be perfectly frank I was quite pleased to be getting away from home,
unkind though it may sound. So we were then – the electrician I was working with,
bearing in mind at that time I was an apprentice and I was then – 1940, I was eighteen
years old, and the electrician I was working with, it helped him quite a lot because he
seemed a very competent guy, he was a very pleasant guy to work with and
unfortunately he was an asthma sufferer, he had bad asthma. On bad days he was
barely able to get up and do the work, so he – he told me what to do and asked me if
I’d get on with it. And I was keen to be able to do that. I did have some practical
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aptitude, even in those days having had four years working on various installations
with my father and my father’s electricians. So I was pleased to do the work, and I
say, awfully sorry for the guy, but it was an opportunity for me. And I stayed with
that guy when we were there on our first posting, that was down to Cambridge to RAF
Waterbeach, and I had lodgings in Cambridge at that time. And again we worked on
that – on that base at RAF Waterbeach doing much the same as I’d done before.

[07:25]
And I can’t remember the exact dates now, but I think it was early 1941 and we were
then posted up to Thorp Arch in Yorkshire. That was an ordnance filling station, that
was a new site being built that – it’s … two miles outside – a couple of miles outside
Boston Spa, and only a few miles – about five miles from Wetherby, I don’t know
whether you know the area. And we were posted there. Initially we were given
lodgings in Leeds, and we were travelling out with transport provided from Leeds.
But that – it was some of the worst working conditions I’ve ever encountered because
the buildings themselves, a lot of them were concrete – reinforced concrete built into
just below ground level, or in earthenware banks. So there were no windows or
anything. We had to put the electrical points in through these magazines etc, on these
various buildings, all in flame proof gear of course. But whilst they were being built,
the concrete poured, to dry them out they had a series of forty gallon drums which
they pierced with pick axes and filled with coke. And they had coke fires burning in
these places, and the only ventilation was through just a doorways, so you could only
work in there for a fairly short time and you’d come out gasping for breath from when
the fires were taking the oxygen, apart from the fumes etc. We were working in
relays, just going in these buildings and working until we felt we couldn’t, and then
coming out of the building, recovering in the fresh air and then in you went again
[laughs]. That was the worst of the examples. I mean obviously some buildings were
not like that, but I vividly remember those.

Was there much urgency behind your work, building these bases?
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Well yes, the standard working day was 7.30 in the morning until 7.30 at night, and
the weekend you had off, yes, from four o’clock on Saturday, four o’clock on Sunday.
So we were working every day until – I’m not sure if it was seven o’clock, sorry, in
some of these places, and four o’clock Saturday and Sunday, so we were working
seven days a week, that was the urgency. And on the pay we were getting, don’t get
the impression we were getting a lot of pay, ‘cause we didn’t. By the time we’d paid
our lodgings, we’d got very little pay left.

What were your lodgings like? Were there any that stick in your mind?

Yes, the best and the worst, but where do you want to start? [both laugh] The first
lodgings we had in Leeds were reasonably okay, but a couple of the – there was
another apprentice and two electricians, and one of these electricians and the
apprentice seemed to get themselves into trouble. If we’d go down to the pub I would
only drink half a shandy or something like that, and they would probably drink a bit
more, do something silly, upset somebody and you finished up – we were in the area,
which nowadays isn’t very good I don’t think, I think it was called Chapletown, I
don’t know whether you know Chapletown in Leeds?
My girlfriend lives in Chapel Allerton, so … [laughs]
Oh right. That’s – that’s different.

So just up the road.
Right, you know, well Chapletown these days, it still doesn’t have a very good
reputation. But curiously enough the chap we were lodging with, her husband was a
retired policeman, so we were okay. But it was the daily travel and the occasional
problems when I say, when we went out as a foursome, I got tired of that. And the
experience that triggered me into moving away was we went into a club in the centre
of Leeds and we were just going in there for an innocent drink, up the staircase in the
club and sat quietly in the corner, farthest away from the door. And the police raided
the place, I don’t know what they were looking for in those days, but whatever it was,
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the next thing we knew there were tables and chairs flying all over the place, fights all
over the place, we had to fight our way out, and I just got out and escaped the clutches
of a policeman [laughs], and decided I was never going to return there again. So the
following week through help of our site supervisor I got lodgings in Wetherby, and
they were superb. And it was less distance to travel and Wetherby was a nice little
place in those days, I don’t know whether you know Wetherby?

Hmm.

The people we were lodging with were very good, I mean bearing in mind rationing
as it was in those days, but we were adequately fed and comfortable.

[12:56]
What sort of conditions are there in a – in a good lodging house?

I would say a comfortable bed, reasonable food, not looking for gourmet food, a
pleasant attitude, reasonable manners [laughs], and good behaviour. I didn’t – I had
no wish to cause any problems, I didn’t wish to be rude to anyone, I had no business –
I had no intention of upsetting anyone, so [laughs] I thought – my expectations were
not unreasonable.
Were there any sort of rules and restrictions on you, living in the …

Not in Wetherby, no. No, I mean I know the caricature of the Blackpool landlady and
I’ve experienced it, but we didn’t have it during the war. The people I was lodging
with, I still remember the address and the house is still there, it was a council house
actually, 17 Ainsty Drive, Wetherby, on the Great North Road, before the Wetherby
bypass, which is there now. And the husband was a West Yorkshire bus driver. His
wife of course ran the house, and he had two daughters, one of whom taught me to
dance, nothing other than that, she was older than me [laughs].

[14:20]
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And so that was a pleasant stay considering the working conditions we had during the
day. I mentioned the – working in the magazines because that was the worst working
conditions, it wasn’t all like, some of it was open. And of course the other thing I
remember from that site in particular, these sites as I’m sure you’re aware were
mostly built by Irish, the Irish labour. And the canteens there at lunch time, it was an
experience. There were always a group of Irish fiddler players, accordion players,
musicians, and there was Irish dancing, clog dancing, in – just in the lunchtime break
they used to get there, that was quite an education. [Laughs] So those are the things I
remember about that.
If those were the – the best lodgings you’d had, what were the worst at the other end
of the scale?
… Probably when I came down to the Cotswolds. I remember coming down to
Evesham. It wasn’t the first time we’d been ‘cause we had a number of moves, which
I’ll describe. I was sent down to Evesham and it was late in the day and no one had
suggested anywhere for lodgings, and I saw a sign post in – when I’d walked over the
– the river bridge there in this particular group, board and lodgings. So I went in
there, board and lodgings. We were taken up – I was taken up, I was alone, and I was
taken up to this attic, absolutely filthy. There were several other Irish men in there,
one who was laid on the bed in a drunken stupor, there were four beds as I remember,
I’m not sure if it was four or five in this room under the sloping roof of the attic and
one skylight up there. And the bedding was filthy, the food was okay actually, but
fairly basic and even the cutlery didn’t seem clean, it was on a bare wooden table
when I came down, absolutely appalling. So I thought, well there’s nowhere else I
can go at that time of night, so I went back upstairs, didn’t take my clothes off, didn’t
unpack my case, and slept – slept on my overcoat, which I put over the bed [laughs].
Came down the following morning and thanked them very much for the night’s
accommodation and paid my dues. They said, ‘Aren’t you staying? I thought you
wanted to stay.’ And I said, ‘Well I’m not able to stay.’ I didn’t like to be offensive
and say I wouldn’t keep a dog there [both laugh]. So I came out of there and that’s to
my mind the worst I can – the worst place I think I could ever recommend.
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[17:30]
I was interested as well in – I guess other than going to the pub, what do you do
outside work?
Well, a) you didn’t have much spare time in those days, but silly things. I used to like
the rivers. When I lived in Wetherby the time I had off sometimes, Saturday or a
Sunday I would just go down to the boat house on the River Wharfe at Wetherby and
hire a boat and just row up the river, mostly alone. They had some – there were two
stages you could go through there. When they deemed you confident – the original
single seat skiffs we had did – had just a small sliding seat in it. When you were
deemed confident they had some fast ones there without rigors and a full sliding seat.
So I became skilful enough to be able to hire one of those and strangely enough in
recent years when I’ve been up there on holiday or gone through, that boat house is
still there on the Wharfe, by the Wharfe café. The River Wharfe is still unchanged.
Now that may not sound very interesting but that’s the sort of thing I like to do.
Occasionally a cinema, but bearing in mind the limited finances we had. I could go to
the cinema in Harrogate or Knaresborough probably one night a week, on Saturday
night or the Sunday night. But there was another problem there, which I remember.
The last bus during the war left Harrogate at nine o’clock, nine pm, so we had to go to
an early house for the cinema. The other problem was if the bus was full, tough luck,
there were no relief, there was no relief transport. And I remember particularly one
occasion coming out and there was several of us left stranded so we walked the nine
and a half miles back to Wetherby [laughs]. There was no alternative [both laugh].

[19:50]

An apprenticeship as well.

Yes.
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I’m interested in sort of, are there sort of classes with this, or is it all on the job
teaching, or …
On the job teaching, and it’s certainly a mobile job, but it was on the job teaching. I
was interested enough even in those years to do some basic reading on electrics,
because as I’ve mentioned, whilst working with my father one of the electricians was
keen on radio etc, and he would explain things. So I was always prepared. I enjoyed
reading and it was nearly always technical stuff I liked to read, and mechanical stuff
as well ‘cause I was interested in motor cars, motorbikes etc. I couldn’t afford one
but I’d already learnt to drive and ride them in my earlier years. So I was interested in
– if you like, I liked to know how things worked, so I would – I would read literature,
whether it was a magazine I bought. I even did this in later years, I took magazines
like Wireless World for years. There was a practical one, Practical Wireless used to
be published in those days, I took that. And later on of course when I joined the
Authority there was a library circulating system, so your name was on this list. They
used to come into the group and come round our various in-trays. So we had the
current magazines and you could choose what magazines you wished to read. But
during my training it was purely either up to yourself or the skill or encouragement of
your mentor, if you like, the electrician or tradesman you were working with. So in
the early years with electrical installations I worked with this particular tradesman that
had asthma. Later on when I came – one of my later moves, which we haven’t got yet
down to, I came across the guy that took me under his wing, George Springle, who
remained a lifelong friend.

How and what was the pattern that led you to meeting George?
Oh, all over the country. I don’t know whether you wanted me to just do a quick hop
but I mean I went from RAF Waterbeach to Thorp Arch, Thorp Arch down to
Aldermaston when it was being constructed as an airfield. In the meantime whilst we
were down here we did various other short trips out, for example, I went to put the
power supply, an additional power supply in Treorchy in the Rhondda Valley, there
was an HMV factory being built there during the war by Treorchy Station. A few
days down there, I was in lodgings with the foreman of the local pit. That was an
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experience. There were other things we did, I explained to you before, I was invited
to go and work in Ireland when they wrote to me. Jimmy Collins, the supervisor,
wrote to me and asked me my religion so that he would know where to put me into
lodgings, I’ve mentioned this before. There were various other places after the
Aldermaston era initially, 1942, I can talk about that. I went back up into – from
January ‘42 until ‘43 I was then moved to Stow-on-the-Wold where we had a depot,
which did work for airfields around Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire. So I worked on
most of the airfields around there, Broadwell Grove, which was a wartime one, Brize
Norton, RAF Windrush, which was on the A40, which was a wartime airfield. We
did trips out to other places to do short jobs. I think Moreton Valence, the one I
mentioned where I saw the first jet aircraft.
You mentioned that on – to me in the car. You haven’t mentioned it one tape.
Ah well, I’m saying it’s just one of the points. I mean I’ve worked in so many places
around the UK, some of them only for a week or two, it’s not worth going into the
detail. But where I stayed mainly I am speaking about.

What happened at Moreton Valence?
We just had to go and do an extension. I can’t remember the detail now because other
things that happened was repairs. But the time I was at Stow-on-the-Wold I was
working on power systems. So for example, if the Irishman decided to put a pickaxe
through a cable, they had a power failure, we got sent out to do the emergency repairs.
That in a sequence of events came after I switched from internal work to power
supply work through working with George Springle. I’ll come to that separately if
you like. So the last of the internal work I did for EIs was at Thorp Arch.

[25:53]
I then moved from there, I was sent down to Aldermaston, January ‘42. I remember
that well ‘cause I came down to Reading station and said I wanted to get to
Aldermaston and they put me on to the main A4 bus, which went from Reading to
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Newbury, but I didn’t know of course, I was new, I got out at Aldermaston station and
said, ‘Where was the – where was Aldermaston village?’ And the guy said, ‘A mile
and a half up the road lad.’ [Laughs] And it was snowing [laughs]. When I got to
Aldermaston village I said, spoke to someone in the village, ‘Could you please tell me
where the airfield is?’ ‘A mile and a half up the road lad.’ What no one had told me
is that the nearest point to the RAF base was the village of Tadley, it was in the parish
of Tadley, and there was a bus directly there from Reading station. [Laughs] So I
remember that clearly. So my introduction to Aldermaston initially, the supervisor
there was a chap called Jimmy Collins who was responsible for the airfield and some
other airfields as well I think. Having checked on what I’d been doing, I was then
coming up twenty, he decided it would be a good idea for me to be in the office with
him to see that side of it, including the drawings. Airfields had to – the contractors
had to supply as fitted drawings, in other words, a scale drawing of all of the layouts
and all the details. This was done by usually the guy in charge of the site. He didn’t
have a draftsman to assist him, he just had to do it, and presumably it’s something
he’d been taught to do. So he decided at that stage to take me into the office and give
me some schooling on that. That was the other side of the coin. But included in those
duties was to sign in people when they came into work in the morning. You didn’t
have clocking on or anything, they just used to put their name in the book. And Jim
said, ‘All you do, sign him in, what time he arrived,’ you see. Supposed to start at
7.30 I think it was in those days. So I had to be there a bit earlier to do booking in.
And Jim didn’t appear at 7.30, he appeared about quarter to eight I think, but he had a
car, so. And this is when I first met George Springle who was there installing the
substation and various ring mains, I’ll come to that in a minute. He came, booked in
the morning, said, ‘Hello, are you a new guy here?’ sort of thing, chatted, and off he
went. So I’d booked him in, G Springle, 7.45 you see, not thinking anything of it. It
was only – I did this on several mornings and it was only at the end of the week that
apparently George had been deducted pay for – for late starters. So he came in and
demanded to know what it was all about. That was my first sort of encounter with
George and he said, ‘I’ve lost pay over this.’ I said, ‘Oh I’m very sorry.’ I said, ‘My
instructions were to book you in at the time you appeared.’ I said, ‘Presumably you
came here first before you went on site.’ ‘Well of course I did.’ I said, ‘Well I’ve got
you booked in here at 7.45.’ And he said, ‘Well, nobody’s ever bothered about that
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before.’ He said, ‘I’ve never lost money before.’ He said, ‘It’s quite wrong.’ So I
said, ‘Well you’d better take it up with Jim, I’m only the booking clerk.’ [Laughs]
And it – it wasn’t that strong but he obviously he resented it. And he said, ‘You could
have booked me in at 7.30.’ And I said, ‘Oh you want me to lie do you?’ [Laughs]
And that appealed to George’s sense of humour.

[30:20]
So I spent some weeks in the office and then it was decided I’d go out and work as an
apprentice with George on the power side. So that’s what started me on the external
stuff. Now in those days there was a main substation and an airfield, and they had a
ring main around the perimeter of the airfield, and various transformers tapped into
this ring main. The ring main was 3.3kv and the transformers were stopped down to
400 three phase or 240 singles. That was the main distribution system around the
airfield, so I worked on a number of airfields over the next year or two actually, but
on those particular systems. So I’d already learned how to weld angle iron together to
make switch frames etc on the practical side of things. I was then involved in doing
the cable jointing, initially under supervision. But George was a great one if you
showed the aptitude, for letting you do it. So again I was on a quick learning curve
there.
What’s angle lining, sorry?
Angle iron, sorry. It – the angle iron is a steel – we say iron, it’s steel actually, mild
steel framework, which you had the basic ninety degree angle shape in lengths, which
you cut and fitted together to make frames to support the switchgear in the substation.
We had to make our own switchgear frames in those days. So – and they had to be –
they were welded. So we had a short course of instruction from somebody who could
do it, in how to weld [both laugh]. Another one under your belt as it were.

[32:20]

What sort of chap was George Springer?
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Exceptional. He was – I only realised later of course, he was above average
intelligence for the people amongst whom I worked. He was a great reader, he was
interested in politics, he used to take Hansard, and he told – taught me how the
political system worked and parliament. And he was very much a middle of the road
man. In his youth he’d been a bit left wing he admitted, but when he got round to
realising how the world worked he thought it was a bit too extreme, as was the right.
And I followed his guidance on those political lines actually. But he was a great
thinker, he was a great reader. He persuaded me to go through a series of Penguin
publications in the 1940s called The Thinker’s Library, I don’t know whether you’ve
ever heard of it, you might find some reference to it. And it was cheap Penguin
publications by various authors, famous authors at the time, on any subject you’d like
to mention. As I say, it was entitled Thinker’s Library and there was all sorts. I
remember, what was it? Religion without Revelation, I always remember that one.
But for the minute I can’t think of the name of the author, I find these days I’m
forgetting a lot of these names, I’m sorry. And people like Julian Huxley, in those
days when he was a young man, I think it was authors like that. I found – I used to
talk to George about this, he persuaded me to read them and then we’d talk about it.
And that was an education to me because in those days George would have been, let
me think, thirty-two or three, I was only twenty. No, George was – yes, I think
George was thirteen years older than me. So he was a young man in those days and
he had great wit, a great sense of humour, very knowledgeable in his own work. He’s
been – he presumably – I never knew, presumably he’d have been drafted into that
work because he worked for the Metropolitan Electricity Supply Company in London.
And after the war he went back to work for them again as – I think he was in charge
of Acton Depot on the distribution network until he retired. So yeah, as I say he was
– he was an above average person. He was also a lovely family man as well. He had
two sons, one born in ‘38, David, with whom I remained friendly until he died a
couple of years ago. And he had a younger son, Clive. And I think Clive – I spoke to
Clive last week and I forgot to ask him when he was born, but I think it was nineteen
– around 1941 or 1942. He became an accountant, but again because of his father’s I
think diplomatic skills. His first son David – sorry, am I digressing too much? No.
His first son David went – was able to go through the Eleven Plus and went to Ealing
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Grammar School. Subsequently he went to university and dropped out, but that’s
another story. His second son wanted to be an accountant because he – he wasn’t
very practically inclined. David was the guy that would always – he could use ketica
[ph] tools and do things. And I’ll come to him in a minute. Clive wanted to become
an accountant, so he stayed at school until he was sixteen, at secondary school, and
then applied for accountant trainees when they were articled as they call it, they were
articled I believe is what you term an accountant. So he applied for his – was it his
articles? To a firm of solicitor’s – to accountants in London, sorry, I’ll get it right in a
minute. George went with him for his interview. When they got there for the
interview the man came out and said, ‘I’m awfully sorry Mr Springle,’ he said,
‘We’ve made a mistake.’ He said, ‘We only take grammar school boys.’ And
George said, ‘Well,’ summing up really, he said, ‘Don’t destroy the lad’s confidence
for him.’ He said, ‘At least interview him even if you’ve no intention of taking him
on.’ He said, ‘Then come out and we’ll explain that he didn’t make it in the
interview.’ He said, ‘But please don’t destroy his confidence.’ They interviewed
him, came out and said, ‘We’ve decided to take him on.’ [Laughs] And so he was
articled to that firm of accountants. He later became a partner in the system and he
stayed there until he retired. He’s now retired and living in Suffolk. So that was
again down to his father.

[38:05]

You said that George became a mentor or a father figure for you.

Hmm.

What sort of influence do you think he had on you?
Tremendous. He – he gave me a bit of basic confidence because from my home
background I had very little. My father’s style was not one of encouragement, he was
very negative and that didn’t used to apply to me, it applied to my younger half
brothers. George – George’s wife Kitty always made me welcome, and initially she –
they still lived in Hanwell, in London. And whenever I called there is I was on the
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way through I’d always call in, Kitty always welcomed me, you know, like a mother
really or an older sister. And he – when he realised he was going to be at
Aldermaston for some time he rented a cottage in Aldermaston village, Fisherman’s
Cottage, and brought Kitty down to Aldermaston and the kids went to the village
school in Aldermaston for a short period there. And whilst we were there I was
always made like one of the family. I didn’t lodge with them, I had other lodgings but
I spent a lot of time down there with them. And as I say, we became firm friends and
that friendship continued through until George died. He – he welcomed my future
wife into the fold as well, so – sorry, I get a bit emotional … [Clears throat] Okay.
What else do you think you actually learnt from George? He sounds like just sort of –
just a wide range of interests, I’m wondering what you took in particular from all of
those?
Just general behaviour. George was one of these people that whatever you’re
interested in he would encourage you to – he wasn’t necessarily interested in it
himself, but if that’s what you wanted to do he would support you. He – the people
around him on site regarded him as a barrack room lawyer but he was no – he
certainly wasn’t in that sense. He wasn’t – he wasn’t pushing trade unionism or
anything like that. In those days we were all in the electrical trade union but there
was no question of any action and there was no union meetings or anything, it was
just one of those things that people were involved in. George, he just encouraged me.
I mean I can’t – it’s difficult to think of anything negative with George. The only
thing, and it’s a joke really, the only thing – I always said I partly paid for my
apprenticeship with him because when we were working at other airfields, for
example I haven’t mentioned Ramsbury and Membury in here, we were based at
Aldermaston but we used to go out daily to both Membury and Ramsbury and do
installation work there. And of course we had to go via Newbury in those days, via
the old A4. And there was Spring’s Café in Newbury, it was always breakfast time
when we were going through there, about eight, 8.30 in the morning. And George
said, ‘Oh well we’d better have our tea and sandwich.’ And I always paid for the tea
[laughs]. And it was when I was talking to his son in later years, he always thought
that was most unjust [laughs], but it was one of those things I didn’t really protest
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about at the time. And George was a very good mimic. I always remember when we
were working at Ramsbury Airfield we used to come down off the airfield, which was
only just down the hill, to the village. And there was canteens run in those days, I
forget what the name of it was. They were allowed to serve meals at a fixed price, it
was one of the wartime things.

British Restaurants, that sort of thing?
Yeah, yes that’s right. But there was a village one at Ramsbury, we used to come
down there, and George, when I came down there, of course anyone that lived outside
the area was always a Londoner you see, and George could put on a superb Cockney
accent, and he used to lay this on just to the ladies when we walked in. And of course
the ladies that ran this would be the WVS ladies, and usually the ladies from the
higher social circles of course. So George used to deliberately lay on his east end
accent just for their benefit. And it was always a laugh, though in fact under normal
terms George spoke very clearly. You’d say, yes okay, he was a Londoner. But he
didn’t have a Cockney accent and he was very articulate was George. So he was
along way from the actor that he used to lay on for the ladies of Ramsbury [both
laugh].

How typical was he of the people you were working with?
Most untypical. As I said, you realised he – he was a very bright individual in so
many ways intellectually, his behaviour, his manners. The only – the only down side
I could think of with George is he wasn’t a very good driver [laughs]. I don’t know
why because with his hands he was good. He – he didn’t start driving until he was in
his thirties apparently. He drove for the rest of his life, but even late in life I was – he
didn’t have accidents, he always seemed to drive like a learner and never be very sure
of what he was trying to do. But I can’t think of anything else, there was no down
sides to George, he was just an exceptional individual [both laugh].

[44:47]
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If George was untypical of the people you were working with, what was typical if such
a thing did …
Well that’s difficult because during the war there were people from various levels
brought in on this work. I mean at one stage, if you like, taking about the east end,
it’s – a number of the people working for EIs were Londoners, Eastenders, and I
remember people like 'Slash' Lewis as they called him, who when he had holes in the
heels of his socks he used to turn them round on top of his feet you see, so he didn’t
have to bother buying new socks. [Laughs] Real down and out Cockneys. But they
were – they were kind to me, to be fair, as an apprentice. They were obviously
competent, but real Eastenders. And you know, the modern conception of an
Eastender that you get on the TV programmes, it was nothing like that. The
Eastenders that I worked with were a very close knit group of people who would help
each other. [laughs] They weren’t fighting each other, they were helping each other.
So there were people like that. There were Welsh men and there were two Welsh
electricians I met, they were different again because of the Welsh culture. There were
– I mean obviously they picked up people like me en route from Lincolnshire you see.
I didn’t know anyone else who originated from Lincolnshire, but there was one from
Rutland, Oakham, that’s Rutland – Rutland, it still is now. There were Scots. The
gangs that we had for doing the cable trenching and all the physical work, the
labouring, later on were all Irish. They had an Irish ganger and he employed this gang
and they were paid peace work according to the yardage of the trenches they dug, or
so much per pole when they were erecting poles you see. And again, that was a
widespread because one of the gangers we had in the Cotswolds, he said they were
over here only for the money, ‘cause they made good money and they worked
extremely hard. And he said his ambition was to go back to Ireland after the war and
buy a farm. I don’t know whether he ever did but the variety of people they had was
wide because they had one guy there, Keagan, and he used to sit down at lunch time,
and I’ve sat with him, doing mathematical puzzles. And he was the first guy that
explained to me the principles of calculus [laughs], the arithmetic of growth and shape
[laughs]. And he was digging trenches for a living. Presumably he was over here just
purely for the money. So I don’t know what his educational background had been,
but he just used to do maths for the fun of it ‘cause he liked doing it. He was the only
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one I ever met that was, ‘cause some of them had a job to write their own name [both
laugh]. So it was a wide spectrum of skills, abilities and personalities. That’s how –
that’s how I would sum it up. Is that fair?

It seems like it.

[Laughs]

[48:25]

Did you enjoy working for AEL? Sorry, EIL.

EIL, yeah. I enjoyed my time with Springles, with George Springle and the time then.
From then onwards it didn’t compare with the satisfaction that I had later working
with the Authority, but I didn’t know any better at the time so I wasn’t – I wasn’t
unhappy doing what I was doing once I’d met Springle. Before then I had mixed
feelings but I was taking the view that, a) I was trying to, a) earn a living, b) learn a
skill, so get on with it [laughs]. There’s bound to be down sides on any job. So at
times I was quite unhappy, at other times I was quite satisfied. I didn’t know anything
beyond that did I? I hadn’t had the experiences that I later had.
Did you get much job satisfaction or …
Oh I didn’t – not – at the time of doing some of the work with – yes. If I did a job and
someone said to me, ‘That’s a good job Frank, that’s very well done,’ of course you
feel satisfied. With the cable distributions things we used to do – take extra care and
get our legs pulled a bit about it because George was a bit of a perfectionist. If he did
a T joint, in those days it was lead covered cables. I don’t know whether you know
the construction of this stuff. During the war there was no armour on this cable. The
wartime measure was that lead cables were unarmoured, this led to a lot of problems
where they got damaged you see. But we had to join these cables with the appropriate
wires, etc. It was all done with tin and solder if you like, hot molten solder. The lead
sleeves which enclosed them were all done with plumbing. You had to dress these
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sleeves, I learnt how to dress lead sleeves etc, and they were shaped, either cylindrical
or T shaped. You had to learn to do the techniques of plumbing, so we learnt to wipe
joints in the way that a plumber wiped joints. But it was more difficult on a cable
because you had a hard core of copper taking the heat away. Plumbers joints with
lead pipes when they were doing it, they were quite easy ‘cause you warmed the metal
up and it stayed warm while you wiped the joint, but it didn’t when you were working
with cables.

When you say wipe the joint?

Wiping a joint is a technique that uses a moleskin cloth, molten tin lead mixture is
applied either with a stick and a blow lamp or from a pot of molten metal via two
ladles, okay. And the technique was to get the hot metal around the joint to tin the
joint if you like, so it keyed to it, and you then used a moleskin and shaped your hands
to wipe this metal around the joints. So you finished up looking from the sleeve much
like a plumber’s wiped joint. It was called wiped ‘cause that was the technique, you
wiped it, pulled the stray metal off. It’s a practical technique, there was no – you
don’t need to theorise about it. It was purely practical skills, manual skills if you like.
And a lot of that work did involve manual skill. It also involved in some cases
knowledge of what you were doing. For example, if you were on a standard 240, 400
system, if you had to do a joint live, which was rare but there were occasions, you had
to learn to do a joint live. No – you know, no – you didn’t have a thirty milliamp trip
behind you, you had a 400 Amp fuse in the substation or something [laughs]. And so
this – these were done. Apparently I just recently stopped and asked some electricity
people if they still do live joints, and they do, but of course it’s all – now they’ve got
all special equipment and everything surrounded. We just stood on a rubber mat
inside a square trench and with hot metal pouring it across the conductors, making
sure you didn’t touch anywhere that was earthed [laughs].

Did accidents happen?
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Occasionally. I did know of accidents. I mean you got the odd burn, I’ve had a burn
and I’ve had electric shocks but I mean not enough to severely damage you if you
like.

[53:18]

Hmm. Did you ever get any reactions to being in a deferred occupation?
Oh yes, yeah. That’s one of the reasons – one of the drawbacks – I felt uncomfortable
a lot of the time, if you like, for not being in the armed forces because although it
wasn’t like World War One when the women went around handing out white feathers,
you would occasionally get the remark, you know, ‘Have you been discharged from
the forces on medical grounds?’ Or something like that. I never encountered any
directly offensive remarks but I had seen it, other people had. I personally hadn’t, but
you felt slightly guilty about it. But it was no good saying, ‘You can go and volunteer
for the forces,’ because if you tried you’d – you know, you’d immediately get a sharp
letter reminding you, you know, get on with your work. And I initially had some
calling up papers when I was at Aldermaston in 1942, report to Caterham Barracks
and I wasn’t concerned about that. I just said to the people I was lodging with I’d be
leaving, showed my form and the letter and he said, ‘There’s something wrong there.’
Anyway four or five days later I had a letter back from the Minister saying I’d been
called in error and I was under – is it the Essential Works Act I think it was,
something like that, to carry on with, you know, my present duties. So the next time I
got called up was at the end of ‘45 when I next [laughs] …

Well when did your apprenticeship actually come to an end?
1943 I was twenty-one, and it’s whilst I was working at Aldermaston. And so George
Springle was still at Aldermaston in charge of a group of airfields down here, it
wasn’t just Aldermaston. He did work, as I said, at Welford Park, Greenham
Common, Membury, and I was sent up to Stow-on-the-Wold, to the group there. That
would have been 1940 – I can’t remember whether it would have been late ‘42 or ‘43
to be honest. I think it was ‘43 I was sent up there. And I worked in quite a lot of the
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airfields in the area. I was initially working on RAF Broadwell Grove, which was a
wartime base, which became a satellite to Brize Norton I think. So we just travelled
daily in a truck from Stow-on-the-Wold to Broadwell Grove, did the work and went
back to my lodgings in Stow-on-the-Wold in the evening. Had some quite decent
lodgings in Stow-on-the-Wold.

Does life change much once you finished your apprenticeship?
Not really. My pay improved [laughs] ‘cause apprentices were not well paid. So I
immediately came on to full craftsman’s rate. They still didn’t give you a lot of
money to throw around but at least I had enough money to get by and go out at the
weekend occasionally. And to buy an item of clothing, which was rationed now and
again, or the odd ones off the black market, which were circulating in those days
[laughs]. There was always – from Aldermaston days there was always Johnny.
Johnny was an Asian [ph] guy even in those days [laughs]. He used to come round
with a supply of ties or things that could legitimately have been for sale, and there was
always the odd item if you were pushed for something that he could find [laughs]. At
a price, so, hmm … I think I need a …
We’ll take a small break.

[End of Track 4]
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When did you meet your wife?
I’m – for the first – the first meeting with my wife was at a mutual friend’s birthday
party, twenty-first birthday party. People with whom I was friendly had invited me
along and they – the daughter was a colleague of my wife’s at work, at Feel [ph]
where they worked in adjacent offices, and they were friends, and in fact remained
friends for the rest of their lives. So this twenty-first birthday party there was a dance
held in an orchard just behind the Pamber Heath – the Pelican pub at Pamber Heath. I
was in lodgings in the area at that time, so I went along and I met her on these
occasions, and we had a few dances together. Initially I met her and I didn’t try and
pursue anything because she was wearing an engagement ring. So it might sound odd
to the current generation but in those days a chivalrous thing was to leave it alone
[laughs]. Promise to someone else. And I didn’t see her then for some time. I can’t
remember the time intervals but at that time I was based from Aldermaston but I was
working in various other places in the are, Welford Park, Greenham Common,
Membury, Ramsbury, really just not long periods at any one place, hence the base at
Aldermaston. We had a van at that time, transport, so we had to go out and do the
work in the various places as the demands arose. And then subsequently I met my
wife again through the Pineapple pub. The landlord had been quite kindly to me, in
fact he owned quite a lot of land, which is now a part of AWRE Aldermaston, the socalled, erm, boiler house and explosives area it was originally by Aldermaston village.
And he owned that and used to use it as shooting. It was an area called Padworth, the
village of Padworth. So although AWRE’s on it, it actually goes into the parish of
Padworth as well. And he took me out on quite a number of occasions shooting, I
used to go out with him shooting, and it was back at his place in the pub – not in the
pub itself but in the lounge with his wife, at the back of the pub, we were just chatting.
I mean I’ve no idea why they took to me but I just used to go into the house and more
or less, you know, it was a friend’s house. We were chatting and my wife was there
this particular weekend again. So – and that was when we got chatting again and met
a number of times after that. So it built up from there really, so yes. And in the
meantime my friend George Springle and his wife were living at Fisherman’s Cottage
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at Aldermaston and they used to invite the two of us down there as well. And in fact
[laughs] I seem to remember it was George who was pushing me to pop the question.
I remember him saying to me, ‘For heaven’s sake why don’t you marry the girl?’ he
said, ‘Else someone else will take her away.’ [Laughs]

What did you like about her?
Well it’s an emotional thing isn’t it? What do you like? Why does someone you meet
– why do you find things in common? I’m sure you don’t scientifically analyse it,
say, she likes bowls or she likes tennis or she likes golf or something. You’re much
more likely to be emotional and say, ‘Yeah, I quite like her.’ I think in modern
terminology, what’s it called? You fancy her or something isn’t it? [Laughs] Not
quite as crude as that to be frank but I’d liked her personality. She wasn’t aggressive,
you could discuss things with her, she didn’t seem to have any extremist views about
things. We both like the countryside. She – whilst I knew a fair amount about the
countryside she was far more able to express it than myself I think. As I believe I’ve
mentioned before, in our style of writing she was very good at English and essays, etc,
and as I believe I’ve told you before she always described my letters as being
engineering reports [laughs]. So – yes there are many features like that. Yes, we did
like dancing together but I mean that wasn’t going to decide whether you planned a
future together or not. We had similar tastes in music in some areas, mostly it was the
big bands of the day, some jazz, some light classics. She liked some of the light string
orchestras of the day. But basically the music that I favoured had to have rhythm,
harmony and melody if you like. Now that would cover a wide range of styles but
that’s basically what it was. I liked music that I could tap my feet and dance to. At
the same time there was also a certain amount of classical music, which you couldn’t
dance to. But for some reason, although it would bring me out in goose pimples
[laughs], I don’t know whether you have those experiences with music but …

Not with classical music.

Hmm?
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Not with classical music [laughs].
No, no. It was only certain numbers. It wasn’t – I wouldn’t – I mean I had been to
classical concerts but I found there was probably ten per cent of the content that
appealed to me.

[06:51]
So I had to accept – I wasn’t taught music when I was young. I subsequently went for
lessons when I put my daughter to it at age – was it eight? I can’t remember whether
it was eight or ten when I put her to the piano and I went along and had adult classes
as well, so that was the first time in my life I’d had any musical training if you wish.
So yes, to come back to what appealed to me to my wife, just a number of things. A
general personality I suppose you would sum it up, it sounds broad but I sometimes
ask myself what did she see in me? [both laugh]

What was married life like at first?
I was never – I was always happy. It was tough in the early years but we both made
the best of it. And Mabs [short for Mabel] very rarely ever complained. I mean
people today would laugh if you saw the accommodation that we had. Initially after
marriage we lived in rooms, that wasn’t very satisfactory.

[08:12]
And we’d gone on the housing list on the Newbury Council because she lived at Cold
Ash in the Newbury area and these Nissen huts that were taken over by the Authority,
we were allocated one of those.
What’s a Nissen hut?
[Laughs] A Nissen hut is a construction, semi-circular or most – it’s just over a semicircle, of double skinned corrugated iron. They’re made in pre-formed sections and
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assembled with nuts and bolts, and waterproofed with some black tarmacadam like
compound, I don’t know, tar like compound. The temperature inside equals the
temperature outside, despite the fact that they were double skinned, that there was
only an air gap between them. But these were built as standard military
accommodation, they were on all the military bases that I ever knew of as extra
accommodation. They were quick, cheap, they were heated, they – I forget the
dimensions now. They were about thirty-five, thirty-eight feet long and about twelve
to fourteen feet wide. I can’t remember – I mean we could probably scale [ph] the
dimension, I don’t know what they are, we could probably find off the Internet, but it
doesn’t matter. Anyway, when the council took them over they divided them across
the centre with a breezeblock wall, and it was dark breezeblocks, there was no plaster
or anything. They divided them across the centre in the shortest dimension and from
the centre to the end, longitudinally, so you had two – it was like a T, an internal T
wall had been built to allocate your two bedrooms and a living area. The living area
had the original circular stove left in the centre with the pipe going out through the
roof. If you see any of the old RAF wartime films you’ll see these things in the films.
And the living area, there was a basin, a brown glazed basin about two feet by
eighteen inches thereabout with a drain away to the outside, there was drainage on
these sites. And there was one cold tap over this basin. Don’t talk about hot and cold
water, hot water is what you produced in the kettle [laughs]. Or the alternative as we
had was a paraffin wick powered stove and oven. This was a fairly flimsy assembly
where you had two flames under rings and you had another flame inside, this was
from paraffin wicks, inside a metal oven. And so you could do all your cooking on
that. As a backup you could also use a Primus stove. Now you must know even what
a Primus stove is.

A camping stove?
That’s right, the pressure ones. And my wife was quite good at lighting the Primus
stove and keeping it – a lot of people had trouble with Primus stoves ‘cause they
didn’t pre-heat the vaporising element at the top. If you remember there was a cup
into which one poured mentholated spirit, and the heat, when that – when you lit that,
the heat from that pre-heated the vaporiser and a lot of people didn’t seem to get the
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hang of that. They tried to light the stove or pump it too early and have yellow flames
around the area. But my wife never had any – never had any trouble dealing with a
Primus stove with pans or with a kettle on it as well. Electrical kettle, forget it. We
didn’t have any power points.

Did you have electric light?

You had electric light, yes. And that was it. You had electric light, there were three
lights in there, one in each bedroom and one in the living area. This was wired in, our
old friend, the VIR with porcelain cleats. It was known as cleat and wire, these were
– the insulated wires were in the porcelain cleats, which you screwed into the
corrugated iron. That was the standard means of lighting the – for the army huts.

[13:20]

In fact digressing a little, one of the problems that EIL had at places like Greenham
Common, when the American troops came in there and occupied these huts in the
early stages, the American troops had things like electric fires you see, and they
connected – they stripped the insulation back off these VIR wires and couple their
fires in – into the lighting circuit you see, and although they were probably only one
kilowatt at the time, that was another five Amps you see, until they were blowing up
the supply systems or blowing up the wiring in the – in the huts. ‘Cause they got
round the – I mean it would blow the fuse initially, so they got round that by just
putting a bigger fuse wire in you see. Until they had to – the forces themselves had to
really clamp down on it and make it an offence.
But where’s the bathroom in the Nissen hut?
What do you mean, bathroom? You didn’t have any bathrooms [laughs]. A bathroom
comprised of whatever vessel you choose to bathe in, in the house. Having said that
though, I’ll – we did have an upgrade later, but the initial Nissen hut on the
bathrooms, no, you had the standard galvanised iron zinc bath, which you heated
water on this paraffin stove and poured into the bath, that was your bath. At that
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particular time we stayed in that initial Nissen hut for about two years, two and a half
years. Then some of the first people had began to move out of the site and there was
another Nissen hut became available nearer to the road, which was an asbestos one. It
had been the residence of the NAAFI manager, and so it was considerably upmarket
on the corrugated iron ones we had. And we got permission from the council to move
in to there, I asked them if we could move. So we moved into this more luxurious
Nissen hut because it had a bath. It didn’t have any means of heating the water but at
least the drainage in the bath was connected to the outside drains. And the Nissen hut
wasn’t as cold as the corrugated iron. It had a – corrugated Nissan – corrugated
asbestos outside and a flat asbestos inside. And it also had a grate inside which could
be powered with coal or coke. There was an oven and a fireplace with a hot plate
over it, so that was a step up to, well, relatively luxurious. So we were there in that I
think until – for about another two years before I was allocated my first house from
the local authority.

How cold does it get in winter?
How cold was it externally? Same in – the inside temperature equals outside
temperature in the winter. For example, it was not a good idea to leave a glass of
water on your bedside table ‘cause it would be frozen when you woke up in the
morning [laughs]. The bedside tables incidentally was a fancy name for modified
orange boxes that we had, by covering them with cardboard and putting a curtain
across the front, stood on end at the side of your bed as a bedside table [both laugh].

Did you actually like living in it at the time?

Pardon?

Did you like living in it at the time?
No, but there wasn’t an alternative, other than going into rooms and we preferred the
freedom of having your own place, even though it’s spartan if you like, at least. At
least – we paid the Newbury Council the princely sum of six shillings a week rent for
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that. So although the local villagers called us all squatters, squatters most of us were
not; we paid rent to the local authority and we were allocated that accommodation in
the first place.

[17:55]
Hmm. So you’re still working for EIL at this point then?

Yes.

When did you stop working for them?
1951 when – sorry – yes, I was living in the second Nissen hut and so when I applied
for the Aldermaston post I was travelling from Yattendon, Burnt Hill where we lived
to Medmenham at that time, which is just outside Marlow. And I had – I had a van
supplied by the firm, so I didn’t have a transport problem.

[18:40]

I thought you did National Service as well?

Pardon?

Did you do National Service as well?
No, that was before National Service was introduced. It was originally – I was called
up under the old wartime conscription. National Service was introduced just before I
came out I think, about 1947 or ‘48 when they had to do a fixed two – eighteen
months or two years was it? I can’t remember now.

Hmm. When were you called up then?
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I was called up – I had my calling up papers the end of ‘45 and I came out in about
April ‘48 I think. I did about two and a half years. Because of my age, I was above
average age you see. Most of the guys being called up when I went in were eighteen,
nineteen year olds and I was then twenty-three when I went in. But I went in under
the old wartime conscription rules, before National Service.

Where were you actually posted initially?

Initially I went to do my basic training at Colchester, and from there they did a system
of grading. They looked at what kind of people they thought you were and decided
where to post you. I’m not so sure that that was much of a decider, it was more of a
question of where did they want the personnel at the time? And I was – we were
given a series of papers to fill in, which started from simple arithmetic, gradually
going up to getting the more difficult stuff and electrical questions. Since I’d put
myself down as an electrician they were looking at this you see, so I had to fill in a lot
of questions and then be interviewed by an officer to see at that time where they were
going to post you. So they accepted the fact that they would call me an electrician. I
was then twenty-three, I’d been out of my apprenticeship two years you see. But they
thought since I had some mechanical knowledge, would I like to be on the mechanical
side because when the officer interviewed me he asked me about some car engines,
and because I was able to tell him the firing order on a six cylinder engine he thought
I was okay on engines. In fact I had done quite a bit of work while I was on EIs on
the vehicles that we had. And again I learnt dome from other people, some from
reading the appropriate – so I was able to pull a car engine to bits and do whatever
was necessary. And I pointed out to the interviewing officer, I’d prefer to stick to
being an electrician. So he said, ‘Ah, the Royal Engineers for you laddie.’ So I was
then posted to number nine training battalion, Royal Engineers based at Portland. Do
you know Portland? Oh. Well the barracks sit on the highest point of Portland
immediately overlooking Portland harbour, and that’s where I did my next stage of
engineers training. This comprised of a wide range of things actually. We were
taught – it was nothing to do with being an electrician. To do the basic training you
had to go through the explosives course, you were taught how to use explosives, how
to blow things up, like bridges and buildings, and then you – you were taught how to
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booby trap them. And we then went to Wyke Regis behind Chesil beach, I don’t
know whether you know Chesil beach, to do our watermanship where we had to learn
to build pontoon bridges across rivers and canals, and how to blow them up of course
[laughs]. We also had to learn how to clear mines, which wasn’t very appealing, how
to de-fuse mines. We had to learn about the various types of German mines, the Shoe
Mine, the S Mine, the anti-tank mines. Some right nasty things amongst them. Some
of them were triggered off by various means, even trip wires. The German S Mine, I
don’t know if you know anything about this hardware, it was a fiendish device. It
used to sit below the ground, it was full of – of half inch diameter ball bearings, a can
about that size. It could be connected to trip wire so you could be walking through
the grass, trip one of these, and what it did, an explosive charge blew it out of the
ground to about three feet in height, and another explosive charge then blew the ball
bearings [laughs]. That was just one, but we had to do the various – learning how to
handle them in some cases, removing mines that were actually booby-trapped.
Booby-trapped devices came in all sorts of forms. I don’t know whether you’re
familiar with any of it. There were pressure switches, pull switches and you know,
silly obvious devices, like a pressure switch you could put under a lavatory seat so
when someone sat on the lavatory [laughs] it exploded the charges [laughs]. There
were others where – we were taught – we had to go into booby trap buildings with
only dummy charges obviously, and try and get in – into the certain part of this
building without triggering any of the booby traps. This was all part of the basic
training in Engineers. It was a general, what they called core training before they
decided which branch they were going to send you to.

Were there any particular aspects of all this work you took to?

No, it was interesting. I mean it was where the stupidity and the futility of the army
was brought home to you in many ways, but it was all necessary.

[25:15]

I mean when we went to do our water training down at Chesil beach we were issued
with working denims, because you know, you’re going to get wet, and Wellington
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boots. So we thought, oh, we’re going to get our feet wet. What we didn’t realise,
being tall was a particular disadvantage because when the pontoons are launched into
a river they have personnel either side of these with the handles, they always put the
tall chaps at the front and the short chaps at the rear, so as you walk down the slope –
what we didn’t realise, we were wearing Wellingtons so we walked down into the
river until the water came to the top of your Wellingtons, and stopped. And there was
a bellow from the Sergeant behind, ‘I didn’t say halt. You halt when the pontoon
floats.’ So we walked into the river. Well being at the front, by the time the pontoon
floated I was up to here in water. So when I got out I made the mistake of asking
Sergeant why we were wearing Wellingtons [laughs], which of course by then were
full of water. But we won’t go into the detail of – of the response of that one [both
laugh]. But it was unfortunate, being that little bit older I suppose I had – and the
background training I’d had, George Springle had taught me too much logic I think.
So I learnt to quickly forget that once you joined the army. You can’t have the forces
run by committee or people putting plausible arguments. It’s not acceptable is it?

How did you take to army life in general?
Later on it was – I accepted it because, a) there was no alternative. Now if you’re
going to have to do something the best thing to do is get on with it, not – there were
people who fought it, and I mean it showed up in things like the forced marches we
had to do. Now I had trouble with blisters on feet, the same as a lot of people did at
that time. The one thing I realised, when you were doing something like that, always
keep up to the front, all the moaners and groaners used to gradually fall back. And
typical I remember of what they used to do, they used to – on a Saturday morning
they would take us by truck out towards Dorchester, which was a – and drop us off in
the wilds out there, about ten miles out. And say, ‘Well if you get back – anybody
that gets back before twelve noon can have a thirty-six hour pass.’ Right? Now the
only way you were going to do that was keep at the front and keep moving, believe
you me. And the trouble was, you were penalised again because if the people who did
drop out – people used to pass out or drop out, or got so they physically couldn’t do it,
they – people in charge of the squad would pick up their rifles and their bags and
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bring it up to you if you happened to be a front runner. So getting back from some of
these marches, I’d end up carrying two rifles and sometimes two kit bags.

[Laughs]
But sheer doggedness, I decided I’m not going to let them see that this is getting me
down, that was the attitude I felt you had to adopt. And I think to be fair that was
fairly common. So that was my early stages of the Royal Engineers, my basic
training. But you see, I never was – I wasn’t posted out to a field unit from there
because again, whilst we were doing our basic training, we were coming to the
completion of this – it had been several months, and it was quite interesting in a lot of
ways because it was things I hadn’t done before. I wasn’t one that was ever going to
say army discipline was fine, but I didn’t fall out with it, I didn’t get – the nearest I
ever got to being in trouble with it was when we were issued with our uniforms. We
had to have fresh uniforms, I can’t remember exactly why, but we had fresh uniforms
when I got to Portland. And when I went into the clothing store the NCOs looked you
over. ‘Right, thirteen.’ That was my size jacket, so he gave me a size thirteen
trousers. Well I have long legs so I took them and I said, ‘Will they be okay
Corporal?’ I got a four lettered word mouthful and out you went you see, you didn’t’
argue. So I thought, hmm, when I got back into the barracks and tried my trousers
they were on the short side you see, the jacket was fine. And I thought how do I get
round this? So I thought, there’s only one way out of this, I’m going to brazen it out.
So I went on parade the following morning in the new kit, and of course you were all
lined up for inspection. And you have the officer along the front accompanied by the
Sergeant, or the Sergeant Major and another walking behind you, you see, on these
long rows that you’re in line. Well I put my full kit on but I was a bit naughty, I
tightened my braces so that it pulled the trousers as tight into my crutch as I could
stand, so my trousers were then too short to tuck into my gators [laughs]. So I went
on parade with my trousers not put into the top of my gators you see. And of course
they’re coming down the line looking at everyone [laughs], they got to me and looked
me up and down, and without going into all the details, wanted an explanation. And I
just said the stores had told me to go away when I suggested the trousers were too
short, and to be fair they detailed an NCO to march me back to the stores and get an
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appropriate uniform. And in fact I had a brand new uniform, top and bottom, of the
appropriate length. [Both laugh] But I thought I was gong to get into trouble because
we had a Sergeant Major who was full of the standard jokes come up behind you and,
‘Am I hurting you laddie?’ ‘No sir.’ ‘Well I should be, I’m stood on your bloody
hair.’ Sort of thing, I mean we’d heard it all before but they persisted in doing it. But
on this particular occasion, I think with the officer present, they just escorted me out
to the store and I got away with it. Other than that I didn’t deliberately try and breach
any army code.

[32:15]
But whilst we were there, there was an electrical shop on the – in the barracks in the
side of the square, and I was invited to help in there. And what I realised happened,
some of the senior NCOs and their officers used to bring their wirelesses in
occasionally for repair. So that limited the number of people that could do it who I
happened to be one of. Whilst we were at that stage towards the end of the training I
saw on the notice board, applications could be made for – at the School of Military
Engineering for higher training courses. So I thought, hmm, I’ll have a go at that. So
I put in an application and had the usual ridicule from the NCO who was looking at
my application. But anyway, it went through. The next thing I knew I was posted to
the Military School of Engineering at Gillingham.

To do what?

To do a higher trade training course as it was called. They had various levels of this,
including if you completed the top course on this, providing you would sign on for
three years, they would send you to see to a WOSB as it was called, a War Office
Selection Board, which decided whether you were going to be officer material or not.
But if you were not you still got automatically promoted, three stripes, sometimes
three stripes and a crown, completion of the course. Anyway, this course was a long
course, it was – it took me about a year and it was I thought very good. It was – I
realised they had some tie up later on I think with the Military College of Science at
Shrivenham because – I’ll come to this later on. But on that particular course I stayed
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with the course and did reasonably well because at the end of the course I was due to
be sent back to my unit for posting and the majority of the guys that I’d been with had
been sent to Palestine in 1946, so they were fighting the Stern gang and all the future
Israeli politicians that you know about. But I’d been sent to the school, instead of
being returned to my unit they kept me at the school as an instructor. So – [both
laugh].
Why did you say that – actually, can we pause for one second?

[End of Track 5]
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You mentioned you did a very good course at Gillingham.

Yes.

Why did you think it was good? What did they teach you?
Well, I think it was a very well structured course. It’s – they started off with basics,
such as Ohm’s Law, you know, on the electrical side. On the mechanical side,
Young’s modulus of elasticity, you know, inclined plane friction, you know, all the
basic stuff, right? They didn’t do much on the mechanical side but on the electrical
side that we were in you did theory in the morning, and you went into the workshops
in the afternoon and did practical associated with the theory that you’d covered in the
morning. For example, if you’d been covering transformers – oh sorry, it started with
DC machines, they started off DC machines, DC motors, DC generators, worked later
in the year through the course to AC. But initially, for example, if you did DC motors
you’d done the theory during the morning of how you generated an electrical current,
etc, with the movement of the coil through the field, and how in a DC motor the
arrangement of the armature produced the DC rather than later on with the AC
motors. And then in the workshop you’d go in and they’d have examples of the
different types of motors. Some motors had got high torque for early starting, some
had got poor torque but high power when they were fully run. Parallel, series and
compound I think were the three main – God, I haven’t done DC motors since then
[laughs]. You get silly things, I mean you can remember the expression for output
from a DC generator, Phi N Z P times ten to the minus eight over sixty and things like
that [laughs]. Utterly useless in later life but we did the basic theory, we went into the
workshop and there were the motors. They would demonstrate them on machines, in
some cases you would be allowed to dismantle the motors and re-assemble them.
And the same applied to generators on a small scale, though in fact later on at the end
of the course the main generator house they had in the school there, they used to
parallel it on to the national supply when you’d learnt how to bring these things up
and with the synchroscopes etc, I don’t know whether you’ve done any of this, where
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you had to get the phasing exactly right before you could close the switch, otherwise
[laughs] almighty explosions. But this was all done at school. So it was theory in the
morning, practicals in the afternoon, the following morning repeated. And they
started, as I say, from basic DC machines to – and in fact in the middle of the course
somewhere, I can’t remember exactly when, you had a short course on motor
vehicles. Well I knew enough about engines in those days, but they used to do all
silly things to see if you could find faults on motors. They used to put faults on them
and then send you off to try and find the fault. They were all sort of fairly basic sort
of stuff, but it was just basic mechanical training you see, so if you were stuck out in
the wild somewhere in a vehicle at least you’ve got a fundamental idea of how to do
something about it.
What’s the – I guess the learning atmosphere like in a military educational
establishment like that?
Well having only had basic education, I mean I’ve heard people describe it more of a
college atmosphere because we were in Gillingham barracks under the military
discipline. We had to march down to the School of – SME as it was, the School of
Military Engineering, which was about a quarter of a mile away. So we marched out
in threes in the morning. As soon as you got through the gates of the military college
all the discipline sort of fell apart if you like. It was all a very friendly atmosphere. I
mean you still addressed the officers as Sir, and the guy who was running our course
was a WO1, a Warrant Officer One, and again, it was a friendly – it didn’t need – I
suppose when you think about it, the majority of students that were putting on these
courses were not people who were going to go in there to cause disruption were they?
It was people who probably wanted to be thee in the first place, as I did. And they
were similarly minded people. I mean, I don’t know – they came from various areas
because there were a number of different training schools you see, but there was just
the one SME. And the people in the classes that I was in were people much like
myself, some of them were brighter than me, they’d been to college. But they would
presumably go through and get commissions anyway, I don’t know. Excuse me.

[05:20]
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But the atmosphere was good. Now – and one of the main things I enjoyed as well
after that, the courses finished before tea time, we had to march back military style
into the barracks, we came under the military discipline then of course for the mess
and everywhere else. And on Saturday morning we still had to do basic drill on the
square. So there was no school on Saturdays. But one of the NCOs and a couple of
other guys were keen on radio and knew something about television. And I was
invited to go back in the evenings, it was all – I suppose it wasn’t official. We’d go
back into the workshops in the evenings and build radio and other stuff in there. And
one of the people, I never knew who, somebody had got some contacts with Chatham
Dockyard, and some of their scrap radar gear, they managed to get up into the school
and dismantle it for the components and the valves and what have you. And it was
there that I learnt to build my first oscilloscope, for example, ‘cause there was a guy
who had advanced knowledge on us who was doing it for themselves. And that’s how
we got into the television business, but initially it was just radio. I built a radio set for
my home use, including a cabinet and everything else and you know brought that
home, which we had in a five valve Superhet, about so big [indicates size]. But
before that, whilst I was in training at Portland I had built, illegally, a small radio set
that would go into my army pack. ‘Cause remember in those days it was lights out at
10pm and no noise, and that was it. And I built this receiver with headphones, battery
powered, which I kept in my pack so we could listen to Radio Luxemburg, which was
the popular station of the day you see. And that was never discovered. I had a few
near misses but it was never discovered.

Discovered by whom?

Oh, by the sergeant or corporal or whoever was inspecting the room to come and see
you were being good boys, you know. So I used to keep it, as I say, hidden away in
my kit. But they probably thought you couldn’t have a – you know, a wireless as it
was called, small enough to go in a kit bag you see. But I’d built one [both laugh].

Why did you listen to Radio Luxemburg?
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It was the popular tunes of the day, the dance band tunes. Bearing in mind that this
kind of music wasn’t – it was frowned upon in my own home. I used to listen to the
tunes of the days in the Hildon’s home, we’ve mentioned in an earlier recording. And
this continued, if you wanted the popular tunes of the day, which were the big band
tunes, you know, In the Mood, Tuxedo Junction, Kalamazoo, all these things, which
were all American. Although the British bands were starting to play them, Radio
Luxembourg was the station to get them because the BBC were only transmitting
about an hour or two’s dance music as is called, a week. And that was Henry Hall or
somebody, which was a bit straight-laced if you like. But he was one of the pioneers
of the British dance bands. So that was the attraction of Radio Luxembourg. And I
still remember the commentators would chat – one of their what you would call disc
jockeys these days was called Moffet, Ralph Moffet. And they always called him
Muffit Moffet for the mistakes he made apparently [laughs] on his presentation. But
he even called himself Muffit Moffet. It was one of silly things that stick in your
mind. What was it? 208 medium wave, something like that, I can’t remember now.

Were there any topics that interested you in particular at Gillingham, but the ones you
were being taught?
No because it was full time having to do – I – we had to work fairly hard to be honest
to do reasonably well on the course. And in the evenings if I did have any spare time
we used to go down into the workshop afterwards and, as I say, I built the odd radio.
I was learning for a period of time how to build oscilloscopes and how to build
television circuits, ‘cause remember, that was by then 19 47, ‘48, and the TV was
coming back on the air. But there was only Alexandra Palace in London you see, it
was only TV station in the country. So, but the guys there that were in advance of me
were, you know, getting on with it and so I was hanging on their coattails, if you like,
and learning as I was going along.

[10:33]

[Laughs]How did your life at Gillingham change when you became an instructor?
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It didn’t really, we still used to do the same thing. It was – well in fact it was only
after I became an instructor, when I think about it, that we went out in the evenings to
do the extra – unofficial work. Didn’t do that while we were on the course ‘cause
people were giving you work. You had studies to do in the evening etc, or at least
you had to if you wanted to keep up with the work. It – when I think back, I mean a
lot of people would look at it now and say, ‘Well it wasn’t really in depth.’ Okay, we
didn’t do in-depth calculus or anything like that, it was all fairly basic stuff, but
sufficient. I mean, you know, you knew how to calculate inductance, reactance
capacitance, I could all basic calculations. You didn’t have a – what I would call a
deeply theoretical knowledge to do it. But it was all stuff that you can actually use. If
someone said to you, as we did say, ‘Right, design a coil as a radio station
transmitting on 1,000 metre wavelength. Design a coil to – to be resonant at that
wavelength and make it work.’ So you could go ahead and do the calculations for
inductance, capacitance, resonance, frequency, all those sorts of things. So it was
quite useful in that sense. The stuff we did there, a lot of it was quite practically
useful. You might argue, yes, I’ve never done anything on DC motors since 1947 but
[both laugh] for anybody that did, it would have been useful. I happened to be lucky
enough to get out into the electronics side you see, a few years later. And I must say
it was largely due to – to what I’d learnt in the army mostly that got me over the –
over the threshold, if you like, into the system. ‘Cause it wouldn’t have been possible
today with the limited knowledge I had then. But then a lot of other people were
limited in a similar way. As I’ve said to you, there was no formal discipline of
electronics until much later.

How long did you stay at Gillingham for all together?

About a year and a half I suppose, because from there, a few weeks before I was due
to be demobilised they sent us on what was called a refresher course to get you ready
for civvy street. I was sent down to Chiseldon College, as it was. It was, again, it was
an extension of the army college. This is where there was a bit of a tie-up with
Shrivenham ‘cause it is only four, five miles, it was just the other side of what the M4
is now. I don’t know whether you know it. Chiseldon, yeah. The British Library – I
think it’s the British Science Museum were using it as a storage depot at one time.
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It’s just the other side of the M4, beyond Swindon.

Is it near Wroughton?

Yes, well Wroughton was where they had the official storage depot, I think, for the
British Science Museum didn’t they? And Chiseldon was next door to it. It’s
disappeared now actually, but in those days it was army huts, wooden huts and set up
in the won form of classes. So what we had was instructors going through effectively
what we’d already done, just taking bits and pieces of it briefly. It was a refreshing
course, if you like, of what we’d already done on the electrical side. The only thing –
they didn’t get near electronics. They did rectifiers and things like that, but that didn’t
apply to me. I meant I knew how rectifiers work and the fact that they had mercury
ones delivering 2000 Amps on the Southern Railway didn’t really interest me [both
laugh]. Mercury vapour rectifiers, I mean I was more interested in the thermionic
valve rectifiers, I could use those [both laugh].

[14:48]

What did you do when you got out of the army?
Ah. That starts another era. I initially came – when I initially came out I decided I
didn’t want to go back travelling around the country working for EIL again, although
legally I was entitled to my job back. And we were living in Nissan huts at Yattendon
so I cycled into Newbury and went into the Electricity Board to see if there were any
vacancies. It was called – yeah it was – I’m not sure if it was called The Wessex then,
or it had probably just been called the Southern Electricity Board, but prior to that it
was called the Wessex. They interviewed me there, one of the managers, and said,
‘Yes, we can give you a job, start tomorrow if you wish.’ [Laughs]. I said, ‘Well no,
give me till next week.’ I had two weeks army leave I think to come after I was
demobbed. So I started to work on domestic installations as an electrician for the
Southern Electricity. I was not – I was only doing that for – not – I can’t remember
exactly how long when the story I’ve related to you off record. I was in the Wharf
Cafe having a cup of tea and a bun prior to going to evening classes, when my old
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area supervisor from EIL walked in, recognised me, said, ‘Are you out of the army?’
‘Yes, just.’ Well, it hadn’t been just, it had been some time then. ‘Why didn’t you
come back for your old job?’ And I said, ‘Well I didn’t want to travel around the
country,’ as I was now married and he said, ‘Well,’ he said, ‘We could use you,’ and
he said, ‘We’ve got work in this area.’ He said, ‘We’ve got a stack of work in this
area. Are you still interested?’ So I said, ‘Well, I’ll umm and ah about it a bit.’ So I
went home, spoke to my wife, he gave me his telephone number. Didn’t have a
telephone in the Nissan of course. I didn’t know anyone that did. [Laughs] But from
the public call box, contacted him and said, ‘Yeah, I’d like to consider it, but I’d
talked about terms and conditions and there was a hefty increase in wages you see, to
start with, which appealed to both my wife and I. And the fact that the work could
still be in the area. I still had to cycle down to Theale, which is nearer than had been
cycling to Newbury, to pick up transport. But after a few months, when the guy that
drove the transport had been moved to another area they gave me the van, so I was
able to travel daily from where I live in the Nissan hut to the place of work, which at
that particular time was Medmenham near Marlow, which was you know, a fair run
actually. But we did that daily.

[18:14]

Can we talk for a little bit about what it was like working at the Electricity Board? I
was just thinking, this is about the time of nationalisation isn’t it?

Yes, well it was different. Some of the attitudes I found were a little difficult to live
with, in some ways a little bit more juvenile than what I’d been accustomed to in EIL.
It was a fairly tough environment amongst the guys in EIL, but I found – I’ve used the
wrong term there. There was a bit more pettiness, should I say, would that be a fairer
thing to say? There was a bit of pettiness about which electricians could do which
jobs. And they – the area of work was divided. The Kennet & Avon Canal and the
River ran through the centre of the area, so there were two foremen. One was
responsible for all the work on the north side of the Kennet, where I was, and the
others on the south side. These regions were separated off, no electrician across the
barrier if you like. And they had one van Barry for each of those two areas, which
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was run by the foreman, so when the work – the job you were allocated, if you had to
go out to Beckhampton or Peasmarsh or somewhere – not Peasmarsh, that’s in
Sussex. Some village or other where you had to do the work, you would be run out
there with materials and left there. Well in my case the foreman realised we could be
quite flexible, since I lived at Yattendon, which was near the northern limit I would
know whether I had to go – I would cycle directly to that job instead of cycling into
Newbury if it happened to be one nearer to my Nissan hut.

[Laughs]

And the foreman would then bring the materials out to the place, deposit them with
me and disappear to do whatever he had to do. And this was the way they worked.
There was none – when you see today, every gas fitter and every electrician has their
own van don’t they? They’re the ones running round. There was none of that in
1948. And the van that we had, had another distinguishing feature. It’s body was
loose on it’s chassis, and occasionally to correct this, the foreman would run it into the
side of a road to give the transmission a sideways jolt to put the body squarely back
on again. You could see the reasons why MOTs were introduced in later years. Silly
things like that stick in your mind. But working for them, I was going to – I’d
enrolled at Newbury Tech at that time. And I remember one evening I was in the
toilet after we’d finished work, just before we went off to the cafe for my tea, and the
boss man came in, stood at the side of me, side-by-side in the toilet. ‘Oh, how are you
getting on?’ ‘Okay.’ ‘You’re a bit late,’ he said, ‘aren’t you going home?’ ‘Cause
this was – I mean I wasn’t in a hurry to get away ‘cause I only had time to kill. I said,
‘Well, I’m just going down to the café for a feed, I don’t go directly home.’ And he
said, ‘Oh, why not?’ So I said, ‘Well I’m going to Technical.’ ‘Oh, well I think that’s
an excellent idea, ‘he said, ‘I think we ought to get all our people into the Technical
College.’ And so I said, ‘Well, assuming we stick to this, what are the long-term
prospects?’ And he went quiet [laughs]. There were no prospects unless someone –
unless, you know, the foreman died and there would be a scramble for his position,
sort of thing [both laugh]. Oh dear, so yes. There was nothing unpleasant about it, it
was just that in our case, my foreman was quite – quite good and quite helpful in that
he arranged the job so that it meant the minimum cycling for me. Because all of us
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had to probably cycle into Newbury and then you were taken out to your various jobs.
So it made sense to let me cycle to the job. So that – that in itself worked quite well.
But there were certain types of work you were not allowed to do. There was – for
example, farm work that involved conduit. There was one electrician who was
considered competent to do that work. I mean I’d had years of doing this before I
joined them but that had escaped their notice.

When you say not allowed to do, why?
Because they didn’t think they were competent to do it. They hadn’t been trained to
do conduit work, which was a different technique to feeding flat rubber covered wire
anywhere you liked. With conduit you had to cut the tubes, fit it, learn to screw it and
all the – it was a form of plumbing in association with wiring and it used some
different techniques. But there was nothing difficult about it. It was one of these
petty things that I refer to. Henry was the man that was allocated the conduit work, no
other electrician in the north area while I was there was ever allowed to do any.

Did people ever talk about the nationalisation of the electricity industry while you
were there?

No, not really. Intellectual conversation was a bit hard to come by I think at that time.
There wasn’t much – there wasn’t much discussion in terms of politics, business or
much else. Partly as well because we didn’t see that much of each other. Remember
we assembled in the morning to clock on and then dispersed to do the various jobs.
So it was only when there was more than one electrician working on one project that
you got to know other people. So we got to know each other only by working with
them on a project that required more than one electrician, and one apprentice for that
matter. We each had a so-called mate, which you needed. You can’t go into domestic
jobs and do it single-handedly. You needed, you know, someone to feed the cable
through or pull it through.

[25:19]
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Had domestic installations changed much since you were doing it pre-war?

The materials have changed, well, and the systems and specifications. There was no
such things as a ring main of course. Each point were separately wired, there was a
standard five amp point. When I started there was no earthing in the system. It was
five amp two-pin plugs. A few years later they introduced the third pin, and they then
had the fifteen amp, which had to be fed with a heavier conductor of course. But it
wasn’t a ring main. It was a single feed to each fifteen amp outlet.

When you say a ring main, what do you mean?

A ring main is a distribution network whereby a cable is taken from the main feeder,
the fuse box or the RCB box in our case, fed around the building or installation, back
to the box and connected in parallel. So in fact you have both ends of the cable – both
ends of a ring connected in parallel. Then the ring can be tapped into at various points
to extract whatever is needed. That’s the basis of the modern ring main to this day.
But that was only introduced long after I finished wiring.

How did you do it in comparison?
I don’t know, you can’t ask the customers, they’re all deceased. [Both laugh]
No, I mean …
No seriously, the ring main is a very sensible system when you think of it. But I don’t
know anything about the present day electrical systems except that they are ring
mains. I don’t know what’s the latest i.e. regulations, I don’t know, about thirteen or
fourteen or something.
I was just interested if you weren’t using your ring main, how were you actually
arranging it?

Oh well, each circuit had a feed from the fuse box. Each fifteen amp plug had a 7/029
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cable, as it was called, run back to its own fuse in the fuse box. So you had a number
of fuses. Remember, they weren’t that common. In a house you probably had several
five amp three-pin plugs but they were on the lighting circuit. So the lighting circuit
was okay for ten amps you see. So you’d have your electric iron, your five amp plug
connected into the lighting circuits later on. But anyone that could afford a fifteen
amp plug is not going to be worried about paying their electricity bill and they’d have
things like an electric fire or – then later on of course, there were always electric
cookers but from the – even from the 1920s, but the only electric cookers that I put in
early on with my father were in the wealthier homes. I mean there’d be electric
cookers in the manor house and vicarage funnily enough, but when you got down to
the farmers’ cottages, not many electric cookers there. Some of the more enlightened
benevolent landowners would do it for their tenants, but not all of them. I saw
examples of this in Lincolnshire. So – and again, even today you have a separate
single feed for your cooker.
I think I’ve just doodled what I think a ring main should look like. So just a sort of –
one circuit with …
It’s a big loop with its ends connected, and taps into the loop on the way round.
That’s a domestic installation you’ve just described. I don’t do it, all I’ve done is
DIY, I’ve always done my own DIY and electrical, and now of course I’m not
competent – I’m not rated competent to do it. The Electricity Board now, they allow
you to change your – a light fitting I think and a plug, but you’re not allowed to put
any new circuitry in now, unless you are a qualified electrician, who carry a piece of
paper to say they are authorised to do this. Fortunately I’ve not had to make use of
their services.
Why did you carry on going to night school? It sort of sounded like you’d already
had quite a good education from the army.
Well, I was trying to formalise it. The qualification in the army didn’t say, hey,
you’ve got a National or a Higher National. So I enrolled on a course that I thought
was going to formalise it, but it didn’t materialise for a number of reasons. Firstly, I
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left – when I went back to EIs I was getting back too late in the day to go to evening
classes in Newbury. I did start at one stage to try and do them in Reading, but again,
you know, the times that I had to work and the time available for study were just
mutually exclusive, as they say [laughs]. And I’d made up my mind later on at
Aldermaston – I started the evening classes before I started at Aldermaston. We’ll
come to the Aldermaston business later on. But I’d made up my mind, once I got in
on the system that I’d best spend my time, evenings, which I did, I put in hundreds
and hundreds of hours doing evening studies from textbooks and from journal’s, help
that I had from people with whom I was working. And I thought it more appropriate
to spend my time studying to make myself a capable operator in the job I was doing
rather than go for an academic qualification. I was then in my thirties and even then I
thought, well, an academic qualification is a good indicator for a starter, but after
you’ve done the work for a number of years it didn’t seem relevant to me. It seemed
more important that I was going to do what I tried to do reasonably well. And in fact
if you were interested in any promotions, which I was fortunate to get some over the
years, I think my approach may have paid off [both laugh]. I wasn’t the only one to
do that. You’ve got to remember, in the days when I started there were a lot of people
in the same situation as myself who hadn’t had the privilege of higher education.

[31:50]
I was – just to sort of move this story on slightly, so you were offered a job at A –
sorry, EIL?

Yes.

What did the job involve?

A mixture of the two disciplines that I acquired. The new quarters were being built at
Medmenham, married officers quarters, married airmen, they were extending the
whole area. I was through there two weeks ago and it’s since been demolished, but in
those days, talking ‘50s, new quarters. So I was taken on and we did the internal
electrical work, which in those days was all done in conduit, which was unusual. It
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was a very high specification, the Air Minister’s specification, it all had to be done in
conduit. It wouldn’t be now. So we did the internal work and then because I was
able to do the outside distribution work, I then went outside and did the substation and
the transformer connections into the domestic supply. Later – in some firms, or later
on that would have caused a few problems with the unions because the so-called
people that did the outside became known as – exclusively as cable jointers, and they
were separated from the electricians. Since I’d been trained to do both and I’d proved
that I was capable of doing both, it was probably one of the reasons why I was invited
back, knowing they’d got that particular job. So that it raised a few eyebrows because
a couple of the electricians working on it didn’t realise I knew anything about the
power side you see. But there was no animosity and there were no union problems, so
that worked. And I was still working on both sides of that when my AWRE
application went in.

[34:00]

When did you apply to work at AWRE?
1951, I can’t remember the month, it was midsummer, because it’s some weeks
before the security clearance and I started at AWRE, I think in October ‘51, the
beginning of October ‘51. And it would have been a month or two before that, that I
applied for the post, you see. And at that point they were just putting the first
buildings up at Aldermaston because the work, of course, the earlier work had been
done at other establishments like Fort Halstead, which is all well published now.

How did you actually apply for a job there?
One of the electricians on EIL had had some electronics, as we’d call it, experience.
He’d done some work, radio work and some work in connection, I think it was
probably with British Airways, am not sure now, I’m a bit vague about that. But he’d
applied for post at Aldermaston, or he’d applied for a post – he didn’t say
Aldermaston, in Ministry of Supply. He’d applied for a Ministry of Supply post, and
he said to me, ‘Why don’t you apply?’ And I said, ‘No, a) I haven’t got the
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experience, you know, I wouldn’t get past an interview, and I’m not sure that I’ve
even got the confidence, you know.’ And he said, ‘Nonsense, you know.’ He was a
guy that I was getting to know fairly well and of course we talked about these things
as well as, you know, the work we do, and particularly on the journey to and from
work. And he realised what I’d done overall, and he said to me, ‘I think you ought to
apply.’ And I ummed and ah-ed, and he brought me an application form. He’d put
his own in and he brought me an application form. And I applied for it, and as I say,
some time went by. I applied for it and I was interviewed, I can’t remember exactly
when, I’m a bit hazy on that. One of the guys that was subsequently, I realised, Ron
Ellis, he was an EO in the system. And he interviewed me, and of course they
wouldn’t tell you whether you’d got the job or not on interview in those days. So I
didn’t hear any more and it went on for weeks and weeks and weeks. And Eric, who
was the guy that put my application in, he said, ‘Oh, they’ll be doing a security
clearance,’ he said, ‘I was warned about this.’ So I said, ‘Well I didn’t know anything
about it. I didn’t realise …’ I didn’t even realise it was a job that required security
clearance. So this went on for some weeks and I was then offered this post and it was
rather – they – I was told that it was subject to a grading exercise, trying to establish
which grades went with the particular post, bearing in mind these were all fairly new
disciplines you see. And they appointed me in the rank of Research and Experimental
Mechanic Special, R & E Mec Special it was called. It was a sort of enhanced
craftsman’s grade if you like. And it was temporary. And the pay at that time was
three or four – I forget what it was, it was just under £7 I think. And I was already
earning nine and a half with EIs you see. So you go back to one’s wife and say, ‘I’ve
been offered a better post here but it’s thirty per cent pay cut, you know.’ [Laughs]
And bless her, she – she didn’t object. She said, ‘If that’s what you feel you want to
do, go for it.’ Sorry. Anyway, after some weeks and the offer I was happy to take it
up.

Hang on, sorry, I think we lost that.

Oh, sorry about that.
That’s okay. Shall we pause?
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[End of Track 6]
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I think the point at which we left off yesterday you’d just been offered a job at
Aldermaston on a lower salary.
Yes, that’s right.

And I was wondering why you took it?

Well, I was hoping to have a change of direction. I was hoping to be able to get into
electronics, but I wasn’t so sure that I had sufficient experience and I certainly didn’t
know what lay in wait for me at AWRE with no physics background, let alone a
limited electronics one. And so I talked it over with my wife and she said, ‘If that’s
where you’d like to go, go for it. We’ll still manage.’ Bless her, we did.
Where did you – did you have to go through a security clearance?
No, that was done before they offered me the post [laughs] as I found – as I
discovered, it took a number of weeks before I made the offer. I’d assumed that they
were not interested actually. I wasn’t expecting an offer. I didn’t realise the time it
took for a security clearance.

What were you offered a job doing?
In – I didn’t know, I only knew it was a job in electronics. It was only when I started
– got into the building I realised it was in the nuclear side of electronics, which I had
zero background [laughs]. I was quite worried initially, but due to the – and I was
helped enormously by the group leader, dear old Nobby Clarke. I didn’t realise at the
time, he was similarly fairly new into it, though he’d been at Woolwich Common for
some time prior to the move to Aldermaston. So he was the head of the nuclear
instrument group, which is where I was started. It consisted of about three people
total, I think, when I started. And he was extremely helpful. When I first – sorry,
have I digressed from the question? Because I jumped slightly. When I first reported
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he gave me a brief description of the duties. As I said, I had no idea previously, and
there was an almost empty laboratory there with the benches and everything there,
and he pointed in a direction of the literature. He gave me a number of books,
manuals, a load of basic stuff on some of the basic radiation physics we needed to
know, and he said, ‘I assume you’ll be able to learn by taking the literature and then
come back to me with any questions.’ And he said, ‘I’ll do my best to answer them.’
And that’s the way it worked. And he said, ‘I’m not expecting you to do anything for
a short while until you get the hang of it. When you have sufficient confidence,’ he
said, ‘We’ve a pile of equipment in the next room, some of it works, some of it
doesn’t, nuclear counting equipment.’ He said, ‘I want you to put some of it on the
bench and work your way thorough it. Check the stuff that is working and is
functional, stuff that’s not working, see if you can repair it.’ And he said, ‘Don’t
hesitate – he had a separate office from the lab. He said, ‘Don’t hesitate,’ he said,
‘The office door’s always open.’

What sort of chap was Nobby?
Wonderful [both laugh]. He was – he was public school educated, he was a tall good
looking guy. He had a public school accent answering the phone, ‘Clarke here.’ But
there was no affectation, it was perfectly natural [both laugh]. And he was down to
Earth, he’d done his time in the army, he was in the REME on radar during the war,
so hence his background. He’d done an electrical engineering degree and so he was
prepared, you say, he was then in the army, in the REME. And presumably – I don’t
know how long he worked for them in issue and supply, I don’t really know that, prior
to moving to Aldermaston. But I know he was at Woolwich Common. So yes, he
was a lovely character, you never saw him ruffled, and later on when we were doing
more work in the design – we used to do certain design jobs when we were more
competent, I think I’ve explained to you before, he spent a lot of his time doing the
reading. And he knew what you were doing and he would photocopy articles he
thought might help. And in your in-tray you’d get a little note come through with a
paper, photocopy attached. ‘Frank, thought this might be of help to you.’ You knew
then that he knew what you were trying to do, and he was trying to help you. So he
was a lovely fella, and in fact as you’ll see later on, when we went on the first
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weapons trial in ‘52, Nobby, myself, Ken Douglas and Bob White, that was two
technicians, one assistant experimental officer and one senior experimental officer
[laughs]. Nobby wasn’t in the scientific – sorry, he wasn’t a scientific officer, he was
an experimental officer, because he told us he didn’t get a good enough degree when
he went through. He said he spent too much time playing cricket. [Laughs] I think it
was Rugby he went to. So – I don’t know his parents background, it was never –
never mentioned. Because I think he was black balled because whilst he was in the
army he married a Frauline when he was in Germany and I don’t think that was well
received by his family. In fact Heidi was quite a charming lady, a very sophisticated
lady [laughs].

[07:10]
What were the duties he initially told you you’d be doing?

Who, me?

Hmm.
As I say, we had initially to – servicing the nuclear counter equipment, installing it in
some cases, new installations and keeping it in good working order. Sort of a
servicing job, if you like. Because the site at Aldermaston, when it was developed, it
was designed – it was divided. In the A area where we were, where the first buildings
were erected, it was the nuclear side, the materials processing building, and the health
physics building where our lab was. The health physics was divided. There was the
nuclear instruments group on the ground floor, and on the first floor was the health
physics group where they did the monitoring, the counting, the techniques. These
were the health physicists, where we were the instrument engineers, if you like. So
we provided the equipment that they and any of the other physics group needed that
had anything to do with radiation, radioactivity. This site was wired off inside
Aldermaston, so you needed a special pass to get in there, even if you were in
Aldermaston you still had to go through another gate where they had your pictures
underneath, to be admitted to the A area. So my duties, as I say, were providing, if
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you like, a maintenance instrumentation service installation. Because also amongst
this equipment were radiation monitors in the various buildings, in the materials
buildings, for hand and foot monitoring. When you’d been in these buildings, the
radiation monitors, illustrations of which are in that book, whereby you inserted your
hands and feet into these counters and you were checked before you went out of the
building, okay. Now that equipment frequently failed, so we – there was a – a fair
amount of work just keeping that serviceable.

What sort of other nuclear counting equipment did you actually work on at first?

Scalers, amplifiers, rate meters, discriminators, all manner of equipment used for
counting the various emissions, alpha, beta, gamma and neutron, that you could
roughly categorise it in, in equipment that was used to measure those four groups of
radiation, as it were. For example, it was no use trying to count – trying to count
neutrons with something like a Geiger counter. If you’d done the physics of some of
that you’d know the problems.

What were those again sorry? Scalers, amplifiers, rate meters and what was the last
one?

What did I say? Various high voltage power units to supply this equipment.
Discriminators was another thing. They were separate units.

[10:55]

The scalers in those days was my introduction to binary counting, of course. They
were binary counters with valves, electronic valves. So, long before we got into
computing the displays were binary displays. You had neon lamps in a display, which
counted one, two, four, eight, sixteen, thirty-two, sixty-four, 128. So when the count
stopped you then led from your illuminated lamps, and that was my introduction to
binary arithmetic [laughs].
What do scalers –
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Hmm?

What do scalers actually count?

Any pulses that you put into them of specified height and width I think. These were
pulses that came normally from detecting equipment, usually from amplifiers or preamps that were measuring radiation, either disintegrations [ph] if you were counting
alpha particles or beta particles. The Geiger counters of course, they had their own
built in amplifiers generally, they were usually portable equipments. But you could
still use special head amplifiers we had for connecting any form of counter we liked to
them. The output of the amplifier was then fed to the scaler to count the number of
pulses, total number of pulses for the time, whatever time you wished, by activating
the count, starting or stopping the count, if you like. The rate meters were used for an
entirely different pace. They were used to count the rate at which the pulses arrived,
rather than the total number. Is that reasonable?
I think I’m just sort of getting a model of what this looks like as almost a system in my
head. So you have sort of an amp – radiation comes in to an amplifier.

Well, radiation is picked up by a detector, the signals from that detector are usually
fed to a pre-amplifier of some sort, and then into a man amplifier. This equipment, of
course, was all valves in the early stages. It was usually mounted in a six foot
standard Dynatron rack as we called it, Dynatron were the manufacturers. And there
was a nineteen inch format for the military and the ministry equipment in those days.
Nineteen inch rack mountain it was called. Now this equipment – most of the
equipment that we used was designed earlier by people at Harwell. They designed the
initial scalers, amplifiers, most of the equipment we used in the early stages was
Harwell equipment. And I move on from my original job, if you like, because it was
interrupted after a week or two, a couple of weeks or so. I was sent to Harwell to get
some practical experience, and I was sent to the PDS group at Harwell, who were
effectively doing what we were doing at Aldermaston, but they were doing it for
Harwell.
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PDS, Post Design Service, is it?
Post Design Services, that’s right. And that was under Len Kilby at that time I seem
to remember, yes, LA Kilby was the group leader in that group. So I was sent over
there. I think I did a couple of weeks over there. I used to go over each day to
Harwell. [Laughs] And I was under the wing, initially, of a lady in Kilby’s group,
very competent, Kate Knight. Kate was a rather … rugged lady. She wore heavy
tweed skirts, woollen stockings and brogue shoes, but she was very capable and very
helpful, and she was a good tutor to me [both laugh]. She was known at Harwell for a
number of years afterwards ‘cause I think she went on attachment to the Middle East
at one time with a group of Harwell people. I think – I think later on she finally
married but I’m not sure, but that’s beside the – that’s nothing to do with the story.

What sort of person was she to meet?
I would describe her as robust. Erm, early in my introduction to the group, ‘Right
Tosh, let’s have you over here.’ [Both laugh] And her language was okay, she wasn’t
foul mouthed but she could be quite firm. Basic and outspoken but at the same time a
very pleasant natured lady. Of course there were other people in the group but it’s
just that I was put to work with – Kate had to keep her on me initially. I did work
with other people in the group. But as I say, Kate was one of the people that stayed at
Harwell for many years and became well known. But very capable. So having had a
couple of weeks at Harwell, it gave me a bit more practical experience to go back to
Aldermaston with.

Practical experience of doing what?

Servicing the equipment, mending it, finding out how it was designed, how it worked,
where the designers got it wrong [laughs]. Post design section of course. You may
not know the set up, but equipment that was designed at Harwell in the pure design
groups was subsequently checked out in the PDS section to make sure that having, a)
designed it, had it manufactured, the PDS then looked at it to see if it was fit for
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purpose as they say. So they did pick up faults that hadn’t been foreseen in the –
practical applications, problems that wouldn’t have been picked up in the design stage
you see. And that was fed back, ‘cause the PDS group was part of the electronics
division at Harwell.

[17:50]
I’m interested in what does this equipment actually look like? Not so much the
technical detail of all of it, but if I was to actually see, say, an alpha radiation counter
or something?
Oh, well that could take many forms. If you – what you could do is look at the rack
of equipment and say, ‘Yes, that is being used for counting alpha radiation from this
particular source.’ But that same rack of equipment could be used for counting
radiation from something else depending what you were looking for. You had
discrete detectors for different forms of radiation. The output from all of these
detectors had to be an electrical signal in the form of a pulse generally, which was
then amplified. Sometimes in the amplifiers you had means of integrating and
differentiating pulses, depending on what type of pulse you were trying to count. And
so you would have, for example, a nuclear counting amplifier, a 1049 or 1008 was the
first one I first encountered designed at Harwell. And it was a multipurpose amplifier
in that it had facilities for modifying the pulses in the form of integration and
differentiation before the pulses were output. This helped in some cases, if you were
getting clusters of pulses you could differentiate to sharpen up the pulses and shorten
their duration you see. But by the same token, if you had long, low – longer pulses –
sorry, shorter pulses for a longer period – burst of time, you could integrate these into
a pulse form that was needed. I mean it was so variable you could, if you like, perm
[ph] all combinations of these things.

Where do the pulses get sent from the amplifiers?

Usually into counters if you wanted to know how many disintegrations you were
getting from the source [both laugh]. It depended whether you wanted to know the
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total number of disintegrations in a fixed period of time, in which case you fed the
amplified pulses to the scaler, which was a counting device. If you wanted to know
the rate at which those pulses were coming through, you would send them from an
amplifier to a rate meter, which would record the counts per second or whatever
period of time you wanted. So it depended what information you wanted from the
detector. Does that make sense?

What does the output actually look like or sound like, or what is the output I suppose?
How do you know what it …
Well, any pulse that we’re talking about is a graphical plot of time against amplitude
isn’t it? And so if you wanted to look a these pulses you then did that with an
oscilloscope. And an oscilloscope is a device, which displays time – amplitude
against time on a so-called time base.

Hmm, is that how you read the results off?
Yes, yes, yes. If you were interested in just total counts then you probably didn’t look
at it necessarily with an oscilloscope. But generally you were looking at it with an
oscilloscope to ensure the pulses were of the shape that you wanted.

Did you have to do any sort of calculations then on what you actually see on the
oscilloscope?
No, the physicists would do more probably when they were looking at – they knew
what the source was. If they wanted to know the rate of disintegration or whatever
from whatever reactions they were looking at, we would give them – or we would –
we wouldn’t necessarily do it. They would get this information themselves from the
equipment. We just supplied the equipment and set it up, we knew how it worked.
But the physicist would use this and use the information from this equipment,
knowing what they were trying to measure on the radioactive side and do the
appropriate calculations.
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And I was interested as well – so you can read some information off the scalers as
well though?

You can read the total number of counts off the scalers, you can read the rate at which
it’s coming through from the rate meters. You can look at the shape of the pulses
coming out of the amplifiers, and modify them by altering the integration and
differentiation constants in the amplifiers. So you can modify these pulses as well.
And this was, as I say, the information that the physicist used from the equipment that
we supplied.
Hmm. So I’m kind of getting this impression of almost a sort of modular equipment
really.

They were. But not in the present day form, what you would call modular. It was a
nineteen inch rack of equipment, anything from four to eleven inches high, a nineteen
inch rack containing tens of valves probably, forty, fifty, sixty valves in the
equipment. Valves of different types that did different things of course. This was all
– this was all the electronics side of it.

It sounds quite bulky.

It was. Today, you would look in these museums and laugh at this equipment. I
mean I have some – there are some pictures of it in those books. But bearing in mind,
thermionic valves were the technology of the day in the early stages. Remember the
transistors were not available until we’d been in the system a few years. And the
early ones weren’t fast enough to do much with anyway. Remember that they were
pushing the limits of technology with valves even in those early days, trying to get
faster and faster, or amplifiers having wider and wider bandwidth, for example.
When you think … I think the original 1008 amplifier fro Harwell – I can’t remember
now. It was a bandwidth of around – less than two megahertz I think. And the later
ones we used, which had got a far better signal to noise ratio, designed again, I think
by Angus Gillespie at Harwell, his group, were about three and a half megahertz
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bandwidth you see, which sounds laughable today. But that was pushing the limits in
those days, as we were with the oscilloscopes.

[25:15]

Bearing in mind when we first stared the only commercial oscilloscopes available
were some of the early Cossor ones, and it – the electronics side of Aldermaston on
the weapons side had to develop their own oscilloscopes in the early years because the
commercial ones were not fast enough for what they wanted to do. That again is
recorded in those books.

How reliable were the nuclear counters that you were working on at this early point?

Difficult to say. Thermionic valves failed from time to time, as did other components
due to heat and stress of voltage because bearing in mind the standard DC voltage rail
we had in this equipment was 300 Volts in those days. There was a standard series of
power units that was designed that provided plus 300 for the valves, and sometimes
minus 100 for bias and other purposes. So the standard HT voltage, you wouldn’t do
what you do today, pt your fingers in and go and play with the circuitry [laughs],
unless you were very careful. You did work on it live, obviously, but you exercised
rather more care than you need with today’s technology.

[26:50] [Pause]

Here we go.

Sorry [laughs].
I was wondering, after you’d sort of started, when you’d been through your little visit
to Harwell and come back, how did your work at Aldermaston actually continue from
that early point?
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It was a gradual progression. It was – equipment, of course, was being superseded as
designs advanced. And it was mostly from Harwell in the earlier stages. It was only
when we had specialised requirements on a small scale later on that we began to do
more things for ourselves. But the core of out counting equipment in the early stages,
the nuclear counting equipment was Harwell designed. Things progressed in a way
that technology normally does. Better valves were produced for higher speeds, etc.
More reliable valves were produced. There were a series of valves produced for the
armed forces, which were designed to be of higher reliability, which they also tried to
use in the very early computers of course. We were talking about this when I went to
Bletchley Park last year actually because when you looked at the number of valves
they had involved in the early stuff, and I knew what – something about the failure
rate. And the guy said to me, who’d obviously been through some of this, but they
were trying to get more reliable valves. And in fact a range of valves was devised
with identical characteristics to some of the existing ones, but they were longer life,
more reliable. They changed the technology in the way they produced the electron
emitted cathodes in the valves. ‘Cause the – what used to happen with valves is the
emission would die off when the oxides attached to the metal cathode evaporated or
disappeared, or even dropped off in lumps into the innards of the valve. As you
know, the principles, they had a tube with an insulated heater inside, and it was an
oxide coated tube, which when heated emitted the electrons, basic principles again.
I was interested as well in how much are you actually – how much do you know about
what this equipment that you’re working on is being used for?
How much did I know? Yes we did in the early stages – after a few weeks – initially
we were just told this was radioactivity. Then of course, the materials involved, they
had to say, you know, the project was an atomic weapons project. We didn’t work in
the materials building and the project was separated into different people doing
different things. And of course the material for this, the Plutonium was produced in
the Windscale reactors, as was well known. So that material came down from the
north into AWRE. At one stage at Aldermaston in the early stages I was – did a
couple of trips to Windscale actually, to check the calibration on our instruments that
was monitoring the materials coming down, to check it against the calibration of
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theirs at Windscale. So I went up there a couple of times and just checked that we
were speaking the same language, as it were. Because when the materials were
formed they had to be monitored at all stages, for example, I mean the information is
available now, the hemispheres that we used, we had dummies of them, if you like, to
use in conjunction – if you were trying to make a piece of equipment to monitor a
hemisphere, for example, it was useful to have a dummy of this to get the dimensions,
things like that.

How much were you designing, sort of, designing and developing, sort of particular
equipment for special jobs or was it all general?
Well no, it was just the odd jobs that we had to do. Obviously I wasn’t in a position
in the early stages to do this. Later on when we became more competent within the
group – the group had built up by then of course with a number of people who were
probably about ten or – yeah, we probably had about ten people in the lab at that time
I should think. They gradually came in and we had one person in particular who’d
had previous experience that was able to help with this. But we gradually drifted into
this.

[32:25]
For example, when – on one of the trials, this was not the first trial so I’d been there
sort of three or four years then. One of the instruments we wanted was to record some
events that were coming off the initial weapon firing, and standard telephones had
developed a four gun oscilloscope tube, which was something quite revolutionary in
those days. And it could be swept at fairly high speeds due to the design of the
deflector plates and the phosphors and what have you. And we got hold of a couple
of these tubes, and so we set about building the time bases, etc to get the fastest
possible scan that we could. And I managed at that time, we built a time base to
produce a scan of – on all four guns simultaneously of 100 nanoseconds, and that was
quite an achievement, a tenth of a microsecond, you know. And still be able to
photograph the trace on a single shot, that was the key thing. If you’re doing
something like firing an atomic weapon you only get one shot [laughs]. So the idea is
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to get as much information as you can from that one shot, hence the complexity and
vast amount of equipment used in the trials.

[34:10]
How much were – I was wondering when you actually – when did you actually find
out you were going to be working on the atomic weapons programme exactly?
I don’t know. We knew – see I started October ‘51 and we knew by June ‘52 that we
were going to Australia. I’d only been there seven months and we were onboard a
ship heading for the first weapons. I think I’ve explained we were on a steep learning
curve [laughs]. I don’t remember exactly when we were told. I mean Nobby Clarke
told us but it was not big deal. We knew we were working on radioactive materials
and we knew it was a research establishment for weapons. The general public didn’t
know probably at that time, but we knew, hence the security occurrences in – you
didn’t go home and talk about it. If people as you what you were doing you said, ‘Oh,
I’m fiddling around with valves and building amplifiers,’ or something like that. You
didn’t mention anything to do with the work you were doing, obviously.

How did you feel when you found out it was about building nuclear weapons?
I don’t think I was particularly concerned. I mean we knew nuclear weapons existed
‘cause they dropped two on Japan, and by then we’d also seen quite a lot of American
publication that Nobby passed through to us. We knew there was already a lot of
publications on the effects and also the basic principles of the weapons. So we knew
that in the first few months, if you like, ‘cause the information was available. It’s just
that the general public didn’t pick it up, but people that were in the industry knew
where to get the information, so it was available. So yes. There were some problems
I think on the administrative side in the early stages, and worries about security
because if you’ve read the histories of that, which are available in 2007 or whatever,
there was consideration – there was an extreme shortage of electronics people in the
early stages, and apparently – I mean we didn’t know this, but it says there that they’d
considered going to the RAF or the REME for radar technicians, to see if they could
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bring them in and train them up. But it was never done actually because they
managed to get a few people like me in the system you see [laughs].
Did you have any …
When I was first – when I first spoke about atomic weapons, I didn’t have any views
that were anti because although I realised the horror of it, I also was of the generation
that realised the horror of the way the Japanese treated our prisoners of war. So
unless you’ve got in the mindset of people like ourselves, of our generation, I had no
sympathy whatsoever when I think about it. Because although you’d say yes, the
women and children didn’t ask for it, the Japanese culture was such, as you know, and
to surrender was to be the height of criminal act if you like. It was better to die, that
was the Japanese philosophy, with their forces. But having been captured, the way
they treated our people, they were inhuman. So as far as we were concerned I was
quite happy about it, and if I thought that owning the – having the atomic weapon, as
far as I was concerned, was a means of keeping the peace, because if you had it
people were going to be afraid to attack you. That was my – and most of my
compatriots I think, that was they feeling. There was no hesitation at all about
working on the programme.

Was it ever something you actually talked about back at the time?
Not much, not much because we were all of the common – if you’d said to me in 1945
to 1950 that I would ever buy anything Japanese, I’d have laughed in your face. Now
I’m running a Japanese car. [Laughs] And most of the people I worked with felt the
same. And bearing in mind that until after World War II, Japanese equalled junk, the
Japanese toys and things and bits and pieces that were over here before the war, there
was all sorts of myths you see around in the nineteen – late 1930s and ‘40s. You
know, the maths – the myth about the Japanese having poor eyesight and all this sort
of things. It was all propaganda. But I never had qualms at any time about working
on the atomic weapons programme. I regarded it as a means of keeping the peace.

Did you think that it was important that Britain had the bomb in particular?
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Well yes, because the Americans had proved at the end of the war that it was no good
relying on them, because the arrangement they had for the exchange of information
ceased when Truman got in. What was it? The McMahon Act, it’s in the history, it’s
all – the information’s available there if you read it [laughs]. Yes, they – since, the
Brits made a considerable contribution, after all, it was the Europeans that came up
with the theory in the first place, and persuaded Einstein to write to the American
President to start the programme. And the Americans had the manufacturing and
commercial equipment available and the money to pursue the programme, and Britain
clearly didn’t. But they supplied some of the personnel. And when you think some of
the key people on the early development were – I mean people like Niels Bohr,
Chadwick, various people. I mean it was Chadwick, when you think who discovered
the neutron in what? 1933 was it? 1932 or three? And here you were a few years
later working on an atomic bomb programme. So I think the general feeling was – I
mean it wasn’t publicly expressed because it would have been politically incorrect I
suppose, but the general feeling was, no. In fact the British politicians I think were
quoted as saying, was it Bevan, who was quoted as saying, ‘We have to have the thing
here with a Union Jack on it.’ That was one of his closed cabinet statements that are
in the history.

Would you have agreed with that sentiment?
Well I wasn’t in the position to do much about it. I mean mine was such a minor role
[laughs] that I was certainly not going to be in the team that designed the atomic
bomb [both laugh].

I was wondering as well, you mentioned the American development, the McMahon
Act.

Yes.

Was that ever actually talked about when you were there at Aldermaston in the fifties?
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I don’t remember. It would clearly have been a concern amongst the theoretical
physicists and the senior people. You know, Penney and co at the top level would
have been seriously concerned about it. I mean it was politics that were as – really
above our head. We were only interested in the mundane, daily activities of counting
the emissions or keeping the system running [both laugh].

[42:50]

I was wondering if we could perhaps talk through what a typical day was like for you,
working at Aldermaston in say, early 1952; could you talk me through it from perhaps
start to finish, beginning when you wake up in the morning?
I’ve not really thought about it [laughs]. Wake up in the morning, the usual routine.

What is the usual routine?

Well, take the wife a cup of tea to bed I did in those days, and she in turn would be
getting up preparing things. When I was starting early, I would always get up before
she did. It wasn’t necessary, I wasn’t of the breed where you had to insist your wife
got your meals for you, if you like [laughs], which in those days was fairly common.
My wife saw to getting the children off to school. In the meantime I was out of the
house by about 7.30 and, as I say, I’d taken her a cup of tea and what have you. I’d
got my own breakfast, and got on my bicycle and got on my way [laughs]. And
arriving at Aldermaston we started – I’m just trying to think, we started work at – was
it eight? I can’t remember now whether it was eight or 8.30. I think it was 8.30. In
the early stages when I first started we had to keep industrial hours. I don’t know
whether you realise the separation. Industrial and staff hours were separate in those
days. Industrial hours were the skilled craftsmen and what have you. They started, I
think it was eight o’clock, whereas the staff, the admin and the scientific grade started
at 8.30. They ran separate coaches in fact when they were running coaches out from
Aldermaston to certain pick-up points in those days. But in the early stages where I
lived there was no pick-up point. It was only when we moved house in 1952 that I
was then on one of the bus routes, so I no longer had to cycle to work. But in the
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early stages I was cycling, what would it be? Eleven – eleven and a half miles from
Yattendon to Aldermaston. So I was leaving – I was leaving the site fairly early in the
morning. But it was whilst – I know I’ve digressed from what do we do during the
day? But it was during this time that I was allocated a house at a place called
Bradfield, which was half way between Aldermaston and Yattendon where I was
living, so that halved my travelling distance. But that’s a separate story. Arriving at
work, regard it as routine. Go in, put your white coat on, go to your bench and we had
a desk as well attached to it, if you had any paperwork to do, look at your in-tray.
And then go to the equipment rack, there was a rack inside the entrance to the lab
where defunct equipment was brought in. Sometimes they – they had a group of
workers called lab workers, semi-skilled people that used to do the running around
and the lifting and heaving, and so the equipment – if it failed in the physical, in one
of the physics labs somewhere in the A area, they’d load it on to a trolley and it would
brought up to the NIS group for service and repair. So you’d look at the in rack, and
we had a system of cards that were attached to these racks, help if you could get a
description of the fault in the first place. Or why they – why the scientists thought the
equipment had failed [laughs]. And so – it was dated, so you’d take it in date order,
the equipment that had been there the longest, take it off, take it to your bench. You
had a bench, you had a set of equipment and just got on with it. You didn’t need to be
told what to do. The only supervision we had was Nobby Clarke, the group leader,
we were expected to supervise ourselves if you like. If you needed supervision you
were probably the wrong type of person anyway. So I would spend the day servicing
some equipment. When it was serviced and checked, put back in the rack. On some –
some days you would just get a telephone call. It was unpredictable, you’d perhaps be
preparing something and you’d get a call from one of the physicists who could call
directly into any of us. They got to know us as individuals, so you would get a call
from Charlie Martin or someone would say, ‘Hey Frank, there’s something wrong
with this lot here.’ So you’d go out to the lab where the default was suspected and
chat to the physicist concerned. And if you agreed there was something wrong with
the equipment, yes, swap it with something else and put it in the in-rack in the NIS.
But – so we had a mixture of working in the labs and going out amongst the various
science labs and checking, and sometimes modifying equipment there if they wanted
some mods. Sometimes additional equipment that they needed, sometimes they
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wanted to do something different, so you’d go with a different set of equipment. So
we spent time moving around the area as well as occasionally repairing equipment in
the labs, and we split it – it was done all very informally. People – you would say,
‘Oh I’m going out to see Fred Bloggs or whoever.’ Let someone else in the lab know
so you just didn’t disappear, and go and do what had to be done. Other people in
there did the same.

[49:25]

For example, on the health monitors there were frequent calls out there, the hand and
the foot monitors. And different people in the group would go out, it wasn’t any
one’s person job to say go to a particular lab or to a particular piece of equipment. It
just – you just went out if you had a telephone call. Or if you had just accepted a job
and another call came in you’d say, ‘Hey Tony, would you like to take this one?’
There was no problems, we didn’t have – I don’t remember any disputes about who
would do what, we just all got on with it.

What was your working relationships like with, you know, the physicists who were
calling you out?
Well, informal and very good. This was something that I hadn’t – it was something
that was new to me, a new experience. I’d always expected the civil service to be
fairly formal, which it was in a number of areas. That informality largely disappeared
with the start of Aldermaston. I don’t know – it was before then I think with the
Penney era, because Penney himself was a very informal person. He’d just walk into
anybody’s lab and say, ‘What are you doing?’ That’s the way it worked. And when I
was first introduced, the first day when I reported into the nuclear instrument group,
the group leader, Nobby Clarke, was there. He described the duties and he said, since
there were only two of us there, three in total at the time, he said, ‘The manner of
address round here,’ he said, ‘Is Christian names.’ He said, ‘But everybody knows
me as Nobby anyway, having a surname of Clarke.’ But Norman Trevor were his
formal names, so that to me initially I thought, hmm, well okay. And what I’d
noticed, there was a divisional admin officer attached to each scientific group, and the
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DAO was on Christian name terms as well, which was – but in amongst the admin
hierarchy there was still an element of formality. There was in our own group at the
top, the head of health physics was Barnes, DE Barnes. He was a pre-war civil
service scientist. He’d worked on explosives during the war and he’d pioneered the
idea of using radioactive source to x-ray unexploded bombs, for example. So you
could go with a gamma source, place it by a bomb with a film badge the other side.
So he was a pre-war scientist. He was still fairly formal in that all men were
addressed by their surnames, and all ladies were called Miss, regardless of their
marital status. So Barnes, rarely ever saw him, but on the occasions that we did it was
always Raynor, it was always the formal manner. Even with Nobby Clarke, our group
leader, it was always Clarke. And there was a similarly placed guy in charge of the
health physics side, called Jimmy Hole, he’d come from Woolwich as well. And he
had the same informal approach as our boss. Jimmy Hole was a very friendly,
outgoing guy, very competent, but everyone was, ‘Hello Frank.’ ‘Hello Jim.’ [Both
laugh] Yes, and it worked in our particular case. Also, Nobby never gave orders. He
always made suggestions [laughs], that was an order.

[Laughs] Do you talk to scientists by their Christian names as well?
Yes, yes. The majority, because they were younger guys who’d come in the same
atmosphere. The older ones were a bit more formal, yet friendly, people like David
Lewis. We never addressed him by his Christian name, I think only the senior people
–he was a senior person himself, he was one of the higher ranking people, but he was
a hands on man, so although he had radio chemists working with him, you’d find him
in the glove box doing the work himself as well. But he always addressed us
informally when he knew your names. I mean when – when he published this and
gave some of us a copy …
This is the – would you mind reading the title?
It’s Ultimate Particles of Matter by DT Lewis, BSc, PhD, DFC, FRIC [laughs]. And
when he gave me the book, when he gave us that he signed it you see, Yours
Sincerely.
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I notice you’re still, To FA Raynor though.
Oh yes, oh yes, that’s right.

Not Frank.
No, no. It was only later on you see, when he got down the senior people – it was
when he got to … to Lorna Fernsby [later a senior personnel manager] you see. Then
it – but she was in the system from the early years, bless her. Yes, so at the top of our
group it was formal. At the working level it wasn’t. The younger physicists, and
even some of the older ones in charge of group depending, I mean Jimmy Hole, he
was about eight or ten years older than me, more senior, but he always addressed
everyone by their Christian names, as they did Jimmy. And Nobby was the same, it
worked like that. Physicists that we didn’t work with that subsequently we worked
with on – associated with on the weapons trials, it was still Christian name terms.

[56:15]
Did you see much of the sort of senior people, like Penney, who – all the books just
talk about Penney just breezing in wherever he liked?

Well he did. I only saw him breeze in to our lab once, but I did answer the phone
once and he didn’t say who he wanted, but somehow you knew by his voice. I
answered the phone and he said, ‘Is Charlie there?’ This was Charlie Martin who’s
the, you know, the guy that did the Kittens development I said. Charlie himself was
quite a personality, but he was on Christian name terms with Penney. And Charlie
didn’t seem to have a group leader, he seemed – we never really knew in detail what
Charlie was doing. We – we knew later on that he developed the Kittens and the Rats
as they were called. This is mentioned in the history, these were the initiators in the
weapon, the neutron initiators. It’s – it’s now public knowledge, in those days it
wasn’t talked about of course. But we knew from these polonium beryllium sources
that he had, this was what was going on. We didn’t know the in depth theory of it
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because we were not up to that level. That was the physics department. But we knew
the materials and we knew what the devices looked like. We knew Charlie was doing
these tests, and in fact I was with Charlie on a couple of occasions when he was doing
the tests, but that’s you know, beside the point. Penney, as I say, tended to have most
of his contact amongst the senior people. When you say he breezed in, he did but it
was probably looking for, you know, the group leader or something. He wasn’t
looking for, you know, the guy that was mending the monitors or something [laughs].

How much urgency was there when you were working there?

Tremendous. In the build up to the trials period we worked long hours. And there
were progress meetings, so that – because of the vast amount of equipment and the
programme, a certain amount of it had to be loaded on to the ships by a certain time to
get out there ‘cause it was all ship born. And progress meetings were called, well,
whenever they decided to have one I think. And people had to go to these progress
meetings and say what their readiness was. You had a programme, you had to have a
certain amount of equipment ready by a certain time, ready for shipping. They
brought in external contractors who were specialists in tropical packing, etc. The big
problem we had, which I’ll come to later, was that our equipment wasn’t tropicalised,
but the packing cases were [laughs]. So these people came in, packed the equipment,
so your equipment had to be ready by a certain date and you had to make damn sure
that you were going to say, ‘Oh, I want another day to do so and so.’ There was no
excuse, excuses were not allowed. So there was a lot of late night working from time
to time. And particularly in the build up to the trials period, even for the people left
behind. They were working long hours to make sure you go through. It varied very
much on the various phases. If you’d just got to a certain phase and most of your
equipment had gone there was more flexibility. It was up to your group leaders really
or, you know, the division heads or what have you.

[1:00:25]

Nobby Clarke was very good to us, we worked a lot of extra hours but I remember
one period when it was slack, sort of a day like this and Nobby would come into the
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lab and say, ‘It’s a nice afternoon Frank, why don’t you nip off and take your wife and
kids down to the coast?’ [Both laugh] So – so I would nip home, say to my wife.
Well, I’d phone her, say, ‘Get the kids ready.’ [Inaud] We’d go down to West
Wittering for the afternoon. It was about an hour and a half travelling from where I
lived you see. So, you know, that was the up side – the up side of it.

[1:01:10]
Who else is actually working with you in the – the lab?

Oh, a number of people. A guy that I remained a lifelong friend, who only died about
four or five years ago, Ken Douglas. He and I worked in the lab in the same group
but he was an assistant experimental officer at the time. He’d come up from
Woolwich with Nobby, so I can’t remember how much earlier he’d started than me.
But he was originally a Phillips apprentice at Mitcham at the radio factory. And he
joined the Ministry but I can’t – I don’t know when Ken joined, I don’t ever
remember. But we worked in the same group and his girlfriend at that time, we met
and he used to visit our house, and on the second trial we went on, Sheila, who was by
then his wife went to live with Mabsy, my wife. The two of them – I mean put two
women in a kitchen to share, you’re asking for trouble, but they were like a pair of
sisters. And they remained like that for the rest of their lives. That was from the
1950s. So Ken was, as I say, just another person doing the same – Ken tended to
concentrate on portable monitors actually, and worked on – later on, on the
development of something. These were monitors that people carried out like portable
monitors for monitoring clothing or stuff that the health physics team would go out
into the field with you see. Ken did specialise in portable monitors. A number of
other people, some did as I did, two or three of them went out on promotion. In fact
another guy also by the name of Clarke, he went to Harwell about – only a few weeks
before I did. But he went in as an experimental officer at Harwell, and I went in as a
Tech two, which again is – and yet we were both tech grade twos before that. And so
you could split off, it depended what the group was doing that you went to, whether it
was engineering orientated or scientific – scientist orientated. I came up against this
when I first moved to Harwell, but that again is another story.
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[1:04:05]
I’m interested as well, you sort of described how you sort of moved around the site to
different scientists labs to fix different bits of equipment.

Yeah.
Were there any security restrictions on where you could and couldn’t go on site?

Well, in the A area, we only worked within the A area, which was an area within
Aldermaston. I mean the people outside A area working on the weapons side and the
non-nuclear side couldn’t go into the A area unless they had special permission.
‘Cause the A area gate, they had our photographs underneath the counter you see. So
you present yourself to the counter and there was always a guy – well of course they
got to know us. But any stranger going up there, if your photograph wasn’t
underneath you didn’t get through the security gate. So that’s the way it worked. But
all our work was associated with the radioactive area, which was the A area.

Did you have to sign the Official Secrets Act?
Oh I did that when I first went there. It wasn’t any – I only signed it twice, when I
started at Aldermaston I think, and when I left Culham. It was never mentioned much
at Culham ‘cause most of the work was published.
How big a deal is secrecy on a day to day basis when you’re actually working at
Aldermaston?
Well you had to be on your guard. I didn’t get out much socially because at that time
if I wasn’t working I was studying, to be honest, at home. So I’d – we didn’t have
much of a social life, but for people that did, had to be particularly careful because
journalists used to sit in quiet corners in the local pubs, and people like Chapman
Pincher, I don’t know whether you’ve heard of Chapman Pincher, he was a Daily
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Express science correspondent who had a – he was a journalise with a scientific
knowledge. And he was known, or his colleagues were known to visit pubs in the
area and be very friendly and chat to people you see. So in an unguarded moment,
and particularly a guy having a scientific background, could come up with
information that probably the average journalist wouldn’t. And he would note when,
for example, if there were groups of people that used to socialise, if one or two of
them were absent or, you know, hello, where have they gone? [laughs] So on a
personal basis I didn’t have much difficulty because I wasn’t in – as I say, I wasn’t
socialising very much, but for the people that were, the single people, for example,
they had to be careful. If you went – I mean I used to go once in a while to the local
dances or out for a social occasion once in a while. The Aldermaston social occasions
were very good indeed, the Christmas dance and things like that, because they had all
the top line bands there you see, of the day. But on a day to day basis it wasn’t much
of a problem for me personally. I always used to say to myself, well any information
I have wasn’t going to be much good to anyone anyway [both laugh], which may not
have been strictly true if you put all the bits of the jigsaw together, as people like
Chapman Pincher were probably capable of doing. But it wasn’t just him, there were
a lot of journalists around trying to pick up snippets of information. And of course we
had the 1950s, all the anti-nuclear brigade come down and camp down around the
area. They camped in the blinkin’ woods adjacent to where I lived, you know. They
picketed the gates at Aldermaston and handed us leaflets when we came out. And
yeah, I just used to take these leaflets and never upset anybody, no point in being
aggressive. You know, used to smile at the ladies and say, ‘All right darling?’ You
know, take their leaflets, put them in the bin. [laughs]

[1:08:28]

What did you make of the early anti-nuclear protests there?
Well I wasn’t impressed. It was the left wing politicians of course that wanted it, and
of course you could always be suspicious of their most – it depended how far left
wing they were, rather than what they said they were. Because I didn’t fancy the idea
of a totalitarian state like Russia, and it was the Labour people and, oh God, who was
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the Labour politician that used to lead the marches? Come on, tell me, I’ve forgotten
his name. This is what’s happened with me with my age, I’m forgetting names. The
left wing politician anyway. And a lot of these were genuine people who had antinuclear thoughts. But they had a tremendous number of hangers on, the dropouts and
the – you know, let’s join a parade and start trouble or let’s go for a bit of fun. I mean
they did have whole families that joined the march. I mean as you know, the marches
started in London and they walked down to Aldermaston and they used to pick up
people in the towns and villages on the way through. And it was, in a way it was a bit
of a party for them as well. Although they claimed to have a serious purpose, some of
them I think belonged to the group of the great unwashed [laughs]. They didn’t affect
me personally where I lived, although they were camping close to where I lived. But
some residents did have trouble with them, but I didn’t personally. So I always put it
down, they were a well intentioned misguided group [both laugh].

Did the sort of worries over, you know, atom spies like Klaus Fuchs and Alan Nun
May cause any problems or increases n security from your point of view?
No, security was tight anyway. I mean even – there were – going in and out through
the gates at Aldermaston there were searches, random, oh we were all subject to
random searches. You used to go in as you were walking out the gate, they would
say, ‘Would you mind going through Sir?’ You knew what it was, they had police
just at the point you went through and they would, you know, closely search you,
make sure you were not carrying any documents out or any materials of any kind, or
any components or anything. So yes, you didn’t – you had to make sure your pockets
were pretty empty when you walked out there if you wanted to keep your post.

[1:11:10]

You mentioned that you were at Aldermaston when they were building it.

Yes.
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Could you actually give me an idea of what was the site actually like when you were
actually working there? Can you describe it?
It was a large – it was a standard airfield with the appropriate concrete runways. It
was one gigantic mud bath in the winter. It was – it had the population of an Irish
county of Irishmen I should think [laughs], ‘cause they were the main people that
constructed it. The construction was done by a contractor, Chivers and Sons, who had
built Harwell actually, or had converted Harwell, sorry, from an airfield. And the
same contractor did Aldermaston. It was converted from an airfield to a scientific
laboratory. It included demolishing some buildings, for example on – where the main
entrance stands now there used to be a farm standing there. There were cottages built
in various places around the site that were demolished.

What sort of buildings were actually on site?

When I first went there, there were the RAF hangers and the RAF buildings, and the
A area was the first site to be constructed or converted. In fact there was virtually
nothing on the A area, it was built over what would have been the far side of the
airfield nearest to Aldermaston village. And the main road – is it the A340? I’m not
sure, but the road from Aldermaston village to Basingstoke ran through the centre of
the site, and that was cut and diverted around the outside of the site. There was a
minor road round the outside of the site, and that is now the major road. But when I
first went there they’d only just cut that road and in fact the A area where we were
was party built on that area. So it was done gradually but with great haste. But the
initial programme was to do the A area first because they were moving people from
Fort Halstead to the weapons area, and the non-nuclear area if you like. Weapon and
electronics, and there was another electronics group that dealt with things like fast
recording techniques that were non-nuclear. Fast tape recorders, things like that.
You’ve got to remember there were acoustic groups, there were photographic groups,
there were blast effects groups, they were measuring pressure waves. When you think
– you think of anything on the scientific side, there were groups there measuring it.
So you had everything from measuring the light flash to the pressure waves to the
sound waves. Everything, you name it, all in groups. And as I say, we were in the
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nuclear instrumentation group, which was separated from the other groups, purely as a
safeguard against contamination spreading. It could be contained within this
particular area you see. That was the idea, and it also put an extra level of security on
people who wanted to walk out with any material.
Did you – did your group have much to do with the other groups?

Not much, no, no. It was only when we got on the weapons tests that we had to, for
example, share a shelter. For example, at Maralinga, instrumentation that I in
particular did was in underground shelters, I can show you some photographs of a
couple of these. Instrumentation was below ground and the detectors above ground of
course, and there were groups with interests other than nuclear that had
instrumentation in these shelters. So we got to know – I mean I got to know a number
of scientists that were working on different things to ourselves. In fact a number of
these people, there was a chap called Frank Whiteway, FE Whiteway, he would have
been an SSO, a late twenty something SSO at that time, who became director at one
stage at Aldermaston, so he did quite well.
Shall we take a short break as we’re kind of half way through the morning?

Right.

[End of Track 7]
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How did work at Aldermaston progress as the tests approached? In fact when did
you first learn there was going to be a test?
I don’t know exactly. Bearing in mind that I’d only been working there a few months.
I started the October ‘51 and in June ‘52 I was onboard ship leaving Chatham, June
the third. So in a period of – I’d gone from a period of about seven or eight months
from starting to heading out on the first trials. I don’t remember exactly when we
were notified. It was certainly a month – some months before we left because we had
to prepare equipment and have it shipped out, or ready for shipment.

What did they tell you, do you remember?
Well, there’s the letter there, I’ve shown you the – we were notified that we would be
taking part in these trials, there’s a letter from Dr Penney as he was then, that was
before he was knighted, or – I’m just trying to think, I can’t remember. I don’t know
exactly when we were told to be honest, I can’t remember the dates, but it would have
been within two or three months of us leaving in the June. So all I can say is the
spring of ‘52 is approximate.

What sort of things did you have to do in the run up to leaving?

Well, prepare the equipment that was going to be needed for the various groups. The
– one of the main groups I worked with was actually at the laboratory on HMS Narvik,
which is another one of the landing – LSTs as they were called, Landing Ship Tanks.
There were – we were – HMS Tracker, the ship I sailed in, was the health ship, that
was equipped as a health monitoring ship; people returning from the areas after the
explosions for decontamination, etc. So although I travelled on the health ship at the
time of the event I didn’t work on the health ship, I worked mostly on – partly on
Plym and most of the time on Narvik, which was the chemical analysis labs. So we
had to set up – we had to prepare all the equipment for the chemical, radiochemical
analysis really. And which was all fairly standard equipment we’d been used to
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anyway. What we were not prepared for was the failure rate due to tropical
conditions, since the equipment wasn’t tropicalised. So that caused a fair amount of
… I don’t know whether you’d call it ingenuity or [laughs] just finding ways of
getting around the problems that we had due to condensation etc, in the equipment.
Was it something that you’d predicted would happen at all?

No, no, particularly as the connectors that were used on the Ministry of Supply
equipment as it was in those were military type connectors. But there was a further
stage of militarisation where it was so-called tropicalised. But our equipment had not
been subject to that treatment or preparation. So yes. So the pressures beforehand
were to make sure you had enough equipment in good working order, packed in the
appropriate crates and place, ands make sure you didn’t forget something vital. There
was much poring over lists [laughs].

Were you ever given any sense of how important work was?

Well yes, you certainly were. As I said, when people said wanted equipment for the
certain time it wasn’t a good idea to have excuses for not being prepared [both laugh].

[04:45]
Had you a – what was HMS Tracker actually like?
It was a modified war – it was a modified landing ship tank, things that were used for
landing tanks on Normandy and various other places. They’d been so called re-fitted
for the tiles, but the re-fitting didn’t seem to amount to much. The cabins we had
were very basic. We had four of us in a cabin, which was – what was it? Floor area
was about nine by nine I think and there were four bunks, two pairs, one above the
other. And the ceiling was only about seven and – seven feet I should think. I think
seven and a half feet, so you were virtually in steel cube [laughs]. The navy were
doing what the navy always did, five am in the morning, scrub off and what have you.
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Who else did you share a cabin with?
Our group leader, Nobby Clarke, Ken Douglas, my friend, and Bob White. We’d
worked together then since about November I think it was, the previous year. We’d
worked together for several months. I’d started at October I think it was. I think Ken
came – it might have been, probably around Christmas or more when Ken came from
Woolwich Common. He’d worked for Nobby Clarke at Woolwich Common. So
there were four of us in the one cabin, so we used to have to get dressed one at a time
or two at a time. You couldn’t get more than two people standing in there and putting
their clothes on at any one time.

Did they tell you where they were actually sending you?

[06:40]

Yes, yes.

Where?

Hmm?

Where?

To the Montebellos, yes, yes. Sorry, I forgot to mention that [both laugh]. Yes, we
were heading for – heading for sunny Australia. We sailed down to the port of
Fremantle, which is adjacent to Perth in Western Australia. And interestingly enough
despite the later Australian hostility, at the time we went out in 1952 they were fully
cooperative, and indeed when we got to Fremantle we were given a civic reception no
less in the town hall by the mayor. That would be mostly directed of course towards
the Admiral and the trials director probably. But we were all invited and expected to
attend.
How long …
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But … hmm?

Sorry?
Sorry, that was it. So yes, that was – we were told we were going but we were not
told exactly how long it would be ‘cause that depended on the firing date. In the case
of ourselves it was modified, we were able to scrounge at lift back with the RAF due
to the informality of it all, so we didn’t rely on taking two months to come back with
the Royal Navy.

How long did it take to get out there by ship?
Well, how long did it take us? I’m just trying to think. I can’t remember exactly. It
was, oh, six or seven weeks because they stopped – the ship we had, we stopped at
every port. We stopped at Gibraltar, on the way out, we were there for a couple or
three days. The navy had this habit of pulling for these refuelling and re-stocking
trips, and it’s true what they said about the navy. The naval officers seemed to know
somebody in every port. And a number of them would disappear overnight for a
night, a couple of nights or something like that. We didn’t know anybody of course,
so we stayed onboard ship. So we stopped at Gibraltar, we had a stop in – some days
in Malta, and from there we went through the Suez to Aden and stopped at Aden.
And from Aden we went out to Colombo, what’s today Sri Lanka isn’t it? It was …
what was it in those days?

Ceylon?

Pardon?

Ceylon?

Ceylon, it was Ceylon, now Sri Lanka. But we stopped at Colombo, the capital, and
had a number of days there. And then from there down through the Indian Ocean to
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Fremantle, that was a non-stop one. And that must have been over two weeks. You
see the ship would only – the ship was only cruising at around ten knots. When
you’re doing a twelve – I forget how far – it’s even further than 12,000 miles by sea, I
mean it’s 12,000 if you go by air. So yes.

How did you take to life aboard ship?
Unkindly [laughs]. No, to be fair we’d accepted it was an adventure of a kind. There
were some aspects of it, extremely interesting, some of them extremely boring. We
couldn’t do any work onboard ship, whereas on Campania the carrier they did have
onboard labs where they were trying to do some work, but it proved extremely
difficult due to the conditions and the naval practices. So that wasn’t very beneficial
to them. In our case, or equipment was locked down in crates in hold and we couldn’t
do very much at all except the usual reading, studying and whatever we did. But we
used to look at other parts.

[11:20]

For example, we had a medical officer attached onboard who was an RAF Wing
Commander. He would also have been the – he was an RAF medic who’d specialised
in high-altitude medicine. He was also the guy who subsequently flew the first
Canberra, well he was in the crew of the first Canberra that flew through the edge of
the atomic clouds. And he was a wonderful character. He eventually became air
chief marshal, a chap called Denning, but he was a wing commander at that stage, so
he progressed after. But again, a very down-to-earth individual, and Ken Douglas, my
friend at Aldermaston had the experience later in life where this RAF guy came
charging into the lab one day asking for Ken Douglas. And he said he’d temporarily
dodged his escort just to come in and say hello, you know, for old time’s sake. And
by then, ‘cause he was laughing about it – ‘cause by then he was air chief marshal, Sir
Geoffrey Denning. Then he said, ‘Oh forget all that,’ he said, you know, a very
down-to-earth sort of guy. But whilst he was travelling out with us on Tracker he was
doing things in the medical lab on counting, blood cell counting and things like that.
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Occasionally went down there and he showed us how blood counts were done. So
he’d got his own medical lab down there.

[13:10]
And the I – some of is liked to look around the ship but then that caused problems
because we upset the naval officers by communicating with the NCOs that ran the
ship, the chief ERA, engine room artificer, was the guy responsible for ship’s engines
and everything else. He took us down into the engine rooms and showed us how
everything worked you see. Well, we didn’t do it deliberately, we didn’t realise that
this was resented by the officers who said that, ‘If you wanted to look round the
engine room, one of the officers would show you.’ Because they wouldn’t show you
the detail – the chiefy, he was known as chiefy, the ERA, he was you know, senior
NCO, top chief petty officer. And these guys were very clued up actually. And so I
got told off by the number one for associating with this guy. Or he attempted to tell
me off [both laugh].

[14:18]

What sort of welcome did the Navy actually give you?
It was probably mixed. There was a problem right from the outset I’m told – I was
told by Lorna Arnold, that the navy originally wanted to put us all in uniform
[laughs]. And Penney vetoed that, pointed out that we didn’t think that we’d stand up
to the naval code [laughs]. And as Penney pointed out, we were all free to leave if we
didn’t like it [laughs]. So that was vetoed, so this is how they came round to giving us
– they made us honorary naval officers, gave us officers status so that we could then
be fed in the wardroom you see, and associate with the naval officers. But of course
by taking that there was another problem. When we – when naval officers come
aboard the ship they piped aboard and they salute as they come aboard. Not being in
uniform we couldn’t do the salute, so they ask us if we’d wear hats and raise our hat if
– when we were piped aboard. So we wore a trilby hat, and when the guy at the top
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of the gangway was piping you onboard you raised your hat as you went onboard. So
that was one concession to the naval code.

Were there any other naval traditions you had to respect?

A number that we only learnt by transgression, if you like. There were certain areas
of the ship you didn’t go on, on certain times, such as the gun platform and things like
that. There was – there was one or two areas – there was – they had a process I never
really understand of saluting the quarter deck, I always think that it’s something to do
with Nelsonian tradition, I’m not quite sure what, but I may have got that wrong so
don’t take that as being fact. But there were a number of these vague traditions.
Although we had some initiation at Aldermaston before we left, there was – one of the
men at Aldermaston was a retired naval captain, Captain Cooper, and he gave us a
few basics on basic expectations and behaviour before we embarked. But it was fairly
rudimentary I think. There was a few mistakes we made while we were there,
unintentionally in a lot of cases. And a lot of it seemed to us to be so trivial, it wasn’t
really worth bothering about. It certainly wasn’t worth falling about. But by and
large, things were not too bad. We broke the ice a bit, the navy were great people for
having gadgets and things in their wardrooms, you see, and whilst we were out there
one of the guys in our group was quite a good artist and he did a figure of a very
curvy girl, semi-naked, about this high [demonsrates] and cut it out in plywood, and
cut two holes in the breasts and two in the eyeballs, and I fitted – I made equipment
using dekatron counters, I don’t know whether you know what a dekatron tube is. It’s
an electronic counting tube, which has – it’s a long electronic tube with ten electrodes,
and you have like a neon glow between electrodes, and when it’s pulsed sequentially
these pulses travel around the tube in a circular mode so you can have numbers on the
panel and it’s – each is one step, one pulse. So you can use it, it was a higher speed
pulse counter rather than the binary ones we used in the scalers. This was used in
later counting equipment. Anyway, these things, if you ran them at fifty hertz you got
a complete ring of light running round and round, so I made up this device, put two in
the breasts and two in the eyes and put it in the wardroom. And they are absolutely
delighted and amused with this thing, kept it as one of their mascots. [Laughs]
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And what did it do when you switched it on?

Well what it did was just sat there with this lady with revolving breasts and eyes
[laughs], you know. It all sounds rather silly but …
Just going to –

[18:55]
No, you know, that seems a rather childish sort of thing, but it’s amazing what amuses
people under some circumstances.
I’ve put my pen down somewhere.

The navy were intrigued of course with anything that was electronic in those days.

What do you think the navy made of you?
[Laughs] You’d better ask them. I’m not very good at self-assessment [laughs]. We
did have a few problems but there was no animosity as far as I was concerned. I did
put a foot wrong one day. When my daughter was born in October, I was sent a
signal from the UK by the UK Authorities. I wasn’t aware of the naval tradition that
signals like that went to the captain and all round the wardroom before it went to
yourself [laughs]. So by the – so I was handed this telegram saying, ‘Congratulations,
you have a daughter,’ etc, and by then it was common knowledge to everybody else in
the wardroom you see. And I didn’t think that was quite the right etiquette, I thought
– I was quite prepared to share the news with the wardroom but was it standard naval
practice to intercept personal telegrams? And the answer is yes [both laugh].

Were there any highlights of the voyage over?

[20:30]
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No, it varied. I mean the experiences we had in the various ports were quite
interesting because the – say, they stayed several days at every port of call we made
and they – when we went to Gibraltar for example, they laid on a party with the RAF
where they took us up to the top of the rock where they have the monkeys etc, and of
course the radar station etc, up there, that’s why we were able to get up there. And we
had free trips up there and things like that you see. And when we went to Aden, I
only made one excursion away from there and it was the only time I’ve ever really
been concerned. The four of us, Nobby, Bob, Ken and myself, we walked – we went
into – we took a taxi just out of the main port into what they called Crater City, and
with the – we were the only white people within sight and there was a market there,
and we sort of walked round this market, felt extremely uneasy and came out again.
And I always remember because they put Nobby on one side ‘cause he was big chap,
and myself on the other, and Ken who was only about five foot six in the centre
[laughs] as we walked. We took a line straight down the middle of the road back, so
you know, if anybody decided to accost us we’d got a bit of space to manoeuvre. But
I felt very uneasy about that and we were – when we talked to the navy about it
afterwards they said, ‘Well they do go up there but you can’t trust to taxi drivers
either ‘cause, a) they were likely to rip you off, and, b) they’ll probably take you to
the wrong place anyway.’ So we were fortunate in that we had an approved taxi
driver, if you like. So I didn’t like Aden at al, apart from the climate, I felt – the only
place I’d been where I felt really uncomfortable. And the others felt the same way so
we only did that once. The next stop down at Colombo was quite interesting because
one of the four of us, Bob White, he’d been in the REME during the war and he’s
been a Territorial before the war, so he was called up immediately in 1939. He was
trained in radar, he was in the REME, and I think it was in 1940 he was posted to
Colombo and I think he stayed there for the rest of the war, never saw a shot fired in
anger, and it was the most beautiful spot. It was outside the city on the beach, by one
of the big hotels there, and I have pictures of this. So when we went back there, out
of interest, Bob went back – took us back to the site where he’d been stationed during
the war. And it was virtually unchanged, there was still the concrete emplacements
there, where they’d had the big guns. So that was nostalgic for him. But in Colombo
at that time and around the markets you felt okay. You didn’t feel anyone wanted to
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attack you because you were white or anything like that, or because you were British.
You know, it was all fairly amiable. So I enjoyed the stay we had in Colombo.

Had you seen much of the world before this trip?
No, I hadn’t seen much of England until I joined – until I was about eighteen when I
joined EIL and then I was – I saw a lot of England in a few years [both laugh]. But
no, I hadn’t been abroad, it was the first time I’d been out of the country. I still have
my original passport I think in the case up there. All it said on our passports – the
Authority paid for our passports too, and got them for us. All it said on my passport
was civil servant [laughs]. Occupation, you know, civil servant.

[24:35]

[Laughs]Did you meet much curiosity on the way over about where you were going,
from the people and the places you landed?
Well we didn’t mix that much with the local populations. I mean we were very much
a group of people – yes, when we went into, you know, a hotel or a café somewhere,
thee wasn’t much. And when we got to Australia initially there was a – a slight – well
it wasn’t entirely a surprise because I knew that some Aussies were a bit anti-British,
even by that time, because you’ve got the whingeing poms had gone over there and
decided it wasn’t England, and they’d come back again, you know. But the first
experience we had, we’d docked at Fremantle, obviously dockside area, and Ken and
myself went into a bar and thought, well it was a hot dry day, we’ll go in and order a
beer. We walked into this dockside bar and there were only two or three Aussies in
there who were obviously dockers. And we ordered the drinks and the barman was
quite polite and, ‘There you are mate.’ And one docker in a loud voice said to the
other, ‘There’s a distinct smell of pom around here.’ [Laughs] So we drank up quickly
and departed [laughs]. We didn’t think that was very welcoming.

[Laughs] Did you have to do, was it crossing the line as well?
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Oh yes, yes. Well that was a naval tradition. It was interesting because at that stage,
yes, it was the first time we crossed the line, I have all the photographs that I took at
the time. We complied with the naval tradition of going through the ceremony and
being dunked, and … yeah, that was all very – done in very good spirits. Everyone
joined in it, including, you know, the ship’s captain who was dunked along with
everyone else, gave the NCOs the chance to get their own back [laughs]. He got a
particularly heavy dunking [both laugh].

What actually happens?

Well, you were marched up a plank to an elevated seat on a platform, behind which
are placed two canvas tanks. And Sweeney Todd, the ship’s barber, comes with an
oversized wooden razor and an enormous brush, and lathers you overall, and you’re
given this pretend shave. And whilst you were still covered with all this white gunge
the seat itself is actually on a hinge and a bar. So immediately they’ve gunged you
and shaved you, someone operates the bar, you’re then thrown backwards off to this
seat and falls flat on to your back into this first tank, where you’re dunked, and then
four hefty sailors lift you out of this and dunk you into the second one, and then
you’re allowed to get out, gasping for breath an spitting out sea water [laughs]. Then
you’re free to go or watch other people going through the same procedure. And it
applied to all the ratings and the officers, there was no discrimination.

How was your own dunking?
Well, about average I would say, yeah. I didn’t feel any particular animosity. I don’t
think there was any emphasis on anything they did to me [both laugh]. We joined in
the spirit of it, it was all good-natured.
Interested as well, I mean –

The interesting thing as well is that later on when I was on the Christmas Island tests,
every time we flew from Christmas Island to Malden Island, or crossed in the boats,
we crossed the equator every time. There were no ceremonies then, you didn’t realise
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– ‘cause Malden Island was a couple of degrees south of the equator, Christmas
Island’s just north, and it was about 400 odd miles between the two, and every time
you went one way or the other, which we did a number of times, you crossed the line.
But the crossing the line ceremony wasn’t done on those occasions. So I only ever
went through the procedure once.
Interested in sort of, what do you actually do to fill a day aboard a ship when you’ve
got no work to do there?
Well, reading a lot of time. Walking around just – I mean to me, to be onboard a
cruise – I’ve no ambition to go cruising, when you look out day after day and all
you’ve got is an endless stretch of sea, and on our trip going out the worst leg of the
trip from Aden to Colombo, the seas were rough. The ship was – in addition to
rocking it was also pitching, and being a flat bottomed boat, the wave – as it came
down it shuddered, it went [makes ‘bumping’ sound]. And so it gave you a shaking
every time the ship came down as well as rolling, and it – in actual fact the skipper
was concerned about the condition of the bow doors, they were in fact damaged due
to the rough seas. I mean these ships were not designed for that kind of journey to be
honest. There was one or two interesting things, for example, our cabin on the side of
the ship, the door just opened out and about three feet – well, just a few feet to the
edge of the ship’s rail, I opened the door one morning and came out just in time to see
a whale actually breach. It came vertically out of the ocean to the height of its tale
and then just flopped backwards. I only ever saw that once, but I’ve seen it on the
wildlife films and I think, yeah, I’ve actually seen that in real life, and that was quite
an experience. It was probably only about, you know, a quarter of a mile away. It
was near enough to hear the noise when it fell back in to the water again. So it was
things like that were interesting. We did a lot of reading, it was as simple as that. We
used to sit out on deck. We used to walk round the deck to just get some exercise. As
I say, a bit of time we spent in the, you know, various couple of labs there, but we
couldn’t do much, we couldn’t get at the equipment. So essentially a lot of it could
have been boring but … I think that was it. Reading was mainly our past time.

[31:30]
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For the people onboard Campania, some of them did do some work in the labs, but
they were up against it because there was all sorts of problems. I mean the
theoreticians, for example, after breakfast wanted to get in the wardroom with their
calculations and their books and papers doing what, as you know, theoreticians do.
But naval tradition, the wardroom had to be cleared, and the decks had to be swilled
and all this sort of thing, so there was a bit of fuss because they were not allowed to
go in and get on with their work, effectively. So that – but I wasn’t onboard that ship,
so that didn’t affect us. We didn’t have any theoreticians onboard the health ship.
Most of the scientific staff you see went out on Campania, there was just a few of us
went out with the health ship and a couple of scientists, Harry Week’s was one, went
out on the Plym, so …

[32:30]

What do you actually do when you get to Fremantle?
… I’m just trying to think. We didn’t do much at all. There was a few days we – we
stayed in accommodation onboard, and then we went into – we were able to go to
Perth, which was the adjacent city to Fremantle, and toured around there, walking.
There were four of us went. Again, I have some pictures taken, went up in the King’s
Park above Perth where the national memorials are and it’s one of the – you know, the
well known places above Sydney, above the – not Sydney, above Perth, sorry. Above
the river there, so we were virtually behaving like tourists for a few days, which had
been a welcome break for us after having had weeks at sea in conditions we didn’t
particularly enjoy. But it’s interesting, if you look at the photographs of Perth today
taken from the same viewpoint as we had in 1952, when there were not – when the
high rise buildings were absent, if you like.

Where did you go from Fremantle and Perth?

Bank onboard ship, and went up to the Montebellos. But on that occasion we went
back up on the aircraft carrier, HMS Campania, back up to the Montebellos, which
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was about 900 miles I think. Or is it – I’m not sure, around that. Back up off the
north-west coast of Australia. There was another – when we were at the Montebellos,
we did on one occasion come back, and I can’t remember what it was about. The
nearest point to the Montebellos that was navigable, if you like, for the ships, was a
place called Onslow, and I came back on there on one occasion, when the navy were
coming in to pick up some stores and stuff from Onslow. And that was an impression
I’ll never forget because it was like something out of a Wild West film. You got
ashore, there was this row of bungalows as they were, with corrugated iron roofs. I
mean, when you think the heat, corrugated iron roofs, and there was this town as it
were, on one street. And there were some brick built buildings in there, including the
local pub. And it had exactly Western-style swing doors that you see in the cowboy
films. So you swing the doors and you expect to go in there with somebody pulling
their six shooters on you, you know [laughs]. And you’d go in there for a beer, I’ll
always remember that. But it was the sight of the town, and all you had – there was
just a wind blowing and you just had the spinifex blowing up the main street there
[both laugh]. And there were people that lived there, not many of them but there were
a few. There’s a story about that incidentally in Lorna Arnold’s history.
I’ve never been to Montebello, I haven’t seen that many photographs, I was
wondering if you could actually put yourself back there on the deck of a ship looking
out and tell me what do you actually see, what’s it like?
It’s essentially a group of broken up coral islands. Trimouille, the main island that
was close to the HMS Plym, where the weapon was detonated, was only a few feet
above sea level, as most of the islands were. The control point, over in H1, Hermite
Island, the reason – I don’t know if that’s the reason it was chosen, but that was the
highest point there. There was a hill up on one point, which was – I forget what it
was, about 130 or forty feet high, that was the highest point. Most of the islands, if
you look at the drawings of these, which are freely available, they’re very broken up
coral, and it was coral and sand. Now, sometime earlier it had been used from time to
time because the Japanese fishermen used to fish for – used to dive, sorry, for pearl,
bearing in mind that before nineteen – before the Second World War plastics were not
available, you only had Bakelite. Pearl was a commodity from Victorian times
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onwards, which was much in demand. And in fact there were some very large pearl
shells just – pearl encrusted shells just lying around. I mean I had a pair I took home
and kept for years, they were sort of clam shells about that size and they were lined
with what looked like mother of pearl, you see. And that was the stuff that the
Japanese divers were collecting. But apparently there wasn’t – they did a bit after
World War II but it petered out apparently. Well presumably because the demand
decreased due to the advance of plastics. But there was a lot of stuff there. There
were – the waters were somewhat dangerous because there were a lot of sharks,
stingrays, water snakes, all sorts of nasties. In fact one of the navy entertainments
used to have fishing competitions to see who could land the biggest shark [both
laugh]. I was a spectator to that sport, didn’t like the idea of trying to haul ten foot
sharks out of the sea onboard the ship. They had rather sharp teeth and large jaws.

[38:45]

Did you stay living aboard the ship when you were out there?

Yes, oh yes. Some of the scientists and technicians did go on to Trim Island because
they wanted to get away from the carrier, and although they were plagued by flies and
the conditions were not very good, they preferred that in – rather than trying to get a
boat back to the carrier if it was choppy or they couldn’t – certain occasions they
couldn’t even launch the boats, you know. So they did set up a camp temporarily,
again there’s pictures of that available these days, there’s nothing classified in that.

What did you actually do when you were out there at first?

Set up the instrumentation that was required on the various ships that I was involved
with, and then I had a full-time job of keeping that equipment serviceable [both
laugh].
What’s actually involved in setting up instrumentation?
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Well, getting the various counters, detectors, amplifiers, all the ancillary equipment,
high voltage power units, all the equipment needed to do the scientific analysis that
the radiochemistry group were doing. So all I was doing was providing them with the
tools to do their job and trying to ensure they remain serviceable. Is that okay?

[40:30]
I think so. I guess, again, we’ve talked about what a working day is like at
Aldermaston. What’s a working day like at Montebello in comparison?

[Laughs] Aldermaston with difficulties [both laugh]. Apart from the problems of
trying to ship your equipment on boats and keeping it dry, and the fact the boats didn’t
necessarily turn up when they were expected, you had difficulty sometimes getting the
equipment to where you wanted it, or getting yourself to where you wanted to be. Not
to mention you could arrive wet, but that didn’t matter ‘cause you’d soon dry off in
the tropical heat. It was the equipment that was of the greatest concern, trying to keep
it serviceable. So yes, you had a fairly full day, although you had periods of hanging
around waiting for boats and things like that. Some days were busier than others and
in the evening there was always the officers in the wardroom if drinking was your past
time. It personally wasn’t mine, I’d have a drink but because whiskey was only two
pence a shot I didn’t want to filmy skin full of it, you know [both laugh].

What were sort of living conditions like out there?

Pretty poor, pretty rough to be honest. The navy food was okay onboard ship. The
people that were living on the island, they had problems there because of the
difficulties that the people had preparing the food, and what with the flies and what
have you it was pretty poor. But certainly onboard ship we were well fed, I had no
complaints about that. And in fact the first time in my life, at the age of thirty years
old, I’ ever tasted steak was when we got down to Australia, because bearing in mind
I’d grown up in the 1920s and thirties when people didn’t afford steak in working
class families. And food was rationed from then. Meat rationing was still on in the
UK in 1952 when we went out there. People don’t realise how long food rationing
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was in place in Britain. So as I say, for the first time we had – and Australian steaks
were absolutely, to my mind – I mean I’m not a steak fan, I haven’t had a steak in
ages, I’m not that keen on them. But the Australian steaks were so tender and so
juicy, absolutely delicious, I’d never tasted anything like it. I don’t know if it was the
times but I’ve often said I don’t buy steak now when I go out because I’ve found in
most cases it’s inedible to me. I don’t like it raw and if it’s over cooked it’s too hard
to chew, so I’m up against it [both laugh].

What sort of other things did you have to do when you were out there? We talked a
little bit about setting up the equipment on – was it Narvik?

Yes.

The chemistry analysis ship.

We had equipment to set up on our own ship, Tracker, because Tracker was the health
ship, so we had to set up all the monitoring equipment for people coming back that
were going to be decontaminated. It was equipped as a decontamination lab actually,
the Tracker was, and of course the portable monitors that we used, as well as the fixed
stuff was all stuff that we had to supply and keep serviceable. So you had the
standard Geiger counter, the probes with the – 1021 was the name of the equipment, it
was a built in monitor with a Geiger counter attached, to which you could detect the,
as I say, the Gamma radiation. If you were looking for Alpha you had a different
head. The Alpha detectors were a probe with an extremely thin coating of aluminium
over a zinc sulphide screen with a photo multiplier behind it to detect the faint
scintillations that were occurring. And things like that were quite difficult at time
because although there was a mesh protector over the front, the actual metal foil was
only fractions of a thou thick, just enough to keep daylight out. But by definition it
was also quite fragile.

How do you actually test someone?
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Ah, you had radioactive sources. You had all the various sources in appropriate cans,
so the equipment – we could check for calibrations. This was sometimes one of the
problems, because of the limited amount of radiation we were allowed to take,
theoretically, point three R a week. If you were trying to calibrate some of your
equipment you had to be extremely careful and quick to not exceed your dose. It was
monitored of course because we wore film badges and in some cases electrometers, so
electroscopes. For – so the total radiation was monitored on all of us associated with
it. Even working at Aldermaston we all wore film badges, which were checked every
week.

How seriously did you have to take safety out in Australia?

Very. Very, at all times, not just Australia, in the labs as well. We realised that
radiation wasn’t stuff you wanted in the jam sandwich [laughs], hence no food in the
labs, in the active labs. No food and drink in the active labs, no. It was like David
Lewis says in his book, he composed a little rhyme in there referring to the guy that
confused tritium with water, because it’s essentially the same thing [laughs]. And
how he departed with the little beaters in tritium, bombarding his inside. I don’t know
if you’ve read any of David Lewis’ stuff, it’s quite clever some of that. As a fellow
South Walean you’d appreciate it [both laugh].

[47:25]

In sort of general terms, what was the equipment that you were setting up in Australia
going to be used for?

For measurements in the radiochemistry labs, measuring all the various radiation and
the effects of radiation on the equipment put out for test. All sorts of equipment was
put out for tests to see what the effects were. I mean they wanted to know, for
example with certain foods, how much radiation it would absorb and there were all
sorts of different groups doing tests. Apart from the biological stuff there was also the
visual stuff, like your dummy soldiers or various other pieces of military equipment
they wanted to see. It was studied by a weapons effects group, I think was the name
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of one of the groups. So – but the equipment was fairly universal, we had a wide
range of equipment. I mean it wasn’t sort of half a dozen boxes, it was a wide range
of equipment, which you could use in different combinations to do different types of
radiation measurement. And the chemical analysis boys of course had to take this one
step further by doing the – the chemistry along with the radiation, that’s why it was a
special branch, you know, radiological chemistry.
So just so I’ve got this sort of straight in my mind, the idea is that you sort of let the
bomb off and you take your sample away afterwards and somebody tests it in a lab
and that’s what your equipment is used for, the testing there?
Well that’s the way it worked of our particular group. There were other groups of
course that were interested in what happened when the bomb went off. But that
wasn’t our particular group. You’ve got to remember there were other groups like, as
I said, blast groups, photographic groups, people wanting to know what the various
outputs of various forms of radiation were, timescales and all that sort of thing, but
that wasn’t our remit.

Is there much urgency behind what you were doing? What was the pace of work like,
to put it another way?
Get it done as quick as possible because a certain amount of it – apart from the
information, a certain amount of it was also sent back to Aldermaston for rapid
analysis. A certain amount of it had to be done quickly because the half life of some
particles was quite short, so some stuff had to be done more quickly than others. I
don’t know anything about radiochemistry. I mean I was only the guy providing the
equipment. It used to be intriguing to watch what was going on, and it was explained
to me. We needed to know some of the basics to know what we were doing with our
own instrumentation.

Did you have to do much modification of the equipment to cope with tropical
conditions?
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Yes. We were getting frequent breakdowns, bearing in mind in those days the
thermionic valves in use were all higher voltage, or high voltage in relation to today.
We didn’t consider it high voltage, it was only 300 Volts. But we had problems even
in standard military type cables, of condensation leakage across them, and in some
cases we had to physically get rid of the connectors and make open terminal boards
where a spot of moisture between them wouldn’t be disastrous. I don’t think it would
comply with current health and safety regulations but [laughs] we didn’t have HSC
around in those days. We had an urgency to get the job done. Certain risks were
taken, assuming people used their own common sense [laughs].

Are there any incidents that stick in your mind from the pre-test phase?
Not particularly I don’t think. I knew what had to be done.

How did you feel in the run up to the test out there?
Well we were all – I suppose suffered the normal human emotions. Apprehension,
have I got it right? Is there anything I’ve not done that I should have done? [Laughs]
What will they write on my annual report if I’ve got it wrong? My annual
confidential report. No seriously, you took the work seriously and as a consequence,
there was no good going back and saying, ‘I’ve missed that one, can you file another
one?’ You had to get it right first time, and people were aware of that. There was a
certain amount of duplication of course, which you’d expect in any test, which is a
one off wouldn’t you?
Shall we go for lunch, as it’s …

Okay.

[End of Track 8]
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Track 9
I was wondering if you could just give me an idea of what the – the whole set up of the
test site was actually like. You sort of mentioned boats and islands but I’m not quite
sure where, you know, where you are and where everything is.

Right. The main base was the aircraft carrier Warrior. Now that sat outside of what
was called the parting pool because the channels were not deep enough for it to get
through close to the islands. So there was this group of islands, the Montebellos,
slightly just outside of that was Campania, which was the headquarters ship, Rear
Admiral Torlesse, LC Tyte, Leonard Tyte, the trials director had their headquarters on
that. The majority of the scientific party was – were accommodated in the Warrior.
Those – there was a few of us that went out on Tracker and no one went out on
Zeebrugee I don’t think, ‘cause that left some months earlier. But they were living on
Zeebrugee once they got out there, some of the radio chemistry group. The islands
themselves, as I’ve already said, were just a scattering of coral atolls really, you just –
only a few feet above sea level. There’d been some activity there ‘cause apparently
when the Royal Engineers got there to do the initial construction work they found one
or two animals, I’m not sure – I think it was a couple of wild pigs or something. No
sorry, that was probably Malden Island. Montebellos, they did find some big rats and
things like that, which had probably come off the ships. ‘Cause apparently ships
culled there in the distant past. But the time that AWRE surveyed it, it was done with
an Australian government surveyor, they – there’d been no life on the islands for
some time. They were just effectively just barren, sand, coral and you know, this
tough grass that you got on there.
Whereabouts is the – is the bomb itself?
In the hold of HMS Plym. That’s public knowledge, that’s in the history. It wasn’t at
the time, so it’s one of the things you had to be careful – in fact the press surmised
that the bomb was going out in HMS Campania. They didn’t realise it was already
installed in Plym, but that was only the – out of the explosive casing etc, because the
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final radioactive components were later flown out from the UK. Again, that’s in the
history.
Whereabouts is Plym in the set up? You’ve …

Plym sits in this area between the various scattered islands, a few hundred yards
offshore from one of the bigger islands, Trimouille, T-r-i-m-o-u-i-l-l-e I think.
Obviously French, but – different people pronounce it differently. But Plym was
anchored firmly offshore in that vicinity.

What sort of boat was it?
It was a wartime frigate, about 1200 tonnes. I forget what class it was. It had been –
they were used as escort vessels on the convoys, and it had been laid up with a
number of others after the war, and when they were looking for a target ship
somebody settled on the idea of using HMS Plym, among others, so it was pulled out
of mothballs and refitted and equipped for the journey to Australia. It was done in
Scotland, but the Tracker that we went on, that came down from the Gerlach and we
embarked at Chatham, Chatham dockyard.

Hmm. How were you actually getting around this site?
Well it was mostly water, you were transported by the Royal Naval – the boat service.
But unfortunately I think the Navy could have used a few more boats than they had.
They tried desperately hard, and the islands themselves, some of them had
instrumentation on them. Not all of them by any means ‘cause there was lots and lots
of these islands. But the ones that were large enough to be of interest to the
measurements people, if you like, broadly grouped. The Royal Engineers were there
first, ‘cause they put concrete emplacements in where the instrumentation had to be
placed, etc. And they built jetties to one or two of the islands you see, to be able to
land the equipment. And the transport around, they used – there were two main types.
There was the LCAs, which were designed as infantry landing craft for World War II,
they were the smaller ones and then there was the bigger version called an LCM, was
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it Landing Craft Mechanical? I’ve forgotten the thing, but again there are pictures of
them in the official histories, so – and they were used for getting around.

[06:10]
Hmm. Did you and the rest of – did you have much to do with the navy personnel
once you’d actually got there?
Well we lived with them didn’t we? [Both laugh] We relied on them transporting us
around, we lived in the wardroom, so difficult to avoid having contact, let’s put it that
way. By and large it was amicable, shall we say, yeah? Some of them were quite
interested actually. I think one of the things that the senior people did to try and
improve morale on the aircraft carrier I think, they gave a series of talks to the senior
naval people, and I think that helped to break the barrier a bit. ‘Cause the navy
obviously had no clue what they were going out to do, well, in detail should we say,
they knew what they were going out to do. But …

Did you have anything to do with the instrumentation on the islands or were you just
…
No, no, that was separate groups, no. I put some instrumentation in – I put some
detectors in Plym that were being transmitted out by high speed telemetry. That was
the telemetry group, which was a different group to the nuclear group.
What was Plym actually like to go onboard with this …

Well, it was a relatively small naval warship. Everything was small, tight moving
around. I’ve a souvenir video that Aldermaston released and gave to ourselves, I have
a copy of it here which I can play for you if you’re interested, or I can give you a copy
to take away. I haven’t got spare copies but it will only take five or ten minutes to
make one if you’re interested in future. So there was a film – there were two films
made. One was a tribute to HMS Plym, talking about what it was designed for, it’s
wartime activities. The second one shows you some sort of dramatic shots of the key
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being put in the firing system and all that sort of thing. It doesn’t actually show you
what was in the – in the vessel. But John Challens who was Head of Weapon
Electronics, he was the man turning the key. It’s a fairly dramatic, though not very
revealing film should we say, but if you want a copy you can have one.

Did you actually get to see the device itself or is the stuff you were putting in further
away from it?

No, no.
Sorry, was that no – no to …
I was very close to the device itself. In – there was a small room in which it was
anchored and I put some equipment in that room.

How did you feel about being so close to the centre of this?
It didn’t bother me at all, as long as nobody put the pin in on the detonators. You
were sat there by this five foot sphere as close to me as this table with all these
explosive lenses in it [laughs]. But until the master key was put in back at the main
control it couldn’t be fired. A clever system whereby all the teams called in to the
control group, which was a Hermite island several miles away, and it was only when
the – the weapon electronics, the last action in the Plym was done by – well on the
film it shows you John Challens, but one other scientist in there, and I can’t remember
who it was to be honest. There’s pictures of that on the video, and then when they
cleared the ship they took with them a multi-pin plug, which went back into the firing
panel many miles away, and until that plug was inserted no firing could occur.
Standard safety procedure.
I’m just going to pause you for one second.

[10:38]
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Can you describe to me, what does it actually look like in that little room?
The room itself is effectively a plain steel box. It’s a room in the centre – in the
innards of ship, with grey painted walls, no distinguishing features. As I say, you
didn’t have flowers in vases and pictures on the walls [laughs]. Nothing to distinguish
it with really. I just had a job of putting some equipment in there and going out again
if you like. It’s the first time I had set eyes on a practical weapon, but apart from, ‘Oh
yes, well go and get on with what you’ve got to get on with.’ [Both laugh] If you want
to see, I say, more action pictures you can look at the video, but that itself I don’t
think shows – it paints a dramatic picture of the inside of HMS Plym, people walking
up and down the staircase and John Challens plugging the batteries in and putting the
key in to activate things. But at that time, because of the classification, there wasn’t
much said. But there are pictures of it in the other magazines I’ve got somewhere.

What does it actually look like in the room?

Just a sphere with various points connecting cables to it, simple as that. And as we all
know it’s by no means simple, but [laughs], but externally, to look at things, yes. It’s
a theoretical physicist I think you have to thank for the work and the concept [laughs].

[12:40]
I’m interested in the fact you’re putting instrumentation around, you know, a bomb
that’s going to destroy the instrumentation [laughs]. Why?
Ah yes, but you see if you can get some information out of that before it’s destroyed
then that’s of some purpose.

Oh, so you could actually transmit the information away from the bomb before the
blast wave or whatever zaps it?
Well that’s the idea. Hence the sphere – hence the need for nanosecond electronics.
You don’t have very long, I think if you look at the video pictures of the detonation
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that have been released to the public you find it’s only the odd microsecond or two
before the flame is coming through the wall of the vessel. So if you’re gathering
information beforehand you don’t have much time. But it’s important to some people
to know what happens in the early stages. It wouldn’t do anything for me ‘cause I
wouldn’t know what to do with the information [both laugh]. But there are people to
whom it’s extremely important.

What was the atmosphere like in the run up to the main event?

Tense. Did I do so and so? Did I switch that on? Did I set that on? Did I leave the
trips? Did I leave scopes triggered? [Laughs] There were I suppose what you could
honestly describe as possibly anxious moments when you were asking yourself have
you done everything that you should have done [both laugh]. That only applied to
certain functions. It didn’t apply to me much on the Hurricane tests. It was more –
that kind of scenario applied to the Buffalo tests in Australia, where I was in a shelter
with a rack of instrumentation in several shelters, for which I had to set up, calibrate
and leave activated. And that’s when – but on Operation Hurricane, the first one that
we’re talking about now, I didn’t have any of those responsibilities. I was in the
health physics team, as I told you, and my main duties were to keep the radio
chemistry groups instrumentation working, and along with the health physics
instrumentation. It was only later on in the Grapple tests when I was responsible for
some reactive equipment with doing a bit more in the way of advanced measurements,
should we say?

[15:20]

Could you actually describe to me what the run up to the test was like?
Well it was – there was an announcement over the tannoy system from Ieuan
Maddock’s control room, and they started a countdown. It was always well over an
hour, I forget the times now. On this video I have it shows the countdown in process,
taking it down, right down to the last few seconds. It’s all, as I say, dramatic film
stuff. But it was important because certain types of equipment had to be triggered at
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accurate times before or after the detonation times. Certain types of photography, you
know, when they were doing – pioneering some of the high speed photography, the
high speed cameras, which were developed at Aldermaston. Incredible when you
think about technology at the time. But again, that is documented, so … but the
atmosphere in the run out, you just sat there quietly sweating I suppose. I didn’t so
much on the Hurricane one because I felt, well, what I was doing was working
anyway and it was going to be more important after the tests to make sure I could
keep that equipment for the radio chemists to start doing their analysis from samples
collected. Does that make sense?

Hmm.

Where actually were you on the Hurricane test?

On HMS Tracker. That moved out of what they called the parting pool, but it was a
bit nearer than the aircraft carrier, and because of having to re-enter the lagoon – it
was called a lagoon where the vessels were – where the Plym was anchored, where
they moved in. I can show you a map of that. So after the explosion we moved back
into the lagoon to do the – some of the health physics work. Outside the lagoon the
waters could be rougher you see.

Where were you actually on Tracker?

On deck, backs to the point of detonation, and we were told after a few seconds you
could turn round and look.

What do you see?

What did I see? This enormous mushroom cloud that you see in the classical photos
just building up. We didn’t turn round in time to see the flash, which, a) would be
unwise for your eyesight, and, b) you were instructed not to do so. We were several
miles away, so …
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Do you actually sort of see the flash looking away from it as well?
Yes. The flash is so intense that actually as you sat there you could – I mean I’ve
heard people on the later test talk about seeing the flash through their fingers. It was
bright enough, if you like, to show pink through your fingers in the later test, but I
don’t remember having that experience with the first test because that was quite small
compared with the ones that we were doing later on, that was a nominal twenty
Kilotonne weapon, that was a bit – a bit bigger than the Nagasaki Hiroshima type
things I think. But I don’t remember that. But the flash, yeah, it was certainly
extremely brilliant for just a short fraction of a second you see. But it is only fractions
of a second.

Any thoughts or feelings you remember looking at the mushroom cloud coming up?
Not particularly. We’d seen pictures of it before from the American Alamogordo or –
yeah it was, some of their early tests. Remember by 1952 the Americans had
exploded several. I mean they exploded their first – well they called it an H Bomb but
it wasn’t, it was a gigantic construction that they had on any Enewetak Atoll, which
they exploded. But they wouldn’t have got it in an aeroplane, that’s for sure [laughs].
But you probably know the background of that. Again, that’s been published, so …
so yes, from a personal point of view – I suppose I didn’t think of it as a unique
experience at the time, it’s only when you start to think later, oh, that was a bit
different, that was a bit unusual. Probably won’t see one of those again. And four
years later I was in the Pacific [laughs] seeing – no, sorry, less than that. When was
it? Four years later I was in Australia where there was another series of four that we
saw, so we did see a few more.

[20:30]

Did you have any particular sort of feeling when it did go off, you know, success or, is
my equipment working, or [laughs] – what’s on your mind?
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No, no, no, no the sweating period is beforehand. Had I set – had I set trigger levels
right? Had I loaded the film correctly in the cameras for the oscilloscope traces? You
know [both laugh]. Oh yes.

Sounds almost quite a calm moment for you.
Well yeah, I suppose – you’d be dishonest if you didn’t say you had some anxiety, of
course you did. Whether some people were more confident in others or better at
concealing their anxieties I don’t know. There was no obvious signs of worry
amongst the people I was amongst. As I say, in retrospect when I look back at our
relative – relative inexperience if you like, you know, I sometimes think gosh, were
we lucky or what? [Both laugh]

[21:40]

Did you have to take any particular safety precautions when it went off?
No, you had your backs to it and you’re not to look at it, that was obvious, but you
were several miles away and you had to wait for the blast wave. Because contrary to
the public perception, when – the films show you the thing going off and this
tremendous boom. Of course there isn’t that at all. You see this mushroom starting to
build, the thing, as you turn round, and depending how far away, you wait, and then
suddenly this pressure wave hits you and knocks you over if you’re near enough. If
you’re far enough away it’s just that, it just goes vrmph as it goes through. But it isn’t
the explosions that they put on the film, these are all you know, dubbed on the film,
yeah.

Does it make any sound?
At a distance it does, a rumbling sort of sound at a distance. And it’s the pressure
wave, I mean it can be tens of seconds, you know, depending how far away you are.
But it certainly doesn’t go – it doesn’t make an explosion in the sense of a
conventional bomb, which is a sharp – I mean I’ve heard a lot of those go off in the
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1940s [laughs]. They can vary of course, depending on what type of bombs or mines
they are.

Did they tell you much about the health risks, if any?
Yes. Well there wasn’t as much known in those days as there is, obviously, in – as
there was in later years, so it was easy to be wise after the event. But we were
allowed in those days a so-called tolerance dose of radiation. I mean the thinking
since has been there’s no such thing as a tolerance dose, you know, you’re intolerant
to any of it [laughs]. But there was a tolerance dose of 12.5 milli R [milli Rontgen]
per hour gamma radiation, or a total integrated dose of 0.3 R a week. And that’s why
you were closely monitored as to what you were taking, because in the period of
calibrating your instruments you had various radioactive sources you see, which you
placed at some distance. Well these were in lead or steel containers and you had to
take them out of the container, move away quickly, go back to your instrument having
measured out the distance. You knew what the dose was coming off that – we used to
use – for gamma we used to use cobalt sixty sources. And you knew what the
strength of the source was, you knew what your distance was, you could calculate the
dosage that would be coming off at that particular point. But before that there were
other tests done. Again, some of the information’s been published. When we were
scrabbling around in the Essex marshes with equipment trying to see what would
happen in the face of a big explosion you see, so they were making these explosion at
– near Foulness. That again has been published, so we were down there. And this is
where the – if you like, the informality worked with authority. Now, we were in the
marshes in about February, it’s bloomin’ cold down there, you know, on the Thames
estuary. Wet, muddy, but they had a test area down there, the High Explosives
Research Group at Fort Halstead had a test area. So we were down there to do our
particular tests, and there were some cables had to be pulled in the trenches. Now
Ieuan Maddock, who was the division head group leader, he was in a trench with the
rest of us pulling in cables [laughs], you know, there was no saying, ‘Yeah, I’m the
boss, I’m standing back.’ That’s the way it seemed to work in those days.

[25:48]
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What do you do after the bomb has gone off?

Depending what your duties are. In my case it was a question of getting over to
Zeebrugge to make sure the equipment was working, keep it working, having to repair
it in some cases, change it over. And in some cases repairing health physics
instrumentation. The health physics ship controlled the issue of portable monitors,
and in fact in the video film of Hurricane, my old friend Ken Douglas is featured there
handing out portable monitors from out of the store there. You know, it’s just one of
these feature things, so we had to issue instrumentation to the groups that were going
out to survey the islands to measure the levels of contamination, also to look at
whatever they wanted to see with whatever they had put on the islands to see what the
effects of radiation were on this particular item, whether it was food or anything else.
And so they were coming back, and of course you had these protective suits to keep
the dust off, and respirators where it was thought necessary. So coming back they had
to come back then through the health ship, through a decontamination procedure.
And of course their instruments came back with them, when in some cases we were
getting our instruments back, which were contaminated you see. So we had to either
isolate them temporarily or decontaminate them. But decontamination sprays and
electronics don’t really go together very well, so [laughs] – so some of it was okay,
some of it needed attention.
Does the atmosphere change once everything’s worked, or …

Well a lot of people, you see, are more busy after the event rather than before it. And
I mean before the event you’re setting up all your equipment, after the event you’re
faced with running it down if you like, recovering it, doing whatever you decide needs
to be done to it. Sounds a bit non-committal but [both laugh].

Were you busier before or after?
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Both actually. The quiet – the periods when we were not busy was in transit between
Australia and the islands, or between the UK and Australia. But once we were in the
islands we were fairly busy.

How much is there to do for you after the test has happened?

Well, I was kept quite busy because of problems we had with instrumentation. There
was a demand for instrumentation, both portable and static equipment, so there was
plenty of work to be done, not just myself but other people in our – in our particular
group.

How much longer were you out there for?
I can’t remember the exact dates. I think the firing date was the 3rd of October, again
that’s in there. And I got back home at the beginning of November, and the only
reason I was able to do that was due to the courtesy of the RAF. Originally we were
scheduled, as I understood, to go there and back with the navy – well there was
nothing to do – once the equipment was packed up and put onboard ship there was no
need for us to escort it back to the UK, the navy could manage that alone. So quite
informally we were in the mess one evening talking to a couple of the pilots, air crew.
‘Cause they flew aircraft our at that time from the UK as a matter of course, and it
was the early days of the RAF Hastings, four engine transport command aircraft.
They had quite a lot of engine trouble with them, with the oil coolers. And there was
– there was Hastings on a lot of airfields between the UK and Australia because they
used to fly in hops the RAF did. They’d say, go UK to North Africa and then across
part of Africa in two steps, probably across the Colombo, Jakarta, Darwin, and then to
Australia. I only learnt this coming home because we were in conversation, we’d got
our equipment just about stored, and talking to the – one of the RAF pilots I said,
‘When are you going back?’ He said, ‘Well I think we’re going back …’ I think it
was about thirty-six or forty-eight hours later, something like that. And he was flying
what was called the VIP Hastings. Instead of the standard seats that most people
slummed in, these were very plush seats spaced about ten feet apart, you know. There
weren’t many people in the aircraft. I said, ‘Well are you going back to the UK?’ So
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he said, ‘Well yeah.’ So he said, ‘Why?’ he said, ‘Do you want a lift?’ You know,
just being funny. And I said, ‘That isn’t as funny as it sounds.’ I said, ‘I’ll go and
have a word with my boss.’ So I went back to Nobby Clarke and said, ‘There’s a
possibility, can we get an RAF flight back or do we have to go with the …’ He said,
‘Are there any spare seats? I’ll come with you.’ [Both laugh]. So he came, went back
to see the RAF people, we apologised to the navy, collected our equipment from out
cabins and wished them well, climbed into an RAF Hastings, all very informal. And
first stop was Darwin, and we flew from there to Jakarta and landed there in a tropical
storm, I remember that. And it took us six or seven days to get home with the RAF,
‘cause what they tended to do was only fly mostly in daylight, but this was 1956 and
the Suez crisis had occurred then so we had to go further east to escape that area, and
we went into Habbaniyah in Iraq, which was fifty-five miles from Baghdad, fifty-five
east of Baghdad I think it was. It was an RAF base in the days when Iraq was Persia
and it was a colony. So the airbase was still there. And so we flew into there. Well I
remember that particularly because we were getting engine failure. They’re shut
down one engine on the Hastings as we were approaching there, and they decided
they had to shut the second one down. By then it was getting dark, so we came into
Habbaniyah on two engines out of four in the dusk. And I remember seeing the air –
the runway over there and we were here, and we were sort of flying half crab ways
like that [demonstrates]. But it made a beautiful landing, and of course the aircraft
then was stranded for a day or two until they had it serviced. In the meantime the
RAF of course had got it beautifully organised. They’d got a taxi service run by the
local Arabs to Baghdad, which only cost us a nominal sum, so we were able to go into
Baghdad for the afternoon, and the taxi would wait for you there and bring you back
in the evening, courtesy of the RAF arrangements. RAF personnel involved as well
of course, but – but on this aircraft that we came back there was only – I think with
the air crew and – there were a total of about seven of us altogether I think, RAF and
three AWE people I think. So I got a lift back early, so I got back home about a week
after my daughter was born, or ten days I think. She was born on the 20th of October
‘52, and so I got back early as they said. But I couldn’t imagine doing that kind of
thing now, you know, just walking casually up and, ‘Any chance of a lift?’ [Both
laugh] Each night we stayed in an RAF mess you see. When they landed they flew –
usually six or seven hours was the flying time. Landed, stay overnight in the mess
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and move on. And we came back through Singapore because on that particular
occasion the RAF mess was pretty full at Changi but there was vacancies in the army
mess, and we were put up in the army barracks at Changi. But it was all – all very
smoothly done, there was no officialdom. We didn’t have to worry. Even customs, it
was only when we landed at … I was going to say Lynham, it wasn’t Lynham, it was
the adjacent station to Lynham, I’ve forgotten the name of it now. About three miles
from Lynham when we came back, and some customs guy just walked up and had a
chat with the pilot and a car from AWRE collected us.

[35:45]

Were your family expecting you back so soon?
AWRE were very good like that, they’d notify the family, yeah. The admin at
Aldermaston, by and large, worked – in our group anyway, seemed to work quite well
with the engineers and scientists. And they certainly did an excellent job for us in
transit. I mean that must have been the finest posting ever for an admin type, based
on – based on the Reef Hotel on Waikiki Beach. [Both laugh]

How did you find being back in Britain after all that time sitting around on the bottom
of Australia?
Well it was nice – from my point of view it was nice to come back to a temperate
climate. I’m not always keen on these super hot climates and high humidity, and
walking around Singapore with your shirt like a wet dish cloth on your back. Some
people love it you see, but I didn’t – I wasn’t that fond of it. It was quite good, we
picked up a few souvenirs from the Chinese quarter in Singapore and things like that.

Did you get any time off work when you got home?
I don’t remember, but it was a very informal set up because when we were out in the
Pacific, I’m not sure how official it was but the local top brass authorised to take a
few extra days leave on the way back, so I don’t know how officially they’d arranged
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that. Because the thing is, if they’d tried to do it officially with Whitehall there might
have been stumbling blocks ‘cause they had problems always with the London end of
the operations. Left to their own devices they were fairly flexible, and I could say
generous [both laugh]. We were given – when we were flown back on – I can’t
remember which one of the trips, we came back into Los Angeles and they were first
tying out the Polar route from London to the West coast of America, this was in 1957,
over the Pole. Instead of going the Atlantic, the shortest route of course was over the
Pole. And I’d booked in to the airport at San Francisco expecting to fly across the
States, either via Chicago and New York and then come back. And I was astonished
at the American system. When I went up to get a ticket the girl said, ‘Are you going
back to London, UK?’ So I said, ‘Yes.’ And she said, ‘Well we’ve got a Pioneer
Polar service starting,’ she said, ‘would you like to try it?’ And I said, ‘Well, tell me
more.’ And she said, ‘Well, we’re doing here to London via a new Polar route.’ She
said, ‘We touch down at the American air force base in Thule in Greenland,’ she said,
‘For a break and a re-fuel,’ or something. ‘And on to London.’ So I said, ‘Well, you
know, what does this ticket do?’ ‘Oh that’s no problem, we just transfer it,’ she said,
‘There’s no extra cost.’ Just like that. So I said, ‘Okay, count me in.’ And so I came
back on the – one of the first Polar routes, and there’s a little souvenir ticket in there
that says, Pioneer Polar Traveller [both laugh]. I can’t remember whether it’s North
West Orient Airlines or Panama, I can’t remember which now. We did touch down at
Thule in Greenland, and it was minus forty, and they’d got ear muffs there and they
wouldn’t let you off the aeroplane until you’d got your big, furry ear muffs on. Went
into this big American air force hanger, which was heated, God knows how many
kilowatts they needed to put in there, but it was like the Americans did on a
wonderfully large scale when you think about it. So we were off the aircraft for a
while, then back on the aircraft and into London.
How did you – how much can you keep in touch with your family back in the UK when
you’re out in Australia?
Ah, the – the postal service in the Pacific was very good. We did get regular letters.
They even produced and gave us envelopes [looking through papers] – I’m just
reaching – just reaching for my folder. We had specially designed envelopes for the
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first of the thermonuclear tests. I’m just trying to find one. Sorry, would you like to
pause that a moment? Those envelopes were handed to us free whilst we were out
there, designed by I don’t know who, and we wrote our normal letters home and they
came back via airmail. There was a regular service from Christmas Island to
Honolulu you see, which is about 1,300, 1,400 miles I think across the Pacific. And
then from there air mailed in presumably, I don’t know the details. But those were
unused ones.
What’s on the envelope?
Ah, the envelope, it’s the first – not the first, it’s the British Megaton test in the
Pacific, 1957, with the standard mushroom cloud. The overprint is a cormorant
carrying an anchor, which was the logo for Operation Grapple. There’s a grappling
iron carried by the cormorant. Does that help?

Hmm. How was the postal service out in Montebello in comparison?
Not so good. I don’t remember the detail to be honest. There was obviously a radio
service there, because when my daughter was born we had a telegram sent out, it was
obviously a radio thing, which came out directly to HMS Tracker, I don’t now the
route in those days, announcing that my daughter had been born. This is where the
Authority admin was very good; they’d kept in touch with my wife and mailed me the
day she was born, so there could be quite effective communication when they were of
a mind to do so [both laugh].
How did you feel about arriving back in the UK to find you were a father? Well …

Well obviously very pleased. Relieved that some of it was over, because without
realising it there was probably what today would be called some stress, but I would
have called it normal anxiety when you were doing something that had to be right first
time, if you like [laughs]. Though not necessarily with the instrumentation repairs,
etc, that more applies to the Pacific trips when I was responsible for a different kind of
instrumentation, should we say?
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Shall we call it a day?

Okay, yeah.

Brilliant.

[End of Track 9]
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Frank, I was wondering if you could give me an idea of how you felt when you got
back after – how long in Australia after Operation Hurricane?

From June to October, end of October. Beginning of November, sorry, it was
probably the 3rd or 4th of November. By the time I returned my wife had had a ten day
old daughter I think it was, something like that [laughs]. So the family was larger
than when I departed on June the 3rd, let’s put it that way.
What was your daughter’s name?

Joy. It may sound appropriate that. One of the reasons behind that, we thought, well
they cannot abbreviate Joy, but they did. When she went to school they both called
her Jo Jo [laughs].

What did you have against abbreviation?
Well having initials of FA myself and having been through the military, I didn’t want
to put that on to my children [both laugh]. Is that inappropriate?

Not at all, not at all [both laugh]. I can see your reasoning!

Frank Alan as such, yes. But Sergeant Major had a different interpretation on it.

Did you get any leave when you got back?
I don’t remember being granted extra leave on that occasion, I really don’t. I think
they took the view, certain admin people took the view that we’d gone on a six month
holiday anyway, and parts of it were anything but – I don’t know what the prevailing
view was, but I don’t recall having any additional leave.

Were there any other, I guess, rewards for being out there all that time?
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Not that I’m aware of, no. No, we just went back into the routine. Initially we were
quite relieved to get on and get back to a routine. Although the experience was
interesting there were certain drawbacks on it. Some of the living conditions were
less than ideal. The accommodation we had onboard Tracker was very basic. The
cabin we had was about eight by eight I should think, probably about seven foot high,
and we had four of us in there in four bunks, two bunks either side of the cabin, so we
could only get out of our bunk and dress one at a time. This – we didn’t complain
about it, and it says something for human nature that Nobby Clarke, who was our
group leader, myself and two others, Ken Douglas, Bob White, who I remained
friendly with. We got along very well indeed, there was never any friction that I
recall, and when you ask four people to live together for six months in an eight foot
cube that’s pushing it [both laugh].

[3:30]

What was it like in Aldermaston after the test?

Back to the normal routine, well, routine in as much as there was routine. The health
physics group, the nuclear instrument section of which I was a member provided a
service on radiation instrumentation. We had to keep all the equipment in the A area.
I’ve explained this before, the A area was the radioactive area at Aldermaston, and the
instrumentation was all kept within that area. There were other electronics groups
outside the A area of course who did the non-nucleonic stuff, if you like, the nonradioactive stuff. So within the area we kept the instrumentation working, did the
calibration. Of course that meant the calibration sources, the cobalt sixties and all the
rest of it, which we used for gamma calibrations were all kept within a controlled
area. As I’ve explained before, you could go into Aldermaston on your standard pass,
but to get into the A area there was additional barriers where the gatekeeper had your
photograph underneath the counter. So they were quite careful on security there at
that time. We did have other specialised jobs to do, making additional
instrumentation for special requirements, even some for future trials. And we worked
just generally, if the physicists, chemists or what have you – and particularly I
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remember the radiochemistry group would ask us to do specialised pieces of
equipment. I remember a specific example from the case of Dr Lewis, where one day
he wanted a probe made, which fitted the shape of the weapon core, what they call the
shapes. These were the original plutonium weapon was two hemispheres about the
size of a grapefruit, half grapefruit with hollows in the centre for the initial triggers.
It’s – there’s nothing classified in what – as I say, it’s all in the book. There was the
polonium beryllium neutron initiator, which they had in the centre of the so-called
Kittens. Anyway, Lewis this particular day wanted a monitor to fit the particular
curvature of this, and he just handed me this hemisphere and I thought – it was
obviously a dummy but it was still a gold plated – it looked gold plated, it might not
have been gold but I thought, oh, I’ve got half of an atomic bomb here, you know
[laughs]. And we just took it away. It was probably, you know, I don’t know what
the casting was, it was something quite heavy, possibly lead or something, just a
dummy. And you’d go away and make a probe to monitor the surface of this
particular piece of kit.

How did you make the probe?
How did you make it? It was made in our – we had a workshop attached to our group
run by a very versatile and a very competent technician called Norman Harpwood,
who unfortunately died when he was in his fifties I think, many years later. Norman
was one of these people, you’d take something in to him, he’d have a grumble
immediately, tell you how difficult it would be, and then produce a superb piece of
equipment [laughs]. So highly respected by everybody, but everyone knew his
personality so you just got along with it.

What sort of chap was he to meet?
He – he was one of these people who – I don’t know what you’d call … I don’t know
whether you’d use the term lugubrious or something like that. He always seemed
heavy, he was about six foot two, a Londoner, superb trumpet player, he played in big
bands at that time, and just a superb all round craftsman. It didn’t matter whether it
needed braising, welding, precision turning, machining, he had two other – two or
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three other people in this little group, but you could go into Norman and just sit down
with him, sit down and he’d sketch out and say, ‘Do you want something like that?’
‘Yeah.’ ‘Well all right, bugger off and leave me to it,’ sort of thing [both laugh]. And
you’d go back and you’d have a first class job, having been told that it could probably
only be done with difficulty you see. So Norman was an indispensable part of the
group.

[08:32]

In the case of the probe, how different was it compared to the normal equipment?
Well, in that it had a shaved head, which allowed it to – I mean probes came in all
sorts of shapes and sizes depending what you were trying to measure, whether you
were looking for particles like beta or alpha particles. As you know, the gamma
probes could be either in the form of miniature ionisation chamber or a Geiger counter
if you were just looking for something that’s giving you a count. But they used to be
– the alpha probes – I don’t know whether you know any of the background of this,
they normally consisted of a zinc sulphide screen, several square inches, backed by a
very fine aluminium foil and a focus dynode photo multiplier, an RCA device it was.
It was a multi stage photo multiplier with the focus dynode type. So it was only the
size of a GT octal thermionic valve, about an inch and a bit diameter. Now, the idea
of the metal screen on the front of the probe was just to exclude the light from the
photo multiplier, but it was extremely thin by the tenth of the thou, these parts [ph],
and that would still allow an alpha particle to penetrate the foil and produce the
reaction, which produced the light spot on the zinc sulphide screen. You’re probably
familiar with these things, I don’t know how to – [laughs]. And they were standard
counters, these went on to the end of an electronic box, which you could do all sorts
of things. You could either count particles, you could – in some cases they put them
through amplifiers. You could do integration differentiation or whatever you wanted
to do on them you see, depending on what the requirement was.

[10:35]
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I was wondering as well, in the case of the hemisphere probe, so did Norman make all
of it or were you involved here as well?
No, we just did the electronics. Norman would do the mechanical bits and you’d say,
‘All right, I need to put a light guide.’ ‘Cause what you could do with probes, you’d
use the perspex light guide with polished ends so you could transmit your light pulses.
If for example it was on some form of screen that produced light pulses, as in the case
of the alpha counters, those pulses could be piped up a light source to a detector. The
detector didn’t have to be necessarily in close proximity to the screen. There’s all
sorts of ways around this. I mean presumably all these techniques have changed these
days, I’ve no idea.
What’s a light guide, sorry?

A light guide is a piece of material, which will transmit light with hopefully minimum
loss. It would take the form of a perspex rod in some cases, with polished ends, and
sometimes in a metal tube, so you’d get the reflections back off the tube. There were
many different types of light guides, I mean the modern equivalent is the fibre optic
isn’t it? But – which is a slightly difference principle, ‘cause with a fibre optic you’re
containing – well, you know the routine. So you’re getting your reflections bouncing
off the walls. Sorry, I’m –
No, no, that’s perfect. A fibre optic was what I was thinking. I also thought of a wave
guide from electronics.
Yes well, a fibre optic’s a wave guide for light isn’t it? [Both laugh] I don’t know,
you’re the physicist, I’m not.
I’m an historian, I don’t do physics. [Both laugh] Did you have many other specialist
jobs like that one from Lewis?

Well I only mentioned that was a particular job we had to do. I mean I remember a
number of other jobs. We had to make – well a particular counter, for example, a
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tritium counter. Well these had to be made from – for a special requirement, without
going into detail. And we didn’t have any standard tritium counters at that time, so
we had to produce this chamber, which would do the necessary counts. And these
were in turn fed to processing equipment, as I said. It could be amplifiers, it could be
rate meters, it could be pulse height analysers, it depends what we were trying to do
with the signals you were getting.
How much guidance are you getting from the scientists who – who want this
equipment, in what they want?

Well variable. The thing I found, with my lack of knowledge of physics, that the
people that we were working with would sit down and explain to us in terms that they
thought we could understand. So there was a very good inter-reaction in those days.
What it was like later on I’ve no idea, but I’ve reason to be very grateful for a number
of them. In fact one of the people I was going to mention to you that I’d forgotten
about – have you come across Professor Frank Barnaby? Go on the Internet, just type
Frank Barnaby in Google, and a whole load of information. Now Frank Barnaby was
a young physicist in our group, in the health physics group, and he left Aldermaston
the same year I did, in 1957. And again, he’s a guy that went from – I think he was
originally an EO, I’m not sure. ‘Cause in those days the recruitment criteria was quite
strict. If you went in as a scientific officer it was first or upper second. You know, if
you had anything worse than a 2:1 you were probably accepted as an EO if you
accepted it. But at the same time, people with lower qualifications such as HNC or
something, could go in as an AEO / EO later on you see. And I think Frank started
slightly out – I’m not quite sure about this, I seem to think Frank was an EO. Because
he then went in – on, he spent a lot of time at Aldermaston studying, and he did an
external degree, a London University degree. But after he left Aldermaston in ‘57 I
can’t remember his itinerary – sorry, his CV, effectively is online, ‘cause I looked at it
recently, and there’s photographs of him. But they used to sit and explain things to us
since he was in our group. He was in with the – I explained, we were instrumentation
people in the one lab downstairs, and immediately above us were the health
physicists, in other words. Frank was a member of that team. I always remember
Frank sitting down in the early years explaining to me what Bremsstrahlung radiation
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was, you know, when t was something new. You know, I thought we knew the basics
of alpha, beta, gamma, etc, and then when Bremsstrahlung radiation came along I
always remember Frank would just sit you down and got through the explanations,
without going into detail.

Is Bremsstrahlung radiation the one that glows blue?
In some cases yeah. It’s the radiation emitted by the particles slowing down. I mean
I’m not deep enough into physics to give you any – I mean as you know, radiation can
come from particles disintegration, acceleration, deceleration, what have you. And
Bremsstrahlung, I always remember Frank said, ‘Imagine the wave is slowing down,
it’s at a that stage that it emits this particular radiation.’ Anyway, Frank later on was
always good for a quote I think from anybody. He was used by the press quite a lot,
I’m surprised you haven’t heard him over the years. He’s in his eighties now, I think
he’s about four or five years younger than me, so he’d be around eighty-five. But his
pictures and his background, he’s been on international committees and he’s in one of
the Oxford groups currently at the moment, these international groups. I can’t
remember the details without going back online. But he would have been a person
you might have been interested in having a word with, because again he was there in
the early stages.

[17:20]
Hmm. Did the equipment you were actually using – were there any improvements in
it over this period? Or developing rather than using, sorry.
It changed. The – it was changing continuously. For example, in the early years the
only commercial oscilloscopes available were something like the old Cossor 1028,
which is a 1930s type oscilloscope with about – I don’t know, 200 or 300 KHz
bandwidth or something useless. They then developed the 1049, 1052, as a range of
oscilloscopes. They were not nearly fast enough for what our people were doing, and
in fact I’m not sure if it was Maddock’s group or some – one of the Fort Halstead
groups developed a fast oscilloscope themselves because there was nothing fast
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enough, and this produced on a three and a half inch tube, 100 nanosecond scan, 0.1
microsecond scan. And that was used for some time. Well one of the things we did,
one of the things I did, standard telephones came out with a five inch four gun CRT in
the 1950s. I can’t remember which year, but anyway I built an oscilloscope around
this, did the time bases etc, and we were able to get four traces on a five inch tube of
100 nanoseconds, which was quite good in those days. I mean you laugh about it
now, the odd nanosecond or two, but – and that was a piece of equipment that I used
later on in 1956 in Australia. So there were things like that, that we were working on.
The other things that come to mind, bearing in mind the transistor was invented by
Bardeen and Brattain wasn’t it, in 1948? And transistors were then being developed.
And when the first power transistors came in in the – we had some of the early
transistors, but they were too slow for most things in the early fifties. They were all
right for building audio amplifiers or something, not much good for pulse work.
When the – as this technology moved very quickly, as you know, the early power
transistors came in, we were able to use these for invertors. All our equipment was
240 volt equipment. Some of the equipment they needed to put in aircraft, for
example the camera. The aircraft systems had their own twenty-four volt high
frequency system. But there were certain pieces of equipment we wanted to put in,
which had to work from, if you like, a standard twenty-four volt supply, and we were
able to – the means of producing the higher voltage came from the early car radios,
the American car radios where they had a vibrator. I don’t know whether you’ve
come across these things. So they had a six volt input to a vibrator, which worked – it
vibrated at about sixty hertz and made contacts on a transformer. And so if you look
at a 1940s, fifties car radio set, it was powered by these electromechanical inverters.
They buzzed and produced interference to wreck anything. But they worked. When
solid state conductors became available we were then able to make an inverter, which
didn’t generate a noise. Also, it – we were getting efficiencies of eighty to ninety per
cent with these things, where a vibrator was probably about fifteen to twenty. So we
were able to do things like that.

Where did you get hold of components from?
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Various manufacturers. You read the journals. One of the things that our late boss,
Nobby Clarke, who was head of nuclear instrument group, he didn’t come into the
labs very much, but he spent a lot of time reading all the current articles, and you
realised that he knew what you were doing because you’d find in your in-tray an
article that he’d photocopied and said, ‘Thought this might be of interest, Frank.’ So
you knew immediately, you know, that he knew what you were up to, which was very
good from a management point of view I always thought. I always respected him for
that. So he would keep his eye on what was happening on the technology. And there
were magazines in those days. I forget what the early ones were called now, nuclear
instrumentation or something, various nuclear magazines. And the library would get
the current magazines and they would circulate them around the groups you see. So
they used to start off with the senior superintendent, whoever it was, first, and by the
time you got it, it was two by three months old, you know [both laugh]. But it was a
system that worked.

[23:05]
Did you – what rank were you in this period after Hurricane?

Oh, I got a promotion. I was, originally on the first trials, technician grade three,
technical officer class three I think the appointment was, accompanied by a series of
items, to which I was not entitled. Typical Whitehall that was in those days, yes. So
congratulations on your appointment but you are a temporary civil servant, and
various other restrictions. Later on of course, we became established, but then the
atomic energy was formed in 1954 and there was a bit more freedom there. But after
I came back from Hurricane in 1952, I can’t remember exactly when I was promoted,
but anyway, I had a promotion then to grade two, and that’s the grade I was in 1956
when I went to Australia.

Was there any actual difference in your duties or responsibilities when you go from
being a …
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No, there wasn’t at that time. They were still trying to sort the grading structures out
in the early years to be honest, because I was – I was astonished that some of the
responsibilities, when I reflected in later years, that we had as junior grades. And this
applied to the scientists as well. You’d find a scientist that later on would have
probably been principles or senior scientists were only juniors in those days, but they
did progress as they went through the system. I mean there are a number of examples,
people like Frank Whiteway I think in Maralinga was SSO, I think he was then, and
he was director at Aldermaston at one stage. People like John Challens became
director. They had a number of these people that had come up through the ranks that
were directors for just a few years at Aldermaston, then they moved aside and
someone else would move in. This was after the Penney era, ‘cause originally Penney
was director there for a number of years, and then Sir William Cooke] after that. But
there were other people in the background. One of Penney’s chief administrators was
Admiral Brooking, that’s mentioned in the histories if you read any of it. A very
effective administrator who brought his naval ways with him.

In a good way or a bad way?
He was a very – apparently – at my junior level I didn’t have any contact with him of
course, but from what more senior people have told me, he was a very effective
administrator. But he had, as I say, his naval way. I never, obviously at my junior
level, ever spoke to him but I know people that did. And he would pick up the
telephone, he wouldn’t announce himself, he’d assume people knew who he was, he
would bark his questions down the phone and if he got the answer he wanted, just put
the phone down [laughs]. That was his way, but I think he was highly respected and
very effective, so they took a load – and the histories of you read them, Lorna Arnold
will tell you this too. But it was only, as I say, more senior people than me that had
any contact at that level.

[26:42]

Where does a technician grade two fit into the big scheme of things?
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I’m not sure. There were – the – it caused a few problems in the earlier years of the
Authority, even when I went to Harwell, because when I was – I got a further
promotion to grade one when I took this post at Harwell, and the engineering
divisions tend to employ people with the engineering qualifications mainly, and yet in
the early years the scientific groups also accepted them, the engineering
qualifications, in the experimental officer grades rather than the scientific officer
grades, if you know the structure. So we’re in a situation where people like myself
were sitting with that level of qualification alongside, for example, my friend Ken
Douglas who was an AEO originally, assistant experimental – he got promoted to
experimental officer whilst I was there. But experimental officer and technical class
one were the same sort of salary brackets and same status, if you like. That’s where it
fitted in. The technician classes had more smaller steps ‘cause they went grade one
and then they went – they had a B and an A, but no one ever knew of an A. A B
tended to be some guy in charge of a workshop with several hundred people, or
something like that, who had a hierarchy of technical classes. But the Authority used
it in a different way, in that people like myself didn’t necessarily have to be
supervising a group of people. But if you’d been in charge of a workshop then you
would probably have had 100 people. So it was used in many different ways, and
when I went to Harwell it caused some confusion because I was working initially on
my own in with the scientists, then as the workload increased the electronics division
at Harwell, this was when the politics got involved, they sent over two additional
people to work – the three of us worked together in the design side. But the other two
were experimental officers, and I was still the technician grade. So – and yet, you
know, we were all on a sort of equal level if you like, salaries as well if it came to
that. But then they did make an attempt in some cases to convert some of the grades,
for example one of the senior scientists there suggested I was to be promoted into the
experimental classes, which would have meant an SEO, which was equivalent to
senior scientific officer as well, if you like. Anyway, I had a so-called dummy board,
I’d no idea that this was coming up, I was thrown into this. The net result of it was
they didn’t want to send me up to London office to be interviewed as a senior
experimental officer because I didn’t have enough in depth knowledge of physics, and
I said, ‘Well, I’m not a physicist, I don’t pretend to be a physicist. I’m a technician
engineer.’ [Laughs] So we carried on in the same manner, and the electronics
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division, when they took over, kept me in the electronics division as a technician.
Later on, after we’d moved to Culham laboratory I did get a further promotion, which
took you through a barrier – there was a barrier at tech one level, in the sense that
unless you were supervising a large group of people you couldn’t get through to the
next level up, technical class B or A. They were reserved purely for workshops
supervisor grade. So I was in a sort of a dead end grade up to tech one. Whereas the
experimental officers could go through to senior experimental officer, right?

Hmm-hmm.
In my case it was some years later at Culham, my post was put forward to – sorry.

[31:19]
Before then they altered the grading structures. The – they integrated the scientific
and experimental officers into one group called scientific officers, and the engineers
and technicians were merged into another group called professional and technical
officers, PTOs. Now, there was a barrier at PTO two on qualifications. Unless you
had a good degree, generally an honours degree you couldn’t get through that barrier.
But in later years at Culham I was put up for this post and I did get through so I did
finish up as a P and TO one, which was equivalent to the old engineer – professional
engineer two, if you like, but by then those grades had disappeared. But on my
interview I had a – I had a put down from the chairman of the panel, should we say?
Who was a Northern group senior engineer, he pointed out that I lacked the
professional qualifications of the post and why had I applied for it? [Laughs]
Apparently he was in favour of putting it to people with better academic qualifications
than mine, not necessarily the experience.

What was your answer to that?
I can’t remember the words but I pointed out that had I had the appropriate
qualifications I would have been looking for a PTO1 in my late thirties, not in my late
forties, early fifties [laughs]. To which he did smile, and I also pointed out that I
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wasn’t so sure that a qualification, had I taken it twenty-five years earlier or twenty
years earlier would have been any more beneficial to me than my background
experience. So anyway I got the post [laughs].

Which promotion was this?

Sorry?

For which promotion was this?

That was to my final promotion of PTO1, Professional and Technical Officer class
one. As I say, having for through the barrier that was put up there at grade two. So it
was all wishy washy over the years really.

[33:46]
So just – just to put my head straight. At the start you’ve got technical – technical
what? Technical officers?

Technical officers.

Technical officers.

Yeah everybody was an officer, commissioned or otherwise [both laugh]. Technical
officer class – there was originally a technical officer class four, there was a four,
three, two, one, B and A. That was the whole structure back in the fifties. That was
from an – an earlier structure. Now what happened over the years, as the industrial
grade, in other words, a skilled craftsman who did the machining, the milling, all the
electricians and what have you, they were called mechanics, and there was a grade
that they used when I first joined called – they were R & E Mechanics, Research and
Experimental Mechanics. And there was a grade called R&E Mechanic Special
[laughs] at this time, and this was before they’d sorted out the grading structures. So
when I first went there I was told, well this is the grade we’d sit in until they’d sorted
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out the grades. And a few weeks later, it was only a few weeks, they said, ‘Ah.’ And
I got a letter through from the Ministry of Supply saying I’d been put into the grade of
technical officer grade three, and then the list of negatives that went with it.

[Laughs]

So the grades there, as I say, were a mixture of technician grades, technical officer
grades and scientific grades, which were SA, that’s scientific assistant, SSA, senior
scientific assistant, AEO, which was assistant experimental officer, EO, experimental
officer, and then SEO. Now what happened with the engineering side, as the
industrial grades, the mechanics etc, they had a charge hand, in charge of various
branches of the workshops. Their pay gradually increased. The differentials between
that grade and the technical officer class started to erode, so the first thing they did
was chop off the technical officer class four ‘cause the charge hand was getting more
pay than he was. Then they hit upon the idea of making the workshop people – the
people in charge of a workshop, a technical officer class three or class two, so you had
this mixture of people doing supervisory posts and people like myself who were not
necessarily supervisory. In fact I was responsible for just a few people, but it was
only two or three people in the early years. It’s all dry old stuff really.

Is there any, I guess, status distinction between a TO and an SO, say?
It depended on the people. I was fortunate the people I worked for, I don’t recall
anybody pulling rank, if you like, or – it just didn’t seem to happen. Even in our own
group, as I say, Nobby Clarke, our boss, Nobby never gave orders. He always made
requests or suggestions. You would go in and see him, it was usually you going in to
his office, he’s rarely – he did occasionally come out into yours, but ‘cause we all had
– in the lab areas we had a desk and a in and out tray and a chair in addition to our
laboratory working spaces. But Nobby would say, ‘Can you pop in and see me
Frank?’ So you’d go in and he’d say, ‘Now, we’ve been asked to do so and so, now I
suggest we make this approach.’ And that to me was an order, it wasn’t a request.
That’s the way he operated. So you never – you never felt you were being put down,
you never felt you were being talked down to.
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[38:00]

There was the odd person, we had one guy in the group who more fitted the popular
conception of the eccentric scientist, if you like. Well there were two people, one
later on, and I always said, ‘They worked hard to appear eccentric,’ [laughs] if you get
the drift. One of these – they’re not silly – one of these guys left whilst I was there, I
won’t mention his name, and he went as an instructor to the Military College of
Science at Shrivenham.

How did they get on with the rest of you, the eccentric individuals?
Well people just – I don’t know, I think you – if someone was like that, well it was
just, okay, that’s so and so, you didn’t take any notice of it. It didn’t seem to cause
any problems. The people in their own disciplines knew their personalities. They
were by and large very capable people, but sort of silly things that even went outside.
I remember the guys with whom I was associated on the trials. Again, I won’t
mention his name but – when his mother-in-law was coming to stay with them he told
us he used to take the wheels off his car and pretend it was broken down so he
wouldn’t have to take her out and about. And I thought how childish can you get? He
was fortunate at that time that he owned a car, most of us didn’t, we couldn’t afford
one [laughs]. He was fairly senior, he was a PSO I think at that time.
How good is the – the remuneration for a technical officer in the 1950s? I know you
mentioned last time you had to take a pay cut to actually get the position.
Well – well, I mean the pay’s irrelevant, but I can tell you what my starting pay was,
and the letter I had appointing me as a technical officer class three, I can’t find the
letter. I have some of my early letters, but that particular one I just can’t find it. But I
was appointed to the grade of technical officer class three in the pay band of £475 to
£525 per annum. Your starting pay will be £510 per annum, so they didn’t start me at
the bottom, they started me up the grade. And that was a pay increase for me. That
was 1950, ‘51 – beginning of – mid ‘51 I suppose, yeah. So you’ve got to look at the
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pay then. A skilled craftsman in those days would be probably earning around about
£6, £6.050, it might even be as high as £7. But a starting pay of £10 odd was a
significant increase. I men it sounds trivial now, but that’s the way it was.

Can you give me some idea of I guess how well off or otherwise does that make you in
– in life?

Well I thought I was hard up, but then so did everyone else in those days. Bearing in
mind they are the post-war periods. You’ve also got to bear in mind that rationing
didn’t cease – food rationing didn’t cease until 1953, and the first time in my life I’d
ever tasted steak was when I went to Australia in 1952, and when we got to Australia
the ship’s cook acquired steaks from the Aussies. Well, two things, a) steak in the
early years wasn’t easily afforded by the average working man if you like, and
although my father wasn’t on the bread line he wasn’t that well off. And meat had
been rationed from 1940 onwards, and I can’t remember when meat came off the
rations. It wasn’t as late as that, but it certainly – my income didn’t justify steak. So
that was a new experience for me.

How much disposable income do you have in the fifties?
Very little. I can’t remember how many pennies and shillings I had but it was very
little because bearing in mind the majority of people in those days, by the time you’d
paid your rent and food bill, remember we didn’t own houses in those days, by the
time you’d paid your rent an food bill and your expenses to work, bus fares or what
have you, or cycle in the case as I did for a long time, there was very little spare cash.
Our wives didn’t work in those days, my wife was at home looking after two children.
In 1952 I had a new daughter and a six year old boy, so [both laugh]. So let me put it
this way, a major expense to me was if I needed a new tyre for my bicycle [laughs].
Never mind change the car next year. Does that put it in perspective?

I think so.
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The better off people, the more senior people, some of them did have cars, but it was
quite interesting, even into the 1950s, the head of the CTR group when I firs moved to
Harwell was ‘Bas’ Pease who became director at Culham, and when I first went to
Harwell in 1958 he was still driving around in an old Bradford van, Jowett Bradford
van, I don’t know whether you’ve come across these, yeah, yes. So the only person –
there were two people in our group that had – three people that had cars, Nobby
Clarke, my boss, in 1953 he bought a new Austin A30 and I used to go to Reading
Station with him on this when we were – I’ve told you about this, doing our courses at
the London Borough Poly. And I always remember him – and in those days he would
have been an EO, he didn’t have any children, and he would have been promoted
shortly – I don’t know whether it’s an EO or probably been an SEO by that time. No,
he’s have only been an EO in 1952 because the Navy didn’t know anything about our
ranks or relative status and there was one man onboard from one of the Fort Halstead
groups who, in those days he was an SEO, so he was the most senior man amongst us
onboard. And he made a point of telling the officers the grade setups, and how senior
he was compared to the rest of us. But I won’t mention his name ‘cause he appeared
at one of the reunions [laughs].

Did that cause any problems for anyone else on the voyage?
Well I remember – no, I remember in the wardroom conversations these things
cropped up, and I remember Capel who was the captain, Lieutenant Commander
Capel saying to Nobby Clarke, who you know, we were all sat chatting around the
table, ‘Well Clarke, what are your expectations over the years? What do you think
your prospects are in that job?’ And I thought afterwards, I wish Nobby could have
met him years later when he was a group leader and Capel was probably on a naval
pension. [Laughs] But I’ve no idea to be fair, I don’t want to sound unkind about it.
But there was an element of once they leaped out the grades that they Navy probably
thought the scientists probably weren’t as highly paid or graded as they should have
been, I don’t know. Perhaps you’d like to eliminate some of that, I don’ know, but –
it’s all water under the bridge.
It’s up to you, if you want to lock it away for thirty years at the end. It’s …
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[46:40]
One of the questions I was going to ask, and I’ve been meaning to – I’ve been putting
it off for a moment ‘cause we’ve been talking about other things, was, what was the
atmosphere actually like in Aldermaston once you – you’ve gone out there, you’ve
had a successful test with Hurricane and you’ve come back. Is – is there any change?
Not really, we’re all in our own little groups if you like. See Aldermaston was
separated, a number of different groups, and you were at ease within your own group
amongst your own colleagues, it’s as simple as that really. We had very little contact
with other groups other than the scientific groups in the A area who were the
radiochemistry groups. I mean, for example, the explosives area was at a different
area of the site, that’s all well known and published in the histories. We had very
little contact and yet some of the things I remember, the head of explosives group was
a chap called Bill Moyce, who again was a guy who would sit down. And whilst
we’d been waiting for boats, I remember when we were on HMS Plym we were
waiting for boats at one time, and Bill Moyce would sit down there and he explained
the principles of how waves travelled through different explosive lenses and things
like that, you see. That’s how you acquired your knowledge, and yeah – and he was
again a guy who was highly respected, a hands on man. He died some years ago, I
think I’ve got his obituary from the Telegraph in one of my books there or something.
It’s things like that. The guy that was brought in to do the high speed – to let some of
the high speed telemetry was a Canadian called NF Moody, and he published a series
of articles in Electronic Engineering subsequently, disguised under the heading of
millimicrosecond pulse techniques. ‘Cause we didn’t talk about nanoseconds in those
days, they were millimicrosecond, and he published a series of articles and, you know,
the electronics that he’d published there, they – they were state of the art actually.
And the techniques that he used and the devices he used. So that was quite useful to
people like myself later on. But again, NF Moody, I remember him sitting on plane –
again, we were waiting for boats, this was on another occasion, and when he was
explaining to me how the standby supplies were designed to kick in, in case the main
ones failed, since everything was thermionic valves in those days, so – and he’d
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explained some of the principles of the telemetry. Senior people who’d sit down and
talk to juniors, as I say, it was valuable experience.

Was there much talk at Aldermaston about having to go out again, the prospects of
going out again, detonating another bomb?
Well we didn’t talk about it much, no. Not that I recall. My memory could be at fault
these days but it was only when the next slot was proposed. There were a series of
trials because when we came back in 1952 there was another trial planned in 1953,
but two other members of our group went out on that – three other members I think it
was, of our group went out on that. But our group leader, Nobby Clarke, didn’t go on
that one. The next time he went he took the same people as he’d taken on Hurricane.
That was myself, Ken Douglas, Bob White, Derek Rogers. The same old group that
he’d lived with for six months earlier, and we went out as a group together. Perhaps
he looked at it from a point of view that we didn’t fall out first time, so perhaps we’d
get along subsequently. I don’t know, but that – that’s what happened. I was
personally back at Aldermaston for almost four years before we were preparing for
the next one. But in the meantime other people in the group had been preparing for
the tests at Emu, as it – Emu fields as it was known.

Which series was that?
That was the Totem series, Emu fields, and it was some miles from the – it was in an
area known as the claypan for obvious reasons; when it rained everything was two
inches deep in red clay [laughs].

Did you have to do any work [both talking at once]?
I didn’t go on that particular trial, and the people that did it was fairly tough going.
Again, it’s all in the – in Lorna Arnold’s account of this, so anything – there’s nothing
I say that’s not already been published.
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Did you have to do any work at Aldermaston to help them when they were out there at
all?
It was a group effort. I think – I don’t recall particularly doing anything special for
Totem. I only recall doing some of the things I personally had to do for Buffalo. So I
really don’t know. There was another chap there, Ron Ellis, who went out on Totem
and he was responsible for whatever they were doing out there. So I really can’t shed
much light on that. I can’t remember it affecting me very much in what we were
doing.

[52:40]

And was it proposed that you do go out there again with Nobby Clarke?
Well I was quite interested in going. I realise it had it’s downside on the domestic
side but, I mean to me the opportunity, the experience, I mean it was a once in a
lifetime as I thought. I didn’t realise how many times I was going to go out there but
with my kind of background it had the privilege somebody paying to transport me to
Australia, feed and pay me as well, and give me an extra allowance. ‘Cause at that
time our salaries were still paid into the UK bank in the normal way, but we were
given an allowance, which was paid in cash whilst we were out there. And in fact that
caused some comment because the first time we went out there onboard Tracker we
had to pay wardroom bills and it was only a few shillings, it was about six shillings I
think a week, and we were allowed ten shillings [laughs]. But that was on top, so in
fact if you like there was a slight financial advantage from the ladies point of view.
They had a full salary and they didn’t have to feed us did they? [Laughs] Fortunately
for people like my wife who was quite competent at managing the financial side,
going down to the bank or doing whatever was no problem because it was no new
experience to her. But some of the ladies complained about it. But that wasn’t the
problem, the problem was that she was having to look after the children and I was
absent. Domestic – standard domestic problem when you think about it for any
responsible parents.
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How did your wife take to the prospect of you going overseas again for a – a while?

Oh she was quite philosophical about it. To be honest there was no harsh words, she
accepted that was part of the nature of the job. Our pay was increasing gradually over
the years. She realised we were going to have a slightly better standard of living,
which happened over the years. She just accepted that that was the job. Any job has
its drawbacks and I was happy going to work and I would look forward to going to
work, and I’ve always been grateful for that.

Do you recall how you actually learnt that you might be sent out again?
Probably just in a conversation with Nobby. ‘By the way Frank,’ sort of thing
[laughs]. ‘Cause he was going anyway and so he said, you know, ‘I’ve got to get a
team together, how do you feel about it?’ We weren’t compelled to go, to be fair. If
I’d said, ‘No, I don’t want to go.’ The only time that I did have a negative response,
whilst I’d been out most of 1957, it was whilst we were in Australia I was told that I’d
be going to Grapple on a Pacific test, and my wife, as I say, having been away most of
‘57 I thought before I told my wife, I thought, well I don’t know, can I get out of this?
And I wrote to – I had to write to the superintendent through Nobby. I think it was
Adam – I can’t remember if it was Adams or – it wasn’t Tyte, I think it was Adams.
I’m not sure now, that doesn’t really matter, and say, ‘Could I be excused from
service on Operation Grapple?’ And I had a short note back and said, ‘Since you are
now returning to the UK earlier than anticipated I assume this will overrule your
objections to service on Grapple.’ [Laughs] And I wasn’t aware that we were being
returned earlier than anticipated as it happened [laughs]. So I accepted that with good
grace and pointed out to her – when I explained to my wife, I had tried to wriggle out
of it, without too much protest to be fair. And she accepted it in good grace, bless her.

Shall we pause for a moment?
Yeah, sorry, that’s a bit –

[End of Track 10]
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Did you have to do any more work in the run up to Buffalo?

Well yes, I had to install a number of recording equipments for Buffalo and the main
equipment was designed by Harwell Electronics Group. The designer’s name was
Jimmy Hogg and I won’t go into the details of the equipment but it was recording
equipment for various events radiation etc, time against whatever. This was a six foot
rack full of equipment, effectively, the old Dynatron racks. So this was designed by
Harwell and I spent some time at Harwell getting acquainted with this equipment with
the designer. I don’t know why the designer didn’t go out there with it, I’m sure I
only thought about that afterwards, I never thought to ask him at the time. But this
happened with a number of equipments because when you think the basic counting
equipment we used in the early years at Aldermaston was actually being designed
earlier by Harwell ‘cause they moved – Harwell Electronics Group was formed from
TRE Malvern largely, with few people coming in from other establishments, and they
moved in in 1946. So they were four or five years ahead of the start of us at
Aldermaston. And they designed a series of nuclear counting amplifiers, rate meters,
scalers, that was my introduction to the binary counting system though I didn’t realise
it at the time. The basic counters that we used following the amplifiers, if you were
pulse counting for example. Now this was Harwell designed equipment, so I had to
spend some time at Harwell familiarising myself with the equipment. And this
applied to some of the equipment that was supplied – used on Buffalo, but there was
also some additional equipment, which I put together at Aldermaston, a unit with
these fast and multi-gun tubes. So it was a mixture of equipment. I had some Harwell
designed stuff and a small amount of stuff we’d done within our own group.

Had you made any improvements other than the multi-gun meter you mentioned to the
equipment you were using on Hurricane?

Well it was all completely different. I mean it was a number of years in advance. I
didn’t – I wasn’t familiar with what the telemetry groups were using on Buffalo for
example. My – I was, if you like, in the bubble of doing our own particular
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equipment in a group of shelters. These were shelters which were buried in the
ground, put there by the Royal Engineers, I can show you some pictures of these.
And standard 230 volt equipment that we used, unfortunately it wasn’t tropicalised in
those days.

Still?
By the 1950s, yeah. But at Maralinga it wasn’t the problem because we didn’t have
the high humidity that we had at Hurricane. At Hurricane in the Montebellos you see,
we had high humidity and that caused us all sorts of problems. We had fewer
problems on those accounts at Buffalo ‘cause the atmosphere was drier. But the
supply to the shelters was by army portable generators, this was fairly standard
equipment that the military used. It was serviced by the military and these were put
down outside the shelters in ramps. I’ll show you some photographs shortly, these
ramps were cut down through the desert, if you like, to the entrance of the
underground cubicles that were buried. The doors were bolted on and then sand
bagged up, the generators were external to this so in some cases, depending how far
away you were from ground zero with your equipment as to how the generators faired
[laughs].
Is it –
In one of the videos – in the Grapple video over there, which we’ll come to later,
there’s a picture of one of these generators that was thrown thirty feet [laughs].
What –
Now I’m talking about an earlier period now, so yes.

What happens to the testing equipment in the shelters if the generator goes flying?
It fails. The – by then you’ve already acquired your records that you want.
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Oh I see, right.
If you wanted equipment that’s going to continue to record after the event, okay, then
you’re not going to do it with generators that are susceptible to blast are you? [Both
laugh]

[05:50]
Got you. How did you actually – where were you going for Buffalo?

It was conducted at what by 1956 was semi-permanent test area. This was in the
south Australian desert. It was about 400 miles west of Adelaide. It was about
twenty-five, thirty miles or thereabouts above the single track railway that runs across
the south of Australia if you look on the map, and there’s a single track railway goes
from Adelaide right through to Perth, and there are a number of stations along this
line. And the nearest one to the test area, which was called Maralinga, it’s an
aboriginal name that means a place of thunder, rather appropriately. So we were told,
I’ve seen in the accounts people give slightly different accounts of the Aboriginal
interpretation of it. But like all interpretations I think it’s subject to – to different
interpretations. But collectively that’s what it meant.

How did you get out there?

Ah well, the relative comfort I must add, of standard airlines. So we went in small
groups, we were not dependent on the – the navy for transporting us out there.
Obviously a lot of supplies would have gone differently, but – so we went out there on
standard scheduled airlines, which in those days of course, propeller driven aircraft,
far more comfortable than the present day jets with their twenty-one inch knee
spacing. You had seats in those days that you could just stretch your legs out, lay
your seat back and go to sleep [laughs].

Was this in standard class or first class?
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Oh yes, yes. Oh no, we didn’t have first class, good gracious. Cattle class [laughs].
No seriously, in those days air travel was a novelty to the point that my daughter
reminded me of this just recently, and my son. They can remember coming to
London Airport with a friend of ours who lived at Aldermaston, who brought my wife
and kids up to London Airport to meet me when we got off the train – off the plane
coming back, and you just drove up to fairly near where the aircraft was. The
customs we had to go through was just a series of wooden huts and they were parked
with the car the other side of the wooden huts. So we just walked through customs,
climbed into the car and came home [both laugh]. And later on it was a bit different.
The arrangements were made very effectively by the admin people at Aldermaston.
They were in communication, they knew and they told our wives where we were
going to be landing and when we would be landing. Well I didn’t have a car at that
time but a friend of ours did, and she drove Mabs, my wife, and kids up to the airport
to meet me. So that’s jumping ahead a bit after, that was our return. But your
question about going out, we went out on standard airlines in stages because we had
to have – in those days it wasn’t continuous to Australia with the old DC7s, and
constellations the Quantas Airlines used, and so we had overnight stop at Singapore.
And in those days overnight stop in Singapore was at the Raffles Hotel no less
[laughs].

What was it like in the Raffles Hotel?

Well it was an old British colonial hotel of course, and in the 1950s it was still very
much a, you know, a thirties, forties colonial type atmosphere. One of the points that
I have frequently over the years pulled my brother’s leg about – although he was the
regimental sergeant major when we were in Christmas – when they were stationed in
Singapore, the Raffles Hotel was out of bounds to them. [Laughs] Officers only. Yes,
so, as I say, this business, no one took any notice of it, but after the fact of the navy
granting honorary officers status, nobody ever queried it after that, we just went as
civilians, everyone mixed, nobody wanted to know our grades or our ranks. I’ve still
got my original passport in there, which just says civil servant on it.

[Laughs]
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With a photograph of me as a thirty year old [laughs]. About your age in fact. I had
hair in those days.

[11:20]
Once you’ve got to the test site, could you actually describe the scene to me? What do
you actually see when you arrive at Maralinga?
Well, when we arrived at – well, before then, to go back to Adelaide, our civilian
flights terminated at Adelaide. We then went to Edinburgh Field, which was a Royal
Australian Air force base just outside Adelaide, and we flew from there to Maralinga,
which was about 400 miles, I don’t know what you want it in nanometres these days,
but say about 400 miles, to an airstrip, which the Royal Engineers and the Australian
– well it’s the Australian Royal Engineers mostly, had constructed. And by the time
we got there, there was also wooden huts as accommodation, so we didn’t have tented
accommodation there, we had actual wooden – wooden huts for accommodation. We
were told there was a swimming pool, but when we got there the swimming pool was
never built during my time but it was built apparently subsequently. But I have some
pictures on there of a mound of earth, which was supposed to be the swimming pool
[both laugh]. So to come back to the description, yes, we flew with military aircraft
from Edinburgh Field to Maralinga and the airfield was a few miles from our base at
Maralinga. And this was effectively built in an area of red sand, scrub, a few mulga
trees, the majority of the terrain was, as I say, it was red sand, and covered with salt
bush mostly I think. I can show you some pictures I have there. There was one tall
tree in the area, which Nobby and myself photographed, and that was a mulga tree I
think. But there was very little in the way of tall vegetation, it was mostly scrub and
sand. And of course in some areas surrounding the campsite there were sand dunes,
which caused a few problems because you had to negotiate these sometimes in the
Land Rover, and there was a technique to being able to do it. Some of the guys never
did get round to handing it. But in soft sand, in four wheel drive, going at it flat out,
going through your gearbox before you stalled.
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[Laughs]
But the accommodation was relatively okay. We didn’t have problems there as I
recall, and there was also a fairly comfortable mess there as well with a bar, tables and
chairs, even a piano in there, which my friend Ken Douglas was quite a useful pianist,
Ken, all his life actually. Popular tunes of the day or what have you [laughs], or a bit
of light classics, he could do both.

What were your own quarters like?

Pardon?

What were your own quarters like?

Quite good actually. We were in a wooden hut, there were four of us in our particular
hut, they varied in size. We had table chairs and a reasonably comfortable bed. I
mean that was okay. It didn’t occur to us that there was anything wrong with that
because it was established before we got out there, we had nothing to do.

[15:10]

So our duties, we were allocated vehicles and the equipment had been transported out
there, and it was pre-packed by one of the UK specialist packing firms. So when we
got out there your – each group’s equipment was put in a specific area, and again
there’s a picture in one of the histories of this. We had these fully wrapped crates
with all our equipment inside. So we had to go to this particular area and sort out all
our equipment you see, and repair the equipment, which you found in a crate marked
this side up, which of course they’d inverted [both laugh].

How different was this site compared to Montebello?

Very. Montebello was a sea born operation effectively and we lived onboard ship.
Maralinga was very much solid ground under your feet, admittedly surroundings were
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a form of desert, if you like. A road had been constructed by the Aussies from the site
to the forward area, and the instrument lanes, so transport, whilst you were on the
road to, say, about nine miles I think it was from the camp to the forward control area,
then you had another road from the control area up to where the instrument lanes
were, as we called it. One of the early tests, the first test was on a tower anyway, and
this road went fairly close to the tower. So the Aussies did a magnificent job in
providing facilities there.

Did you meet many Australians when you were out there?

A number, yeah. Mostly Australian troops. There were some Australian scientists
invited but I think that was a political matter. I think they probably felt there should
have been more of them, or more senior ones, but that was a decision that lowly
people like me were at a distance from.

Did any of the Australians you actually met discuss how they felt about British people
being in their country detonating atomic bombs?
Well the two or three – well, there was only three or four – in fact the people that
were attached to my particular operation where I had to install my instrumentation,
there was another guy from outside of the nuclear group, another physicist from
Aldermaston who was measuring a different series of effects to what I was, and he
had an assistant. But between us we were allocated two soldiers, but these were
Canadians, we had two Canadian sergeants with us who were our assistants. As I
mentioned earlier, the guy that subsequently became my supervisor, if you like, was a
British army major, but he didn’t appear at that time. He was attached to the group
but I had no idea of his whereabouts. He did help us initially in the unpacking
because I was reminded of this recently when I looked at one of the photographs and I
recognised his figure from the photographs, unpacking our equipment. But on the
actual installations I didn’t see anything of him. But for doing some of the lifting and
heaving we had these two Canadian sergeants with us who were very likeable sort of
guys. How they came to be there was never very clear to me.
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That’s what I was about to ask.
Yeah. I don’t know why, and it’s funny, I only thought – I mean I may have forgotten
some of these things at this distance in time but I don’t know why those Canadians
came part of that system, yeah. Aussies, yes, there were a number of Aussies, but the
Aussies were mostly the soldiers.

Did they ever talk about how they felt about you guys being there?
Not really, no. The only incident that I’ve had, as I’ve already mentioned, is in
connection with Hurricane when we walked into the dockside pub at Adelaide. I’ve
mentioned that one earlier.

Was that Fremantle or Adelaide?

No, that was Fremantle. Did I say Adelaide?

You did this time, you said Fremantle the first time.

Sorry, sorry.
That’s okay.

Yeah, Fremantle, Western Australia. We walked into this dockside pub and ordered
two drinks and one – two Aussies in there, that’s all there were, and one said to the
other in a loud voice, ‘There’s a distinct smell of pom in here.’ So we drank up
quickly and departed [both laugh].

[20:28]

Could you give me a very brief just overall summary of what you were doing out there
at all?
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Yes, my duties out there were to install equipment, which was recording some of the
effects of an explosion and get the results, hand them in to the appropriate people and
come back home, if you like, that’s putting it briefly [laughs]. There was a lot of
work involved in the installation initially, bearing in mind we went from having
equipment that was crated up in the UK, having to transport this quite some distance
on vehicles. I’ve already explained before you switched the microphone on I think,
that we had a couple of heavier vehicles, which we then discovered a number of
people couldn’t drive because they had straight gear boxes. Army vehicles these
were.
So what’s the problem with a straight gearbox?
You can’t just push the gear lever anywhere you like. You just push it in gear ‘cause
it doesn’t go in. All you get is grating and grinding noises, and you come to a halt
[laughs].

So what do you have to do instead?

Well, the technique with the synchromesh gearbox was you had to listen to the engine
note. So you’d go in bottom gear, stationery, and pull it into neutral, wait for the
engine revs to die down to the speed you thought they would – the revs they would be
doing when you were approaching the next gear. So you let the revs die down, at the
appropriate time you then push your clutch, pull it into the next gear, rev up through
that, again, push your clutch, bring it into neutral, pause until the engine died down
and then clutch next. Now the big problem was changing down. You could get these
guys to – the gears would crash if you didn’t, you know, make these grating noises. If
you got approximately right at least they would go in, but when you came to changing
down, what you had to do was to bring it into neutral, rev the engine to the number of
revs you thought it would be doing when you got into the lower gear. When you got
the revs approximately right you could just dip your clutch and go straight through. If
you didn’t get the revs right you’d dip your clutch and you’d have an almighty
crunching noise and it wouldn’t go in gear. Now it was people that had some
appreciation of what the engine was doing that would normally handle this. A few
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people couldn’t do it. The other gear – Land Rovers were synchromesh gearboxes,
that was no problem ‘cause we had Land Rovers you see, so they were no problem.

How long does it actually take you to get out and install this equipment?
A week or two, some weeks, I can’t remember the exact period. The only way we can
find this, if you look in one of the histories, which I haven’t done for some time,
they’ll – Lorna Arnold tells you the date that these things were detonated. All I can
tell you is the date I went out there. I can’t remember, and I haven’t recorded
anywhere the date of the detonation of the various tests. All I can tell you is that
Buffalo was a series of four different tests, one of which was an airdrop.
What’s the difference between an airdrop and all the other tests?

In one case they have to take off in an aeroplane and drop it in a prescribed target
area, whereas the fixed tests were attached to either – well whatever, a tower or placed
on the ground or wherever you wish to detonate it, depending on what effects you’re
trying to observe. In the case of the airdrop it was the first time the RAF had dropped
one, and they had a – smaller weapon, if you like. But that was the first of the
airdrops.

[24:39]
Would you talk me through how you get – maybe just one example of how you get the
equipment from being in this state where it’s all in cases lying around, battered, to
actually being installed?
Well, it wasn’t that battered, I mean it was a bit facetious, you do get the occasional
crate upside down and some small damage, but by and large it was very effectively
packed by the specialist firms that were doing it. We had more trouble in the previous
trials on Hurricane, if you like, with the navy stacking the equipment upside down
than we did with the Australians offloading it. They were very good by and large.
Yes, what you had – equipment was packed in wooden crates with appropriate
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padding inside. Remember, polystyrene didn’t exist in those days. So they were felt
materials in wooden crates, so we were faced with stripping the water tight – it was
tarred paper they used, sort of a brown paper with a layer of bitumen inside it. Strip
the packing off, undo the packing crates, remove the equipment and we had racks and
we had all sorts of different equipment, which had to be assembled into these racks.
We loaded this on the vehicles, transported it to whichever shelters. We had a plan of
what had to be recorded from each particular shelter. If you imagine a tower burst for
example, we’d have several shelters spaced at distances away from the tower. The
distances don’t matter, that’s one of those things. So we had – in my case – I don’t
know the total number of shelters but in my case there were four that they had to
install equipment in. So you had to transport your equipment, get it into these steel
bunkers as you could call them, erect the racks in there, brace them, etc, in case the
shelter was shaking about, and then install your particular recording equipment, which
meant coupling it up with the appropriate cabling between all the equipments, setting
it up with the appropriate test equipment we had. Then you had to do calibrations on
it in, for example, stuff that was measuring any form of gamma radiation, we had to
calibrate some of the equipment. So we spent – that took some time to put it together
and do the necessary calibrations. This all had to be done then in preparation for
rehearsals.

Did you get much help? How many of you were actually setting the equipment up?
I was fairly lonely to be honest [laughs]. There was a general shortage of staff, as I’ve
said. There were – we had these Canadian sergeants, but the other physicist that was
also setting a rack for the equipment up seemed to have priority on a number of
occasions, pulling rank essentially [laughs], if you can put it that way. But seriously,
it all worked out okay. The Canadian guys we had were very helpful, but it was
mostly manual help, they didn’t know anything about the technical side of it. So in
my case I was very much on my own, on the technical side of it. I think this applied
to a number of groups. I mean if you even see the films you see the, you know, one
person looking after one batch of equipment. There wasn’t a surplus personnel
kicking around on those trials, I can assure you. Not – not within my notice anyway.
I can’t speak for other groups, but you just had the general impression. And if you
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read the histories they will say there, there was an acute shortage of personnel. So it
was no good saying, you know, you feel off colour or you don’t feel like doing it, or
[laughs] … the first thing I used to do in the morning, especially after we’d installed
the equipment in the shelter, was put the lights on and then go and look in all the
corners, see if any scorpions had got in. We used to have some white scorpions out at
Maralinga.

[29:28]

There was all sorts of other creatures around, and Frank Hill, who was the medic on
the control panels, he had got – he had a hobby of collecting fawner and flora and
various creatures. And he made a collection while we were out at Maralinga. What
he asked us to do, when we were out around the shelters or, you know, just driving
around, we covered a lot of distance over the desert, any creatures we saw, would we
take them back to him as samples? And he collected a whole load of new samples for
the British – it’s the Linnean Society I think it’s called, isn’t it? L-I-N-E-A-N,
Linnean Society.

Oh, as in Carl Linnaeus?
Yeah, something like that. Anyway, he – when he got back to the UK, because of the
collections he’d made in his spare time, ‘cause even in the evenings etc, he used to go
back into his – do these collections and write up all the stuff, he was awarded the
Linnean medal actually, which was, you know, quite an achievement. And he was
doing that as a hobby, and this was as I say, Frank Hill. So we would collect various
creatures, and I was always a bit wary of these ‘cause they had some – what did they
call the things? They were like miniature crocodiles about this size, and you had to be
careful because I used to have a fork stick. If you put it – they were quick movers,
they were a form of lizard, and I remember one day one of these things, as I put a
stick around it, it took a bite at the stick, which was about the size of my finger, and
just bit the end off [laughs]. So I thought, that’s a lesson, don’t get your fingers too
near it. It was only about that size. So we took all sorts of, you know, flowers,
things. I remember being impressed at one stage, there was a burst of flowers came
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out, they were called the Sturt Desert Pea, and in fact the Aussies said, ‘Oh you can
buy the seeds for those.’ Well some of us were naive enough to do that, but they
never germinated in the UK. I thought we should have had a box of Maralinga sand
and the hot Australian 100 degrees to go with it I think.

[Laughs]Was there anything else to do for fun while you were out there? Was there
any time for fun?

Well, we did have evenings off, to be fair. People like Frank Hill pursued their
hobbies. A number of us who were tired after our day’s effort would be lazy and go
into the bar and sit and – I used to sit and listen to Ken playing the piano sometimes,
or I would go back and have a read. Apart from reading your letters from home we
had Australian papers out there as well, so as long as you had an interest in reading. I
mean you could be in okay if you had an interest in boozing, but I wasn’t a boozer. I
could sit quietly with a drink as most of us did I think. We didn’t see – I never saw
any examples of drunkenness I don’t think.

What was the workload like?

Heavy. During the day when we were trying to set up this equipment we were kept
quite busy, and there were obviously periods where you were sat around doing
nothing after you’ve got your equipment working, etc. But unlike the Montebellos, at
least we had our own transport, so we weren’t tied to a time schedule to get back,
other than get back for an evening meal if you like. And in fact some of the times we
had free – I remember on one occasion, and I have the pictures, I can show you, we
drove – got in the Land Rover and drove down to Watson, a number of people did
this, down to the rail head at Watson, just as an experience. There was a track down
there, you had to be careful where you were going. The Aussies had marked out a
track but if you got off the track you could be in trouble. And you had to be careful,
there were salt lakes there, these were quite deceptive. They were – they had a very
hard crust, so you looked as if you could walk across these things. And beneath the
surface there was this milky substance, which was the – you know, the salt lake. And
one or two – only one or two people foolishly tried to drive a vehicle across them and
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went [makes thudding sound] straight in. They weren’t very deep, it was only a
couple or three feet deep, but you know, the vehicle – it was a bit embarrassing for
them, they had to have the vehicle towed home. That was a rare occurrence, I must
say, but we were warned about this by the – the Australians. And I remember going
down to Watson, there were four or five bungalows with the sort of, the station master
and just a few people there. I don’t know who occupied the other bungalows, they
might be something to do with the Australian rangers, I don’t know. One thing I do
remember, on the trip that we made there, a guy had got a couple of baby eagles,
which had got out of the nest and they were just looking after them. These things
about so big.

What was there to actually see at Watson?

Very little. It was really an excursion through the bush for the experience of doing it.
Mind you, we didn’t need much experience of that because it depends which group
you were in.

[35:25]

My friend Ken Douglas, he was responsible for some of the instrumentation which
was put out around the area, something like about a twenty-five mile ring. So I
helped him on a couple of occasions going out around this perimeter of portable
instrumentation that was left there, and this was a bit hazardous because you had to be
careful – the mulga in particular was extremely sharp and you’d puncture your tires,
and we only had the one spare wheel with us, so you had to be careful you didn’t, you
know, puncture your vehicle. If you read Lenny Beadell’s account of exploring for
these, I don’t know whether you have? Because he was the Australian government
surveyor that chose this site, I have his book upstairs and he describes his experience.
He would do anything up to six or seven punctures a day driving through the raw bush
[laughs]. So yes, we were very careful what we did. It was just the experience of
going down there and – and the terrain. Because it was quite hilly in places.

Was there much supervision of you?
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Well, I don’t recall much in the way of – there was no tight supervision. I mean my
boss was Nobby Clarke, and he would just say when you went back at the end of the
day, I mean he trusted you implicitly. He didn’t question. You’d go back and he’d
say, ‘Are you okay Frank? Any problems?’ You’d say, ‘No, we’ve got so and so
connected up, we’ve calibrated, we’ve done this.’ And he’d say, ‘Yeah okay.’ He
didn’t say, ‘I’ll come down and check you out,’ or anything like that, he just took your
word for it and that gave you the confidence, although at times, you know, you could
probably feel a bit lonely. At least you knew that your group leader had confidence in
you. He in turn had his own responsibilities, because it wasn’t just myself and my
instrumentation, he was responsible for Ken Douglas and the remote instrumentation,
and various other things. So he was back in the office if you call it. He had a small
office there, but he was a sort of a technical administrator, if you like, come
supervisor.

[37:55]
The instrumentation we’re talking about, I think when we talked about the Hurricane
test you mentioned it was mostly for sort of working out what happened afterwards.

Yes.
What’s the instrumentation for in this case, in broad terms?

What happens at the instant of explosion and in the few microseconds or milliseconds,
depending what you’re recording, afterwards. So you had things in some cases, in
one of my cases I wanted to know what happened in the first few nanoseconds after
the scope was triggered. Now, what this was, these oscilloscopes were running single
shot mode, so as you know, oscilloscope traces can be repetitive, so you see your
continuous line on the screen. Single shot is where the scope sits idle with no trace on
it, one trigger produces one single scan, and in that scan time you record whatever
phenomena comes through on to the display. Now that can be anything from, you
know, output of amplifiers, d V by d T, [V=volts, T= time] or something like that. Or
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it was normally – the equipment was calibrated, for example if you were recording
gamma radiation, flash, that would be again processed by the equipment we had in the
rack, and subsequently put on to the trace. Now the trace was initially black and no
trace visible, because the cameras were loaded and the shutter was opened, so for
obvious reasons you didn’t have light. And what happened, the camera shutters were
opened, the scope was triggered, and the camera shutters closed. So you only had one
shot, so this is where I’m saying you wanted to get it right first time. So you were
recording anything – now, the scope traces on the faster traces, if you’re looking at
events of, say, less than 100 nanoseconds or something like that, that would be on that
single shot of the scope. Those films would be developed and you’d have a trace
from that oscilloscope which then was, if you like, you could interpret what had
happened in time against amplitude, and you knew what the amplitude represented
because you’d calibrated the system right. So this was the information that the
physicist had from us. That’s why I say I’m probably talking nonsense, but …
No, it’s pulling a couple of questions up.
I’m digressing a lot, I must admit, here.
No, no not at all. How’s it all triggered though? It sounds, you know, so very
precise.
Well it has to be. The leading edge of a signal you use – the oscilloscope – I don’t
know how you know an oscilloscope works.
Let’s assume not.

Well, this is an electron beam on a phosphorescent screen. That beam is scanned by
deflector plates, and applied voltage. So it wipes this spot, this electron beam spot is
scanned across the surface of a screen. Now, to make that beam visible it’s a
thermionic system, rather like a radio valve. So you have cathode grid, anode, etc.
You have – you apply what’s called a bright up pulse, this is a pulse, which
immediately produces an electron beam. Or if you like, there’s constantly a burst –
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not a burst, a group of electrons in what’s called a space charge sitting around the
cathode. It’s, if you like, held back from the anode by, say a grid. You apply a signal
to that grid and it immediately allows a burst of electrons, focussed, to go through on
the display. Now, oscilloscope in single mode can be triggered, the time base that
produces that scan has an initial trigger. You can pick that trigger up from a number
of things. You can take it from a signal that somebody’s sending down the line, you
can take it from a signal which the amplifiers or processing equipment produces, and
you can display – you can delay the display very slightly so that the trigger at least has
chance to start the scan of the oscilloscope before the data comes along. Sometimes
this is at times extremely short. For best results you don’t want necessarily to be
delaying your data. I mean when I say data it’s not in a digital sense, these were
analogue data signals. So yes, the – the trigger signal could be any one of a number
of means. It could come from the control centres, it could come from the radio signal.
You could have radio receivers, which then produce a signal, or you could have it
from the phenomena you were trying to measure. So depending what you were doing,
without going into the detail, there were various means by which equipment,
recording equipment could be triggered. Summing it up, by landline, by radio, or by
some physical event. Is that all right?
How – how precise is, you know, I realise we’re talking in terms of fractions of a
second here. How precise is that by typical 1950s standards?

Well, I mean in those days we were pushing the edge of technology in what we called
millimicroseconds, nanoseconds in other words. So you’re talking – there’s full scan
on, for example, one of the scopes was 100 nanoseconds. So you’re talking about a
tenth of a microsecond, a ten millionth of a second if you like. And events were
occurring in these early stages you see. Some of them went into microseconds, some
of them even milliseconds, depending what you were trying to measure. So you could
measure phenomena from a few nanoseconds through to DC, if you like, as long as
you like, infinity.

By the standards of the time is this exceptional or normal?
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It was leading edge technology in its day, yes. I mean nowadays people look at those
speeds and laugh because they’re into factors of ten and 100 better than we could do
in those days. But that’s technology for you. The things was, AWRE, certainly in
those days were always pushing the limits of the technology.

[45:35]

How reliable is the equipment?

Variable. It was thermionic valves, so although a lot of the valves we used were the
so-called reliable range, these were valves that the manufacturers produced that were
more reliable than, say, the domestic runner valves. They were to military
specification, which was a higher specification on the thermionic valve, and say
would be put on domestic radio and television. Mind you, there were also different
types of thermionic valve, but completely, if you like, not even serviceable for
domestic radio and television. Different – there were so many different types of
thermionic valves for different purposes. I mean nowadays in the field of solid states
they don’t even think about that. But that was the technology of the day.

[46:35]
Could you – you mentioned sort of a lot of bits of the site, the accommodation, lane,
shelters. I’m just wondering if you can give me an idea of – I guess the scale of the
site and at the same time its layout?
Well yes, if you came in on an aeroplane, you’d been travelling for 400 miles across
red desert covered with – sparsely covered with salt bush and mulga. And so how can
you add – that’s a pretty boring sort of landscape. Depending which aircraft you were
flying in depends how long you had to put up with it. And so when you finally came
down there was this group of buildings, they were separate. There was the
accommodation site, should we call it? A few miles away there was the airfield, and a
few miles away from that was a military camp staffed entirely by senior military
officers that went out for – what did they call themselves? For experience, atomic
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experience. They – they set up their own tented camp, I always remember it. Leading
into the camp was a series of stones, whitewashed in military fashion, and the camp
was laid out in absolute perfect military style. But – and these were all – I think the
minimum rank was major in this camp, and they were there to get field experience
from an atomic test. There’s an account actually in Lorna Arnold’s history there now
I think. I mean years ago we wouldn’t have mentioned this, but since it was all
released under the thirty year rule business. They were in some sheltered trench
effectively in the forward area, not really close, but at the time of detonation people
like myself were in the forward control area and these guys wanted to be just a little
bit nearer, or no further away you see, so they could get the experience of having a
blast wave come though them or see the initial flash or whatever it was they wanted.
They wanted the experience of being present at an atomic test. They also gained
experience of, you know, what it was all about from a military point of view. A
number of them would come round and ask if they could accompany us during the
day just – if they weren’t doing anything – if they hadn’t got an exercise organised. I
mean I had a couple of occasions when these guys would come up and say, ‘Any
possibility of coming out with you for a trip?’ You know, ‘Where are you going?’ I
used to say, ‘I’m in the forward instrument.’ ‘Can we come with you?’ You know
[laughs]. And a minimum was major, one day I had a full colonel there with me, and
he said, ‘If I can come,’ he said, ‘we’ve got time on our hands, I’d love to look at the
instrumentation, see what you’re doing.’ He said, ‘I’m quite happy to make the tea
for you.’ [Both laugh] And he came with us, and sure enough he just went outside
after we’d been there some time, and he collected a load of sticks, lit a bonfire, boiled
up a can and made the tea for us. And we all sat there, and I reflected back on my
time in the army and thought, hmm, never thought I’d have a colonel brew tea for me
[both laugh].

[50:23]
So we’ve talked about your camp.

Yes.
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The army camp.

Right.

The airport, or airfield.

Yes, the airfield.

[50:30]

What else was out there?

Nothing, that was it. There was the accommodation, well, the forward area of course,
which was several miles away where the tests took place. I mean obviously they were
some miles from the accommodation site. I think it was about nine miles to the
forward control from where we lived on the accommodation site, and then it was
some miles from there to where the test site was, you see. So these were obviously
well spaced for safety reasons.
Where are the – was it the instrument lanes?
Yes, well they were – there was a road the Australians put out to the detonation point,
if you like, in the case of one of the first explosions. Again, there’s an account of it in
there, in the histories, called One-Tree, I think, was the first test. This was the tower
burst. And there was a road leading out to this. This was several miles from the
control centre, and we had equipment buried in these cubicles that I’ve mentioned at
certain distances back from the point of detonation. Other groups had different
effects. I mean there were people out there that were interested in, you know, effects
on the fruit and vegetables, if you like, or there were people out there interested in the
effects on military equipment. Again, there was all sorts of stuff laid out in the areas,
which, I mean, there were specialist groups for measuring pressure waves, for
example. That was an Aldermaston group who specialised in just measuring the blast
wave, the pressure waves. Other people were interested in other effects of the
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weapon. How did it – what’s the biological effects? You know, what’s the effects on
plants, vegetation, military clothing, you name it. As I say, even to the point of
having a military aeroplane out there at one time. And there were tanks out there,
military vehicles out there, just for observing the effect of an atomic weapon being
exploded in the vicinity. So there were a lot of specialist groups.
Were there any other sort of groups of people we haven’t talked about already, apart
from I guess scientists and technicians like you and the army guys?
Well that’s right, you didn’t – it wasn’t available to sightseers, external sightseers
anyway.

Did you have to worry about secrecy at all on site?
We didn’t openly talk much about what our own particular groups did. It was just one
of these things, you weren’t particularly aware of it but sometimes people would ask
you, they’d say to you, ‘What group are you in?’ And they knew if you were in
weapons effects groups, they knew if you were in blast effects or pressure wave. If
you said, ‘Well I’m in the high speed camera group,’ people knew what you were
doing, you know. You didn’t have to ask detail. I mean we did get to know some
detail just with knowing the guys in charge and having a look at their equipment if it
happened to be somewhere near where you were working. I mean we didn’t go long
distances to, say, go and have a look at the high speed cameras. If there happened to
be one in the vicinity you could have a look at it, or something like that. So there
wasn’t – we didn’t have trips between groups to observe each other’s equipment or
operations, if you like, putting it that way.

Which groups actually in charge of, well, the bit that goes bang, the bomb?
I’m just trying to think. There was a – it wasn’t just one single group. There was a
weapon assembly group, there was a weapon electronics group under John Challens,
and there was people that did the radioactive assembly. Now, in the earlier stages the
air force wanted to be involved in this obviously, because air force people got their
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training in this from AWRE. I mean even down at my level I was able to help some
of the RAF people that were going to be handling instrumentation at later dates. This
was done at an RAF base in the UK, so I’d been to this base a few times and
introduced the people to some of the equipment, which they – when they were doing
their own monitoring, for example, they knew how to handle the equipment and knew
what to do with it. So the RAF trained a group of – well it varied. Some of the were
RAF officers, some of them were senior technicians, but they were usually quite clued
up guys.

Did you actually have much contact with them at all?

Well, as I say, I went to RAF bases a time or two.
I meant –
There was another period – I had some equipment. You see the – after the tests, RAF
Canberras flew through the clouds doing sampling, and I put some equipment in one
of the RAF Canberras that was going through the cloud and doing some sampling. I
had to go to RAF base in the UK and install this. And, yeah, that was interesting. So
I did have a flight in Canberra but not – not flying through the cloud [laughs]. ‘Cause
the other interesting thing was they weren’t allowed to take personnel, un-trained
personnel to the higher altitudes you see. They would take – if it was necessary to
have a civilian, like myself say, in an aircraft doing a test, they wouldn’t go above
20,000 feet. The ceiling of the Canberra was forty-five, and in fact they had some
specially modified Canberra’s. Again, it’s not classified now, it’s in books. They
fitted Napier Scorpion rocket motors in the bomb bays just used to get them up to
altitudes above 45,000 feet, which was the normal ceiling. But they didn’t do very
much of that ‘cause they had too many problems. The high test peroxide fuel they
used was pretty volatile.

Did you have much contact with the weapons group while you were out there for
Buffalo?
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[57:45]
No, no. Travel, I mean, I’m just trying to think. I travelled out – no, sorry. It was
when we went to the Pacific I travelled out with Frank Hill and a couple of other
people who were on the firing control panel and he was a neighbour of mine actually.
So you knew a number of people in the other groups, you just chatted socially or even
if you were talking about your equipment. There wasn’t much talk of equipment I
don’t think, but people by and large travelled together, we lived together, and by and
large got along quite well together. I don’t remember hearing about friction and I
didn’t have any.
What were you actually out there to – to test? Did they tell you what you would be
seeing?

Yes, yeah. I was out there to record some phenomena associated with the explosion.
That’s why I had the equipment in the shelters. But that was – that wasn’t blast –
there were separate groups did blast effects. The stuff that I was recording was
associated with radioactivity if you like. Neutron and gamma emissions, things like
that. Certain measurements at certain periods of time.
Did they give you much sort of idea of the sorts of things that you’ll have to be
recording for each individual test or is it all the same set up each time?

No, it varied a bit between equipment. I knew approximately the sensitivity that I had
to be looking for, if you like, different tests. We were not doing the same
measurements on every test anyway, so …

[59:50]

How many tests were there?
Four. There was one – was it two tower burst, one ground burst and one air burst?
They weren’t all, you know, maximum power things. They were just different
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powers. There was a nominal – I think One-Tree was a nominal twenty kiloton one,
I’m not sure. As I say, it’s in the histories there. Lorna Arnold details the code names
of the weapons that they had, the code names of the test, so it’s all documented there.
I can’t remember some of the detail to be honest. One-Tree was the first one, and
then wasn’t there One... Taranaki? I’d have to get a prompt sheet out to be honest,
I’ve forgotten at this distance in time, since I haven’t thought about it very much prior
to our get together. It had been in the memory for – in the background for fifty years,
if you like.

What did you actually refer to them at the time? Was it the names that are known
now in the books?

Yes, yes, oh yeah. They were commonly known names, the names that are in the
books. The ones, as I say, Lorna Arnold’s history is fairly good, the code names that
they were given. She gives you the yield from the weapons and what they were trying
to do at the time in fact. So this would have been classified years ago, but those
books were published in the 1990s I think, something like that.
Do you remember each of the tests individually or is it …
I remember – I can remember doing, you know, some things on certain tests.
Different equipments that we used on different tests. I don’t remember a lot of the
details of some of it to be honest. And when – I don’t wish to sound blasé, but when
you’ve done one series of tests you have to repeat it for another with slightly modified
parameters, log your equipment to a different location or something like that you see.
So you were doing a lot of equipment repairs because the equipment did fail under the
conditions, the heat and poor ventilation. It was running at high temperatures. And
then when you shut the shelter up for the last time you were keeping your fingers
crossed, hoping it was all going to be okay when you went back to get your film out
of the cameras.

Can you talk me through the procedure or sequence of event of what happens in the
run up and actual test itself from your point of view?
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[1:02:35]

Well from my point of view we had to set up the instrumentation, set the trigger levels
at the appropriate levels that you wanted for that particular test, load your cameras,
make sure the cameras, the shutters and everything was in working order, leave your
oscilloscope ready to be triggered, all your equipment switched on and set up. Come
outside, sweat cobs, bolt the door up and hope you’ve done everything properly
[laughs]. And there was nothing much you could do about it. The army sand bagged
up the area and all you could do was go back to where you were based for the test,
which in my case was the forward control, in the sequence where they were doing the
countdowns, and wait until after the test. And then after that you went in with an
army team to recover your film records. So you went in with these sappers taking the
sand bags out for you and helping you in any way they could. Get in there, get the
film out, rush back and hand it over to the photographic group, and if you knew, as I
did in one case, where it was very marginal on the film, tell them to stew it a little bit
as we used to say [laughs] in those days. And photographic records were then
developed, the film was developed and handed back to us. And subsequently when
we were working in labs in the UK of course we always developed our own film, but
out there they had a specialist group who do it for us. There was no such thing as
Polaroid remember in those days. It was 35mm film, the fastest film we could get our
hands on.

[1:04:20]

What was the forward control actually like?
Well you see it in the film, it’s a room in which there’s a mass of instrumentation.
There’s a countdown desk with a clock, it all sounds very dramatic on the video, and
it does contain a lot of information. The countdown isn’t just about sounding
dramatic. At certain period of time, starting from about eight or nine or ten minutes,
or whatever, all types of equipment had to be started, run up or what have you. And
with – Frank Hill was later counting down. Ieuan Maddock was doing the early
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countdown, these came over the PA systems that were anyway, and it was quite
important because at certain periods in that countdown certain functions – signals
went out from that control area to trigger the people’s equipment or set up – if you
had tape recorders, set the tape recorders going or whatever have you, you see. It was
quite important. And then everything had to be timed. And you noticed on that video
the guy winding a veriac control up.
What’s a veriac, sorry?
A veriac is a variable voltage transformer, and it will supply, if – a mains one that you
have supplies 240 Volts. The veriac, it’s a mechanical means of brushes where you
can start from very low voltage, gradually bring that voltage up mechanically to the
full mains voltage. Well you saw the guy doing it in relation to some of the
equipment associated with the high speed cameras. This all had to be done quite
precisely, you had to make sure the equipment was active for the period of time you
wished to record. And a lot of these times were quite critical.

What sort of things are you personally doing in this period?
I don’t know, stood there with my hands in my pockets I suppose, hoping the
equipment was going to work okay [laughs]. After I’d bolted the shelters up and
come back there was nothing I could do. And a number of other people were in the
same position as myself. Once you’d started the countdown procedure for your
equipment you were in the hands of the Gods of reliability [both laugh].

Where are you when the bombs are going off?

I was in the forward control area.
What was it like being in the forward control area when – when the test happened?

I seem to think we did walk outside, backs to the weapon of course. Just experience
the flash and after a few seconds turn round and just observe what went on. Sat there
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for a while until you were scheduled to get in your Land Rover and go and get your
film records, which you hope you have.

[1:07:45]

I guess most people have sort of seen mushroom clouds on odd films and videos and
pictures. What’s it like to see one in person?
The first time it’s quite impressive. You’re several miles away, and it’s only when
you get near it that you begin to realise the scale of these things, I mean particularly
later on in the Pacific. You see a fireball start to go up, and when you think that these
vapour clouds you see are topping out on the edge of the stratosphere almost – not
stratosphere but around seventy or 80,000 feet you see, you realise the scale of things.
When you’re eight or nine miles away and the thing goes off you say, ‘Yeah, that’s
very impressive,’ but unless they exploded a 4,000 pound cookie at the side of it
you’ve got no scale, if you like. There’s an absence of scale, particularly in the
desert. You’ve no references have you? You’re just looking at the bare landscape
and you see this mushroom cloud going up. And of course when you’re driving there
in a forward area you’re effectively under a cloud, which has dispersed by then, so
you don’t hang about. We do – we did carry instrumentation so we knew what dosage
we were getting in addition to film badges, which gives you the integrated dosage as
well. But I was also carrying equipment so I knew what the radiation levels were. So
you could see what was going on, yes you didn’t hang about, and get in, get your
equipment and get out.

Did you ever worry about your own personal safety going out there to pick up the
equipment?

No, no, no. Mike Forrest said to me just recently, he was referring to somebody else
that we knew that was approaching my age. He said, ‘I’ve come to the conclusion
that radiation’s good for you.’ [Laughs] No, I seriously didn’t worry about it. We
didn’t have much of a history of knowing the background. I mean, okay, we knew
about the Nagasaki, Hiroshima business, we had the publications, we’d read all about
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it. We knew what the risks could be. In those days of course, the accepted level was
12.5 milli R hour per hour [ph] for an eight hour working day. I think it was 0.3 hour
a week maximum you were allowed. But in doing some of the calibrations you got a
much higher dose, if you like, but you were only there for a few minutes. For
example, if you’d got a cobalt sixty course – source of two Curies or something and
you had to calibrate some incidents, you were in smartly and out, two minutes if you
could do it. It was always a challenge to see how quickly you could do a calibration
[laughs]. So you didn’t deliberately expose yourself to anything. But the limits of
course were subsequently reduced and of course as they say now, ‘There’s no such
thing as a safe dose.’ Well that’s a bit late for my generation, but I never had any
worries about the effects of it. We were checked fairly frequently medically at
Aldermaston, we had frequent medical tests particularly if we’d been on trials,
immediately you came back or even before you went, make sure – we got to know the
MO, Dr Lynch over there, we got to know him quite well in the early years. In fact he
was the guy that was responsible for stopping most of us smoking.

How?
Well it was in the – I can’t remember exactly, I think it was around 1955, ‘56. It
might have been a bit earlier, I can’t be precise on this but it was the first time The
Lancet had published the effects of studies they’d done on smoking related diseases.
And we used to go to lunch occasionally, there weren’t that many of us around the
lunch table at that time. And Lynch was talking this particular day and he said, ‘How
many of you guys smoke?’ Well most of us did in those days. I know – I wasn’t a
heavy smoker but I smoked a pipe. And he said, ‘Well I’d advise you to cut it out.’
He said, ‘I’ve been a smoker,’ he said, ‘as from now,’ he said, ‘I’m ceasing. Medical
evidence,’ he said, ‘has just been published in The Lancet to show the direct links
between smoking and lung cancer.’ And people would laugh today but in the 1950s
that’s the first time they’d done the appropriate studies. So that was another thing,
and in the meantime the price of cigarettes in the UK had just gone up when we came
back, and we’d been getting them at discounted prices, or tobacco. So I said, ‘Right.’
And I thought at the time, well wait a minute. And by then I had bought my first car,
and I thought the amount I’ve been spending on tobacco will pay for my petrol. And
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that was another incentive, and I stopped just like that. Yes, as did a number of
people. Some people didn’t but they gradually stopped. But I was fortunate, I was
able to say, ‘Right, I’m not having any more tobacco,’ and I ceased just like that.

[1:13:45]
Did Dr Lynch ever talk to you about the risks of the radiation that you’d been exposed
to?
Well we all knew that. I mean we had papers on it. We didn’t always know our own
personal dose. I mean we didn’t go in and say, ‘Anything on my film badge this
week?’ You know, none of that. What happened, we were constantly monitored and
if anyone was detected as being above the permissible level then they were
immediately called in and somebody wanted to know why, because safety was taken
very seriously. I mean contrary to some of the press reports you’d receive, it was
taken very seriously.

What do you make of the, I guess the press coverage in recent years of the safety and
health concerns that some people had for nuclear tests?
Well I think in a lot of cases it’s misguided. The – bear in mind that the majority of
people that make these complaints were people who were in the Pacific tests, who
were not subject to radiation from the ground or fall out or anything. I find that
difficult to follow. If it had been, for example, some of the military personnel
involved in the Maralinga tests where there were some military people who like
ourselves had small amounts of radiation, then I can understand it, but that didn’t
seem to get any publicity. The nuclear group that do the protesting seem to be mostly
people from the Pacific and I’ve come across a couple of them quite by chance. One
of them, who was serving the RAF type, was out there, happened to be in charge of
one of the contractors we were using at Culham for manufacturing our electronics.
‘Cause in the group at Culham, as you know, we’ll come to that later, you designed
equipment. Stuff that was for general use then went out to manufacturers, and I was
responsible for the manufacture, so we had external contractors do this. One of these
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contractors one day, he came in, he didn’t know I’d had anything to do with the tests.
In fact most people at Culham didn’t know ‘cause we just didn’t talk about it. And
this guy came in one day and said that he’s got cataracts you see. He was apologising,
he said, ‘I can’t see far, I’ve got cataracts. This is as a result of being exposed to this
atomic radiation.’ I said, ‘Oh yeah, where was that then?’ ‘Oh, at Christmas Island,’
you see. So I didn’t say anything, I just listened to what he had to say [laughs]. He
was convinced that he was exposed. And so I said, ‘Well I think you’re a bit
misguided Len.’ And so he said, ‘Well what makes you say that?’ I said, ‘Well, there
wasn’t any detectable radiation at ground level.’ So he said, ‘How did you know
that?’ So I said, ‘Well I was part of radiation measurements group, you see.’
[Laughs] And he said, ‘Ah, there’s been a cover up on this.’ So I said to him, ‘Well
look, unfortunately you have cataracts,’ I said, ‘any history in the family?’ ‘Ah,’ he
said, ‘My old dad had cataracts,’ he said, ‘quite badly.’ I said, ‘Well don’t you think
it’s more to do with what’s in the genes rather than the radiation?’ He was never
convinced. He did have operations later for his cataracts, but he always thought that
that was due to radiation received on Christmas Island, which I didn’t see.

Were there any worries for your own health from being out there on the tests?
No, no. I’ve been pretty lucky with my health, hence my ninety years, I wouldn’t be
around would I? [Laughs] It’s – I have no medical knowledge so I’m not in a position
to assess very much. All I can say is I’ve been extremely fortunate with my health.
The health visits team did their stuff in the time that I was involved in it, so we had
confidence in the team. Although they reduced the dosage later on, we worked with
what we knew at the time.

[End of Track 11]
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I had one or two other quick questions just to round off Buffalo really.

Hmm hmm.
There was one thing I wasn’t quite sure about, and that was – you’ve talked about the
sort of set up there but are you detonating the bomb in the same place all the time and
keeping the same line of equipment, or …

No, no, there were four different tests at Buffalo in slightly different locations. One,
in fact, was an airdrop. The other three – one was an airdrop, one was a ground burst
and two were tower bursts. That’s recorded, I think, in Lorna Arnold’s histories, so
there’s nothing classified in that now. And so yes, we had to move around. The
forward control was pretty much the same position but they were located in different
areas of the – of the desert slightly. In fact I think in the – in the history I believe
you’ve been reading a copy of this, you can actually see the layout of the sites where
they – the detonations occurred.
What do you have to do once – once the bomb has gone off in one of the tests?

Well my particular case, I had to go from the forward control to the instrumentation
shelters, if you like, or cubicles that were buried in the ground, with – accompanied
by some sappers who removed the sand bags under the doors and allowed me to get in
and recover my film records. There’s – the recording stuff we were doing was
recorded on oscilloscopes and films, so I had to go back in after the explosion and not
hang about, and recover your film records, get them back to be processed.

Did you have to wear protective clothing or anything like that?

Yes, oh yes, yes, yes.

What sort of things?
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Well, the standard issue clothing, it was similar boiler suits to the ones I’ve showed
you in the picture. There was respirators if you – it was thought you were needing
them, for example, if you were anywhere near ground zero and it was dusty, gloves,
Wellington boots, etc. You carried measuring equipment. We carried an electroscope
generally and we had film badges for measuring the integrated dose, total dose. But –
and my case I had an additional monitor so I knew what was going on as I went back
in. As I say, the idea was to get in, get your kit and get out quickly.
What’s the clothing actually made of?
Cottons in those days, or cotton mixtures I suppose in those days. I’d not really
thought much about that, I was never that interested in clothing to be quite frank
[laughs].
I was just thinking you normally see those – well, people wearing suits in the photos
and I’ve never been sure whether it’s made out of some sort of cloth or some sort of
plastic or …

Well it seemed to me what I would call normal boiler suit type cloth. I mean the
earlier stuff we had tended to be dark and it was realised that it was quite
uncomfortable if you were in tropical conditions. And later on we had white
equipment, as I’ve shown you in the pictures. So care was taken to try and, you
know, relieve the discomfort, if you like, of the general kit. I mean when you’re in
temperatures and humidities like that, wearing Wellington boots [laughs], gloves and
a sealed suit isn’t – isn’t the recommended gear. But it was necessary, and as I’ve
said to you earlier, despite what some of the press reports would have said, safety was
taken seriously.
How do you actually – I’m interested in the fact that you’re filming the test results on
the oscilloscopes, but at the same time you’re wearing film badges. Do you have to
protect the – the film of the test results?
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Well no – yes, yes you did. Bearing in mind the cameras mounted on the
oscilloscopes – they only recorded a single shot event, so they were only recording
from – anything from a few nanoseconds to milliseconds, if you like, depending what
you were doing. The idea was to get into the shelters and get your equipment – get
your film out as quickly as possible. Since it was below the ground and had a fair
covering of earth and sand bags around it, it was protected to some extent. So the film
badges, different type of film anyway. We had to be a bit careful because the film we
were using in the cameras, 35mm, I mean it wasn’t like a cine shot, you had – well it
depends on the type of camera. Some ad multiple shots, some had one single shot,
you had to get your results on that one single scan, so you didn’t want to lose it. So
yes, we recovered the film and got it away as quickly as possible, processed.

[05:50]
What did you and the other people you were out there working talk about when you’re
not actually working?
I’ve not really thought much about it, the general mundane conversation I suppose. If
you were in the bar you’d probably discussing the act the beer wasn’t as cold as it
should be or something [both laugh]. I used to spend time reading, I mean we did a
bit of socialising in the bar, but to be honest when you’d done a day’s work, I’ve no
wish to overplay it, but in the heat and the conditions you were working in, you were
usually glad to get back and get your head down. That wasn’t easy ‘cause again, the
climatic conditions. But we would go into the – into the mess, have a couple of drinks
at the bar. My friend and colleague used to get on the piano and we’d sit quietly and
listen to Ken on the piano for an hour, go back and have a read, as they say. There
were – there were no facilities that I was aware of at that time for sports minded
people. A swimming pool was built later at Maralinga, but it didn’t exist at the time
of – that I was there. Not really thought much about that aspect of it. We would
sometimes talk about – particularly Ken Douglas, whose duties were out – some
distance out from the ground zero points. He was doing some remote monitoring, so
he was doing a lot of bush bashing in the Land Rovers you see, so we’d get some tales
of some of the experiences of trying to fight your way through some of the sand dunes
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and the bush and what have you. And on one or two occasions between shots I went
out with him as well, so … that was quite – it was different, it was different.

Are there any key, I guess, highlights or moments that stick in your mind from the time
at Buffalo?

Erm, well I suppose you could say that the whole expedition was memorable, yes. It
was a bit unusual, it wasn’t the sort of thing you could talk about when you got home
either, so you could chat about it amongst yourselves while you were out there but
there was a certain – there was a fairly good spirit I found generally of, if you like,
shared – would you call it hardships? I don’t know. Shared experience, let’s put it
that way, shared experience.

Can you tell me a bit more about it?

Well apart from the events themselves and the work one had to do prior to it, and after
the events, that was a work experience, which of course you will remember. I don’t
remember as much detail of it now as I would have done fifty years ago, but [laughs]
on the other hand I haven’t talked about it very much in the last fifty years, so it’s not
– I shouldn’t be surprised. There were some amusing incidents, we didn’t think they
were particularly amusing at the time, such as getting stuck in the sand dunes and
trying to dig yourself out and coming across a sand dune that you had to have several
attempts with the Land Rover to get over it [laughs]. That wasn’t an experience that
you normally enjoyed at home. And … no, I can’t think of anything that is
particularly outstanding or entertaining or amusing. We were doing a job, we were
getting on with it. It was different to our normal environment. I suppose that about
sums it up, different environment.

[10:27]

When did you go home?

When did I go home?
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From Buffalo?

From Buffalo? Just a moment, I have to get my prompt sheet out for that one. I was
– I arrived home on the 31st of October 1956 having gone out there on the 31st of July.
I was away ninety-three days on Buffalo. So my records tell me from my pension
[both laugh].
What do you tell your family about where you’d been and what you’d been doing?

Very little. They were not that interested I suppose. I mean you would talk about,
yes, the bits of Australia you’d seen, ‘cause we did see Adelaide, we spent some time
in Adelaide, took home a few souvenirs for the children, etc … what does one do? I
think after Buffalo we flew from Adelaide to Sydney and came back on normal airline
flights. Whereas prior to that in the earlier trials we’d been transported with the
armed forces. We went out with the Royal Navy, as we’ve already recorded.

On Hurricane?

And the RAF fortunately gave us a quicker lift home.

[Laughs]
What did you do once you’d got home?

Reported back into the work and got on with it again. And I was just trying to think
of the time lapse from – back from Buffalo, that was the end of October, and I knew
before that we were scheduled to go to Grapple. We were told while we were out on
Grapple that we’d be going on Buffalo. I’ve probably related this story before I
thought. Well, in view of the time I’d spent away I did think it would be nice to spend
some time at home, so when we were told we would be going on Operation Grapple I
did write via my group leader to say, ‘Could I be excused for service on Grapple?’
Only on domestic grounds really. And I had a short reply back from trials director,
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which said, ‘Since we’re now being returned to the UK earlier than anticipated I
assume this overrules your objection to service on Grapple. Signed.’ [Laughs] I
wasn’t aware at the time that we were returning any earlier than we were supposed to
be, but I go the gist of the message, so at least I could go back to my dear wife, bless
her, armed with a letter that says I’m expected to report.

What did your wife make of you jaunting off to Australia?

Well she was very good about it all to be quite frank. I mean naturally, you know,
you don’t like being separated if you’re happily married, at least we didn’t anyway.
But she never severely complained, don’t get me wrong. It was only sort of a mild
protest if you like. We never had any words or differences of opinion about that. In
fact I don’t think we had many differences of opinion about most things actually, but
that’s beside the point. She accepted with good grace that we were – having started
life, as a lot of people did, married life, sorry, as a lot of people did, with nothing just
after – at the end of the war, your expectations weren’t very high so by the time – by
this time, having had a couple of promotions as well, my income then was above, if
you like, the average guy who was working in skilled trades or in the factories you
see. So she appreciated that and accepted the fact that I was happy doing the work I
was doing. She was a bit more apprehensive about it, but accepted that it was giving
us a reasonable standard of living for the time. My grandchildren these days would
laugh at it, but that’s beside the point [laughs]. By the standards of the day we were
doing reasonably okay. And she accepted the fact that any job has some
disadvantages. In my case the disadvantages were the absences. Does that make
sense?

[15:55]
Was there any … so you learnt about Grapple when you were still out – out on
Buffalo. What did they tell you?
I don’t remember the detail, just Nobby Clarke said that we’d been detailed to go on
an operation in the Pacific shortly after we got back, so we’d be working to those ends
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when we returned to Aldermaston. And in fact, having returned to Aldermaston on
the 31st of October, I suppose I would have reported into work the following day, we
departed for Grapple on the 18th of April, so we were only back at Aldermaston a few
months, about three or four months and we were back out for the Pacific.

What sort of things are you doing over those few months?

Well some of it was routine, some of it was going through the instrumentation that
was required for Grapple from our point of view. My duties changed anyway. I was
attached to Ed Fuller as part of the re-entry team. This was the group of people who,
immediately after the explosion either flew in or drove in to ground zero with
monitoring equipment to see what had happened. And that was known as the re-entry
party. Lorna Arnold mentions in her history Ed Fuller’s re-entry party actually, and
that was – there were three of us I think, four of us. Ed Fuller and myself, and in fact
at one stage prior to that we were exploring the areas, it was just Ed Fuller and myself,
Ed Fuller of course being the physicist.

[18:00]

How did you get assigned to re-entry party duty?

No idea, ask the management [laughs]. Whether they picked names out of a hat or
looked at people they thought could do the job I’ve no idea. I don’t recall being – I
didn’t have any special qualifications for that post I don’t think.
How did you –
It’s because back in the UK Ed Fuller wasn’t actually in our group, he – he was in a
building nearby and one of his responsibilities, he had a – a linear accelerator in there,
which he was head of that group. So I don’t know how Ed Fuller came to be
appointed head of the re-entry party.

How did you feel about the prospect of joining the re-entry party?
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I wasn’t in the least concerned, I thought well that’s easier than sweating it out in the
instrumentation lanes as to whether your equipment was going to work or not
[laughs]. I didn’t – I didn’t feel under any stress whatsoever in the re-entry party.
Did you worry about the sort of safety aspect of it? ‘Cause to me, sixty years later it’s
…

No, you went in there with the appropriate measuring equipment and checked and did
what you had to do. We did have some other things to do actually on Malden Island,
there was some instrumentation which was left on the island prior to the drop. And on
one occasion I did stay on the island overnight, hence those pictures, just set the
instrumentation up with a couple of other people from other groups. And the
helicopters were sent in at first light to pick us up, so we didn’t – we didn’t sleep that
night [laughs]. They picked us up, transported us back, by which time the HMS
Warrior, the carrier and Narvik were about thirty miles away out at sea.

So did they give you any particular preparation for the change in duties to the reentry party?

No because I was used to monitoring anyway. I mean it was part of our routine. Not
only did we have to – sorry, the health physicists themselves did the main monitoring
at Aldermaston and on some of these trials, but as part of the instrumentation group,
we serviced and repaired the monitors. I knew how the monitors worked in detail
because we were having to keep the equipment working. So from the point of view of
re-entry, at least if the equipment failed I would be able to do something about it if we
had spare equipment. The physics side of it, as I say, Ed Fuller was a physicist, I was
only the boy accompanying.

What sort of chap was Ed Fuller? Can you describe him to me?

He was a chap of medium build, quite an affable, friendly sort of chap, obviously very
knowledgeable. He had physics PhD [laughs]. He was at that time I think a principle
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scientific officer, which was a nice senior grade, I think he was anyway. And it was
just a very informal working relationship, it’s as simple as that. This did happen with
some of those people at Aldermaston, and there was no – despite out differences in
rank, nobody was pulling rank. We just worked together, we went out in the Land
Rover together, after I’d taught him to drive the Land Rover. He – he’d never had any
experience of military type vehicles and the terrain was somewhat rugged, and so I
taught him how to use a Land Rover to smooth out some of the ups and downs by use
of the clutch and gearbox etc. So I spent some time as a driving instructor with him
[both laugh]. And it was all very entertaining, if you like. As – that’s – sorry, that’s a
digression from what was he like as an individual? All I can say, he was very
pleasant, he was very knowledgeable, he was quite happy to explain things on the
physics side if there was something I wanted to know. We went out together, took
our flasks and our sandwiches and spent time together. Sat down to have our lunch
and got up quickly and went back to the Land Rover when hundreds of crabs appeared
from nowhere [laughs]. I have some pictures of that I can give you. It’s one event I
do particularly remember. We sat down by some short bushes, and the usual salt bush
and what have you around. And no sooner had we unwrapped the sandwiches than
these hermit crabs appeared, bright red hermit crabs, much smaller than the land crabs
that you see on the pictures. But they literally came out from nowhere, we didn’t
even know they existed. And so we reached for our cameras, and I have a – I have a
shot of these things, these red devices all converging – converging on us. So we
abandoned sitting in the sand, climbed back into the vehicle and sat with our
sandwiches. No, I don’t think about character assessment. As far as I was concerned
it was a very friendly working relationship with a very nice guy. Summing it up
sounds a bit bland but there was nothing eccentric about Ed Fuller.

[24:30]
There were the odd – there were very few, but there were one or two people that
appeared to be eccentric. There was one in our group who I think worked quite hard
to appear eccentric, but [both laugh] I didn’t have to work with him. Strangely
enough in later life he moved into a bungalow next door to my mother in law near
Newbury. I was quite surprised. He was quite surprised as well when we appeared
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over the adjacent garden fence. But to point out some of the slight eccentricity was
that these bungalows had large plots of land, there was an orchard at the bottom. And
Ed Fuller’s – not Ed Fuller, this particular guy, I won’t mention his name, his way of
keeping the grass mown was to have a couple of sheep in the garden who mowed the
grass for him. [Laughs] He would also – my mother in law used to be quite fascinated
by him because he would come out of the house, whoop with joy and run up and
down the garden brandishing his fork and his shovel, and I think it was done for effect
really. So he was known in the neighbourhood for his eccentricity.

[26:05]

To return to Operation Grapple, did they tell you that this was going to be a bit
different to the previous tests before you went out there?
No, no, security. There was – groups were separated at Aldermaston for obvious
reasons, different duties, you know, the weapon electronics group from the blast
effects group from the photography group from the high explosives group, there were
separate areas at Aldermaston. And there wasn’t much at my level – you didn’t go
visiting these other groups and they didn’t visit us, if you like. It was only when you
came together at the trials, for example, I found out more about what was going on in
the forward control area because since I was due to go for re-entry we were in the
forward control area, so during the drop period we were in the room with the guys that
were doing the telemetry and the monitoring, so that was interesting for me to see
what was going on you see, which otherwise we probably wouldn’t have been able to
see. And so yes, we only had a sketchy idea of what was going on. We knew what
would be going on with the RAF drops, but in the mess in the evening, the RAF
people didn’t talk about it much, they would chatter about it amongst themselves but I
wasn’t familiar with how much guidance they were getting from a Decca radar
compared with the – I only learned the techniques they used, which were nonstandard bombing techniques, by reading about it afterwards. I mean for obvious
reasons some of the RAF groups tended to sit round the same group of tables in the
evening with their colleagues, but there, you know, there was generally a mixture
anyway.
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Did you know you were going to be testing a hydrogen bomb?
Well I wasn’t doing the testing, I was only doing …
Well …

I was only doing some of the measurements.

But the collective you I suppose?
We knew it was what was called the megaton test, let’s put it that way, the hydrogen
bomb tests. And we’d had enough experience by that time that when the first one was
dropped it wasn’t as big as we uninformed people expected it to be. Though in fact
the people that had designed it and were doing it knew, obviously from what I’ve read
since, what they were expecting. But the rest of us who didn’t have the knowledge
just thought, hmm, that wasn’t that big [both laugh]. Having been, you know, eight or
nine miles from a twenty kiloton one, being thirty miles away from a third of a
megaton one, it wasn’t nearly as dramatic. But that was to, if you like, the
uninformed observer [laughs].
How do you actually get out to – well, where were you going? Where were the tests
held?

Which ones?
Let’s take just Grapple first.

Grapple, yes the Grapple, although it was announced as Christmas Island in the
popular press, was actually at Malden Island 400 miles south of Christmas Island.
The two islands sat astride the equator actually, so for the traditionalists that – the
Navy, for example, held the crossing the line ceremonies, they wouldn’t be doing that
out there frequently because every time you travelled from Christmas to Malden or
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back to Christmas you crossed the equator. It was about two degrees either side of the
equator, and of course we did trips occasionally back. And there were some results
that had to be, if you like, transported, well, flown back from Malden Island to
Christmas Island after the drops. So we had to do those trips back.
What sort of area is it? Can you describe the …
Yes, Malden – Malden Island is a coral atoll, I think the – I can’t remember, I think
the highest point was only about fifteen feet above sea level or something. It was only
a few feet, it wasn’t very high. It was roughly diamond in shape I suppose, and as I
say, it was entirely coral, about three and a half miles across I think. You’d have to
refer to the histories for the details of this I think, ‘cause that has been published. But
I think that was it, so you were in this flat coral island.

[31:27]

And the drops were airbursts above or just off the island, if you like.

Hmm.
These – these airbursts were – again, the history has been published, from Valiant
aircraft, and they exploded at around about 8,500 feet I think. From the time the
weapon is released from the aircraft, which exploding was about fifty-two, fifty-three
seconds, by which time of course there was information coming from it to the
telemetry group. So people were able to – the appropriate groups were able to
monitor what was going on whilst the thing was in freefall.

Whereabouts are you actually living?
During the drop, I’m just trying to think, HMS Narvik. But I also spent some time on
Warrior, and to be honest at this time I can’t remember exactly, since there were a
total of three drops on that exercise I can’t remember which – which accommodation I
spent and how much time I spent in each of the ships. I’m sorry, it’s too – too far in
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the distance now and it’s not something we’ve talked about over the years, so it’s –
no, there’s not very much there in the memory about it.
So you actually –
I flew from Warrior, I flew from Warwick [interviewee meant Warrior] on the – I
flew for example, after setting up some instrumentation on one of the drops, we were
collected in the early daylight of the day, flown back to Warrior and yet on the reentry I flew from Narvik because I have the pictorial evidence – picture evidence if
you like. And we were in the meantime transported from Warrior to Narvik. But I
don’t remember some of the details. I mean I don’t wish to sound blasé but we did so
many trips with helicopters, it was a bit like climbing into your car and going down
the town.
I just wasn’t sure if you were living on a boat, living on the island itself, or …
Oh no, we were living on the island itself up to the day before the drops. I’ve shown
you pictures of the tented accommodation we had on the island. But for the drops the
tents were packed away in trenches that were excavated by the military and covered
over for the period of the drop. And some of the stuff they needed protecting was
covered before the drops again. Because of the height of the explosion there was no
question of the fireball setting fire to things, as in later tests, if you like. But the blast
effect – so they had to protect some of the equipment.

[34:55]

What were living conditions like on the island?

Spartan I suppose is the word [laughs]. We lived two to a tent in these military style
tents, and we just had the basic, you know, a camp bed and a chest of draws and a
mirror. We had a mess tent again, which was a large canvas tent, which as I’ve
shown you was demolished in a tropical storm one night. The islands were subjected
to these short-term storms. The weather conditions, the meteorologist told us were
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almost unpredictable. The living conditions in the tents, we didn’t mind too much.
We’d go into the mess tent in the evening, or as I say, go back into your tent, read and
go to sleep or something like that. But one thing I do remember, they – the tropical
storms sorted out people that had had experience of these conditions from those that
had now. For example, when I was allocated the tent, one of the first things I did was
get a military type shovel and dig a trench around the outside of my tent to divert
water away because if you got these heavy storms, people that failed to do this were
flooded on the inside of the tent. In my case and a couple of other people who I
warned did likewise, dug trenches around and so we came out of our tent in the
morning still dry and found that the mess tent had disappeared [laughs]. So that’s on
the lighter side of things. So the conditions – I mean frankly to a number of us, if you
like, who’d had some experience of early years, they were not too bad at all. Some
people thought they were rather harsh. One group of people who I’ve mentioned to
you thought they were particularly harsh.

Did you have much contact with the military personnel who were out there?

Yes, yes, oh yes. I mean the military personnel prepared our equipment spots, if you
like, placements where stuff had to be and holes in the ground, if you like. They set
up the camp for us. There was a Royal Engineers captain there who’s again, one of
the guy’s that’s appeared in some of these pictures, he was a very pleasant guy. You
could sit and have a drink and a chat with him in the evenings. We had one or two
chaps, ‘cause as an ex-sapper myself [laughs] from my military service.

Who did you share a tent with?
Ken Mayhew. Again I have pictures with Ken. Unfortunately he didn’t survive to be
able to attend the reunions, but I have – if we cover the Grapple X series I have a
number of pictures of the group of us that went out. I travelled out with – with him
and two or three others, so we’ve various pictures of us in Hawaii and – and also
there’s – there were more of our own people, if you like, the health visits group, on
Grapple X, so I have various pictures of those. But on Grapple – the initial Grapple
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trails there were only a few of us. I think there were – I’m not sure now, no. I think
there were two or three of us from our particular group.

[39:20]
Could you give me an idea of the sorts of – what are you actually doing out there on
Malden Island before the tests themselves?

Preparing some equipment, we had a certain amount of spare time on our hands but
there wasn’t much you could explore on Malden Island. There was a graveyard there
with the remains of some Polynesian graves, also graves from the people who had a
commercial operation on Malden Island exporting guano. The remains of this were
there in the form of small railways they had down to what had been jetties for loading
the guano on to the ships. And this operation was from 1860s I think, up until about
1914. I think, from what I read, they tried to – they did start again for a short while
after the First World War but it didn’t last very long, ‘cause by then artificial manures
were – artificial fertilisers, sorry, were being manufactured. There were several
graves on the island of people who obviously worked for this firm. I’ve no idea of the
name of the firm, but there were two graves in particular on the island, one of a man
that was obviously a war figure there, and there was another rather poignant one of a
small child who obviously lost it’s life there. I have – I’ve shown you the pictures of
these of course. So we, I say, we – if you like, there wasn’t much to explore on an
island for three and a half miles across. There was an airfield there of course, which
had bee prepared by – or landing strip I should say, not an airfield. A landing strip
obviously being – a landing strip that was prepared and done by the Royal engineers,
bless them, that allowed the Dakotas to do their shuttle service.

How do you actually get to the island in the first place? Is it just a straight flight?
Via – yeah, via the DC3 Christmas Airways, as it called itself. Flew from Christmas
Island to Malden Island, 400 mile journey across the Pacific.
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Could you give me an idea of what the atmosphere is like working on Malden Island
on the run up to Grapple?

Fairly relaxed I would say. It was a new experience for most people. There was very
little in the way of comforts but you considered – a number of us did, that we were at
least privileged to have been afforded the opportunity. If someone had said to me in
1945 that a few years later I would have been in the Pacific with someone else paying
my airfares I would have laughed in their face. [Both laugh]

Did you think about the work that you were doing out there as being important?
I don’t think so. We were doing – we were doing a job, which we tried to do to the
best of our abilities because no one wanted to let the side down. There wasn’t much
in the way – I don’t think we really thought that much about it. The senior people
obviously would because there was a very heavy responsibility on their shoulders, and
in turn down the line none of us wanted to be embarrassed to have let the side down,
if you like, through failing to do the task you’d been allocated. So there was – but
self-importance didn’t come into it [laughs].

Was there any urgency involved on Grapple?
Well at times, yes. I mean we didn’t realise it at the time but the senior people
obviously did, realised that the political background to this, there were negotiations
that were going on for the Proliferation Treaty. But at my level, we knew nothing of
that. Obviously the senior people did, hence there was certain amount of urgency to
get the trials completed.

[44:35]

Could you describe to me, I guess, entirely from your point of view, what happens to
you and what you are doing in a trial, taking it from the start?
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Well my duties varied between – in the different trials in – in that I was involved in
monitoring a non re-entry team, and we had some instrumentation which we had to
recover for records. In my case personally not nearly as much as I had to do on the
previous test on Buffalo. I don’t recall the details of what I did each day of course, at
this – you know, fifty-five years later [both laugh]. There were certain things you
remembered, having to keep the instrumentation working if it failed, which it did from
time to time. We just got on and repaired it and carried on.
I guess I’m sort of interested in – this sequence of events, ‘cause you’ve told me a few
little bits and pieces but I’m not quite sure how they all fit together. So yeah, things
like helicopters and control rooms and – what’s the storyline I suppose, is the
question I’m looking at.

Well the storyline is that, a) a weapon is to be dropped and there are a number of
different teams that have to assess different phenomena associated with that weapons
drop. Some people would have been interested in photography, some in blasts, some
in – that’s the pressure wave group, etc. There would be people associated with
telemetry, people associated with the weapon itself, the weapon electronics. There
were a number of different groups. Each of us knew our own tasks. We didn’t
necessarily – we weren’t necessarily working together. We were accommodated in
close proximity and you just had your allocated task. Where they fitted into the
overall picture, you were not necessarily sure, though we knew approximately what
was going on. We knew from previous experiences that during the countdown period
that certain things had to be done, certain equipment had to be initiated, certain groups
had to, if you like, perform certain operations at times during the countdown. And
hence the need for a countdown. And in the case of the airdrops it was very precisely
controlled on time target and distance, but the RAF had their own story to tell, which
is told by Wing Commander Hubbard and his book, Dropping the H Bomb. We knew
nothing about that at the time. We knew – we knew the Valiant aircraft. A) there was
a member of the health physics team from back home who was attached to the
weapon assembly group, for example. But I – he and I were not living adjacent, if
you like. He was back on Christmas Island. But it was one member of our health
physics team. In fact there were several members of the health physics team that were
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back on Christmas Island. There were only two or three of us on Malden Island.
There was no need, you know, for a large team to be there, if you wish. So I suppose
the logistics were the main thing for us, getting from the island back to the ships at the
appropriate time, making – making sure that the navy had the right schedules to pick
us up at the appropriate times [laughs]. I don’t think there was any danger of us being
left on the island and forgotten but … no, a lot of it – a lot of it was probably
mundane, waiting about.

[49:20]

What happens when the test itself happens? When are you ...

Oh, by that time of course we were back onboard ship and shortly after the airdrop,
helicopter came down on HMS Narvik and those of us that were on the re-entry team
jumped aboard the Whirlwind, as it was called, took off and flew back into Malden
Island with our monitoring equipment, to do, as I say, what we had to do, and we were
collected at some point later on. But we relied on the Royal Navy to transport us, and
that was all, as I say, helicopter transport.

What would you do when you get to Malden Island after the test has happened?

Erm, went to some of our equipment to cover some of the records. A certain amount
of monitoring had to be done, and then we had to wait for the navy to collect us and
take our records back. Then there was – I can’t remember the detail of how we got
from there with the equipment back to Christmas Island, because it was eventually
flown back in the Dakota I think. Originally there was a plan to fly back from the
carrier through some aircraft they had acquired from the American navy air force, to
go back to Christmas Island, but that plan was abandoned because of the reliability of
those particular aircraft. But that’s a separate story, which I’ll relate some other time
when we’re offline.
Is Malden Island different when you land on it in a helicopter after the bomb’s gone
off?
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No, it was still the same desolate spot [laughs]. The helicopters could land more or
less anywhere, anyway. They didn’t need an airfield and it was fairly – fairly solid
base under them, so – yes.
I was just wondering if anything had changed with a – with a nuclear bomb going off
next door to it?
I don’t remember making the observations to be honest. The things that had changed
of course, is the accommodation had disappeared because the tents were temporarily
buried in this pit that they’d excavated. So when we went back to the island, yes it
was barer in the same way as it was when we left it because the accommodation had
been stowed as the navy would say [both laugh].

There were, did you say, three drops in the Grapple series?
Yes, yes, yes there were. And some of the detail, as I say, I’ve forgotten because time
period between them, for example, I’m sure it’s recorded with Lorna Arnold’s history.
That will be a better record than my memory I’m afraid now.
I just wonder if there’s any difference between each of them from your point of view,
or were they just more of the same?

They were more of the same to be fair. We had measurements to make, the drops
were made, we went in and recovered the records. It was virtually a repeat of what
we’d done, number three was a repeat of what we’d done twice previously, if you
like.

Hmm.
Can we pause while I go …

[End of Track 12]
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What did you enjoy about your work? As an Aldermaston man on the tests?

Most of it, to be frank. There was always something interesting, sometimes
challenging. The majority of people I worked with were very pleasant people to get
along with fortunately, so I enjoyed my time there. I suppose in terms of one’s
working life it’s – it’s not a major period but I was there a total of seven years.

How much of that seven years did you spend in Australia and the Pacific and out on
tasks?

About a year. And that was over a fairly short period. There was 1952 I was away
for I think about five – between five and six months, so that was a large chunk of
1952 out of the way, June until November. I was then back at Aldermaston for four
years almost then, and then we had this rush to the Pacific and back on two occasions.

[Laughs]

I was only home virtually a few weeks and we were back again.

Was that after Grapple?

Yes, that was after Grapple, yes. The time between Hurricane and Australia again,
Grapple, what was that? That was 1956. Not Grapple, Buffalo, let me get it right, the
Australian test. So we came back in 1952, November. The next time I was away was
the middle of 1956, until nearly – until late ‘56. And then back by April ‘57, out to
the Pacific, back home a few weeks and then back to the Pacific again.

What were you going back to the Pacific for?

The second set of trials. The first trip to the Pacific was for the so-called Operation
Grapple. We were back home for a short period of time, and we were out there then
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for Grapple X. Each of these were shorter periods as it happened, so going – going to
my prompt sheet, Grapple was from April until the end of June, about seventy –
seventy odd days. I returned in October until November, but for Grapple X I was
only away about thirty-four, thirty-five days, about a month, just over.

Hmm.

That brought to an end my globe trotting career if you like [both laugh].

[03:30]

What was the purpose of Grapple X? Is that also a Malden Island, or somewhere
else?
No, that was Christmas Island. No, we didn’t – we didn’t get to Malden Island.
What’s Christmas Island like in comparison?

There was more of it, there was a lot more vegetation. The Christmas Island
originally had been a commercial coconut plantation operation. It was – it had a small
group of Gilbertese islanders resident on the island. Some of them remained there and
actually worked for the taskforce. But their incomes before that had been from the
coconut plantations.

Hmm.

So Christmas Island, as the histories will show you, is rather in the shape of a lobster
claw. And I can’t remember the distances now from one end, but I think the base
camp was some considerable distance from the tip of the island. The – the weapon
drop for Grapple X was off the end of Christmas Island, off the tip of Christmas
Island.
Hmm. Where were you – what sort of work were you doing out there? Was it …
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Similar work again, recordings. I was with Ed Fuller on the re-entry party. But t least
we had roads out there of a kind, tracks. In fact after Grapple X, conditions improved
considerably because for Grapple Y, which is featured on the video that I mentioned,
they had much better accommodation. For example on Operation Grapple X I was in
the forward area, so-called C-Site, and we were still living in the same two-birth
military tent, which was pitched on the coral, on the loose coral just a short distance
from the sea. In fact I found that quite relaxing. At night you could hear the surf
breaking on the coral and the evening had cooled off, and I found that quite pleasant.
But again, it was very basic and the food in the forward area wasn’t as good as it was
back at the main camp. And there were more flies and mosquitoes around there than
there were in the main camp. But by and large, a lot of people preferred it in the
forward area.

Where were you when everything happened?

Oh, I was in the forward area, again, with the control group because as re-entry,
during the period of the drop, we sheltered in the – in the – if you like recording
buildings, the building and the cabins they had for the forward control.

What sort of buildings are they?

I think they called them semi [laughs] semi-permanent. Some of them were
constructed with aluminium, timber and aluminium, some of the groups had vehicles,
wheeled vehicles that contained some of the recording equipment. So it was a
mixture in the forward area. Again, if I let you have that video you can see examples
of that.

How far away from the test itself are you?
I think, I’m not sure, I think it was somewhere around eight or nine miles I think. It
was near enough for the blast wave to be considerable when it came through. The
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preparations for this, for example, buildings were vented, i.e. the windows were
removed and the doors were opened etc, so that the blast wave could pass through.
Hmm, this is Britain –
It was quite sharp actually. When the – the actual blast wave came through, my
impression of it was, it was equivalent to someone running a stick across a piece of
corrugated iron, brrrmmm. This was the wave coming through and hitting the side of
the aluminium type buildings as it passed through, and it was just, as I say, I
remember thinking at the time that’s just like a child with a stick just stroking a piece
of corrugated iron or aluminium.
Am I right in saying Grapple X is Britain’s first hydrogen bomb trial?
I don’t know about that, you’d have to talk to the physicist. I think – there’s some –
as far as I was concerned it was the first megaton test. It was – I mean that’s common
knowledge now. It was about 1.8 megatons, which was considerably more than we’d
seen at – at Malden. But the actual nature without, you know, can’t get into the
physics of whether you’ve got boosted bombs, or thermonuclear.
Just wondering, to a man who’s seen a few atom bomb tests before now, is there any
difference? What do you see when it goes off?
Well we’re not there when it goes off. This brilliant light flash, when you have your
back to some of the lower yield weapons, which we did originally, you got this
intense flash, which is just a fraction of a second. And of course then followed by the
development of the fireball and of course you don’t turn round and look at that. So
it’s usually a few seconds until you turn round, and the fireball’s cooled a little bit and
you can then begin to see it ascend and cool – cool down as it rises. And of course the
bigger the weapon the bigger [laughs], the bigger the fire ball. But in the case of
Grapple X we waited until the blast wave had gone through before we opened the
door and went out. We were not silly enough to want to go out prior to that. It didn’t
take very long actually, the time delay. I mean we knew, since I was in with a group
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of people, I knew immediately the weapon flashed because of the recording
equipment etc, that they had in there. And as I say, we were in semi-darkness and
didn’t venture out for a little time, a few seconds after that. When we saw this
enormous cloud developing I must say, compared with previous ones I’d seen that
was quite impressive. But when you’re a few miles from a 1.8 megaton it’s a lot more
impressive than being a similar distance away from a twenty kiloton one.

In what sense impressive?

Scale, just the scale of things, the size. I suppose, what do they say? They use terms
like awesome these days don’t they? [Laughs] I’m not so sure it was a term I was
familiar with in those days.

[Laughs] What terms did you use at the time?
I’m not sure, I don’t – I don’t recall the detail to be honest. I don’t recall any
particular person’s exclamations or what have you. You just stood there and, hmm,
oh my gawd, sort of thing. [Both laugh] Yes, or the other one, you know, ‘This one’s
certainly impressive.’ As I said, because our expectations of the first one, not being
on the weapon and physics side, we didn’t know quite what to expect. But we
certainly got more than we expected with – with Grapple X anyway. And I believe
reading the histories of course that Grapple Y was even bigger than that.

[12:52]
What do you do once – one the bomb has gone off and you’re standing there watching
the mushroom cloud?
You assemble at a – you know, a pre-arranged spot that you’d done in rehearsals and
got – if you’re – got in your vehicle or whatever you were doing, and drove to the
forward are and do what you had to do, either recovering your records or monitoring
the radiation levels, etc, if there were any. If there – since there was very little ground
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radiation from Grapple X, it was an air burst, just making sure that yes, that’s what it
was.
Is the cloud still there when you’re …
Oh yes, yes, yes. It was at very high altitude by then ‘cause it quickly went up to
extremely high levels, spread out over the area. But it wasn’t – it wasn’t dropping
anything nasty on us. But that’s what we were there to check.
I’ve always wondered, you know, you sort of see pictures of it, you see film of it. I
wonder does it look – what does it look like up close and personal if you like?
Well, as I say, it was quite impressive, the – the development of the cloud itself when
you were a few miles from it, an explosion of that size. You see from the slides I’ve
shown you earlier, you can take that the – when you were thirty miles away from one
which was less than a megaton, that didn’t look quite so impressive, but when you
were much closer to one that was about 1.8 megatons that was impressive. So yes,
but you had to get on with what you were doing as the – the cloud was spreading
obviously for some considerable time. But after then you’d gone into the forward
area anyway.
I’m just going to … I guess the thing is that when you sort of look at, you know, the
photographic evidence afterwards it’s always a sort of static picture of the cloud. I
was just wondering, you know, does it move? Do you see it develop, or …

Oh yes, yes, you can see it develop. You can stand and watch, you know, as it
develops and spreads out at the high altitudes through the different atmospheric layers
of course. Particularly with the bigger ones where they go up through the – there’s
enough power there to force them through the various layers in the atmosphere as it’s
going up.

How did you feel after Grapple X was over?
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Well, I’m not sure that I sat back and analysed my feelings. I – we had a job to do,
we did the equipment, we tidied up and said, ‘When’s the next plane home?’ [Both
laugh] To be fair we did have additional time at some places on the way home, not
from Grapple X as I remember. There was the odd, you know, day, a couple of day’s
stop over at places like Hawaii, Honolulu, and San Francisco if you came back that
way.

[16:20]
But I did have an interesting experience coming home. I – at San Francisco I reported
in, expecting to get a flight back to New York in stages, and the woman on reception
said, ‘We’re just starting a new Polar flight back to the UK. Would you like to go
direct back to the UK via Greenland on this Polar flight, as opposed to going to New
York?’ So I said, you know, ‘Well, what does my ticket say?’ ‘Oh that’s no
problem,’ she said, ‘We just do the transfers,’ you see, ‘cause I was carrying a
standard ticket, which had been issued. So I said, ‘Okay, give it a go.’ [Telephone
rings]

[17:10]

Right, the Panam flight, yes. So the lady concerned just gave me a change of ticket
and I flew from San Francisco and we landed at the American air force base at Toulee
in Greenland, and it was minus forty degrees. And they issued us all with ear muffs
before we got out of the aircraft and went into the hanger, and from there we flew to –
back to the UK, and they gave us a little ticket, a special thingy. I think I’ve got it in
my souvenir bits and pieces, Pioneer Polar Traveller [laughs]. That was before they’d
started their regular Polar flights you see. We came back, that was one of the old
DC7Cs, I think it was. So that was a novel experience, I didn’t have to go back and
fly across the States.

[18:05]
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But again, I had another interesting one going out, and I think this must have been for
Grapple because we flew London to New York, a Boeing Stratocruiser as it was in
those days, via Shannon. And then we went New York, Chicago, San Francisco.
Now the flight we had landed at Chicago and it was United Airlines, I distinctly
remember this, we were due to fly to San Francisco, and the aircraft had a – had failed
for some reason or other. So they said, ‘That’s no problem, we’ll transfer you to the
red carpet service.’ I said, ‘What?’ Because we were on standard, if you like, tourist
type tickets. So I said, ‘Well, you know, what about our tickets?’ ‘No problem, no
change, no extra charges, sorry for the delay.’ So we went to this aircraft and there
was literally a red carpet laid out to the aircraft royalty style you see. And so, well,
there only four of us I think, three or four of us together on that flight. So we boarded
the red carpet service at Chicago. Immediately they were airborne, out came the
drinks cabinets. There were – there were not that many of us, the aircraft was only
about a quarter full, and there seemed to be three or four stewardesses to every
passenger. And so they were out there – I mean I didn’t drink much anyway so I
wasn’t interested in taking whiskey at ten o’clock in the morning or something. But
that was it, the drinks, the food, everything laid on, compared to the standards that
we’d been accustomed to. And so that particular leg of the journey I do remember.
Most unusual. But I couldn’t have imagined it happening in other places if you like,
just transfer you to a red carpet service, ‘No that’s all right,’ quite casual about it they
were.’ Hmm.

[20:10]

How did you feel on getting back to the UK after Grapple X?

Well relieved to be back home to be quite frank. I mean I happen to enjoy my home
life [both laugh]. And we were back to Aldermaston for the – the routines again. So
Grapple X was the last of the trials that I went on because I then applied for a more
senior post I saw on the notice board, as you know, these posts throughout the
Authority are advertised now. I didn’t realise it at the time, but the Harwell ZETA
project, the first of the control thermonuclear reaction machines. The CTR group it
was called in those days, before fusion research. And that was 1957. That had been
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done under a veil of secrecy and then they announced it, and the group was
expanding. Well apparently these – these vacancies – I saw a vacancy for a grade
one, I was a grade two at that time. I saw a vacancy for a grade one and my wife had
been saying, you know, ‘You’ve spent a lot of time away, it’s nice to have a bit more
time at home,’ as most of ‘57 I was absent. And she wasn’t that – feeling that
strongly about it but I said, ‘Well I’ll apply for this post,’ which I did. And something
went wrong there because one Friday evening our divisional admin officer came in
just as I was going home, he said, ‘You applied for a post at Harwell, Frank.’ I said,
‘Yeah.’ He said, ‘Well the paperwork’s been delayed somewhere.’ He said, ‘You’ve
got to board Monday morning first thing.’ This was Friday night. ‘So there’s no
chance to do any revision.’ I said, ‘Oh, thanks very much.’ On the Monday morning
I set out for Harwell from Aldermaston in the car and got as far as Beedon and the
roads were blocked with snow. This was between Newbury and Harwell and the old
A34 in those days, and the police had stopped all the traffic. So I went to the local
telephone booth, phoned Harwell, said I was delayed and they said, ‘Come through
when you can get through.’ Well I did, but it was about 2.30 in the afternoon. So I
was still interviewed for the post ‘cause they were interviewing a lot of people and I
thought, hmm well, that was that. As I said, I had no time to do any revision and
didn’t think any more about it. And I was then offered the post, to my astonishment
[laughs]. And my group leader, Nobby Clarke said, ‘Well if you stay with us we’ll
see about getting it upgraded.’ I said, ‘Well it’s an awfully nice offer Nobby, but I
have it in writing that I’ve actually got one.’ And then they said, ‘Well in view of the
situation here we can’t release you for six months.’ And they notified Harwell of this,
and Harwell said, ‘All right, we’ll keep the post open.’ I was expecting they were
going to say, ‘Tough luck, we can’t wait six months.’ But fortunately that’s when
they were expanding the CTR work, so instead of reporting in January I reported to
Harwell in June ‘58 … to Mr John Mitchell who was chief engineer on the ZETA
project at that time, but I didn’t know that. He’d phoned me at Aldermaston, he was a
fairly terse sort of individual, said, ‘Report to my office Monday morning,’ which I
duly did. June ‘58 that was. I had a very short, sharp interview with him, I didn’t
realise – I didn’t know the man, obviously, he was under stress at the time apparently.
And as I say, he had rather an abrupt manner. He was a very senior engineer but I
reported in, nine o’clock as instructed, and sat there for half an hour with his
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secretary, and at nine thirty the door flung back on it’s hinges and this guy stormed
through, threw his briefcase down, turned around and said, ‘Who are you?’ I said,
‘I’m Raynor, I had to report to you.’ ‘Ah yes,’ he said, still walking up and down his
office, he said, ‘I’ll give you three minutes,’ he said, ‘Tell me about yourself.’ [Sighs]
That was a shock to the system. So I said, ‘Well what do you want to know? I’m not
accustomed to talking about myself other than at an interview.’ He said, ‘Had any
experience of vacuum?’ I said, ‘Yes, some.’ He said, ‘What do you think about ten
to the minus six?’ And he’s still walking up and down, and I said, ‘Well, it’s a
moderately hard vacuum.’ And he stopped almost in mid air and turned on me and
said, ‘What do you mean, moderately hard?’ He said, ‘That machine out there,’ he
said, ‘A metre ball [ph],’ he said, ‘Ten to the minus six.’ So I said, ‘Well I’m sorry,
what machine are you talking about?’ He said, ‘ZETA, out there.’ He said, ‘Ten to
the minus six in there,’ he said, ‘That’s quite an achievement.’ He said, ‘What have
you been used to?’ I said, ‘Well, ten to the minus eight.’ And he said, ‘On how big a
volume?’ I said, ‘Only a few litres,’ I said, ‘It’s in a gridded iron chamber.’ And that
was it. Anyway, he then changed, he said, ‘Well we’ve got a new group starting up,’
he said. ‘Building 488,’ he said, ‘There’s a Dr Jim Paul up there,’ he said, ‘And he
wants some instrumentation designed. Can you do it?’ I said, ‘Well, I’ll do my best.
I don’t know the requirements at this stage.’ So he said, ‘Well pop off and see Jim
Paul,’ he said, ‘And away you go.’ And that was the end of my short, sharp
interview. I realised later on I was glad that I didn’t have to stay on ZETA because a
number of people had a hard time. In the meantime I was very fortunate, I reported to
Jim Paul, who was then working on one of the early fast pinch experiments called
Spider, and I walked into this hanger type building and there was very little there
except this experiment in the corner, which they were just building.

[27:22]

And so Jim Paul explained to me what they were trying to do and said, could I
produce some instrumentation, which would fire a capacitor bank at this time, some
other equipment. So I had to build a series of – a series of – an equipment which
produced a series of output pulses for doing various things. Everything from firing a
capacitor bank at a given time, or in some other cases high voltage spark gaps, ‘cause
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in some cases they would charge capacitor banks up to a high voltage and have a
spark gap, which was acting as an isolating switch. This spark gap could be triggered
with a fifteen kilovolt fast pulse to break the gap down and discharge the capacitor
bank. So I was then faced with having to sit down and design a series of equipments
that would do that, which I did.
Hmm. Two quick questions. Very briefly, what’s a pinch?
Oh a pinch? That’s an abbreviation in those days for a magnetic field, a very tightly
controlled shrinking magnetic field. The principle in the early stages, they had a
toroidal tube on the vacuum, around which were wound magnetic coils, and to
produce a high magnetic field to squeeze a plasma, which had been injected into this
toroid. And this was the very early days. And ZETA was relatively slow, and what
Jim Paul was doing was looking at much faster times all the way round. So this was
hence using a fast capacitor bank. So to produce the so called pinch was a high
density magnetic field trying to squeeze the plasma. Now there was a tremendous
amount of research over the years as to what was the ideal magnetic field, the right
configuration to fully contain the plasma in a stable condition. And this has been one
of the main problems in fusion research. And that was in the very early stages. And
Jim Paul’s experiment – I can’t remember the diameter of the thing, it was only – I
forget what it was. I think the inside diameter was only about a meter, a meter and a
half, but I can’t remember the details. I can still visualise the device.
Hmm. What’s your – your instrumentation actually doing on this or for this?
Well what you’re doing, they needed to observe what was going on in the plasma as
well as in the magnetic fields. So they were discharging these capacitor banks quite
rapidly into an inductive coil, which was the magnetic coil around. They needed to do
measurements on the magnetic field, they needed to do measurements in the tube to
see what was happening to the plasma, and this has been the whole basis of fusion
research. So I had to produce equipment, which would initially check a magnetic
field or probes that were fed, so called Rogowski coil, which would detect a signal
from the apparatus. I had to do these at defined times because what – the system they
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were using in the early stages used what they called a pre-pulse and then a main bank.
So they initially fired a charge into this system to, if you like, a form of pre-heat, then
discharge a main bank at a closely defined time a few microseconds later. So the
equipment I’d built produced the appropriate pulses at the appropriate time to
discharge these capacitor banks or trigger oscilloscopes at certain defined times when
they were looking for the phenomena occurring at a definite time after the bank –
capacitor banks were fired. So it was called trigger and delay timing systems, ‘cause
you initially triggered the system and at delayed finite times afterwards trigger
subsequent events. So I produced a series of equipments and the requirement was
different in that for firing some capacitor banks you used a device called an ignitron,
which would fire a lot of current, but fairly slowly, as compared with a thyratron,
which would produce a high voltage pulse very quickly. And from my point of view
it was trying to get a circuit that would have the fastest possible rise time for
triggering the circuit because that minimised the amount of jitter. Every system that
produces a signal, it’s not exact, it has a spread of time known as jitter time, with any
electronic device that’s triggered. And the idea was to get this jitter down to an
absolute minimum, so you wanted – particularly for firing capacitor banks you wanted
the maximum d V by d T, rise time in other words. So you were trying to get a fifteen
kilovolt pulse to go in about 100 nanoseconds or something like that. And so this was
the technology we were developing at that time.

[33:36]

How familiar with this sort of work were you already from your time at Aldermaston?
Well my Aldermaston experiences did help. In some cases techniques I had –
techniques I’d acquired from other groups if you like. You see a lot of the work done
there was classified. But one of the – I did have knowledge from some of these other
groups on fast pulse technology, and I realised that the ZETA people were doing it on
a much slower scale. In fact some of the equipment that I produced initially, the
physicists were quite pleased because the jitter times I’d produced was far lower than
the jotter times they were getting – they’d started using some of the initial timing
boxes off ZETA and the jitter times, which were in microseconds, where I’d got the
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jitter times down to nanoseconds, which was much better for fast observations you
see. So that did help me, my Aldermaston background did help. But that was the
early stages. The work gradually built up as they – they began to put more
experiments in this same hanger with different magnetic geometries and bigger
experiments. But I made this series of boxes, which were adaptable, modular in fact,
you could use in other systems. But I wasn’t alone later on. I won’t go into all the
politics but I was initially transferred – you see I was in an engineering grade again.
Electronics division at Harwell were using all scientific grades. Initially I was
recruited by the engineering division, then were the politics, I was transferred into the
physics division, in fact ‘Bas’ Pease who eventually became Culham Director in those
days was Senior Physicist on ZETA, and I had to report to his office one day and he
said, ‘We’re transferring you to the plasma physics division,’ he said, ‘from
engineering, he said, ‘Is that okay?’ And I said, ‘Well what difference does it make to
me?’ He said, ‘None whatsoever,’ he said, ‘Carry on with what you’re doing,’ he
said, ‘This is politics.’ And that was it. So I was transferred then. Later on,
electronics division were asked to supply additional help. There was more work that I
could cope with, so they sent over two people initially who were experimental
officers, who were in the same sort of level grade as me, roughly the same pay scale,
but they were in the scientific grades, I was in the engineering grades. And of course
politically that wasn’t – it didn’t make any difference to us. These two guys that came
in, we worked together, the three of us, you know, very amicably, split the work up.
And we used to talk over what we would do, each of us would take part of a system
but we would agree on the signal standards that would go from equipment one was
designing to the next, so that the equipment was compatible when we put the various
units together.

Hmm.

[37:00]

Does that make sense? And so electronics division at that time started to provide
additional help, and that’s how it stayed for the remainder of our stay at Harwell. And
of course as the division was expanding they needed larger premises. When I first
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went to Harwell we were taught not – told not to consider buying housing for
example, which was extremely difficult to do in those days anyway, that’s why the
Authority had their own housing, because our division would be moving to Winfrith
Heath where the reactor group was. That didn’t happen, they decided to take over the
ex-naval airbase at Culham and develop that.

[37:55]
Right. Could you actually describe – I mean having never been there, what’s Harwell
actually like to see?

It was originally an RAF airfield. There was a lot of additional buildings placed in the
same – on the same airfield. The hangers were converted to various experimental
areas, there were a lot of additional buildings, there were two or three reactors on site
there. So it was a conglomeration of different groups who were doing different types
of research, groups with a different interest. And a lot of cases, quite insulated from
each other if you like, in a sense that the reactor group, we didn’t have any contact
with the reactor group, the reactor group didn’t have any contact with us. There were
certain groups we did have contact with but the main groups, as far as I was
concerned, Hanger 7 contained the original ZETA, and Building 488, which was one
of the new buildings, sort of a smaller lightweight hanger was where the initial
expansion took place for the experiments towards the – initially it was called fast
pinch, but it was all CTR group and they had different experiments and different
groups of physicists that came into the group as it expanded until that was fairly full.
And by 1964 Culham was – had been modified and built, and we were then
transferred as a group to Culham lab. So to my wife’s disappointment we didn’t get
posted down to the Dorset coast. It was quite nice down at Winfrith [both laugh].

Shall we stop for lunch?

Yes, okay.
It’s about midday.
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[End of Track 13]
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I was wondering if you could give me an idea of what a typical day was like working
at Harwell when you were early on in your career there?

The day started with a long trip actually. I was living near Aldermaston at the time.
The – when I started in June ‘58 they said, as I mentioned, ‘Don’t try and buy
housing.’ I wasn’t in a position to do it at that time anyway and there was a very –
there was a housing shortage until 1961 or two. But they said, ‘We’ll provide you
with an Authority house. There are three choices here; do you want to live in
Wantage, Abingdon or Wallingford?’ So I’d already decided I’d prefer to live in
Abingdon, so they said, ‘Okay, the trouble is at the moment there are no houses
available but you’re on the waiting list.’ So I was travelling daily from Aldermaston
– well, not Aldermaston, the village adjacent, Mortimer, to Harwell each day. And I
initially started it by catching a local bus about half past six in the morning to Reading
and picking up the Harwell transport from Reading station. Harwell ran a series of
coaches in those days out to the surrounding towns and villages. But I tired of that
after a while and bought myself a motorbike again and decided I’d go by motorbike
daily to Harwell. That was about, oh about thirty from where I lived, yeah, each way.
So the day started with the motorcycle ride. A working day, it was all quite informal.
I mean we would get there at 8.30, which is the starting time of the day, go to the lab
and just carry on as it were where you left off yesterday. The usual pleasantries with
other people around, and in those days if the scientist wanted anything they would
usually come in and see us and tell us what they had in mind. We did go through a
period a bit later on where they decided to put a supervisor in over the top of the three
of us, and that arrangement didn’t stay there very long because the physicist didn’t
like being, if you like, shunted off when they could come along and talk to somebody
at first hand. So a typical day was just that, go in and whatever you were designing,
developing or doing on the experiments. See we designed a lot of the equipment in
the little lab come workshops that we had and you’d take it out and fit it up the
experiments. In some cases the scientists would come along and say, ‘Well I’d like a
marker pulse that, say, occurs at five microseconds after so and so, can you do
something? And we’d produce a box that would do this for him and he’d probably
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take it up and connect it up to his oscilloscope or we’d go up and connect it for him, it
depended in the physicist. Some of the physicists had got quite a good knowledge of
electronics and some of them had very little knowledge of it, it was variable. So – so
as I say, nothing untoward, just a routine working day.

How did it compare to working at Aldermaston?
There wasn’t the same pressure I don’t think. In the – at Aldermaston in the trial
period there was a timetable, equipment had to be out at the same time. They held
frequent progress meetings, it wasn’t – it wasn’t the thing to do to go along and say
that you were behind schedule or you weren’t going to make it, you know [laughs].
So we frequently did extra time at Aldermaston, it wasn’t uncommon to be working
late at night or go in on a Saturday or Sunday or something if the pressure was on to
get some particular equipment away. We didn’t have the same pressure at Harwell. It
was long term projects, CTR research.

What does CTR stand for?

Control Thermonuclear Reactions. That was before it became known as the fusion
group or various other groups. These things change from time to time, they change
the names at the divisions. But that was only an administrative thing really.
What was security like on site? Was it still a secure place or …

Yes, yes, yes. They had the Ministry of Defence police of course, who have standard
police powers, at Harwell. When we came to Culham they no longer had that. They
had a security force, as they called it, but they were nearly all ex-firemen. So they
didn’t have the power of arrest etc, that the standard Ministry police had. But then on
the other hand there wasn’t the same degree of security at Culham by then. They
decided a lot of the fusion research was going to be internationally open.

[05:48]
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Hmm. Whereabouts in Harwell were you actually based?
Building – it was called Building 488 [laughs]. It was a building towards the rear of
the developing site I suppose, no distinguishing features, it was just a smaller version
of a hanger really, it was just a utility type building. Concrete floors, there was a row
of laboratories down the side, small workshops if you like. Laboratory’s a fancy
name for some of them, but what we had in effect was workshops with benches and
all the standard power supplies, gas supplies or whatever you wanted to do. So they
could use them for electronics or chemistry if they wanted in some cases. You’d have
some of the chemists or physicists with different requirements.

Who was in your little lab all together?

Well it varied. Initially I was alone, and eventually there were two chaps came over
from electronics division, so there were three of us in there. And for a short period
after that they sent in an engineer to supervise us, but that didn’t last very long. And
then another guy came over from electronics, SSO, a more senior man and he wasn’t
there very long. He took a teaching post at Exeter University and left, so that’s how it
was. We had a division head in the electronics group, which was Building 347, but
we only saw him usually at lunchtimes over the lunch table. And that’s how it
remained until we came to Culham in 1964.

You mentioned that you were building equipment for physicists. Was this standard
equipment or customised?
Well it was – no, it was equipment that we designed in most cases. Some of it was
duplicated and if you wanted a particular timing system, because we designed
modules, standard trigger system, standard delay boxes, we’d have a delay box, which
had a range from a few nanoseconds to thirty microseconds, and another one that
would go up to 150, 500 microseconds. There was a whole series of these. So when a
new experiment or – was being set up, a physicist would say what his requirements
were and we’d supply the appropriate boxes. For example, I had a standard power
supply. We had nineteen inch racks, so we had a standard power supply that would fit
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into the system and then your other modules would go in according to the needs of the
experimentalist.
How much sort of supervision over what you’re doing is there when you’re there? Or
were you just left to get on with it?
No, we were left to get on with it mostly, yes, yes. We didn’t have day to day
supervision as such. Except when they did bring a man in who insisted that any
requirements had to go through him and it was his – it was his comment at one time
that he thought a lot of requirements weren’t necessary and that he would talk the
physicist out of them. But of course he didn’t survive very long [laughs]. We
reverted to the old system.

Did you get much job satisfaction?

Yes, I enjoyed the work I did, I enjoyed the guys I was working with, there was only
three of us. We got along well together and it was a pleasure to go to work, for which
I’m very grateful.

What did you like about your job in particular?
Just – just the technical work I was doing. I mean it was various aspects of
electronics. I considered I was gaining experience. I was also putting that experience
to some use as I went along. It obviously worked, the physicist liked what we did and
the idea was to work as a group within that research group. We were the people that
supplied the instrument and in fact mended it when it failed of course, which was – it
did fail from time to time, particularly with some of the experiments when, if you
were discharging heavy currents, until you got some of the return earth sorted out
you’d often find that racks would get pulses of energy that you didn’t want and the
equipment didn’t like that very much.

[10:53]
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How much sort of interaction do you have with the physicists who you’re making this
equipment for?

Well this was it, you sat and had coffee. I mean you used to have a coffee break
usually in the middle of the morning sometimes. We all used to sit around the same
table, whatever group you were with. You could move around, different people used
to move around, just sit and chatter. Social stuff sometimes, sometimes technical
stuff, you know, just what we called normal conversation [both laugh]. Politics,
engineering, physics, you name it. And you always got the occasional guy who would
say something just to provoke a discussion [laughs].

What sort of topics?

Anything from physics to sex I suppose, as they do in any community [both laugh].
Someone was being provocative, it didn’t happen very often. As I say, I don’t
remember any discord, people seemed to get along very amicably. What I called a
delightful atmosphere in which to work. That’s why I enjoyed going to work.
You know once you’ve made this equipment for the scientists?

Yeah.
You’re just handing it over and that’s the last you see of it or …
Well no, you see it again when it fails, or when they’ve blown it up [both laugh],
which is the same thing. There wasn’t a – a service group at that time at Harwell, but
at the time we moved to Culham and the whole system had expanded, a lot more
experiments, a lot more scientists, our division heads said, ‘We’ve obviously got to
set up a service group here.’ Actually our division head wasn’t very keen on it, but
our group leader said, ‘Look, we can’t design equipment and then say to people, ‘hard
luck if it goes wrong,’ can we?’ So it was agreed that when we moved to Culham we
would set up a formal service and repair group. And it was decided that since I was in
the engineering group they’d put me in charge of that. Initially under an engineer two
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who’d been on ZETA, but he left a short time after that, went back to work for the
admiralty from whence he came. And so I was left there in charge of that group,
which we had about – usually about ten people in the group.

[13:35]

But in addition to providing a repair service etc, we also provided the manufacturing
service so that stuff we had designed in the lab, the module equipment I’ve
mentioned, once we’d done the drawings for it we could then get a civilian contractor
to manufacture that stuff outside. So we weren’t faced with having to do repetitive
production work if you like. Those facilities we didn’t have at Harwell. There was a
manufacturing, outside manufacturing group at Harwell but in the early stages
because of the isolation I wasn’t aware of that, and in fact I’d put some manufacturing
out to Woolwich Common, and I knew, ‘cause Woolwich Common manufactured
stuff for us at Aldermaston you see, and I knew when I first moved to Harwell that I
could get stuff made at Woolwich Common. Then someone in the admin came across
the idea that, well, why weren’t we using outside contractors? Why were we going to
Woolwich Common? And of course no one had told me that these facilities were
available you see, ‘cause of the isolation of the various groups at Harwell.
What was Woolwich Common? Just a …
Well it was a mixture. I don’t know the detail of Woolwich Common. It was up the
road from Woolwich Arsenal. Some of the people that started at Aldermaston
originally in the radiation side, Nobby Clarke, my old – our old head of division,
Barnes, came from Woolwich Common. All the weapons groups under Penney came
from Fort Halstead, so it was when Aldermaston started that I thought originally I
might have had to have reported to Woolwich Common but I didn’t because of the
delays in starting and my delay in security clearance, I went straight in at Aldermaston
and the first couple of buildings that were there.
So it’s sort of another government lab establishment sort of place then, right?
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So Woolwich Common I don’t know the details of what they do, but it was another
Ministry of Supply establishment.
Okay. Who were the other two guys in your – your workshop?
Two EOs, Experimental Officers that came out of the electronics division, they’d
worked in there for some years, Peter Rose and Bill Black. I kept in touch with both
of them but they’re no longer with us. So chaps about – I think Peter Rose was a bit
younger and Bill was about my age, he was a Glaswegian, lovely character, yeah. So
we all worked well together and the system worked. Bill and Peter both came to
Culham, and when we came to Culham the group was split. They kept a group in the
lab that were doing long term design and our group, which was in the lower floor of
the building, which was then the service group. So what we did, we’d produce – if
something could be – somebody wanted an odd item built that was only going to take
an hour or two’s work or a day or two’s work, something we could do. Whereas if it
was a long term design project on some of the data processing stuff, that was designed
upstairs if you like. So our group was split from the time we went to Culham. But
then – and the amount of the equipment coming through of course increased
noticeably as the experiment numbers increased. But things that could be done, for
example, routine oscilloscopes, we had a contract, I had a contract with outside
service groups and I just used to – they used to collect the routine equipment which
could be serviced each week and bring it back. And the group, our group internally
used to service either the stuff that we couldn’t put out, one offs or specialised
equipment, or sometimes we had some guys that used to go down on to the
experiments and just sort it out on the experiments themselves without brining it back.
So that was another area of activity in the group.

[18:16]

Did you have anything to do with ZETA at Harwell?
No, none, I’m sorry about that, none whatsoever [laughs]. I was recruited on the
expansion of the group after the public announcement of ZETA.
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Do you remember what people at the time made about the news of ZETA?
I don’t know what the public made of it, I really don’t know. Probably somewhat
bemused I think.
How did your –
Well of course – well you know the popular press presentation of it. We were all
going to have seawater – electricity made from seawater because it was plentiful, you
know, all that nonsense we had at the time, which of course we found highly amusing,
even with my limited knowledge of physics [laughs]. And in fact they – I think to be
fair even the scientists were a bit optimistic because they didn’t think they’d have a
working reactor. They probably thought it would be thirty or forty years, and we’re
now fifty-seven years in is it? Fifty-five years in. Okay, JET has taken it a step
further and now the experiment at Cadarache of course, they’re hoping will take it
further still. But it was a long way from fusion react – fusion electricity generators.

[Laughs]
It’s an interesting title that, when you think of it originally, controlled thermonuclear
reactions. It’s one thing they couldn’t do was control it that well [laughs] in the early
stages. But since then physicists have done their usual superb work. But it’s
expensive, it’s now – most of the work that has to be done now is on international
projects, apart from detailed smaller studies. No one – no one country wants to
finance a project like that.

[20:30]

When you talked earlier about designing equipment, how does one actually design
equipment?
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Well you have a fundamental background knowledge of your technology. In the early
stages we’ve talked about Aldermaston, thermionic valve technology, you have a
fairly wide knowledge of what different – in those days it was analogue circuitry, it
wasn’t digital. There was a whole range of analogue circuitry. Now the permutations
of putting that lot together to make it do particular functions, and also the different
types of devices you could use. There were often different types of devices for
producing the same electrical wave forms, results if you wish. So it was up to you to
choose and sit down and build the appropriate, most effective combinations of this
circuitry that you knew you had in your head, or you had in your books. If you didn’t
know it you knew where to find it. It was useful to have a good reference library, and
that’s how the work was done in the early years. There were certain types of
amplifier you knew worked for particular bandwidths or long noises or what have
you. So you would use that particular sub-module. You’d sit – you’d have to sit
down and calculate the values you needed of course, but that was done by knowing
the characteristics of the valve, so you’d sit down with the characteristics of the valve
or circuitry and you would sit down and do your arithmetic as we called it, for
whatever you needed. Do your calculations to produce the values of resistors,
capacitors, inductors that you needed to work – make that circuit work. Does that
sound reasonable?
I’m also wondering as well how, on a sort of practical basis you’re actually designing
this? Are you actually – are you drawing plans, just doing it on the back of an
envelope, or …
Well no, you sit down with a sheet of paper. I mean you don’t do a drawing that’s
good enough to go to a manufacturer. You sit down with a sheet of paper and you
draw out your basic circuits that you think’s going to work. Then you go on to the
bench and get the appropriate components and solder them together in the order you
want them, and hope that that produces a result that you want. And feed the electrical
signals into it and see if it does. If it doesn’t, back to the drawing board. [Both laugh]

How much guidance do you get from the scientists as to what they actually want?
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Oh they knew what they wanted usually in terms of timings, for example. Sometimes
they would come along and – with the approach that, well, we think we like this, is
this practical, for example? So there was consultation in a lot of cases. I mean we
needed it because we didn’t know – we didn’t have the depth of physics knowledge
you see. They’d say what they would like, we’d say what we could do. If they’d say,
‘Well no, you know, we want a higher magnetic density,’ or something then someone
would have to change the configuration. But it was – by and large we could produce
mostly what the physicist want. But we didn’t produce it just for the sake of
producing it, it was usually a need that we could see. Sometimes we would produce
things that the scientist had not necessarily asked us to do. Well the design group
later at Culham of course did that long term because they were producing, for
example, data acquisition systems before the scientists had the means of feeding the
data in. So they were doing a sort of cutting edge technology you’d call it these days.
Back in Harwell we were much closer to the edge if you like, we were doing it on the
bench and the scientists were waiting for us to do it in some cases.

[24:45]

Shall we talk for a little bit about what life is like outside of work in, I guess, the fifties
and early sixties?
Well it was different, obviously, to today because people didn’t have the disposable
incomes they have today. People still had their hobbies but in some cases hobbies
you would like to pursue that you couldn’t have afforded or there were others where
you compromised. We did much more simple things I think. In our case as a family
we used to go out into the country for a picnic or down to the seaside for a picnic and
it sounds silly, sounds simple these days, but everyone didn’t have a car in those days.
We did other things during the sixties for example. I joined the Oxford Gliding Club
because one of our other guys was a glider pilot at that time and I’d always fancied
trying to be able to fly but could never afford it [laughs]. And Stan took me along and
introduced me to Oxford at Weston-on-the-Green. So I did that for a few years. I
couldn’t afford to go on full-time powered pilot’s license, but that was the next best
thing on a modest budget if you like.
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What did you like about gliding?

Just the sheer thrill of being able to fly there without having a noisy engine in front of
you. And I wanted to learn to fly even when I was younger and in fact before the war
we lived close to an airfield and they had started the RAF volunteer reserve and the
civil air guarder, you probably don’t know the background to these. These were a
means of getting trained pilots before the war without the Ministry having to pay for
them entirely or call them into the forces. So when war was declared they could
immediately call these people up and put them into aeroplanes. But it was beyond my
financial means anyway. I used to go along there and look at the aircraft in the
airfield. To be fair, the RAF volunteer reserve or the auxiliary air force I think it was,
was largely guys from monied backgrounds. I mean a lot of these got – people were
lost in the Battle of Britain but if you look at the make up of the Battle of Britain air
force, the majority of the hardcore pilots were from fairly wealthy backgrounds who’d
trained earlier on. And even in those days you had to be fairly well off even to be
accepted in the air force. It used to be called the best flying club in the world, it was
also probably one of the most exclusive, I don’t know [laughs]. But – so yes, so my
only approach to that was as a youth I used to build model aeroplanes with a pal of
mine and it’s funny, turning out my old photographs the other day I came across me
as a sixteen year old standing there with a five foot wingspan balsa wood aeroplane
[both laugh], 1938. We’ve digressed, sorry.

Not at all, I was wondering what other hobbies you had apart from gliding as an
adult?

Well we were interested in music, I used to go along to one or two of the musical
things. I still belong to the Oxford Big Band Society actually. I like the big band and
also some jazz. I used to go along to jazz concerts as well, my wife liked it, so it was
a common interest we had. A lot of things, we just didn’t spend a lot of money on
hobbies ‘cause we didn’t have the disposable income, and people now find that
difficult to believe. And by the 1960s I was on above average income as a grade one
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technician at that time, probably earning probably twice what, you know, an
electrician, carpenter or something like that would be earning.

[29:14]
And yet we still thought we didn’t have much in the way of disposable income. But
spare time used to be taken sometimes repairing my car or doing things. I was always
able to do my motor engineering, so one tended – I never spent a lot of money on
motorcars. And strangely enough two or three of my colleagues, there must be
something in that engineering, electronic setup. I used to buy an old motorcar or buy
a car that needed repairing and then set to and do it ourselves. The people – it was
always interesting, we always said, the people that had the new cars in the car parks
were the admin people, all the non-technical people. Most of the technical people had
old motorcars both laugh together].

Was there must social life attached to working at Harwell?
There was a social club at Harwell. I rarely – I rarely visited it because neither my
wife or I are drinkers. Yeah, I have a social glass but I didn’t want to sit all night in a
bar somewhere, it didn’t appeal to either of us. So yes there was a social club at
Harwell. I think the most regular residents were people that lived in the hostel at
Harwell, the single guys. Oh and visiting friends, etc. I kept in touch with several of
the people who were my working colleagues, they became family friends. Ken
Douglas, my friend at Aldermaston, Ken and I worked together from 1951, early ‘52
we went on the first trials. He was one of – one of the four of us who shared a cabin.
When we came back from there Ken married and his wife and my wife got along like
a pair of, you know, friendly sisters. Although Sheila was a lot younger, and when we
went on the next trial overseas Sheila actually lived in our house with my wife. Now,
asking two girls to share the same kitchen’s pushing your luck but it worked for them
and we remained friends for the rest of our lives. Sheila’s still alive. Ken died a few
weeks before my wife died in 2010. But people like that, we kept in touch over the
years, it was always Uncle Frank to their kids, so – and even now, well I’ve
mentioned it before, Alistair’s a senior lecturer at Roehampton University. And the
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eldest daughter, she’s worked at Cambridge in with one of the groups there as a sort
of a technical scientific secretary for many, many years now. So yeah, the families
kept in touch. I mentioned before, their youngest son, nineteen years old was killed
the year I retired in 1986, in a motor accident, which wasn’t his fault. He was sat in
the back of the car actually, which was involved in an accident and he was the only
one that was killed. The driver of the car wasn’t even injured. He got thrown through
the rear window. The car was a Hillman Avenger, it had a sloping rear back and
sloping rear window, and as the car somersaulted he went out through the rear
window and was killed. But again, we kept in touch for the rest of our years, so there
was the social visits. Ken still lived at Aldermaston, or Tadley, the adjacent village. I
had other people like Bill Black who I worked with at Harwell, he and his wife, and
the two of us were friendly. So you had, yes, a few social visits. Several exAuthority employees and their wives actually, but unfortunately they’re nearly all
gone now. That’s one of the problems of living to be ninety [both laugh].

Do you have any technical hobbies apart from working on the motorcar?

Well, not as such. I mean when my lad was growing up and doing things I think he
had a boat, I made a radio control system. I’ve done things like that. When – it’s
been more with my grandchildren really, starting in the eighties, I got them into
computing because again a lifelong friend of mine’s son worked at Manchester for
ICL, but – and he worked at Altrincham. His children were ahead of mine, so David
had bought BBC computers for his son who stayed in the field and had a PhD and
he’s working in the States now. But he passed his BBCs down to me, so I taught the
grandchildren to learn those, and from then on when PCs – PCs first became available
just before I retired, about ‘82 I think the IBM PC came in. I think we had the first
ones at Culham in ‘84. Anyway when components became available from about ‘87
onwards it was easy to build a PC. It was easy in those days if you knew what to do,
should we say? I mean now it’s easier than ever because you know, the motherboards
and various bits are – you can practically buy them assembled. But in those days you
had to know a bit more, when you were dealing with the DOS system you had to
know a bit more about what you were putting together. So I put computers together
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for the kids, my grandchildren. I didn’t regard it as a hobby but it was something I
did in my spare time if you like.

You mentioned building, was it an electronic organ as well?
Oh yeah, I did that for a while. I was initially interested – and that started off really
as, I’d like a Hammond organ but I can’t justify the expense [laughs]. And my
daughter, who’s only ten years old, I put her to piano lessons, she wanted to learn to
play the piano lessons, play the piano, put her in lessons. She was being taught by an
engineer acquaintance of mine at Culham, by his wife, sorry. And she was teaching
adults as well, so I went along and started to take my lessons at the age of – what was
I then? Forty. And then my daughter, as I say, she was interested. Well I initially
spotted this Electronic Organ Constructors Society, looked into it a bit and I thought,
well I don’t know, there’s cheap components going around, if you knew where to buy
them you can build yourself some of this kit. So I spent a bit of time doing that.
Some of it was a bit tedious, for example there was a factory outlet at one stage where
you could buy reject chips or reject diodes. Now you needed a hell of a lot of diodes
in the switching systems and these sorts of things, and so you used to buy these things
by weight. I remember I bought a boot box full for £2, containing 5,000 or 6,000
diodes. And they were only reject because either the forward conductivity or the
reverse hold off current was too much, so I made a little jig and just sat there hour
after hour checking all the diodes, keeping the ones that were acceptable and throwing
the others away. It didn’t cost any money you see, paid about £1 or a couple of
pounds for this stuff. And from there with cheap transistors I was able to do the
woodwork and you could buy a keyboard anyway. So we did it – took it from there.
And my daughter by then had got to know the common college people. She had a
friend who was going through her teachers training at Culham College, and they
formed a pop group there and my daughter played organ for them. And then in 1974
she decided to get married, and so I built myself a two manual organ because she was
going to be taking the other one away. So I only ever built a couple of them and after
that commercial ones became more affordable if you like, let me put it that way. So
as far as I was concerned it was just another branch of the technology. It was all solid
state of course, but …
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Is there much crossover between hobby activities at home in electronics and doing it
at work?
Not really, you still – it’s just a question of knowledge of electronic circuits, acquiring
knowledge of it. My wife used to say to me sometimes, ‘Haven’t you done enough
electronics for the day instead of scratching about with that stuff in the evening?’
[Laughs]

What was your reply?
Oh something suitably meek I suggest [laughs]. ‘Yes darling, yes, where would you
like to go?’ [Laughs]

[End of Track 14]
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How long did you actually work at Harwell approximately?
From June ‘58 until ‘64. I can’t remember which month we moved to Culham, but it
was from ‘58 to ‘64, around six years.

Hmm.

That was with the Fusion Group at Harwell, or CTR Group as it was called in those
days I believe.

Were there any, I guess, highlight moments over that six years?
I’ve not really thought of it as highlights. It was certainly interesting. It was – we
were still in the period where I was working with some of the physicists producing –
measuring equipment instrumentation for their needs for their particular experiments.
So it was still an interesting variety of work. And also at that stage the work was
expanding, so there was – there was far more work than I could cope with. And the
politics of this were moving around at the time, without going into the details of that, I
was moved from initially the engineering division who recruited me, which was the
ZETA group. I was then transferred to the physics group, and then to an engineering
group, and finally electronics division at Harwell were brought in. So two of the
chaps from electronics division came into the building 488, so the three of us were
working together on the instrumentation for the scientists, because by then the number
of experiments had increased in this particular building, so there was a lot more work
to be done.

Hmm.

And that was quite interesting. We also produced a series of units, which it transpired
were to be used for many years ahead at Culham. The timing units for firing
experiments, trigger and delay units etc, whereby you would start from a zero signal
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and you had a number of delays, so many microseconds or nanoseconds or
milliseconds or whatever you wanted, to trigger additional events. So we originally
started those at my time at Harwell, and that was a joint effort with myself and Bill
Black and Peter Rose, the two guys that came in from electronics division.

Why did you decide to develop that sot of equipment?
Well it was a need. The – as the new experiments were being built there was a need
to fire either capacitor banks or storage energy of some kind into these experiments,
into the – to produce the magnetic fields in the experiments. I mean the studies in
those days, well, still today, in the early days then it was very much a study of the best
magnetic configuration for compressing the plasma without it wriggling or being
squeezed out or what have you. The final – the result was pursued many years later of
course, was the Russian one, the so-called Tokomak, which of course was used in jet
and various others. But we – the time I was working, building 488, they were looking
at various geometries. The Americans went along a design they called the stellarator.
We had straight tubes, we had a number of different magnetic configurations, this was
down to the physicists.

[04:15]
How much do you actually know about the experiments that are being done – done
with your equipment?
Oh, I didn’t have enough physics knowledge to be quite frank. I mean, the – the
scientists would say, ‘Right, I need to fire this capacitor bank at a certain period of
time.’ ‘Cause the technique was to put energy into the system, followed by energy
into additional – sorry, additional – how should we describe it? It was discharging
capacitor banks largely into inductive magnetic fields. And then they didn’t do all
this in one step, they would do it in several steps depending on the magnetic
configuration of the equipment. So as far as I was concerned I only knew the basic
physics of what this was all about, I’m not a physicist. But we knew if some guy said,
‘I want to trigger that capacitor bank five microseconds after we’ve triggered this
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one,’ I knew what to do. We produced the equipment and we did the timing. If it was
fast pinch, as it was called in those days in the early experimental days, the switches
to the capacitor banks were effectively spark gaps, which were triggered. So you had
to produce a fifteen kv pulse with a few nanoseconds rise time to trigger these spark
gaps. Now that’s something we could do.

[05:55]

Hmm. Do the instruments get more complex as the years go by? Were you testing for
new things or just the same things, or …

There were variants. I mean the technology developed. It was all valve technology in
the early years when we were there, and then the integrated circuits came in and of
course by the time I retired the digital technology was in, so we went through a series
of changes. I mean after all, when I first started it was all thermionic valve
technology and the transistor, which was invented by – was it Bardeen and Brattain in
1948? We were beginning to get those to play around with, should we say, back in
the Aldermaston days, and of course again at Harwell. But again, particular – our
particular requirements, you didn’t have much use for it when you’ve got a lot of volts
kicking around and you were discharging, you know, thousands of amps of energy
into something. It wasn’t really solid state stuff in those days. It’s changed since of
course.

Do you use any sort of new techniques for measuring things at all, compared to when
you started?

No, the measuring techniques I think was largely in the scientific field. I mean the
scientists amongst themselves were decided which particular type of Rogowski coil,
for example, they used to measure the – the plasma, whether they were looking at the
magnetic containment or whether they were looking at imperial. There were so many
different things. They were looking at various energies within the fields, they were
looking at movements in the magnetic fields, they were looking at details in the
plasma and the understanding of that of course is beyond my territory if you like
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[laughs]. The theoretical physicists were coming in on a lot of that, and of course the
experiments that, if you like, we were working with were the practical realisation of
that.
Hmm. As someone who’s I guess involved somewhere in the big picture of this, what
did you think about the prospect of fusion power back in the 1960s?
Well I didn’t know enough of the physics to make any predictions, obviously in my
line of work. And since some of the people that predicted it got it wrong I don’t think
I’d feel any shame about that [laughs]. When I first joined people were talking about
getting fusion containment within twenty-five years, and twenty-five years later they
were saying the same thing again [laugh]. I mean as time has shown, by the time they
got to zeta they were getting more to grips with it. At least they got containment for a
short period of time. I think the basic understanding, it took some years to get around
to. I don’t know, I’m not a theoretical physicist but there was a good group in theory
division that worked on it for many years.
I’m interested in the sort of instrumentation that you’re developing, and we talked
about giving it to scientists to do the measurement.

Yes.

And is that it then? Do you never see it again except when it goes wrong?
Well no, no, this is the point. They would – sometimes we’d go along and help with
the measurements. I mean sometimes it’s where they had a knowledge of electronics
and engineering, some physicists didn’t. So it would depend on their confidence in
what they were trying to do as to whether they would ask for our help or not. And for
the same reasons we didn’t know enough about the physics to know what they were
trying to do, so it was a combined effort in some cases.

Hmm. Do you get much credit from your work from the physicists?
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I did from some. It was variable. Some you didn’t. There were some physicists who
gave credit for the assistance they received and others didn’t.

Any that stick in your mind in particular?

Pardon?

Any that stick in your mind on either school?

Well, the guy who attached my name to one of these famous papers was a guy called
David Ashby, who along with Don Jephcott, who ran the first straight tube experiment
in the building where we were. David’s interferometer was used on that particular
experiment and he published these papers in the – I think it was the American
Scientific Review. I can show you a copy of the original paper actually, I didn’t
realise I had one, but I’ve got one upstairs in the bookcase. That was 1964 or five. I
think originally they sent it to Physics Review, that’s the American one isn’t it? Yes.
As a letter and finally a paper later on. I set up and originated some of the original
measuring equipment we used for that and David gave us the credit for – or gave me
the credit for doing so. A few people did, some people didn’t, it’s just how it was. I
saw our function there as providing a service, we provided some of the tools that the
physicists needed if you look at it from that point of view. Intellectually I wasn’t up
to fully understanding, well, even partially understanding some of what they were
doing [both laugh].

Whether you get credit or not in these circumstances, is that just a function of the
personalities of the physicists?

Yes.
Or because of the work you’re doing that, you know, it’s a particular difficulty?
No, it’s – to some extent it’s the personality of the physicist. Aldermaston was
different. One of the problems at Aldermaston that they had I think with the
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recruiting physicists was of course no one was allowed to publish papers in the open
field, which scientists liked to do. And from what I was told and from what I’ve read,
if you look at the Aldermaston histories that was one of the drawbacks. Now, in the
fusion field it was much more open because it was an international collaboration, and
the physicists – obviously there were certain things they would classify, but in a lot of
cases there was exchanges of information. But nothing at my level that concerned us.

[13:23]

Hmm. When did people start talking about the potential move to Culham?
I don’t really remember any detail. We were told that Culham was being built, if you
like, on the airfields. The buildings were – there was a new group of buildings going
up and we would be transferred there. I don’t have any particular memories of
anything, whether people were protesting, or there were occasionally some who said,
‘Oh, it would have been nice down in Dorset, but never mind, what’s wrong with the
Thames Valley?’ [Both laugh].

Did you have to do any sort of preparation to move?

Well, the logistics, yes. My functions changed. I had to do some work, not design
works in electronics but general organisational work. Because my role when we
moved to Culham changed. The electronics division, initially as it was moving to
Culham, had made no provision for service or backup. They were moving initially
the design group there until one of the group leaders pointed out that there was no
point in the electronics designing new sets of equipment for new experiments and then
not supporting it. So it was decided to put in an additional group. This was a group
of people that could, a) service the equipment and in fact there was a whole range of
duties. And I was put in charge of this particular section when we first went to
Culham, which was looked at as a service group if you like, an electronic service
group. And the various functions we did were a construction, for example, of a
prototype when it had been designed, suitable for manufacture by outside contractors.
‘Cause we didn’t have a manufacturing facility internally. So outside contractors
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produced these units for us from a prototype, which my section would put together.
And we provided a maintenance and repair service for the whole lab. Now what we
did in – in those areas, where it was commercial equipments, like
Tektronix oscilloscopes which we had dozens and dozens of, we had a contract with
an outside contractor to do those. Thos could be done commercially. If it was
equipment that we’d designed ourselves then that came in to our lab. We had a group,
which varied. These were technicians that we recruited and it varied between eight
and ten people. In addition to that we had an electronic store, which carried a stock of
this equipment. We also had guys in the group that would put the various kit
components together in the stores and supply the outside manufacturers with this sort
of thing. So we were sort of multi-function service group if you like. And any – any
of the equipment that came in, as I said, that needed service and repair, we could do
the necessary. Also, there were two people who spent their time on the experiments if
you like, sorting out some of – some of the electronic faults where you couldn’t bring
the equipment back into the laboratory, we had two people who would service it in
situ I suppose. So when we first moved there our division head said that he wanted
me to take responsibility for that particular section. But initially there was a more
senior engineer who’d been on ZETA, who was put overall in charge. But after a few
months he left and went to work for the Admiralty actually, and I was asked if I could
carry on, as they didn’t want to replace him. And my post would be reviewed
accordingly, so I carried on accordingly [both laugh].

And what does post be reviewed accordingly mean? Is that civil service slang for
promotion, or …
Well it’s called the carrot I think isn’t it? [Laughs] It was some time actually before it
was reviewed, but I did eventually get a promotion, which then, I believe I’ve told
you some of that story before, I had a grilling because I didn’t have a good university
degree but they decided they would move me into that particular grade anyway. As I
said, I believe I’ve told you this story before anyway, so that put me in the post of the
old E2, or as it became known, a PTO1 I think, that was it. But the degree barrier, by
and large, although it wasn’t spelt out, was a grade below that, PTO2. And the PTO1
was regarded as a professional post, but it tended to be the younger professionals.
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They would – a professional engineer would expect to get in to that grade probably in
his thirties, mid thirties.

How old were you?

Fifty. [Both laugh]

[19:50]

What did you mean by, the barrier was never spelt out but it was there? What
barrier?
Qualifications, it’s fairly simple. The guys that were in the organisation that I was
responsible for, they were – they were guys – well all of them I think, to HNC
standard. That was the recruiting level we were taking in. There were groups – there
were technicians grade three and two, three and four in the early stages. They kept
changing these grades, that’s the problem, over the years. But there were – all the
technician engineers as you would have called them in industry, I mean industry
would call them engineers, the Authority were quite strict on this. To call someone an
engineer he had to have a professional engineering qualification, a member of the
Institute or a good honours degree, etc. Outside, everybody’s an engineer that can use
a spanner or a pick and a shovel I think. But the Authority were much tighter on
designations, so officially you were technicians, and then they merged the grades. So
they – they did this with a scientific group where they merged the scientific officers
with the experimental officers. Now you’ve been through that with Mike I think.

I think we talked a little bit about this last time as well.

We did, yes. Now on the engineering equivalent side they merged the engineers and
the technicians, and this is where this qualifications barrier appeared, should we put it
that way? If you saw a post advertised for PTO1 they would be advertising a good
engineering degree or something, some such wording. Technicians were variable, but
the people that we recruited were good quality technicians. They were, I say, they
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were up to HNC standard. Several of them were ex Harwell apprentices who took
their apprentices through. And in fact, for a number of years the apprentice school did
send one or two apprentices into my group to get experience in their last year of
apprenticeship. And they were then doing HNC usually, so – and in fact when
vacancies occurred in the group sometimes we – several apprentices we took and kept
on, because the people that came into that particular group, over the years I only ever
remember one person that didn’t go out on promotion. You know these posts are
advertised around the Authority? And the people that would – that we lost, if you
like, the turnover in our group, which wasn’t all that high, but we used to lose
technicians occasionally, they nearly all went out on promotion to higher posts. And
that was, you know, I was quite pleased about that. It shows we picked the right
people in the first place. [Both laugh]

From your point of view, what did you think about the merger of the engineering and
technician grades?
I didn’t have any feelings about it one way or the other quite frankly, because
unwritten rules could have been applied anyway. People knew what they were
looking for, they didn’t have to spell it out. But there were agreed rules I think on
certain grades. I mean, for example, you could get into the scientific officer grade
unless you had a first or upper second I think it was. Lower second, they were in the
so-called experimental officer grades, but a number of people got through into the
higher levels, as you know. So yes, ‘cause the pay for experimental officer and
technician grade one originally was always within a pound or two the same. And the
same grade, the SSO and the engineer two, or PTO1 which I became, again were
about on the same level in terms of pay.

Hmm.

In terms of status it depended who you were working for [both laugh].
I’m interested in this idea of sort of status. Are there any signs of status that you can
think of?
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Very, very little quite frankly. There were a few in some areas, but amongst the
scientific staff that I worked for, rarely ever did you find anyone – what would you
say? Pulling rank? No. Going back into the early stages of Aldermaston, I’ve
mentioned this before, it was – it came as a surprise to me that my old group leader,
when I first joined, and he never issued orders. He would – he would come in or
you’d be called in to his office and say, ‘Well we have so and so, and so and so to do.
I suggest that this would be a decent approach.’ Now that to me was an order
[laughs]. But it didn’t – it didn’t sound like one.

By the time you get to Culham are you on sort of first name terms, second name terms
with people?
Oh yes, well, within the groups at Aldermaston it was – apart from the more senior
members who’d been effectively pre-war civil servants if you looked at all the heads
of groups, the younger people, the younger intakes, it was – it was informal. When I
was first recruited, my group leader, he said, ‘Christian names is – Christian names is
the manner of address around here,’ he said. And it was much the same when I went
to Harwell. I never met anyone in 488 who you had to address as Mr or Dr or anyone.
They were nearly all younger people around and it was – everyone was on Christian
name terms. You didn’t question their authority, I mean if it was a senior person
came in and said, ‘I’d like you to do so and so,’ no question. But people didn’t, if you
like, visibly wear their badge of rank on their sleeves, let’s put it that way.
Completely the opposite approach to the military.

Hmm.

A very un-military like way of working it was. Yes, I suggest it would be a good idea
to move.

Okey dokey.

[End of Track 15]
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I was wondering if you could describe what the Culham site was actually like when
you first got there?

Well a group of new buildings on an old airfield site, built along what was originally
the old main runway I suppose, it’s as simple as that [laughs]. With a police – no,
sorry, it wasn’t police, security lodge at the entrance. The security at Culham, as
opposed to Harwell, was done by a security force, mostly of ex-firemen, whereas the
Harwell police were of course Ministry police. The Culham security didn’t have the
same police powers of course.

Was security still tight?

No, no, not in the sense that it had been. Okay, you still needed your pass to get into
the system, but there wasn’t the … well, I don’t know, I hadn’t really thought about it.
It seemed – it all seemed fairly easy compared with the police procedures at Harwell,
that was all. I mean certain buildings at Harwell had their own separate monitored
entrance, if you like, whereas we didn’t have that at Culham. And of course there
was, as you know, by then a certain amount of international cooperation and all sorts
of people were coming in. And of course even more so when the JET site was
opened. Bearing in mind when we went to Culham you see, there was – there was no
JET site there, it hadn’t been agreed that Culham would house this.

Whereabouts on the site did you actually work?
Initially in the building called D1. We were later moved to another building ‘cause
they changed the use of the various buildings according to the type of experiments
they were doing. Building D1 was originally going to house quite a large experiment,
which in the view of the way the physics went was changed. So the area that we
occupied originally, it was going to be a control room. It was quite a large area, but
we moved to smaller labs and offices later on. The electronics group was in one
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group of buildings in the centre of the site then. Nothing remarkable, nothing to
distinguish them from anywhere else.
What’s it like inside? Let’s pretend I’ve never seen a laboratory before in my life.

[Laughs] Picture? A room containing in our case benches and desks, the benches
housing a variety of electrical points at the rear, shelves overhead for accommodating
test equipment, etc. Plenty of space between then to allow the use of racks or
oscilloscopes, which were floor mounted, moved around. Something like probably
ten – ten feet, ten or twelve feet between some of the benches so that we were not
pushed for space, let’s put it that way. And at the end of our group of buildings we
had a separate store and storeroom, a man that ran the stores, kept the supply of
components available that we needed. He also processed the paperwork for bringing
the equipment in and returning it, and he also supervised the collecting of components
from various places to be used in the manufacture of these units.

[04:35]

Hmm. Who else do you actually work with at first?

Pardon?

Who else do you actually work with, is it the Electronics Service Group?

Yes, yes, yes. Oh, we had a group leader overall, Bert Reed who was a scientist. By
title he was a principle – a PSO, but in actual fact he was originally a microwave man
at EMIs, he did his national service. He went to university and got a first class
Honours in Physics after that, so he came back into the system with – qualified as a
physicist but in actual fact his background had been in electronics and microwaves.
So he was – he was head of our group when – he wasn’t initially the overall head.
When we first moved to Culham we had a division head from Harwell who was going
to do it part time, but it was decided that wasn’t satisfactory so he returned to Harwell
and our particular guy was then appointed group leader. So there were two separate
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groups, there was a group upstairs of similar size that did long term design full time.
And this was a group of people who were a mixture. There were some – a couple of
SSOs, three or four of them were EOs or SEOs, so there was this mixture in between,
plus a couple of scientific assistants for doing drawings and things like that. Well
they were situated in a group of rooms on the first floor, we were on the ground floor
as a service group, which was easier for access etc anyway. So we operated as two
separate sections, if you like, within the electronics group. So – and there could have
been as much interaction between the two of us as was thought necessary, but by and
large we – in my particular section downstairs, if someone wanted small bits of
equipment designed and built the odd cathode followers, as I always called them, or
odds and sods that didn’t justify going to the long term design, we could produce
pieces like that for them as part of our service. So it wasn’t – we regarded ourselves
as a service to the experiments and to our own group, if you like. So there was
nothing particularly outstanding or exciting or exhilarating. We were a group of
essential dogs bodies I think [both laugh].

[07:30]

Personally, what were your personal duties? What do you have to do on a daily
basis? Just …

Just general admin of the group. Keep an eye on what was going on in the group, do
the necessary paperwork and I used to spend some time in the lab helping – I used to
still like to keep my hands on, if you like. So some younger or newer members of the
group, I could sometimes offer them assistance despite my ageing years as it were
then. When you think I was in my fifties you see, or going there. And the – the
younger guys, we’d get some coming in as ex-apprentices you see. So we had a
whole spread of age groups depending on how senior they were. Some people stayed
there for many years, the rest of their working lives. But it changed after I retired
anyway, there were some changes in Culham. More work was being dispersed, jet
was in the rundown – running down phase, so …

How much paperwork is there actually running a group, from your point of view?
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Initially it wasn’t too bad but toward the end of my working career, if you call it that,
the paperwork was increased because health and safety executive got involved. And I
was having to do more paper. Although the health and safety inspectors didn’t have
the authority to come in as they did in commercial premises and shut the place down,
they were invited in I think by our director and came in and made all manner of
recommendations, some of which I thought, even putting it mildly were quite
ridiculous. But it was this – it was – increased the paperwork considerably. I was
also advised by the health and safety people to go and look at some other
establishments of examples of how things should be done. I’ve mixed feeling about
that. So I’ll …

I was just wondering, can you think of any specific examples that the HSE
recommended you changed things?
Oh there were many examples where they said we were changed, but I don’t know
how much I should say about this on tape [laughs]. For example, when they walked
into my group of labs, this long room main, the first comment they made when they
walked through the door, they said, ‘Where are your notices?’ ‘What notices?’ ‘You
should have a copy of the electricity regulations,’ you see, and they said, ‘Electricity’s
dangerous.’ So I pointed out that we’d got a group of qualified people here to HNC
standard, they knew electricity was dangerous and they didn’t – I don’t think the
electricity regulations were required reading for them. That was just one example, I
won’t – I won’t quote some of the others whilst I’m on tape [laughs].

[11:20]
How did feel about the – I guess the change in health and safety ideas?

Well I believe they were invited in by management, so obviously if there was
something that we felt was worth implementing then presumably we ought to go
along with this. We were always mindful of people’s safety, but to a large extent this
also – this relied on the fact that these people were fairly safe, they knew what the
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hazards they were dealing with, and consequently took the appropriate precautions.
These were qualified people, they didn’t need to be told that electricity was
dangerous, as was pointed out to me.

Did you have many accidents?
No, no. I don’t recall ever having to make out an accident report in the years that I
was there in our labs, whether there were incidents in others I don’t know, but …

How did your colleagues see incoming changes to health and safety?

I think they regarded in much the same way as I did. They were not subject to the
first line of questioning that I was, since they were looking for – go for the person
responsible. I was responsible for their safety obviously, but … it was regarded with
mixed feelings, let’s put it this way. Some of the suggestions were sound, some of
them were less so [both laugh].

On the subject of administration, you mentioned that there was, you know, there was
always some paperwork that you had to do. What sort of things did you have to do
paperwork for?

Oh, all manner of things because the Authority were getting quite conscious of the
cost of these operations, and they’d actually introduced a system of time sheets.
Whilst they were not detailed to the point of an industrial organisation, I had to report
into the group leader every Monday morning, this was later on in the years that we
were at Culham, with the time sheets to account for our actions of the previous week.
It wasn’t on the scale of an industrial time sheet, we weren’t tied to a few minutes
here and there, but we had to account for particular projects, money we’d spent on
specific projects. Some on just general housekeeping as I call it [both laugh], and of
course also I accounted for some of my time having to fill in the appropriate
paperwork that they were requesting [laughs].

Seems fair. What sort of reactions do you get when you hand in the time sheets?
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Mixed [both laugh]. By and large it was – I don’t think we ever had any serious
disagreements over anything. It was a question of accounting procedures. The
accountants in their turn were having to account for costings in the organisation at that
time, and I thought it not unreasonable that we cooperate with them as much as we
could.

[15:20]
How much do things like, you know, cost constraints actually affect what you’re
doing?
Later on we were asked to be careful, but we still had this – until the last few years the
civil service system, I don’t know whether you’re aware of it, you would be allocated
an annual budget and coming up at the end of the financial year in March they had
this system, which I doubt would have been applied to industry, but if you didn’t
spend that money fully you couldn’t carry it forward into the next financial year, you
lost it. And there was also a prospect, if you didn’t fully spend it then you would have
something discounted on your following allocation. So to some extent this civil
service system had been going for many years and it was continued with the
Authority, you may think it’s not the right way to save money in the long term, being
penalised for not spending your allocation. But it did result in the earlier years of
looking at your test equipment that was in need of renewal, ad you’re thinking right,
I’ve got a dew hundreds or a few thousand pounds here I must spend before the end of
the year, you see. Whereas if they’d allowed you to carry it over the following year
you may not have done that, you may have kept the money for something different.
But on the other hand I don’t know, we were never able to put it to the test. The
accounting system was fixed, it didn’t – we didn’t devise it, we just went along with
it. And the accounting people, by and large, we knew the people quite well, since we
had meeting with them from time to time [both laugh].

Are there any other, I guess, constraints and limitations on what you do?
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No, it’s largely down to common sense. As I say, we were a service group. The
amount that we spent to some extent was out of our hands. If the demands were high
for our services, for example, we didn’t charge any of the physics groups for any of
our maintenance services. If they sent fifty oscilloscopes in over the course of two or
three months we sent them out to our contractors and that wasn’t paid for by the
physics groups, it was paid for out of our budget. So it wasn’t a detailed cost
accounting to the – you know, we didn’t have to account for every component we
used, but it was to give the – at least the accountants some idea of where the money
was going and where some of it could be saved, so it seemed a reasonable
arrangement.

[18:27]

I was interested when you were talking about staff earlier, and how you were always
quite pleased when they went away and got promoted somewhere else.

Yes, yes.

But how did you go about getting them in the first place? Where did you recruit your
staff from?

Advertised, you could advertise inside the Authority and outside the Authority in the
open market. We liked to fill them from internal people if we could, and bearing in
mind in those early years there were establishments in a number of places in the UK,
there were the northern groups, the Preston, the other groups just outside Warrington.
There was the Windscale groups, there was Aldermaston, Harwell. So when a
vacancy was available this went on the notice boards of – around the whole of the
establishment, and you’d get people applying – I mean two of the guys I had in, one
of the best guys I had in for some years came from the Windscale group and it turned
out he’d been a Windscale apprentice, Authority apprentice because again they get a
very good – the Authority apprenticeship scheme I think was recognised as one of the
best available. They had a graduate apprenticeship scheme there as well. If people
had the ability they could be sponsored to university. People who came in on the, if
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you like, the technical side, would be given the opportunity for technical training as
far as they needed to go. And most of the guys that we were looking at, these would
be guys in their early twenties coming in after they’d had a little bit of experience
probably. It depends on the grade. If we were advertising a higher grade then you’d
be getting a guy that had more experience behind him. But the basic grade that we
had was a so called tech three at that time. Those would be guys that had probably
done an apprenticeship, probably some practical, technical qualifications to HNC, five
years, you know, three to – in the old days we used to do three ONC, an additional
two years for your HNC. And so that’s the standard that was coming in. And the
people that went out were usually people that, again, had looked at the notice board
and saying, ‘Hey, there’s a grade one here or a grade two. We’ll apply for that.’ And
we’d give them the appropriate recommendations and say, ‘Good luck, you know, if
you can get a promotion.’
What –
So yeah, they were encouraged to go for it if – we didn’t say to people, ‘Oh, we don’t
want to lose you,’ or something like that. If they could get promoted out I was
pleased for them. After all, that was what I had to do in the first place [both laugh],
move from – move establishments to get your promotion. Though in fact I did
initially in fact get some promotion at Aldermaston, and some people within our
group had got promotion. But if we had a higher level vacancy and someone within
our group had applied for it that still meant if we took them we had a lower level
vacancy to bring some less experienced personnel in. So we did keep, over the years,
a steady through put. We weren’t losing lots of people, some people were there for a
number of years, some people were only there three or four years.

What sort of qualities are you looking for in your staff?
That’s difficult. They were interviewed with a panel, and this panel comprised a
number of people from different areas. It wasn’t somewhere where myself or my boss
sat in isolation and said, ‘I like Charlie Jones there, he looks right.’ The panels were
formally constituted from – they had an administrator, they had a Chairman of the
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board who was always – usually – yeah, I think it was nearly always someone from
outside, probably from Harwell or, you know, some other establishment. And the
idea is to see fair play, so it was usually a panel of four people, sometimes five. And
they would assess the qualities of the guy. They were subject to technical
questioning, the admin people would ask them, if you like, more general questions. If
the engineers or scientists were on the panel they’d obviously ask them technical
questions. So it was a combination of how the panel assessed their personality, their
technical qualifications and how the panel assessed their technical competence. Does
that make sense? And it’s a procedure that we all had to go through if you were
starting at the lower level.

How much, I guess, guidance do you give to new staff as well, training and that sort
of thing?

Oh, as much as is needed. Fortunately in the group people would always help each
other. We hoped we’d pick the people that would do this when you selected them in
the first place. And in my experience people didn’t sit in isolation, they would chat
round a cup of coffee at ten o’clock in the morning, and talk about last night’s date or
something, the usual things. But they’d – on the technical side, the older people in the
group had got that much more experience, so if the youngest guy was in trouble he
could always ask, he wasn’t – they weren’t left alone. So I thought – I thought it was
a useful training scheme for people on the way through. I had two or three chaps that
started, you know, at grade three and made it to grade one over a few years, and they
stayed there for a few years. But quite a number of people applied for the outside
posts where you went into competition with others and took a chance as to whether
you would be successful or not. But as you know, that was the civil service way
anyway, whether you were a scientist or whether you were a technician, or whether
you were an administrator if it comes to that. I think the same principles applied
through the whole system, so it was seen to be fair.

How much did you think of yourself as being a civil servant?
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I don’t think I did. The only time it was ever mentioned to me was I think the first
passport I had at Aldermaston. All that was on that passport was civil servant [both
laugh]. The Authority paid for our passports in those days [both laugh]. I still have
mine in there.

[25:55]

How do you feel about the fact that, you know, you are sort of losing staff to other
places along the way?
I considered that was part of the job, and to some extent if we’d trained people to be
worthy of a high grade I was quite pleased about that. I was pleased to help them
providing they’d done a good job when they’d been with our particular group. I was
happy to recommend them and say so. The fact that I was going to lose them didn’t
distress me, I thought good, I wish him well, I hope we can get a suitable replacement
[both laugh]. And mostly you did. Of course what you were doing initially of course
were replacing somebody with usually slightly less experience, but that’s the way the
system worked.

[26:45]

I was interested in you were talking about part of your duties included building
prototype equipment and then getting it built.

Yes, yes.

I was just wondering if you could give me any sort of specific examples of the sorts of
stuff?

Well if someone designed some particular type of a data collection system in the
group upstairs, initially when it started people were left to find their own way, build
their prototype and what have you, put it out to use. Now that was modified later on,
to keep a reasonable standard of engineering it was decided that the designers birds
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nest, if you like, wasn’t suitable for rugged experimental use. So the drawings etc,
design, would come down to my section and we had a couple of guys in there that
were very capable of doing a prototype layout and we would do that, check it out with
the designer who agreed, with the appropriate metal work panel case or whatever, and
then put it out to a commercial contractor. We used to have commercial contracts to
say, ‘Build anything – ten of these, fifty of them,’ or whatever was needed. So we
were an intermediate function that took a design and saw it was converted into a
useable unit that someone could plug in a rack and rely on. Sometimes those units
just – they would come straight back into our store initially you see, and then they
would be issued from our store to the experiment, and in a lot of cases our people
would go out and install them on the experiments.

What sort of thing is actually involved in that intermediate stage, with taking the
design and turning it into, you know, something that can be produced?
Well, if you were given a theoretical diagram and you’d just get the appropriate
components and assemble it in the manner that makes it repeatable for manufacture if
you like. Sometimes it would mean getting a printed circuit board made first. We did
have a printed circuit facility upstairs with one man operating that, and sometimes he
would do a layout and since it was in our own group we were in a position to modify
it before it went out to manufacture. One of the facilities they had upstairs, as we
called it, was a man who was responsible for doing some of the layouts on early PCB
work, and he in turn could say, ‘Well there’s a prototype, let’s get a number of these
manufactured.’ He would probably organise the manufacture of some of those.
Sometimes we did, sometimes they did, upstairs. So it was converting, as I said, what
we called a bird’s nest or a rat’s nest that you have on your table when you’ve done an
initial design and tried it and done the modifications, transfer that into a piece of
commercial equipment. It involved some knowledge of the circuitry and some
experience of course.

[30:15]

How much contact do you have with other groups around the establishment?
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Well we had contact with various groups because sometimes the scientists would
come in and say, ‘Oh, I want to do so and so, can you knock me something up that
will do that?’ You know, ‘I’ve got a photo multiplier here, I want to get a certain
level of output, what can we do?’ It wasn’t enough to justify going into the design
group and saying, ‘I want a job that’s going to take me a few days to produce.’ They
were into something – they would probably look into produce a data collection system
that would be used next month – not next month, next year if you like. We could
provide bits and pieces of equipment that somebody wanted next week, depending
what it was [both laugh]. And even some of the people that used to do their own
electronics, as we called it, there was always a few people in the experimental areas
that knew enough about electronics to produce their own bits and pieces. But
occasionally they’d come along with this thing saying, ‘Oh, you know, this doesn’t
work, can you tell me, you know, why?’ Well you could try and help them. You
didn’t say, ‘Well, you know, you want it,’ you didn’t say, ‘You’re on your own.’
You’d just try and help these people. We went through a phase of this, I remember
particularly in the sixties when semi-conductors were getting more and more common
you see, and some of the people were using thermionic valves or they just thought
they’d like the idea of building a bit of transistor circuitry themselves you see. So
they’d build this and find it blew up or didn’t work, and the come along and say, ‘Can
you tell me why this doesn’t work?’ [Both laugh] But it was all good natured, part of
the work, so we did inter-react with other groups in that, for example, there was a
special services group there that produced – this was physics stuff. For example, they
were producing, say, filters that were for use in the experiments. And these were
filters, initially glass filters that were coated by using deposition evaporation systems
in vacuum, if you like. And if they had trouble with that equipment, which they did at
one stage, and they got the manufacturers in and it wasn’t very satisfactory, they
thought getting the manufacturers in, that would be the solution but they didn’t really
get it to work properly so they came to see – came to see us. So I was able to go
along there and look at the waveforms and decided why it wasn’t working properly.
What was happening, it was effectively a scanning system that scanned a metal
source, and the beam that swept across this small source was twelve kV at one Amp,
so pretty fearsome sort of beam. And it would vaporise the material as it went across,
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and in the vacuum then the vapour would be deposited upon these filters. Well you
had to have a very linear waveform for this to work, and this is only one example.
And it wasn’t working as it should, and by looking at the waveforms we could see the
non-linearity, sorted it out and from then they were producing good filters. That’s
only one small job of where we reacted with a different group, if you like. And the
group leader was very pleased about it all.

Are there many problems with the equipment?
It depends – depends what it was or how it was being used. In the early stages, for
example, until the – some of the experiments got their earthing systems sorted out,
when you’re discharging a capacitor bank charged to thirty kV into a system
somewhere, you get some rather strange earth currents floating around. And we’ve
had instrumentation racks where the sparks come off them you see, and that’s –
electronics don’t like that. But that wasn’t – later on, these were more the early years.
Later on the engineers got more clever at designing these layouts you see.

[34:55]

What would you think the biggest changes were in the engineering of the instruments
you were working on?
Well, I don’t think – it was a gradual process over the years. I mean, if you like, in
the electronics industry there were steps, you went from thermionic valves when the
first integrated circuits came – well, the transistors initially, then integrated circuits,
and again these were – it was continuous development, it wasn’t a step function in it.
There were some areas where you still had to retain thermionic valve technology, for
example.

Why?
Well in the 1960s you didn’t have transistors that would switch fifteen kilovolts into a
switching circuit [laughs]. They were only okay for small voltages, so you had
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devices – one of the standard boxes we made were fifteen kilovolt hydrogen
thyratrons, which was a thermionic valve about so big [demonstrates], which would
produce a fifteen kilovolt pulse in a few nanoseconds you see, to fire a particular
circuit. You couldn’t do that with semiconductors [both laugh]. So it was gradual
changes over the years, or to use the common parlance, horses for courses [laughs].
What’s the sum effect of those gradual changes on those sorts of equipment you’re
producing?

Well, one of the things in which it affects us, I spent an awful lot of time doing
technical reading. I’ve heard people talking about taking the job home with you, but
my wife will tell you, I spent many years taking the job home with me ‘cause you do
technical reading in the evenings that you probably haven’t got round to during the
day. So I spent a lot of my working life reading, if you like, the current articles on the
way it was going. I mean there was plenty of publications, aside from the scientific
side of it. I mean, journals like Electronic Engineering and nuclear – there used to be
various nuclear journals published. And we had a system actually at Aldermaston,
and it continued through Harwell come to think of it, the journals were circulated –
the current journals circulated through the groups. They’d buy certain journals that
were applicable and they’d come into the group leader when he’d had his thumb
through them. The messenger would drop it in your tray, etc, and so they used to
come round the system. And so there was always technical journals and books
recommended in your in-tray that, as far as I was concerned was, you know, reading –
essential reading should I say? If you wanted to keep up with what was going on, and
most of the people I knew did.
Are there any other ways of keeping up with what’s going on?
Talking to people. I mean we – anything on the side that I wasn’t able to understand,
at least there was people there that would try and explain it to you, assuming you were
able to follow them. In some cases we could, in some cases we didn’t bother [both
laugh]. But then on the other hand it wasn’t always necessary to know the whys and
wherefores. As I said, I’m not physicist so I just did the – the engineering within the
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– as did my group, did the engineering within our limited field of knowledge, if you
like.

[Laughs] Were there many women working at Culham?

Not many in the engineering side. There were women there, yes, mostly in the admin
side, in the divisional admin office, personnel, that sort of thing. They were in the
civil service grades of course, some of the – but there were occasionally – there were
some women physicists, there were a couple that I knew at Aldermaston in the early
years. I’ve not really thought about that. I mean as you know, there are some world
famous women physicists, scientists of all grades, but I hadn’t really thought about
that one. We did have one woman engineer come through I remember at one time,
but that was a bit unusual, in the group upstairs.

Why unusual?

In those days it was unusual. There are many more women now taking engineering
and physics degrees than there were thirty, forty, fifty years ago when you look at it.
Did you ever think about the – the relative absence of women as being unusual?
No, I don’t think – well yes, in the early years it was unusual to have women in the
system, but that didn’t mean that you regarded them as being any different. As far as
we were concerned they were just – they were still people working in the particular
discipline. Whether you were male or female, most of the people I know, didn’t make
any difference. I don’t think – what do you call them these days, as far as I can
remember any sexism or anything like that. People were obviously in that job
because they were deemed competent by the people that had recruited them [both
laugh].

[41:05]
What’s the sort of working atmosphere like in Culham?
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Well I enjoyed it. But then I enjoyed the working atmosphere in most of the time I
was with the Authority, for which I was very grateful. I found the atmosphere mostly
quite pleasant. Most people were helpful, pleasant, humorous in a lot of cases [both
laugh]. But by and large generally reasonable people to get along with, there were the
odd exceptions but that’s surely in any walk of life. As I say to my grandchildren,
we’re all queer to somebody or other, by that I mean peculiar.
[Laughs] I guess I’m sort of thinking about, you know, nuclear – nuclear weapons,
nuclear energy, you know, they’re both sort of big political topics in their own way.
Was politics much of a discussion topic?

No, by and large no. Most of the discussion topics were either domestic or technical.
Politics didn’t enter into it very much, it was more the internal politics amongst
people that were vying for positions in some of the positions that were there.

Did that happen often?

Hmm, well, in my case it happened a couple of times while I was at Harwell, there
was some politic-ing going on, when someone wanted to take a particular group of
people and – but that was a long time ago, I wasn’t aware of that happening very
much later on. In our case the only women we had in our group was the secretary,
and she was always helpful.

Just going through my questions actually. I seem to have scribbled out rather a lot of
them but I was wondering, you’ve talked quite a lot about the sort of day to day
activity, were there any sort of big jobs over your time at Culham that you were
involved in?

[43:30]

Not particularly, no, they were more routine jobs. There was a phase at one stage
where the accountants decided – well I don’t know whether it was the accountants, we
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were asked to do commercial work if some of it was possible. We installed data
processing equipment in Liverpool University at one stage. I went up there and the –
there were some physicists there doing experiments. They had some contact with
Culham and I provided some of the data processing equipment, which had been
designed in our upstairs group, if you like. Liverpool did the cable pulling in, etc. I
went up there with a couple of guys in my section and we did the installations.
Things like that were external, brought a bit of money into the system, so I was told.
But it was just an interesting job, ‘cause as – obviously we had contacts with various
universities over the years, as we did with NPL at Teddington. It’s just different
groups, just another job. Interesting, interesting diversions in some cases.

When you said you had to do commercial work, could you just define what that meant
to me please?

Well essentially do work for outside people that were prepared to pay money for it
[both laugh], which included the universities. We didn’t go to Cross and Blackwells
to see if we could improve their canning factory facilities [both laugh].

[45:20]

Did you have much contact with outside organisations before the commercial phase?

Not really. A) in the early years of course the work was all classified anyway, it was
only when you go the Culham things were much more open, so no. We were a bit
isolated in that sense. But it wasn’t something we were particularly looking for, I
don’t recall, spending much time thinking about it. When they came up with the –
ideas were proposed that we take commercial work we said, ‘Well wait a minute,
what can we offer anyone outside?’ And of course it had to be institutions like the
universities where they were doing research.

What did you think about the change to doing commercial work?
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Well it was an interesting diversion for a short time. We didn’t do it for very long to
be fair, not whilst I was there. Whether they did work after I retired I don’t know.

When about was that phase?
It was in the eighties, late seventies, early eighties. I can’t remember exactly, it was
only a few years before I retired and I retired in ‘86, so I’d say early eighties. I can’t
pin it down exactly now, you should have asked me this thirty years ago [both laugh].

Did you have much contact with other establishments though beforehand?

Not a lot. We had a bit of contact with Harwell even when we were at Culham
because it was still regarded as a joint effort, if you like, but by and large, not with
other establishments. I mean at Aldermaston there was a security site, there was no
point in trying to do very much there. No, as I say, we didn’t have very much contact.
The only commercial firms we had contact with were people that were providing the
manufacturing services or a maintenance service to us. We had several different
contractors over the years that used to – they had a contract to repair routine
equipment, as we called it. Their van would come every week and we would load the
US, unserviceable equipment. But it was mostly standard stuff, oscilloscopes, pulse
generators, all that type of thing. We didn’t – we didn’t do the routine stuff in our
own group, if you like.

Did you have anything to do with the instrumentation and things around the
installation of JET, or was that …

Very little because they set up their own group, whose group leader was recruited
from our side [laughs]. The man that became head of that group was one of the
designers in our group upstairs. And in fact several people, we did lose several people
to JET, and that caused a few problems.

What sort of problems?
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A shortage of personnel. Some of the – two or three – two people out of my section
went to JET. There was an attraction because it was nearly all promotions you see.
‘Cause the problem they had on JET is, if you looked at the pay structures, the
continental engineers, scientists etc, the continental person on JET were by and large
earning two to two and a half times the salaries our people were. So when our people
went over there and working alongside a Dutch engineer or German engineer who
was getting twice as much, there was a certain amount of discontent [both laugh]. But
a number of people that went to JET did get promotions, which – that didn’t
completely offset the pay business but they – later on in years they did make one or
two attempts to offer extra incentives.

[49:50]
I was wondering, as someone who’d worked at, you know, Aldermaston, Harwell and
Culham, how did Culham compare to the other establishments?
Well it was a variation over the years you see, and you’d had different experiences.
As I’ve explained before, I enjoyed my time at Aldermaston, it was a very steep
learning curve as I’ve explained before, but it was still enjoyable. And on going to
Harwell on promotion, again it was a start in a different kind of environment but I still
enjoyed it. And when we moved to Culham, in the early years I found that was quite
enjoyable again, despite change of duties. So I’d changed my working practices, if
you like, and environment so that the latter years at Culham were more sort of
supervisory, if you like. But I still felt the need to do my technical reading [both
laugh].

[51:10]

Were you sort of sharing that technical reading round the group at all?

Oh yes, yes. But the other people in the group were doing their own as well, so we
used to – in various discussions people would say, ‘Hey, did you see that article in so
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and so?’ Probably have a chatter about it over a coffee, tea or something. So I
suppose that’s one of the normal things in a technical working environment isn’t it?
Never worked in one, I wouldn’t know.

No, you see, well it was only my early years where I worked in an outside commercial
organisation in an entirely different environment, so I’m not really well qualified to
talk about it. I’m grateful that I was able to go to work without having to worry about
going to work, if you like. I was going out and I was going to enjoy it, and I was very
grateful to that over the years.

What were the biggest bits about it you did enjoy?

Just the general technical work I suppose, and a sense of achievement in some cases
when you’d done something and it worked and people said, ‘Yeah that’s fine, that’s
what we wanted.’ [Both laugh]
Now bear in mind that I’ve never had a technical job and the things I find enjoyment
in may be a little bit different from someone who has.
Well yes, but so would the butcher, the baker, the candlestick maker wouldn’t they?
[Both laugh]

I was just wondering if you could just break it down a little bit? What are the sources
of enjoyment in a technical job like yours?
Achievement I think. A challenge of, there’s something, that’s interesting, hmm, let’s
see if we can do that or if we can improve on it. Or if it’s a request to produce
something, if you then produce something you think, hey yeah, I quite enjoyed
producing that. If you’d been producing something that was going in the dustbin it
probably wouldn’t have had the same attraction. You were providing a service and
the end product was hopefully of use to someone further up the chain, and that gave a
certain amount of satisfaction I think. I haven’t worked in a non-technical
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environment, if you like, so I don’t know what it would be like working in a
newspaper office or a paper mill or what have you [laughs].

Are there any frustrations in technical development?

Oh yes. The frustration of probably not being able to do something as well as you
would have liked, or the devices you were trying to use were not quite up to what you
would like them to be. But you were pragmatic about that, you used to say, ‘Hey,
well there we are, it would be nice if we could do so and so but we couldn’t, so that’s
the best we can do under the circumstances.’ In other words a certain amount of
pragmatism was helpful.

I remember you in an earlier interview discussing the management style of Nobby
Clarke.

Yes.
I was just wondering if you could maybe give me a little – a little view into your own
management style?
You’d better ask my subordinates [both laugh]. I don’t think I’m in a position to
judge that. I tried to be nice to people, whether they thought I was being nice or not,
I’m not sure. I did have – I have had compliments paid to me a couple of times, but
no, I’m not in a position to answer that. I don’t know how I was perceived by other
people, but people didn’t come to me and complain they were being badly treated or
unfairly treated. Since most of them went out on promotion I assumed we’d done a
reasonable job, and particularly as I was prepared to recommend them if they’d done a
good job, and most of them did. There was only the odd character but you know, you
get that in any organisation. But management style, I don’t know. I asked people to
do things, I didn’t park commands army style. I always thought I liked people to be
nice to me, so why should I not be nice to other people [laughs]? That may not have
worked of course, as I say, you must ask someone else that question.
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[55:55]

Do you think there were any parts of your career, looking over the whole scope of it,
where you were, you know, happier or more interested than others?
Well the earlier – all I can say is the inverse of that, later in my career I was less
happy than I was earlier and through the mid of my career. It was only due to changes
of circumstances, legislation and various things like that, that I became less
enthusiastic. I was still reasonably enjoying it, but not to the extent that I had been
earlier on, if that makes sense.
How did your career – I was wondering if you could just give me a quick overview of
how your career actually developed at Culham?
It didn’t change an awful lot at Culham to be fair. I mean, I was put in to set up a
service group and run it, which we did, I did by and large. I didn’t really need any
help from our division head, I knew how to go about it, if you like, ‘cause I’d had a
fair amount of experience by then. That was 1964 when I went to Culham. So …
twenty-two, 2002 … I’m just trying to think how old I was when I went to Culham in
1964, from twenty-two. So yes, forty-eight, forty-nine.

How did you feel as you were approaching retirement?
Mixed feelings. In some cases I thought, well yes, we’re now going a different
direction. I didn’t feel I had the need to go rushing into work because I felt that by
then there were other interesting things one could look at. I wasn’t the sort of person
that would say, ‘I’m going to put my slippers on and sit in my chair.’ On the other
hand, my wife’s health was deteriorating a bit and I – a lot of period of my life – spent
a lot of time looking after her. But that wasn’t the thought at the time that I retired.
We were fortunate that we were able to do a number of things. We both liked the
countryside, and that enabled us more time in doing that. After I retired we bought a
static caravan on the Somerset, Devon border, we used to spend a lot of time down
there around Exmoor and Devon. So although I missed, if you like, some of the
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companionship of work, it had its compensations when you were sat out on Exmoor
having a nice lunch in the village inn and thinking, hmm, I’m pleased I’m not at work.

When did you actually retire?

1986, at the age of sixty-four. Well to be fair I had a week or two to go for sixty-four.
I was the last few weeks, ‘cause I was born in April and I retired in February ‘86. So
I was then aged sixty-four. And so I’d been at Culham, what’s that? Eighteen years?
Yes. Sixty-four, twenty-two years look, I’d been at Culham.

Did you get anything on leaving?
Oh the – there’s the usual whip round that most people had.

What did you get?

There was a set of silver cutlery in there. The usual good wishes and a spot of booze
and what have you, a bit of a party there. Yes, not the sort of thing that – I always
find it slightly uncomfortable on these occasions. I’m not very keen on being the
centre of attention, if you like. It’s probably a snag in my personality. One of the
many snags in my personality come to think about it [both laugh].

Shall we have a quick cup of tea?
Yes, if you turn the machine off we’ll gladly do that.

[End of Track 16]
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I guess that’s really brought us up to your – your formal retirement in 1986.
Six, that’s right.
What – what have you done since?

Not very much of a constructive nature [laughs]. I spent some time in the West
Country because my wife, she’s always loved the countryside, and we bought a static
caravan on the Devon, Somerset border outside Minehead. And so we were able in
the early years while she was still mobile, to get around Exmoor and various parts of
Devon, north Devon, the beautiful coastlines of north Devon, Lynmouth, Lynton, I
don’t know whether you know the areas. Porlock, we knew those – got to know those
areas very well. And it doesn’t sound very adventurous but we got around, stopped
and had a pub lunch somewhere, generally taking things easy and yet still a certain
amount of activity, if you like. We spent some time in the various places in the
Quantock Hills, that wasn’t far up the road from where we were. That – we did that
for a number of years until my wife was having difficulty walking. And as a result of
this she had surgery because of spinal problems, let’s put it that way, and was unable
to walk unaided after that. She could stand but she couldn’t walk on herself, so she
was wheelchair born, but it still enabled us to get out and about quite a lot. I used to
put the wheelchair into the back of the car and off we used to go. So I was grateful to
be able to do that. That was much a similar pattern, except we gave up the caravan
because when she wasn’t able to do her share towards looking after it, she felt that
wasn’t fair anyway, and we operated then from home here. Just go off when we felt
like it. We followed it in various places around the country. As my daughter said last
year when I bought a sat nav, ‘Why have you bought that Father? There isn’t
anywhere in the UK you don’t know.’ [Both laugh] Everywhere from there to, yeah,
North Yorkshire, spent quite a lot of time there in the North York Moors and the
Dales, what have you. So nothing very startling in retirement if you like, just
enjoying Mother Nature. Enjoying of course the grandchildren, ‘cause they were
along by then. We used to take my teenage granddaughter with us sometimes when
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we had the caravan. We had that seven – seven years or more. So my daughter’s
children were then between about seven and eight, and fourteen and fifteen. So they
used to use the caravan as well, come down for holidays. But apart from that when
our granddaughter was between the ages of about thirteen and sixteen she spent quite
a lot of time with us in various places. So she now has children of our own, so
[laughs] …
Oh, so you’re a great grandfather?
Yeah, I’m afraid so, yes, yeah. And they were a bit late starting because my son was
married ten years before he had his daughter, and she’s never married. The son has
now got a partner and a child of about three months now, but he’s nearly thirty years
old, so [laughs] … so yes, I now have three great grandchildren, two girls and a boy.
The oldest is only eighteen months, the youngest is about three or four months. So
they all left it later in life to have their children than I did.

[05:00]

Have you acquired any new interests in retirement?
I don’t think it’s new. I’ve pursued sort of a continuation, the family’s always relied
upon me to supply them with computers and the information to go with them ever
since I retired. Initially I had some BBC computers, which my grandson, who was
still at school in those days, was interested in. When the PCs first became available,
that was about the time I first retired because I think we had the first PCs at Culham in
1984, I think, was about when they first came out into the UK. And after I retired it
was then that components became available where you could build a computer instead
of having to buy a complete system. So back in the bad old days of DOS systems
when you had to know a bit more about what you were doing to build a computer, I
mean you don’t now; anybody can buy a processor and a motherboard on it and just
put a computer together. But back in the eighties and early nineties you needed to
know a bit more about it. Anyway, when the PCs became available I got rid of the
BBCs, in fact I donated them to a local school who were quite pleased to have them in
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those days because there was no school funding for computers in those days. And so
yes, although they’re all on Smartphones now, I think I’ve still got – I think there’s
four desktops in the family, which they ask me to update from time to time. And of
course in the early years I had to teach them how to use them, so that was interesting.
But nothing new really.

Have you been tempted back to work at all by any consultancy offers?
No, I wouldn’t be up to it technically. I mean things have moved on far too much for
me. I accept my limitations gracefully I hope. I still have an interest but I wouldn’t
be presumptuous to think anyone would want to employ me to do anything. Certainly
not now, even if they would have done ten or fifteen years ago. [Laughs]

What sort of things interest you now?

The ability to get up in the morning and think, hey, I can still walk around okay and I
can still look after myself and keep the house tidy. Now aren’t I fortunate at ninety?
[Laughs] And then I get on my bicycle, that’s a joke too, get on my bicycle and cycle
into Abingdon, do a bit of shopping if I need it. Sometimes have a ride back down
along the riverside path. I don’t ride very far, but I still regard it as a form of
compulsory exercise.

[08:00]
I guess one of the things that I’ve wondered about is, you’ve sort of talked quite a few
times over the course of this interview about reading, you know, Lorna Arnold’s
books for instance.

Yes.

I was just wondering what you make of the way that, you know, that nuclear history
has been treated in Britain, as someone who was involved?
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I find it fascinating. I mean I never expected it to be a general interest because people
outside the nuclear industry by and large, the general public don’t have a very
balanced impression of it. This is partly due I think to the press, immediately mention
something nuclear, it rings all the alarm bells doesn’t it? And people tend to be
influenced by that. I mean obviously it doesn’t happen in communities that have had
the appropriate education and background, but by and large people have strange ideas
about it. So it’s not something I’ve ever talked about outside. I mean amongst our
colleagues it’s different, but I never even talked about it much in the family. My son
was a bit more interested because he did a Harwell apprenticeship and went on to
work on cryogenics for the hospital scanners etc, you see. So he worked for the
Oxford Magnet Technology Group for most of his working life. That was
subsequently taken over by Siemens, at which point he took early retirement a few
years ago. But he’s just drawing his old age pension now at sixty-five, so that makes
you feel old [both laugh].

Hmm, what do you make of the way that things, you know, which were once very
secret that you were involved in are now known about?
Well I’m pleased if anyone’s interested. I don’t think there’s – having knowledge,
which wasn’t publicly available didn’t do anything for me. I mean I wasn’t the sort of
person that wanted to walk around and say, ‘Hey, I know something you don’t know.’
[Both laugh] No, it was all part of the job as far as I was concerned. I wouldn’t say –
like to say I left the job behind me because I would still read developments of
interests to see the way things are going and – but I wouldn’t pretend that I was able
in any way to help. The things I did in my working life, as I’ve said to the children,
‘I’ve got a head full of useless obsolete information.’ [Both laugh].

[10:50]

I guess the last few questions I had really were how you felt about having done this
interview?
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Well I’m astonished that – as I think I said in the airmail, that you would think there
was enough of interest in my life to even want to do it. So I’m still surprised [both
laugh] when I look around people that I know that have done notable things. I think
I’ve only been a small cog in the system and have been privileged to be part of that.

How have you found the actual interview sessions themselves? Hopefully not too
much like an interrogation? [Both laugh]
Oh no, it’s not as aggressive as the boarding systems I had to go through for
promotion [both laugh]. I’ve found it fascinating, I must say I found your manner
very pleasant and – and educational to some extent. It’s not something I’ve been
through before so I’m not in a position to make comparisons but it’s always been –
your presence has always been pleasant and interesting [both laugh].

What do you make of the idea of the project overall?
Well I think it’s a good idea. The only thing I ask myself is what proportion of the
British public are going to be interested in it? It will probably be of interest to some
history students or people with a history of science. But Joe Bloggs isn’t going to log
on to the British Library and see what Frank Raynor and Mike Forrest or anyone else
has been doing are they? [Laughs]

You never know. I think one of the things that, you know, as a good historian of
technology I always tell myself is you can never actually predict what people are
going to do with anything.
Well that’s true, that’s true. No, I don’t presume to guess at what public taste or even
scientific taste will be in the future. I always look back, if I do get reflective, I look
back on my life and thing well some of it was just pure chance, being in certain places
at a certain time, and I was fortunate enough to have had the opportunities that I did
have. In another age, another decade I probably wouldn’t have got into the system.
I’d certainly no idea when I left school that I would work in such an interesting
environment, and in fact I would never have thought that I had the ability or the
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confidence to do so. And I often wondered when I remembered all the – EE Peek, my
old Headmaster, shook my hand in 1936 when I left school and said, ‘If ever you’re in
a position to earn £5 a week Raynor, come back and see me and I’ll shake you by the
hand.’ I didn’t go back. [Both laugh].
Are there any points in your career in particular you think you’ve been lucky with, I
guess?
Well yeah, I think I’ve been lucky to be promoted on the occasions that I was, and
fortunate to have worked with the people that I did, which probably helped. They
must have thought at some time or other that I did something useful, so very
satisfactory on both sides I would have hoped. But that’s for other people to judge,
not me. Yes.
Is there anything else you’d like to …
No, I don’t think so.
In that case I’m just going to say thank you very much indeed and press stop.

Well, thank you very much for your approach. As I say, I never cease to be surprised,
even astonished [laughs].

[End of Track 17]
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Frank, I wonder if you could tell me what’s in your hand at the moment?

Well this is a paper published in 1964 in the Journal of Applied Physics, I believe
that’s the American one isn’t it? And it’s David Ashby’s idea of using an
interferometer for measuring plasma density. Now I don’t know anything about the
physics side of it but behind this, David apparently had some contact with Harry Boot
at the Services Research Lab, I think it was at that time. And the outcome was, David
came along with this glass tube, which he explained to me was a laser, then he had to
explain the principles of a laser to me [laughs] and said, ‘Well I’ve borrowed this.
I’ve got an idea of what I want to do with it,’ he said, ‘but I need something to make it
work. So, yeah but what? And he said, ‘Well we’ll have a word.’ So he came off the
phone and he said, ‘Well apparently we’ve got to put a coil around it to what they call
pump it, pump electro-magnetic energy into it.’ So I said, ‘Yeah, so how much and
what frequency?’ And he said, ‘Well they think around about thirty-odd megahertz,’
and he said, ‘It will want a few tens of watts. So can you do anything?’ So I went
away and sat down and sketched myself out a little thirty – a little transmitter that
would work at thirty MHz, pumped the appropriate power up, went out and built it on
my bench and came out with David and said, ‘Well, let’s try this.’ So we set the
equipment up and David did some adjustments on the optics, which are explained in
here, the reflecting mirrors, and low and behold we had a laser that worked. So that
was that, and he said, ‘Ah, well now,’ he said, ‘we’ve got to detect the red and the
infrared that comes through this system.’ Apparently it’s the complementarity
between the two that they’re really interested, and Dave’s experimental idea, he got
the glass blowers to make him a glass tube about – I can’t remember now, nearly half
a metre long or a bit longer than that I think. And with a Schrader valve welded into
it, and he pumped up some air pressure into it as I remember, my memory could be at
fault here. But then the idea was to shine the laser through there, change the pressure
and then try and detect the change in pressure with this apparatus. So in the meantime
he said, ‘Well we want to detect the red and the infrared, can you do something?’
‘Hmm, yeah.’ [Laughs] So I went away and thought about this, so I got hold of what I
knew would be an infrared detector, a lead sulphide cell, and built a little amplifier to
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go on that. And then I said, ‘Well how much light have we got?’ Well it turns out
that we’d got too much light for a photomultiplier but not enough light for a photocell.
And of course there’s a vast difference in these ranges. So I thought, well what I
really want is a sort of a half photomultiplier. So I phoned EMI ‘cause I knew one of
the engineers that had done some development work in the photomultiplier
department and said, ‘Well I didn’t want a standard ten-stage one, which was a
Venetian blind multiplier, but can you do something with, say, just a few stages?’
And he said, ‘Well how about a five-stage?’ And I went, ‘Well yes.’ ‘Oh we can do
that for you.’ And he said, ‘What cathode response do you want?’ And I said, ‘Well,
I could do with it in the red end of the spectrum because the photomultipliers we were
using peaked at about 4,500 angstroms in the blue end I think.’ So he said, ‘Well
that’s all right,’ he said, ‘we’ll make you one with a – a red-sensitive cathode.’ And a
few days later I had a call and he said, ‘Right, we’ve got this tube for you.’ So I took
this back into Harwell and set it up, and we were able to measure the light and the
infrared using the detector we’d made for that. So David was then able to go ahead
with his experiments and that paid for as the result. Co-operation at practical level
between the odd-bod electronic engineer and the professional scientist you see
[laughs].

[05:00]

Did you get any credit for your work on that?

Well yes, David very kindly attached my name to the paper that was published, which
you see there.

Was that typical?
No. Some physicists did and some didn’t, and I’d not had this experience before
because in the Aldermaston environment I worked with, people didn’t publish papers
[laughs]. So that was a new experience to me, yes.

What did you know about lasers beforehand?
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Nothing. David had to explain the basic principles to me [laugh]. I knew a little bit
about optics but I didn’t realise how you could get a net gain out of a system. Well in
fact it isn’t a net gain ‘cause the laser gave out about three milliwatts I think, and I
pumped something like about thirty watts into it. Twenty watts it might have been, I
can’t remember the exact power of the transmitter I built.

What did you think about getting your name on the paper at the end of it all?
Well I was surprised because it had never happened to me before I don’t think. As far
as I know, if anyone had mentioned my name they’d never told me about it, let me put
it that way. And since we didn’t see papers that were published at Aldermaston
‘cause a lot were not published, I’ve no idea. So …

Did it happen again afterwards?
Not with David with this particular paper, and then – well I think we were working at
separate places. I’m not sure there was – I can’t remember now. I did get my name
mentioned in a couple of other papers but not in the way that you’re a co-author, sort
of, thanks for your – thanks for the cooperation etc, you know, at the end of the paper.
I don’t ever recall having my name on the paper. And in fact out of curiosity some
time ago I went on Google and just typed FA Raynor in and there’s quite a number of
references, but they all come back to this paper via other – other people. And I didn’t
see anything applied to any other papers so I assume that probably – probably people
didn’t give you recognition. As I say, I know some physicists did with other people
that had helped them. But David has said to this day, he still expected that to be
wiped out, because he said they were going to delete all technical references on the
Internet older than thirty years, so he said, ‘The interferometer paper will disappear.’
What you find now is, there are people publishing papers quite recently who are still
referring to this original paper. So yeah, it wasn’t – my contribution was, you know,
just some of the practical bits and pieces you wanted to make it work.

[End of Track 18]
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